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INVESTIGATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS ENFORCE-
MENT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THURSDAY, JULY 18, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

AND HUMAN RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE
OF TEL COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC'.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room

2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ted Weiss (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Ted Weiss, John Conyers, Jr., Robert S.
Walker, and Richard K. Armey.

Also present: James R. Gottlieb, staff director; Marc Smolonsky,
professional staff member; Pamela H. Welch, clerk; and Martha
Morrison, minority professional staff, Committee on Government
Operations.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WEISS
Mr. WEISS. Good morning.
This hearing will come to order. I know my colleagues have com-

ments. We will proceed in any event. I am sure they will be here
shortly.

Today, we will conduct an oversight hearing on the Department's
enforcement of Fedar$11 civil rights laws.

Four major laws have been enacted by Congress to preserve the
precious constitutional right of equal educational opportunity.

They are the Civil Rights Act of 1964, title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
and Lie Age Discrimination Act of 1975.

They explicitly prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, sex,
handicap, or age by any school system or institution that receives
Federal funds. The Office for Civil Rights in the Department of
Education is responsible for enforcing these laws.

This is not a hearing intended to debate civil rights philosophy.
This is a hearing about law enforcement. The laws passed by Con-
gress, and the judicial interpretations of those laws are clear in
regard to educational discrimination. It is illegal.

The Department of Education is required by law and major court
orders to investigate allegations of discrimination in educational
institutions and systems.

The Department is further required by law to conduct independ-
ent compliance reviews of school systems where discrimination is
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evident, even if the Department has not received a specific com-
plaint.

Wherever and whenever discrimination is found to constitute a
violation of the Federal civil rights e tatutes, the Department of
Education is bound to enforce the law.

The Office for Civil Rights has several enforcement methods
available. It can negotiate a voluntary settlement. It can pursue
enforcement through a hearing before an administrative law judge.
It can refer cases to the Department of Justice.

Regardless of the enforcement tool used, the Department of Edu-
cation must ensure that the discrimination found is remedied.

The purpose of today's hearing is to review the disposition of in-
vestigations conducted by the Office for Civil Rights and to ensure
that when a violation of law is found, the Department of Education
uses the most effective methods at its disposal to stamp out illegal
discrimination.

Unfortunately, the subcommittee's attempts to review the De-
partments' enforcement performance have been hindered to date
by the Office for Civil Rights' withholding of key documents.

The restriction of access to the numerous documents requested
by the subcommittee is improper, and I intend to resolve this
access problem today.

The subcommittee has invited Julius Chambers, the distin-
guished president of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, and Phyllis
McClure of the LDF Washington office to testify.

Also he7e to testify are Michael Landwehr of the Disability
Rights, Education and Defense Fund, and Marcia Greenberger of
the National Women's Law Center.

We will also hear from Harry Singleton, the Assistant Secretary
for Civil Rights at the Department of Education, and Amonio
Califa, former Director of the Office for Civil Rights' Policy and En-
forcement Service.

Before I call the first panel of witnesses up, let me indicate that
we are joined by our distinguished colleague from Texas, Mr.
Armey.

Mr. Armey, if you have an opening comment to make, we would
be pleased to hear it.

Mr. ARMEY. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
If Mr. Chambers, Ms. McClure, Mr. Landwehr, and Ms. Green-

berger would take their positions at the witness table, I think we
are ready to proceed.

The panel is also joined by Elliott Lichtman, who is a counsel in
the Adams case.

I understand that Ms. Greenberger has not yet arrives', but she
should be here shortly.

Befcre we proceed, the tradition and practice of the subcommit-
tees of the Government Operations Committee is to have witnesses
swear or attest or affirm what their testimony is going to be, & if
you would all raise your right hand.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Chambers, I think we will begin with you.
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STATEMENT OF JULIUS CHAMBERS, DIRECTOR-COUNSEL, NAACP
LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATIONAL FUND, INC., ACCOMPA-
NIED BY PHYLLIS McCLURE, WASHINGTON OFFICE, AND EL-
LIOTT LICHTMAN, COUNSEL

Mr. CHAMBERS. Chairman Weiss and members of the subcommit-
tee, I thank you for the opportunity to give testimony at the over-
sight hearings today on the Office for Civil Rights in the Depart-
ment of Education.

My name is Julius Chambers, and I am director-counsel of the
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund.

These hearings are crucially important to the continual struggle
to assure equal educational opportunity for minorities, women, and
the disabled.

They are essential to revitalize OCR's enforcement of Federal
statutes that bar discrimination by education recipients of Federal
financial assistance.

I ask that my written testimony be entered into the record.
Mr. WEISS. Without objection your prepared testimony will be en-

tered into the record. You may summarize it or present it in any
way that you please.

Mr. CHAMBERS. Thank you.
Let me begin by underlining the importance of the administra-

tive enforcement process required by title VI, title IX, and section
504.

It is both fair and cost-effective. Standards are applied uniformly
and consistently, both victims of alleged discrimination and recipi-
ents of Federal funds can expect even-handed treatment.

Individuals may seek redress in the courts, but litigation is bur-
densome and expensive for students, for schools, for colleges, and
for the Federal court.

Moreover, individual lawsuits often do not address systemic pat-
terns of discrimination or promote systemwide or institutionwide
remedies.

Litigation places the burden on the victim rather than the Feder-
al Government for enforcing the Nation's guarantee of nondiscrim-
ination by recipients of Federal funds.

Finally, administrative, as opposed to judicial, enforcement is far
more effective. The threat of losing Federal money is a greater
stimulus to corrective action than court-ordered relief.

Fund termination occurs only after a lengthy process. The histo-
ry of title VI proves that the actual use of the sanction can produce
compliance where voluntary corrective action does not work.

For example, 892 recipients were in some phase of the adminis-
trative enforcement process between 1966 and 1978, but only 219
actually had funds terminated.

All but two of those 219 recipients ultimately came into compli-
ance and had their funds restored.

The focus of this committee's oversight hearings is the Office for
Civil Rights' performance in carrying out enforcement of title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972, and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973

Speaking for the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, I can say that the
Office for Civil Rights has enforced these laws and vindicated peo-
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pie's rights only under pressure from the courts and from advocacy
organizationsnot just the Legal Defense Fund, but the Disability
Rights Education and Defense Fund, the National Women's Law
Center, and countless other groups around the country, as well as
here in Washington.

The fact is that the rights of minorities and victims of discrimi-
nation are rarely popular with the majority. Only when we have
three branches of the Government acting in concert to enforce mi-
nority rights have minorities, women, and the disabled made
progress in securing equal educational opportunity.

For black citizens there was one brief moment in this century
when our rights to full and equal citizenship took a moment, a leap
forward.

The Supreme Court had declared separate and unequal schools
unconstitutional. Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of 1964, in-
cluding title VI, and the President supported an Executive enforce-
ment of the 1964 act.

Now, civil rights enforcement is under attack by the executive
branch of Government. That is why the Legal Defense Fund espe-
cially welcomes this committee's attention to this issue. The taxes
collected from all of us must not be used to subsidize discrimina-
tion against some of us.

How has the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Educa-
tion defaulted on its responsibility to enforce the nondiscrimination
statutes within its jurisdiction?

First, when OCR takes months, even years, to complete an inves-
tigation and issue a letter of finding, justice is denied.

When OCR takes months, even years, to negotiate a settlement,
justice is denied. When OCR takes months, even years, to initiate
enforcement, justice is denied.

It is fundamental to our political system that aggrieved citizens
be able to petition their Government for redress of grievances.
When the Government fails to act, to answer their complaint, to
investigate, to take enforcement action upon the finding of a viola-
tion, justice is denied.

One of my primary concerns is that blacks obtain the education-
al tools to get a job, to compete in the job market, and to earn
money necessary to support their families.

Whether in elementary, secondary, or higher education, black
citizens are today still receiving second-rate education.

And, as my written testimony demonstrates, blacks are often pe-
nalized for the failure of States to undo the long history of educa-
tional neglect.

Today, as we see figures of the decreasing enrollment of minori-
ties in higher education, in undergraduate schools, and graduate
schools, and professional schools, we are all concerned about OCR's
enforcement of title VI and title IX in higher education.

As we see today the failure of minority students in elementary
and secondary schools, OCR's enforcement of title VI and title IX
becomes crucially important.

Second, incompetency and mismanagement by OCR may not be
unconstitutional, but they certainly affect the rights of minorities,
of women, and of the handicapped.

9
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The money and effort expended on misguided data collection and
agency initiated compliance r views, of gross misuse of precious re-
sources, I submit that OCR's 1984 school survey and the random
selection of compliance review sites are gross misuse of civil rights
compliance dollars.

Your committee, Congressman Weiss, ought to demana that OCR
do better.

Third, the Office for Civil Rights settlements for civil rights vio-
lators are often much ado about nothing. Enormotr resources are
spent on factual investigations, which support findings of illegal
conduct by recipients of Federal funds only to give way to a store
with paper plans and promises for future compliance and future
monitoring of compliance.

Professionals committed to civil rights for minorities, for women,
and the disabled are leaving the Office for Civil Rights in droves.
They see no future for fulfilling their commitment as civil servants
to law enforcement.

Unless this committee and this Congress demand aggressive and
efficient civil rights enforcement, I fear that we are in another twi-
light of second-class citizenship.

I have kept my testimony brief so that the committee may raise
what questions it would like to pursue. I would like to conclude by
again expressing my gratitude to you, Congressman Weiss, and to
the committee for having devoted your attention to this issue
today, and Giving us 'in opportunity to participate in these hear-
ings.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chambers.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Chambers follows:]

10
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Chairman Weiss and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you

for this opportunity to give testimony at the oversight hearings

on the Office to. Civil Rights (OCR) in the Department of

Education. My name is Julius Chambers, Director-Counsel of

the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational fund, Inc.

These hearings are crucially important to the ,:c,:-.tinuing

struggle to assure equal educational opportunity for minorities,

women, and the disabled. They are essential to revitalize OCR's

enforcement of federal statutes that bar discrimination by

education recipients of federal financial assistance.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is no better point of departure for these hearings

than the words of Chief Justice Earl Warren for a unanimous

Supreme Caurt which struck down state mandated racial segregation

in schools:

Today, education is perhaps the most im-
portant function of state and local govern-
ments. Compulsory school attendance laws
and the great expenditures far education
tenth demonstrate our recogn.tion of the im-
portance of education to our democratic
society. It is required in the performance
of our most basic re%ponsibilities, even
service in the armed forces. It is the
very foundation of good citizenship. today
it is a principal instrument in awakening
the child to cultural values, in pre-
paring him for later professional training
and in helping him adjust normally to his
environment. It is doubtful that any
child may reasonably be experted ti succeed

3.164.11AVA V403 TIIMI
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in life if he is denied the opportunity of

an education. Such an opportunity, where
the state fuss undertaken to provide it,
is a right which must be made available

to all on equal terms.

To separate . . . [children] from others
of similar age and qualifzc'tione solely
because of their race generates a feeling
of inferiority as to their status in

the community that may affect their hearts
and minds in ways unlikely to be undone....

Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U S. 483 (1954).

The NAACP Legal Defense Fund has argued before the Supreme

Court virtually every major school desegregation case since

Brown: Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1 (1958); Goss v. Board of Educa-

tion, 373 U.S. 683 (1963); Griffin v.
County School Board of Prince

Edward County, 377 U.S. 218 (1964); Green v. New Kent County,

391 U.S. 430 (1968); Alexander v. Holmes County Board of Educa-

tion, 396 U.S. 19 (1969); Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of

Education, 402 U.S. 1
(1971); Keyes v. School District #1, 413 U.S.

189 (1973).

A. The NAACP Legal Defense Fund's Long Involvement with

Title VI and the Office for Civil Rights

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was enacted to

enforce the 14th Amendment to the Constitution and Brown v.

Board of Education. That statute empowers the Department of

Education to terminate federal funds from recipients that discrimi-

nate on the basis of race, color or national origin, including

de ;ure segregated school systems. From the very beginning of

Title VI, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund has devoted significant

resources to ensuring administrative enforcement of the law.

MST COPY AVAILASLE
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The Legal Defense Fund and the American Frienda Service

Committee established a joint task force on school desegregation

in the 1965-1966 school year. Teams of civil righta workers

fanned out across the South to inform black parents of their

childrens. right under Title VI to attend a formerly all-white

school and to assist the brave children and their stalwart mothers

and fathers in transferring to schools in hostile and aometimes

violent circumstances.

The Legal Defense Fund reviewed HEW-approved desegrega-

tion plans and filed administrative complaints when those plans

were defective. We have pressed OCR to establish and publish

uniform criteria for acceptable desegregation plans for elementary

end secondary school districts and state systems of public

higher education, as well as non-discrimination in vocational

education. We have scrutinized the implementation of school

desegregation plans and joined with other organizations to report

our findings.'

When the Committee on Government Operations was con-

sidering legislation to create a cabinet-level Department of

Education, the Legal Defense Fund successfully persuaded both the

Committee and ultimately the Congress to adopt statutory provisions

to assure the integrity and high-level rzsponsxbility of the

"Alabama Council on Human Relations, American Friends Service
Committee, Delta Ministry of the National Council of Churches,
NAACP Legal Oef."nse and Educational Fund, Inc., Southern Regional
Council, Washingtu' R'search Project, Its Not Over in the South:
School Desegregation in Forty-Three Southern Cities Eighteen
Years After Brown (May 1972).

3./IIAJUOIA )1%30 TZ:F.iii
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department's civil rights law enforceme-t function. Department

of Education Organization Act, P.L. 96-88, Section 203 (1979).

finally, when HEW and the Nixon Administration

abandoned Title VI and declared its hostility to school deseg-

regation, the Legal Defense fund filed suit in 1970 to compel

enforcement of the statute in the 17 Southern and Border States.

Adams v. Richardson, now Adams v. Bennett and its companion case,

WEAL v. Bennett, have a long and complicated procedural history.

Although it started as a Title VI enforc went case, Adams now

embraces title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (sex

discrimination) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of

1973 (handicapped discrimination).

In the face of the failure of the federal government

to heed the requirements of these three statutes, plaintiffs

have, over 15 years, sought and obtained major relief to revive

OCR's administrative enforcement effort. Now the Reagan Ad-

ministration is asking the United States District Court for the

District of Columbia to dismiss Adams and WEAL, arguing in

part that plaintiffs do not even have standing to challenge

defendants' abdication, of their civil rights enforcement responsibility.

B. The Importance of the Administrative Enforcement Process

I will return to the procedural and substantive

history of Adamt in a moment, but before I de, I want to underline

the importance of the administrative enforcement process required

by Title VI, Title IX and Section 504. It is both fair and cost-

effective. Standards are applied uniformly and consistently; both

3.1614./IAVA 11400 1136
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victims of alleged discrimination and recipients of federal funds

can expect even-handed treatment. Individuals may seek redress

in the courts, but litigation is burdensome and expensive for

students, schools, colleges and for the federal courts.

Moreover, individual lawsuits often do not address

systemic patterns of discrimination or promote system-wide or

institution-wide remedies. Litigation places the turden on the

victims rather than the federal government for enforcing the

nation's guarantee of nondiscrimination by recipients of federal

funds.

Finally, administrative, as opposed to judicial,

enforcement is far more effective. The threat of losing federal

money is a greater stimulus to corrective action than court-

ordered relief. Fund termination occurs only after a lengthy

process. The history of Title VI proves that the actual use of

the sanction can produce compliance where voluntary corrective

action does not work.

For example, 892 recipients were in Some phase of

the administrative enforcement process between 1966 and 1978,

but only 219 actually had funds terminated. 111 but two of

those 219 recipients ultimate'y came into compliance and had their

funds restored.

There has been bipartisan anathema to employing even

the threat of fund termination by initiating the administrative

enforcement process when voluntary negotiations fail. But it is

only the willingness to use the stick of Title VI that makes the

carrot--voluntary compliance--effective.

LtielkildWA Vc103 123111
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In the early years (1964-1968) of Title VI, the real

potential of losing federal money was enough to desegregate

thousands of Southern schools. After the first Adams order in

1973, OCR began initiating administrative actions against Southern

districts whose desegrelation plans did not pass constitutional

muster. After Ulu 1983 Adams order set deadlines for securing

compliance in pending cases, OCR took 23 cases to administrative

lbw judles and referred 18 cases to the Department of Justice.

That order generated more enforcement proceedings than had

occured in all of the p.evious decade.

II. THE PROCEDURAL HISTORY Of AOAMS v. BENNETT

This section of my testimony summarizes the issues and pro-

cedural history of the Adams litigation. I hope to give the

Subcommittee a context by which it can assess the current en-

forcement issues and problems facing the Office for Civil Rights.

The first part explains the events that led to the filing

of the lawsuit. The second part describes what is now known as

the time frames for prozessing complaints and compliance reviews.

The third part deals with desegregation of formerly de lure

state systems of public higher education. Part four outlines

the successful effort tc enforce Title VI in vocational and special

purpose schools.

A. The Background of Adams

In 1969, five years after passage of Title VI, federal

funds were still flowing to obviously segregated schools in the

South. Although OCR had terminated funds in 46 instances, its

standards were unduly lax and permissive with respect to both the

time and substance of desegregation plans.

BEST COPY AVAILWett
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OCR had sent letters to 10 Southern and Border states

finding that the states had failed to eliminate the vestiges of

racial segregation in higher education systems. Five states

chose simply to ignore OCR's letter. Five states submitted

plans, but OCR took no action. In short, even among those

states which OCR had found in violation of Title VI, none

had been require° to implement "at once" a desegregation plan.

Alexander v. Holmes County Bosrd of Education, 396 U.S. 19 (1969)

OCR had obtained Title VI assurances of compliance

from state departments of education but had wholl,, failed to

require those departments to dismantle the racially separate

vocational schools and schools for the deaf, blind and other

haneicapped children.

Finally, on July 3, 1969, HEW Secretary Robert H. Finch

and Attorney General John H. Mitchell, Jointly announced 6

new policy "to minimize the number of cases in which it becomes

necessary to employ the particular remedy of a cutoff of federal

funds." This policy statement also revoked the previous

Title VI deadlines for complete desegregation by the opening

of the 1968-1969 or, at the latest, 1969-1970 school year. The

July 3rd statement presaged virtually complete abandonment of

fund termination--the teeth of Title VI. It therefore sanctioned

the entrenched practice of public school segregation.

8. The Time Frames Order

From the earliest phases of the Adams litigation, delay

and inaction in processing cases have characterized OCR's

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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conduct, and time frames have been an essential part of the remedy

ordered by the court. In pending cases where the agency had

established a Title VI violation, OCR sought voluntary compliance

through negotiation and conciliation not for months, but for years.

In the seminal 1973 order the court required OCR to start

enforcement proceedings in over 100 noncomplying school districts

within 60 days. 356 F.Supp. 95, 97. The order also addressed

the disposition of future cases by requiring OCR to report twice

a year on all instances of failure to observe timeframes in

processing cor,.aints of discrimination filed by black citizens.

The 1973 Adams order was affirmed, en bane, by the Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia, 480 F.2d 1159 (1973).

After the 1973 rulings, Legal Defense Fund monitoring

of OCR revealed the continuing practice of xtensive delays at

both the investigation and negotiation phases of Title VI enforce-

ment. We returned to court seeking further relief, and in 1975

the district court found a repetition of the "over-reliance by

HEW on the use of voluntary negotiations over protracted time

periods." 391 F.Supp. 269, 271. The 1975 supplemental

order again directed the commencement of enforcement proceedings

within specified time periods.

like the 1973 order, the 1975 order granted prospective

relief because "HEW has often delayed too long in ascertaining

whether a complaint or other information of racial discrimination

constitutes a violation of Title VI," 391 F.Sbpp. 273. Accordingly,

the court set out basic time frames for processing all complaints

and compliance reviews,

BEST COPY AVAILAB
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1. 4 letter of findings (101) determining whether

the recipient is in compliance with Title VI

was to be issued within 90 days after receipt

of a complaint of start of a compliance review.

2. if a violation is found, corrective action was to

be secured within an additional 90 days.

3. If voluntary compliance could not be secured,

enforcement proceedings were to be initiated

within an additional 30 days.

The time frames were incorporated in a new 1976 order

following a settlement agreement among the parties. That

settlement followed OCR's plea of inadequate resources to comply

simultaneously with the 1975 order and its other statutory respons-

ibilities.

By this time (1976-1577) three corollary developments

had affected OCR enforcement responsibilities. In response to

the agency's failure to enforce Title IX, the WJmen's Equity

Action league (WEAL) had filed suit in 1974. This action was

combined with Adams and national origin plaintiffs were permitted

intervention. 536 f.2d 417 (1976). The Natitnal federation of

the Blind was permitted to intervene to raise the issue of Section

504 nonenforcement by order of the d -trict court on October 7, 1977.

In Brown v. Weinberger, 417 f.Supp. 1215 (D.D.C. 1976),

a parallel case concerning OCR's non-enforcement of Title VI in

the northern and western parts of the country, the court

found unconscionable and unjustifiable delays in the processing
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of numerous cases pending doring the same period for which the

Adams court reached a similar conclusion for the Southern

and Border states. As the Brown court concluded with respect

to investigations pending at OCR,

The substantial delays of from one and one-half
to eight years without bringing these investi-
gations to conclusions, during which time the
school districts involved have continued
to receive Federal financial assistance,
violate the agency's own regulations and the
express intent of Congress in Title VI.
(Id. at 1220)

Similarly, with respect to districts found by OCR to have vio-

lated Title VI, the Brown court added:

In the twenty-six school districts here,
compliance negotiations have been going on for
periods of time ranging from nine months
to three years without success. This being
the case, the Court is of the opinion that
the limited discretich, of the defendants
has ended and that HEW must commence to
enforce the mandate of Title VI. (id. at 1222)

The Brown court ten ordered in these cases time deadlin,s for the

completion of investigations and the commencement of enforcement

proceedings, from which the government filed nu appeal.

Within a year of the 1976 order it had be.ame clear

that the agency was defaulting on the order in major respects.

OCR had permitted the accumulation of a backlog of hundreds of

unresolved complaints, and there were wide-ranging violatioos of

the time frame requirements. Accordingly, when plaintiffs and

intervenors again sought supplementary relief in 1977, OCR

officials conceded their violations of the 1976 order but rejoined
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that OCR was unable "given currently-avc.lable resources and those

which can reasonably be expected to be made available to OCR

in the foreseeable future, to comply with all aspects of this

Court's existing order and simultaneously meet it:, other ongoing

civil rights enforcement responsibilities."

The district court urged the parties to negotiate

their differences, and as a result of those negotiations entered

a consent decree on December 29, 1977. This Lerefolly crafte'l

agreement gave OCR ti-e to process a huge backlog of cases and

to hire and train additional staff. The basic 90-90-30 day

time fismis were retained and would apply to the ageecy's compliance

activities throughout the nation with respect to discrimination

based on race, national origin, sex and handicap.

OCR's initial efforts to comply with the 1977 con3ent

decree net with considerable success. The backlog was virtually

eliminated, despite the heavy flow of new complaints and the

simultaneous conduct of more than 600 compliance reviews.

The progress did not last. By 1980 OCR regresged

again to massive delays. Eighty-eight percent (88%) of the 225

compliance reviews were behind schedule. With respect to complaint

processing during the period October 1980 to April 1981, the

letter of Finding was not issued on time for more than 60% of the

complaints. And there remained in 1981 170 very old complaints,

some of which had been pending as long as nine years.

Based on such evidence, plaintiffs a'qi intervenors

returned to court for further relief. The governmea sought to
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vacate the Adams/WEAL order altogether. The court rejected the

government's motion and issued an order on March 11, 1983

incorporating the salient provisions of the 1977 order, with

appropriate modifications to render it more effective. As the

court found, if OCR is "left to its own devices, the manpower

that would normally be devoted to this type of thing, . . . might

be shunted off into other directions, will fade away and the

substance of compliance will eventually go out the window."

The government appealed the March 11, 1983 order, and on

September 14, 1984 the court of appeals remanded the case to the

district court for consideration of plaintiffs' standing.

C. Higher Education Desegregation Orders

The 1973 order, affirmed by the court of appeals,

supra p. 8 , directed that OCR obtain plans from states that

had formerly operated de ,lure systems of public higher education,

which would disestablish the separate and unequal system

of post-secondary educatic 1 and enhance the historically black

colleges. The court of appeals stressed that state-wide

measures must be required to eliminate state-wide vestiges of

segregation in state systems of higher education.

The plans rubber-stamped by OCR, as the court put it t.:

the January 1977 hearing, proved to be mere "pieces of paper,"

lacking any concrete promise of desegregation. Therefore, the

court ordered OCR to require the states to submit new desegre-

gation plans. 480 f.Supp. 118, 121.
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Because the 1974 plans contained widely different

standards, the court ordered OCR to publish criteria setting

forth in clear terms the general desegregation requirements that

would constitute the conditions for the acceptance of new plans

from the states. The criteria were initially published in 1977 and

slightly revised in February 1978. Inherent in them was a requirement

that specific commitments be made by the states in the areas of (1)

admission, (2) recruiting and retention of studehts, (3) the place-

ment and duplication of program offerings among institutions,

(4) the role and enhancement of black institutions, and (5) the

changes in the racial composition of faculties.

The criteria directed "not only that each institution

pursue nondiscriminatory student admission and faculty and

staff employment practices, but also that the state system as

a whole develop a comprehensive and coordinated statewide

desegregation plan embodying those specific affirmative, remedial

steps which will prove effective in achieving significant pro-

gress toward the disestablishment of the structure of the dual

system and which address the problem of 'systemwide racial

imbalance.'"

The c,Iteria further set forth numerical goals and

timetables by which to measure progress toward elimination

of the effects of the unconstitutional, de ,)ore racial

segregation.

Revised Criteria Specifying the Ingredients of Acceptable Plzns
to Desegregate State Systems of Public Higher Education, Federal
Register, Vol. 42, No. 32, p. 6658-6664 (Frbruary 15, 1978)
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The court directed that each state be required to

submit a new or revised plan within 60 days and OCR accept or

reject those plans within 120 days. Plans from Arkansas, Florida,

Oklaboma,and North Carolina Community Colleges were accepted in

1978 and from Georgia and Virginia in 1979.

The North Carolina four-year university system refused

to submit an acceptable plan and was referred for administrative

enforcement. During the time that the North Carolina matter was

being tried before an administrative law judge, Secretary of

Education leTrel Bell accepted a plan from North Carolina in

1982 that in several substantial respects violated the criteria

Returning to the 1978-1979 period, OCR began investi-

gations of seven other states which had operated de lure

segregated systems of higher education prior to 1954. These

states are: Alabama, Delaware, Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio,

South Carolina, Texas, and West Virginia. But OCR had been so

dilatory in completing the investigations and issuing lOf's

that plaintiffs returned to court. As a result the court approved

a consent order in December 1980 which set a deadlinn of January

15, 1981 for issuance of all remaining LOf's.

In 1982, the legal Defense fund determined that, as

to the first group of states, there had been more.default on the

criteria's requirements and on their five-year commitments than

there had been achie,ment of what had been promised. And as

to the secn-d group of states (those Tecelving.L0f's in 1981),

Title VI enforcement was essentially at a standstill.
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Negotiations with these states had been dragging on

with no desegregation plans accepted by OCR, and yet no enforce-

ment proceedings had been commenced. In three other states,

OCR had accepted less than state-w.de desegregation plans, in

violation of the court of appeals' mandate that there be state-

wide desegregation of high'r education which for nearly a

century was segregated state-wide.

A motion for further relief was filed in December

1982 which led to the March 24, 19C3 Order. That order found

as to the first group of states:

each . . . has defaulted in major respects
on its plan commitments ano on the deseg-
regation reqirements of the Criteria and
Title VI. Each state has not achieved
the principal objectives in its plan be-
cause of the state's failure to implement
concrete and specific measures adequate
to ensure that the promised desegregation
goals would be achieved by the end of the
five year desegregation period.

With respect to Arkansas, Ceorglo, Oklahoma, Norida,

and the North Carolina Community Colleges, OCR was ordered to

r?quire a plan from each state by June 30, 1983 which would

reasonably ensure that all goals of their 1978 plan were met no

later than the fall of 1995, or to commence enforcement proceedings

no later than September 15, 1983. Other relief was order for Virginia.

As to the second group of states -- Pennsylvania, Texas

and Kentucky- -OCR was ordered to obtai plans which "fully conform

to the Criteria and Title VI." With .c.:e,:t to the three o'-her

states in the second group--West Virginia, Missouri and Delaware--

the court found that there had been no showing of "system-wide

Imbalance' and that the plans accepted trop those states compiled

with Title Vl,
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Resolution of the compliance status of these ,,ari is

states awaits OCR's evaluation of their progress in achieving

full compliance by the requisite dptes perti.-nt to

each plan and the Legal Defense Fund's evaluation of the

states' plans. We are now engaged in that work.

D. Vocational and Special Purpose Schools

Shortly after the filing of Adams, OCR announced its

intention to lauch a compliance program with respect td stete-

administered schools, but it took no such steps until ordered

to do so by the district court two and a half years later.

In the course of t%e litigation, OCR

submitted information about 205 vocational schools,

28 schools for the blind and deaf, and certain other schools for

the mentally handicapped administered by state education agencies

in the 17 Southern and Border States. OCR had no enrolldient or

faculty data by race for these schools, with the ex-..eption of

32 vocational schools in Louisiana, seven of which mere over-

whelmingly black and 25 of which were overwhelmingly white.

In its decision of February 1973, the court noted these

Louisiana statistics and concluded: "Many of the schools

operated by state departments of education are obviously segregated."

The district court ordered OCR "to implement without unreasonable

delay an e:forcement program adequate to secure Title VI com-

pliance with respect to vocational and other schools administered

or operated by State Departments of Education ;,ufficient to assure

their compliance with Title VI, including reporting and on-site

reviews."
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Among the segregated schools that still existed nine

years after passage of Title VI were: the Louisiana State School

for the Deaf, the Louisiana State School for Deaf Negroes, the

Louisiana State School for the Blind, the Louisiana State

School for Blind Negroes. Although these institutions were in

presumptive non-compliance, it toot, the plaintiff-' motion for

further relief and the 1977 consent order to get OCR to move.

The 1977 consent order required OCR to:

1. conduct compliance reviews in previously identified

segregated special purpose and vocational schools;

2. conduct statistical surveys of the special purpose

and vocational schools which had never been in-

cluded in OCR's normal data collection of enroll-

ment in elementary, secondary and post-secondary

institutions;

3. develop and publish compl:ance standards for vo-

cational education schools.

By 1979 OCR had essentially complied with this part of the Adams

order.

Ill. CURRENT COMPLIANCE PROBLEMS

A. Performance on Adams Time frames

The normal Adams time frames for complaints provide

(1) 15 days for acknowledgment, (2) 90 days for investigation and

Issuance of the 101, (3) 90 days to secure corrective action. and

(4) failing voluntary compliance, 30 additional days to take formal

enforcement action. Compliance reviews have the same deadl'nes

except that there is no ackno,,ledgment
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For more complex cases, OCR may "except" up to 20%

of all complaints and 20% of all reviews and take up to 120 more

days. These cases fit within the exceptional time frames.

Provided here are the highlights of our recent analysis

of OCR's compliance with the time frames for processing

complaints and compliance reviews initiated in Fiscal Year 1983

and Fiscal Year 1984.

1. Nationwide for all complaints, OCR failed to

issue the LOF on time in 24% of the =uses in FY 1983

and 18% of the cases in FY 1984.

2. Looking just at the complaints in the exceptional

category where OCR has 120 days longer, 33% of

the LOFs were issued late in FY 1983 and 11%

were late in FY 1984.

3. The nationwide averages mask large variations in

meeting time frames among regional offices. For

example, in FY 1983 for both normal and exceptional

complaints, Region VIII (Denver) issued 83 LOFs,

91% of them on schedule, but Region X (Seattle) issued

40 LOFs, 58% of them on time. In FY 1984 Region II

(New York) issued only 60% of 104 1.0fs due on

time. Region V (Chicago) issued 95% of 220 (Ors

within the time frames.

4 Only slightly more than half of all compliance

review LOF's were issued timely: >2% in FY 1983

and 54% in FY 1984.
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5. large disparities among reg.onal offices in

meeting 101 time frames also occurred for com-

oliance reviews. In FY 83, Region III (Philadelphia)

with T6 1.01 due dates net only 11% on time, while

Region IX (San Francisco) with 46 tOF due dates met

85% on time. In FY 84, Region X (Seattle) with

6 LOF due dates, met only 17% on time, ...ut

Region VII (Kansas City' with 29 101 due dates met

90% on time.

8. Dillon County School District 02, South Carolina

One of the more egregious examples of OCR's malfeasance

in recent years is the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights'

refusal to take enforcement action against Dillon County School

District 02, despite having found the district in violation of

Title VI on three different occasions beginning as long ago as

1977.

The elementary and secondary schools of Dillon County

School District 02 historically operated under de jure segregation.

On the basis of a Hay 1977 compliance review, on December 27, 1977,

OCR issued a letter of Findings which determined that Dillon

County School District 02 "is not in compliance with Title VI"

because of the district's ability grouping practices. OCR con-

cluded that:

The district has assigned students to regular
classes in a discriminatory manner which has
resulted in racially identifiable/racially
isolated classes at the following schools:
East Elementary, Stewart Heights Elementary,
Gordon Elementary, Maple Junior High, J.V.
Martin Junior High, and Dillon High.
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In October 1979, OCR conducted a second Title VI

compliance review and determined that Dillon County School District

f2 continued to be out of compliance with Title VI because of

the district's ability grouping practices, concluding that "the

assignment of students to regular classes has resulted in

racially identifiable classes at the East Elementary School,

Gordon Elementary School, Maple Junior High School, and J.V.

Martin Junior High School."

On June 6, 1980 the Director of OCR's Region IV,

wrote to the Dillon County School District 02 Superintendent

stating:

Our visit on October 1, 1979, resulted in
our finding your school district still in
non-compliance with regard to assignment
of students to regular classes in the
following schools: East Elementary, Cordon
Elementary, Maple Junior High, and J.V.
Martin High Schools. . . . Because the
time available to the Regional Office staff
for negotiation under Adams v. Califano
has been exhausted, this is to advise you
`hat unless plans axe presented to us to
esolve these issues within 20 days of the
'late of this letter, we shall forward your
file to our Washington Office with a
recommendation that appropriate enforcement
action be initiated. This could result in
termination of Federal financial assistance.

On June 9, 1983, Assistant Secretary Harry Singleton

wrote to the Dillon County School District 12 Superintendent

stating that a third Title VI compliance review conducted in

February 1982 "found that there were still a number of racially

identifiable classes" and "that 64 of the total 231 classes in

the district were rac_ally identifiable (27.7%1." Assistant
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Secretary Singleton concluded that "OCR has been unable to secure

voluntary compliance by June 9, 1983, the date set by the court

in Adams for processing unresolved cases for enforcement." The

letter stated that the case will be referred "to the Department

of Justice unless an acceptable remedial plan is provided to

OCR within ten days from the date of this letter."

On June 23, 1983, Assistant Secretary Singleton wrote

to Assistant Attorney General William Bradford Reynolds requesting

that the Department of Justice commence judicial proceedings

against Dillon County School District t2.

Eleven months later on Hay 24, 1984, Assistant Attorney

General Reynolds wrote Assistant Secretary Singleton stating

"we have concluded that no further action by this Department in

this matter is warranted at this time."

Now more than a year later, Assistant Secretary

Singleton has refused to take the alternative enforcement route

by issuing a notice for an administrative hearing. OCR takes

the position that once it "had completed its investigation and

referred the matter to tne Department of Justice, OCR had dis-

charged its duties under the law. . . ." Notion To Dismiss,

Adams v. Bennett.

Under the Title VI regulations, OCR has two enforcement

options: referral to the Department of Justice or referral to

an administrative law judge within the Department of Education.

The Assistant Secretary is not absolved of his duty to enforce the

law simply because the Department of Justice decl,ned to act on

a matter he referred.
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Hr. Singleton has refused to act on o staff recommend-

ation that he sign a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing.

What is even more inexplicable about Mr. Singleton's

obstinency regarding Dillon 02 is that OCR is taking enforcement

action against Dillon School District 01 for the identical viola-

tion of Title VI. The only procedural difference between these

two cases is that Dillon 02 was sent to the Department of Justice

and subsequently returned, while Dillon 01 was referred initially

to an administrative law Judge.

C. Inaction On Three Other Cases Returned By The Department
of Justice

Three other cases originally referred to the Department

of Justice hove been returned to OCR. In each case, OCR found

that the complainant had been discriminated against in employment

on the basis of sex. The Assistant Secretary's refusal to

act on these cases has left these complainants victims of

bureaucratic ping-pony and with no remedy for discrimination.

The three cases and the dates of their referral to

the Department of Justice and their return to OCR are os follows:

Case and Docket No. Referral to DOJ Return to OCR

Malcolm-King: Harlem
College Extension
002-83-2007

Anna-Jonesboro Community
High School, District 081
004-78-0043

Dayton Public Schools
015-76-0070

December 8, 1983 February 24, 1984

June 23, 1983 March 5, 1984

June 23, 1983 August 9, 1983
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IV. SELL-OUT SETTLEMENTS

Discussed here are three settlements in Title VI cases

where OCR accepted remedies and psmises of remedies that fall

far short of constitutional and statutory standards to cure

de jure racial segregation. Two are pupil assignment cases.

The third concerns the imposition of a test for college graduation

where the state has failed to upgrade traditionally black schools.

Since 1977 OCR has effectively been out of the school deseg-

regationbusiness, limited to doing investigations for the

Department of Justice. The Eagleton-Biden amendment prevents

OCR, but not the federal courts, from requiring busing to a

school other than the school nearest the student's home. Prior

to 1981 OCR had to refer school desegregation cases after it

found a violation to the Department of Justice if there was to

be a legally sufficient remedy.

The Reagan Justice Department has refused to follow

Supreme Court law in school desegregation cases, choosing instead

to negotiate voluntary magnet school plans despite little reason

to believe they will be as effective as mandatory plans. In

two Phoenix, Arizona cases, OCR has opted to negotiate its own

magnet school plan, effectively capitulating to the Justice

Department's position.

A. Phoenix Elementary School District it

The Office for Civil Rights found Phoenix Elementary

School District 01 (PESD) to be in violation of Title VI with

respect to the assignment of black and Hispanic students to the

District's schools.
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Iwo Supreme Court decisions, Columbus Board of Education

v. Penick, 443 U.S. 449 (1979) and Dayton Board of Education v.

Brinkman, 443 U.S. 526 (1979), state the legal standard to be

applied in school segregation cases when districts are no longer

required as a matter of state law or official policy to maintain

segregation. Two questions are relevant: (1) Did the school

district, prior to Brown v. Board of Education, 347

U.S. 483 (1954) operate a dual school system for black and/or

Hispanic students/ (2) Has the school district which operated

a dual school system affirmatively acted to desegregate its

schools adequately and abandoned those practices which might

perpetuate or reestablish dual schools?

From Hay 1983 through February 1984, OCR unsuccessfully

sought to obtain PESD's voluntary compliance with Title VI. On

February 24, 1984, OCR issued its Letter of Findings.

1. The Findings

Until 1951 Arizona state law required the segre-

gation of elementary school students of the "African race.' OCR

concluded that PESO had, prior to the 1953-1954 school sear,

an official policy of operating de ,Lure segregated black schools.

OCR further found that PESD had failed to meet its

legal responsibility to remediate to the maximum extent feasible

the remaining consequences of segregation. In particular, PESD

violated its "affirmative responsibility to see that pupil

assignment policies .nd school construction and abandonment

practices 'are not used and do not serve to perpetuate or re-

establish the dual school system.'" Dayton, 443 U.S. at 538-39.
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The three formerly de jure black zrhools remained

"overwhelmingly" black until the late 1970s. While PESV's black

student population has never risen above 23%, black enrollment

at these three schools consistently averaged 80% or more

through the 1975-1976 school year. One of the original de

,lure schools remaino a majority black school today. In the thirty

years since Brown, none of the three de .lure black schoola nas

ever had a significant number of whites.

Another indication of intentional segregation was

PESD's retention of black faculty at formerly dn jure black

schools. Through the 1977-1978 school year, PESD continued its

practice of assigning over 70% of all black teachers to thc..e

schools which contained almost entirely blacks and Hispoolcs.

Until the late 1970s, more th,n 50% of all black teachers ,.ere

assigned only to the three fo merly de jure black schools. It

was only when Emergency School Aid Act fESAA' funds were denied

for the 1977-1978 school year that PESO mode any serious effort

to integrate black teachers throughout the District.

OCR also found that PESD utilized neighborhood

zone lines and optional zones to keep black students in pre-

dominantly black schools while facilitating whites' avoidance of

those schools. Despite the zones drawn as part of PESD's "deseg-

regation" plan in 1953 and zoning decisions mad.. after 1960, the

three formerly de jure black schools and an additional school whirl

had become ma;ority black remained overwhelmingly black. PESD

did not strictly enforce zone attendance, thereby exacerbating

segregation.
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Major opportunities for desegregation hove been

missed by PESO. The Board decided against construction of

middle schools which would have facilitated integration. less

costly propcsals for magnet schools have not been acted upon.

2. The Settlement

OCR spent nearly four years investigating PESD,

made four on-site visits, conducts., an extensive review of

documents, interviewed over '00 witnesses, and contacted or

visited virtually every agency and organization within Phoenix

with Information relevant to the investigation. After making

detailed findings of illegal conduct, OCR negotiated on uncons-

cionable settlement that employs none of the remedies that are

constitutionally required to uproot the vestiges of the de jure

school system.

"The measure of poet-Brown conduct of a school

board under en unsatisfied duty to liquidate a dual system is

the effectiveness, not the purpose of the actions in decreasing

or increasing the Jegregation caused by the duel system."

(Emphasis added) Dayton, 443 U.S. at 538. The legal remedies

available to a court in a case involving de are segregation ere

extensive. In Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education,

402 U.S. 1 (1971), the Supreme Court emphasized that school

authorities must use whatever techniques ere necessaryrezoning,

pairing, "satellite" or island zoning and pupil transportation

(busing)--to achieve the greatest amount of desegregation practicable.
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The settlement which OCR accepted contains no

mandatory provisions that will change the status quo. The

plan proposes a math/computer/science magnet school for Bethune

Elementary, one of the formerly de Au= black schools, but this

is the only concrete commitment. Even that commitment is qualified

by references to "budgetary constraints." Other magnet schools

end special programs to further desegregation are only to be

"considered," with no dates for implementation.

PESD will develop a three-year plan for improving

academic achievement for all races and a plan to enhance

employees' skills .-..s part of PESD's commitment to improving the

overall quality of the schools.

Other sections of the settlement merely recommit

the school district to what is already in existence end a ariori

have not brought about the change necessary to dismantle the

vestiges of dual schools. For example, the Gifted Students

Program, which affects only 3% of each racial and ethnic group,

will continue. Those pupils are transported to a special, inte-

grated learning center, but the remaining 97% of the students and

their schools remain unchanged. PESD also includes its intro-

district transfer policy, but for the first time PESO is providing

transportation for those wishing to transfer. This may help inte-

gration, but no figures are provided to show that transfers will

have a substantial impact on the racial composition of the schools.

The plan gives great emphasis to 14 proposed or

existing district-wide integrated student activities, which PESD
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believes will encourage integration--spelli. bees, music

appreciation take-home kits, and picnics. A:1 these programs

have been rejected by federal courts as adequate desegregation

measures to satisfy the duty to eliminate the dual system.

O. Phoenix Union High School District

As in the elementary school district case, the Phoenix

Union High School District (PUHSD) operated a segregated high

school for black students prior to 1954. But unlike the elementary

school case, ne.tighburhood schools for PUHSD would have produced more in-

tegration than the open enrollment policy consistently maintained by the

school board. It was PUHSO's maintenance of the open enrollment

policy in the face of clear knowledge that the policy was in-

creasing and perpetuating racial segregation that led OCR to

find the district in violation of Title VI.

The open enrollment policy was brought to an end

by private litigation against the district. PUHSD was re-

quired to operate a closed-zone attendance system and to imple-

ment an Ethnic Transfer Pol'.y under which student transfers

would be allowed if they Improved desegregation.

OCR concluded, however, that the court order resulting

from the lawsuit did not incorporate certain commitments as

to future action on attendance zone lines, implementation of the

Ethnic Transfer Policy, inter- district transfers and educational

programs. Although litigation had resulted in significant pro-

gress, OCR found those steps insufficient to eliminate the current

effects of past discriminatory actions.
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OCR accepted a settlement which commits PUHSD to

take future actions with regard to student attendance patterns

and educational program offerings that will increase racial/ethnic

balan:e among the District's schools. OCR has the option to

assess these actions for possible adverse impact, but if it dis-

agrees with PUHSD, DCR is limited to filing its objections within

30 days. There is no commitment to seek enforcement action

if PUNS() takes actions which fail to comply with Title Vi.

In addition, the DCR settlement lists several magnet

programs, economic incentives for the Ethnic Transfer Polk'.

Improved academic achiement for all students, and a series of

',mediate and future implementation provisions. Because the

settlement modifies PUHSD's policies affecting student assignment,

the District wanted the settlement to be part of an order of

the federal district court.

Consequently, OCR referred PUHSO to the Deportment

, 1Jstice on April 22, 1985, and a nonth later the Civil Rights

st-'n simultaneously riled suit acainst PUHSD and entered into

a 0 sent decree. That decree adopts most of the OCR settlement

r,, puts the Civil Rights Oivison, not OCR, In charge of moni_

toring itr implementaton. Only if the Justice Department does

not object to future actions of the school district under the

decree will PUHSD be able to implement the action without court

approval. In other words, PUHSD can get away with anything, as

long as it has the Justice Department on its side.
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Even more significant is the limitation of the decree

to four years, or the end of the 1988-1989 school year. If

PUHSD demonstrates that it has made good faith attmpts to

implement the decree, it can then apply to the court for unitary

status and terminate the decree. Otherwisz, the decree will

remain in effect for three more years, at which time it will

be dissolved permanently, irrespective of whether the District

has actually eliminated the last vestiges of the de jure school

system.

C. The Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia

This case concerns the imposition a test as require-

ment for obtaining a diploma from Georgia's four-year colleges and

t.niversities when the University System continued to operate a

racially separate and unequal system of public higher education

and knew that the test would have a racially disproportionate

effect on students in th three traditionally black institutions

(I81's).

The issue here is not whether the test itself is

racially biased or whether it ought to be required for college

graduation. Rather, the issue is whether the University System

of Georgie (USG) violated Title VI by withholding diplomas from

students attending the TBI's when it had not eliminated the

separate and unequal education at the TBI's. In effect, black

students were being penalized for the state's illegal conduct in

depriving them of en equal education.
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The Regents' lest was made a degree requirement in

1973, three years after OCR first notified Georgia that it was

in violation of Title VI and was under an affirmative duty to

eliminate the effects of past discrimination. In the same

year, 1973, a federal court found one of the TBI's to be

"academically inferior" to the traditionally white institutions.

USG set the original cutoff score, again with the knowledge of

its racially adverse impact. In 1978 USG raised the cutoff score,

again with knowledge of its racially adverse impact.

Furthermore, OCR found that USG perritted a remedial

program at one T81 that was the least intensive and briefest

in the System where test results should have required one of the

strongest programs.

USG attributed disparities in pass rates between black

and white colleges to differences among institutions in

curriculum, course content, grading standards and English require-

mentsall factors within the control of USG officials. But

OCR found that when students who are similarly qualified at

entrance, as measured by Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores,

are compared, it is the type of institution -- predominantly white

or predominantly black--that affects student performance on the

Regents' Test.

The standard courts have utilized in evaluating

educational testing which has a disproportionate racial impact

and the relief they have awarded should provide OCR the basis

for settling the USG case. In Lorry P. v. Riles, 495 F.Supp.

916 (N.D. Cal. 1979), off'd, No. 80-4027, slip op. (9th Cir.

Jan. 28, 1984), the district court found intentional segregation
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of black students in educable mentally retarded classes and

enjoined the state from further use of the test until the court

was assured that the test was not racially biased and would be

administered so as not to have a discriminatory impact. In

Debra P. v. lurlington, 474 F.Si.pp. 244 (M.D. Fla. 1979) rev'd

in part, on other grounds, 644 F.2d. 397 (5th Cir. 1981) the

court enjoined the use of a test for high school graduation in

Florida until black students had attended desegregated schools

for 12 years.

Under those applicable lege' standards, OCR should

have required USG not to deny diplomas based on, the test as

long as the state maintained unequal educational opportunities and

inferior remediation programs at the Tel's. To req,Jire remediation

alone is to continue penal,zing students at the 181's for the

inferior education the state offers at those institutions.

The settlement which OCR accepted was premised on

the understanding that USG would "Immediately and vigorously"

implement improved practices and procedures for the Regents'

Test, as well as related instriction, at the TB1's. Altho,gh

students who fail the test will be provided r,7.nediation and instruc-

tion on test-taking techniques prior to their retaking the test.

USG can still withhold diplomas to students at 18I's who are unable

to pass

Georgia renains under a concomitant obligation to nee,

full) it coTe.it'ne,ts :n the state-wide plan for J:snanti:nq

the de I.Jre ',sten of public higher education. a,

required by the March 24. 1983 order in Adams Y. Bell.
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V. DATA COLLECTION TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS

The Department of Education Organization Act, § 203.c.1 auth-

orizes the Assistant Secreta-y "to collect or coordinate the

collection of data necessary to ensure compliance with civil

rights laws within the jurisdiction of the Office for Civil

Rights."

A. The Elementary and Secondary Civil Rights Surveys

Since 1966 OCR has collected school enrollment and

other data by race, and subsequently by sex, disability and

English-language proficiency. In 1979 GCR conducted the first

comprehensive survey of vocational schools. (The history of

the OCR 101/102 and the OCR 203 is set forth more fully in

Appendix A to this testimony.)

The surveys are essentially a management tool to assist

in selecting school systems or institutions for agency-initiated

compliance reviews. With limited reswirces and thousands of

school systems, OCR should target those rec.pients with the

highest probability of compliance problems (as reflected in

statistical reports,.

Historically the OCR sur.rvs were designed to collect

data for federal compliance purposes but with a minimum of

burden to local and state officials who were asked to provide

the numbers. In order to strike the appropriate balance between

those two goals, OCR would have to Survey a sample of respondents

in each biennial survey so that over the course of several surveys
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every school system would be included at least once. That

permitte.. OCR to have a universe, or census, from which to

select samples.

That appropriate balance was struck in the 1978/1980/

1982 survey cycle. The vociferous opposition to OCR's contro-

versial surveys died down, and respondents became accustomed to

the regularity and predictability of the OCR 101 and 102.

For the 1984 Elementary and Secondary School Survey,

OCR chose to abandon the accepted, rolling sample of the universe

of districts and adopted a stratified, random sample of

districts. Large systems could sample schools within the

district. This methodology was adopted over the strenuous

objections of the Council of Chief State School Officers and the

NAACP Legal Defense Fund.

These two methodological changes are sufficient to impair

the utility of the data. (See Appendix A for a fuller dis-

cussion of the major consequences of the 1984 survey design.)

Because of the change in the sample, the universe will rapidly

become out of date, thus necessitating a census of all districts

by 1990. America's public school enrollment, especially the

ethnic character of students in the large districts is simply

too fluid to maintain a relatively constant universe for sampling

purposes.

The sub-sampling option for large districts means

that thousands of students are simply not countea in the survey.

In the past, OR summed the enrollment in each school to get
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the total enrollment for the district. That capability is now

lost. For compliance purposes, OCR cannot compare schools that

do complete the survey with the total district enrollment in

order to tell whether students are segregated by race, sex or

disability.

B. The Vocational Education Survey.

The 1979 Vocational Education Survey was administered to

10,631 schools consisting of comprehensive high schools, area

vocational centers, and junior and community colleges. This was

a survey of the universe of public institutions which offer voca-

tional training. The Carl O. Perkins VGcational Education Act,

P.L. 98-524 § 521, defines vocational edtcation as "programs

which are directly related to the preparati.,n of individuals in

paid and unpaid employment
. . . requiring other than a baccalaureate

or advanced degree."

The Office for Civil Rights was mandated by the March

11, 1983 Adams order to conduct a vocational education survey

in 1984 comparable to the 1979 Survey, that 1:- a universe of public

institutions. Instead, OCR chose to sample 7,450 public

and private vocational schools.

The survey results are of highly questionable utility

for compliance purposes. First, it yields incomplete information

about schools that are related to each other by virtue of adminis-

trative control. By selecting some schools, but not others,

the survey ignores feeder-patterns, that is the assignment of

students to vocational schools based on the pupil's residence or
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attendance district. Second, the survey sample included inst_-

tutions which would never be selected for review, thus rendering

impossible any statistically adequate national estimates of

enrollment by race, national origin, sex or handicap in various

levels of vocational instruction.

1. Because vocational education is administratively

organized in a different manner than elementary and secondary

e.ncation, a sample will fail to include all information relevant

to dekermining compliance problems. A simple example should

Illustrate this point.

In Delaware moat precollegiate vocational instruc-

tion is offered in separately organized vocational school dis-

tricts to which students from elementary and secondary districts

are sent on 8 full-time or shared-time basis. The New Castle

County Vocational Technical School District, serving Wilmington and

New Castle County, operates three schools. Delcastle Technical

High School and Hodgson Vocational High School are predominantly

white. Howard Crreer Center is predominantly black. In order

to make an adequate assessment of any pattern of minority, female

or handicapped enrollment in this district, all three schools

must be considered. The 19B4 sample auvey included only Delcastle

and Howard.

Keep in mind that the purpose of the survey is to

select sites for OCR-initiated reviews. If OCR lacks a complete

picture, how can it chose one site over another? How can it

tell where the highest likelihood of compliance problems is'
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If the sample had picked up Hodg,c, s -, al High School

rather than the Howard Career Center, the rdcial composition of

vocational schools would look entirely different than it is.

Indeed OCR admitted in the description of the proposed survey

that "no predictive model has been developed to identify insti-

tutions that pose the highest likelihood of civil rights violations.

Therefore, the sampling design has not been stratified on this

basis."

2. Schools which simply did not belong in the sample

were nevertheless included, a fact which reflects poorly on

the competence of OCR. To cite some of the most obvious examples.

a. Bob Jones University, Greenville, South

Carolina, has been ineligible for federal

funds since 1967 due to its racially dis-

criminatory policies.

b. McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center,

Washington, D.C., is a correspondence

school that deals with its students only

through the mail.

c. The Educational Institute is not a school at

all but pt-yides materials to individuals and

organizations.

d. Banneker Model Academic High School in the

District of Columbia is presumptively not a

vocational Sc .ol.
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e. Georgetown University, American University,

and George Washington University ha-dly

fit the definition of vocational schools.

f. Associated Mennonite Bible Seminaries in

Elkhart, Indiana provides professional

training fr,r leadership positions in

Mennonite Churches, not vocational education.

g. Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, Illinois,

received the survey form although there is no

program title or code for Biblical studies.

OCR completes a small number of vocational education

compliance reviews each year: 42 were closed in Fiscal Year 1983

and 20 in Fiscal Year 1984. In the four-year period between surveys,

the agency may complete 100 to 120 vocational reviews. Therefore,

any survey should be constructed in a manner which best targets

the most suspect from a civil rights perspective. Surveying

schools that clearly are inappropriate and omitting others that

would provide a more complete picture of vocational education

jurisdictions is going to waste investigative resources. Consequently,

these reviews will do little to remedy sex, race or handicap dis-

crimination.

VI. COMPLIANCE REVIEWS

Although the major part of OCR's workload is driven by

complaints of discrimination, agency-initiated
reviews hove

historically been used to address broader and systemic discrimina-

tion issues that typically are not raised by complainants. The

precise number, location and issue of compliance reviews is
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discretionary. The selection of institution and school

districts has been based on survey data indicating compliance

problems, as well as other sources of information. The number

of reviews conducted in any one year or any one region is generally

inversely proportional to the number of complaints received.

When there is a high number of complaint receipts, compliance

reviews decline. Conversely, the number of reviews initiated

will increase when complaints decline.

There are two contemporary problems with OCR's compliance

reviews which merit this Subcommittee's attention. One is the

random selection of compliance review sites. The second is ''.'-ie

increasingly narrow scope of compliance reviews.

Both issues raise serious questions about OCR's claim that

compliance reviews permit targeting of resources on "compliance

problems that appear to be serious or national in scope" (FY

1985 Annual Operating Plan, 48602, Federal Register, Vol. 49,

No. 241, December 13, 1984) and that compliance reviews are more

cost effective than complaint investigatinns.'

A. Random Site Selection

OCR initiated an experiment in Fiscal Year 1984 of

selecting sites for compliance reviews at random. Three Regions

"OCR's compliance activities for FY 81 were projected to cost
$6 million (or $32,000 per review), with a projected total of
363,000 individuals benefitted. On the other hand, complairt
investigations were projected to cost $27 million (or $13,000
per investigation), benefitting a projected total of 143,000
persons in 1981." Affidavit of Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights Harry Singleton, August 16, 1982, p. 34, in Adams v.
Bell.
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(11, III, and IX) will use random site selection exclusively, and

two Regions (VI and VII) will use random site selections for

half of their reviews. The other five regions .4111 employ the

traditional means of targeting compliance reviews. FY 85

Annual Operating Plan.

The only rationale offered for this experiment is to

determine the relative effectiveness of o statistically random

compliance review site selection with the traditional form of

site selection. . . ." Now;Irre, at least in a publically

available document, hes OCR explained why it is necessary to

conduct this experiment.

Random selection contradicts OCR's claim that

compliance reviews target resources on problems that "appear to

be serious or national scope." OCR's computer generates a list

of recipieits from which regional officials select a district

or institution. Once having selected a site, the regional office

then choses an issue, but that issue may not necessarily be

a problem at the selected site. It almost amounts to blind

selection. The Assistant Secretary has ordered a study of the

random site selection experiment, the results of which have not

been compiled.

One thing does eeem clear. If compliance review sites

are randomly selected, OCR will not need any survey data"to

select institutions with a high probsbility of compliance problems.

Thus random site selection may be the rationale for eliminating

or curtailing data collection. However, an internal study,
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the Survey Validation Study, which attempts to correlate the

findings of compliance reviews with the survey data reported by

szhools and school districts tends to verify the utility of

the surveys as a management tool.

While random site selection is hardly calculated to

address serious or national problems, it may be one way of dis-

tributing compliance reviews more evenly among regional offices.

OCR publically proclaims its attempts to achieve a geographically

balanced compliance . . . program" (FY 85 Annual Operating Plan,

supra, p.39at 48603), but compliance review starts were not geo-

graphically distributed. As fable 15 from the Year-End Report for

FY 1984 shows, 240 of 287 compliance review starts in FY 1983

were in half of the regional offices and 146 of the 212 starts

in re 1984 were in four of the ten regional offices.

Table 15

COMPLIANCE REVIEW STARTS BY REGION, FISCAL YEARS 1983 AND 1984

milimmmWabarliPM7m......WMMMINIVOI.ilmmmarmemmiimmalWITmirmOslimaiimmy101MMOMM&V.Irrmel,s

FISCAL
YEARS

REGIONS NATION
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

1983

1984

16

(52)

7

(3%)

39

(14%)

42

(202)

37

(13%)

34

(16%)

75

(26%)

11

(5%)

S 36

(2%) (13)

7 27

(32) (13%)

9 12

(3%) (4%)

29 8

(14%) (4%)

53

(182)

41

(19%)

S 287

(2%) (100%)

6 212

(() (1002)

Office for Civil Rights, Year End Report for Vista) Year 1984.

2. The increasingly narrow scope of OCR compliance

reviews is apparent from the legal Defense Fund's monitoring.

One example will demonstrate this trend.
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On December 23, 1981, OCR Region 111 (Philadelphia)

notified the Appoguinimink School District (Delaware) that it

would conduct a Title Vi, Title IX and Section 504 compliance

review. Three years later the some Regional Office notified

Loudon County School Division (Virginia) of a Title Vi review

of the Gifted and Talented Program, the Prince George County

School Divislon (Virginia) of a Section 504 review of mainstreaming

of handicapped students, and the Shikellamy School Division

(Pennsylvania) of a Title IX review of home economics, industrial

arts, health and physical education programs.

OCR contends that the Adams time frames have forced

It to scale down reviews in order to increase compliance with

the caurt's order. footnote supra, p. 39. However, OCR has not

claimed the extra time period. The "exceptional" category for any

compliance reviews in either fiscal Year 1983 or 1984 Further-

more, the Adams time frames are triggered by the date of the on-site

visit, not the prior date when the recipient is notified of the

review and asked to provide information relevant to the review

A more plausible explanation for the increasingly

narrow focus of compliance reviews is not the Adams time frames

but the Supreme Corrt's decision in Grove City College v. Bell.

Prior to that decision, a university or school system's receipt

of federal funds for auy purpose brought the entire entity within

the scope of Title YI, Title IX and Section 504. Since that

decision, OCR must narrow its jurisdiction in compliance reviews,

as well ds complaint investigations, to discrete parts of entities.
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It is on jurisdictionally safe grounds where the gifted and

talented progrso, the handicapped program and the vocational

education program directly receives federal money.

Since the Grove City decision, OCR must forego

an institution-wide or aystem-wide review of race, Bev or handicap

discrimination. Fearful of challenge to its jurisdiction, OCR

has been forced to retreat into evidentiary battles aver what

"program or activity" received federal ass;-tance.

Two enforcement actions taken as a result of

compliance reviews demonstrate my point.

Heckle q*g County Public Schools (Virginia)

was found in violation of Title VI because of its ability grouping

practices in nominally desegregated schools, which practices

OCR found to be educationally unjiatifiabie and to suit in

racially identifiable classes. OCR initiated administrative

enforcement proceedings against Mecklenburg, but an administrative

low judge dismissed ;he case on Grove City grounds.

That decision will deter OCR from proceeding in

similar cases or will embolden other recipients to challenge

OCR's compliance review activity even though the school districts

in oJestion receive thousands, even millions of federal dollars.

Pickens County, South CEolina, is a second case

in point. Here, OCR found that the school district had violated

Title IX because it assigned students to sex-segregated phy:ical

education classes. An administrstive law judge dismissed this case

on the grounds thst although the district received $2 million in

federal assistance, none of it was earrar.ed for physics' education.
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ATTACHMENT A

RECEIVED JUL 1 114

TO: Thomas Burns
Office of Intergovernmental and Interagency
Affairs, V.S. Department of Education

FROM: William F. Pierce
Council of Chieftpallte School Officers

Phyllis McClure 014
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc.

RE: Office for Civil Rights Elementary and Secondary
School Civil Rights Survey (101 and 102) 1984

and proposed Vocational Education School Survey

DATE: July 2, 1984

This memorandum sets forth the joint recommendation of

the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) and

the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc. (LpF)

regarding the Office for Civil Rights' (OCR) plans for

cond.mting in 1984 both the Elementary and Secondary

School Civil Rights Survey (101 and 102) and the

Vocational Education School Survey (203). The

memorandum is comprised of three sections. The first

section is a brief explanation of the background of

these surveys so that the contemporary issues nay be

seen in their historical perspective. The second

section deals with OCR's originally announced plans for

both surveys and the objections of CCSSO and LDP. The

third and last section describes CCS30's and LDF's

joint recommendation to the Department for the 1984

survey and the rationale for those recommendations.

The intent of this memorandum is to set the policy

framework for a Departmental decision on the conduct of

the two civil rights surveys in 1984. The policy

decision, however, is necessarily influenced by tine.

Madan
.amend

1;

2=2A.
COUNCIL OF CHIEF ST1TE SCHOOL OFFICEFS

379 Hall of the States 400 North Cspuol Street N NV rf astungton DC :0001 :0213936161
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Although notice of these surveys was given by February
15, 1984 as required by the Papervork Reduction Act, no
final survey design has been approved by the Department
or by the Office of Management and Budget as of the
date of this memorandum. We are now just two months
away from the earliest school opening in the United
State and five months away from the projected reporting
data of aidNovember for school officials to complete
ttse survey forms.

I. Historical Background of the OCR 101 and 102 and
the OCR 203 Survejs

A. The Elementary and Secondary School Civil Rights
Survey (OCR 101 and 102).

1968-1974. The OCR 101 and 102 survey was
conducted annually and on a national basis from
the 1967-1968 school year. During these years,
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was the
only statute enforced by OCR. In 1968, 1970,
and 1972 (the 'even' years survey), OCR's data
collection covered approximately 8,000 school
systems and 70,000 individual schools. The
sample sothodology vas such that the larger a
school district's enrollment, the higher its
probability of inclusion. This assured that
Cher. was a very high coverage of minority
pupils in the United States. Although these
'even' year surveys did not literally cover
every school district in the nation, they were
statistically constructed so as to permit
projections of the universe of school districts.

In the 'odd' years (1969, 1971. and 1973) a
smaller sample of appxoximately 3,000 school
districts and 35,000 schools was drawn from the
universe (or census) of school districts
surveyed in the 'even' years.

In 1914, another small survey of 3,000 school
districts was conducted based on a random sample
drawn from the existing universe of districts.
The random sample focused on districts of 'high
interest' while at the same time permitting
national statistical projection capability.
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Two basic survey instruments were designed and
remained basically the sane from 1968 throve::

1974:

1. the School System Sumnary Report (101);
2. the Individual School Carpus

Report (102).

Once a school district was selected for the

survey, every individual school in that district

VAS covered. The 101 form provided data that
was not necessarily repeated or supported by

individual school data. In other vords, the two
forms were designed to complement each other and

to provide limited verification of data.

1976. The 1975 Survey employed a nuch different

methodology. OCR nov had enforcement
responsibility for Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. In order to obtain
base line data on female and disabled students,

OCR had to conduct a census of every district in

the country. The result was that 101 was sent

to all 16,000 school systems. In addition,
3,600 districts received the 102 forms. The
3,600 districts were selected by a weighted
random sample that concentrated still on 'high
interest' districts, yet maintained the
capability of providing state-by-state and

national projections.

The 1976 survey was undoubtably the most massive

civil rights survey of America's schools ever

conducted, and it created an enormous political

furor. Every school system VAS asked to report

data on the 101 form, and school districts and
schools vest asked for data by sex and handicap

which the federal government had never asked for

before. In the wake of strong opposition from

educators and Congress, the 1976 survey was

cancelled only to be approved after a change of

course by the Ford Administration due to strong

protests from civil rights groups. 1976 is the

last year in which a census of every district

vas taken in one survey.
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1978 -1982. In this period, the 101 and 102
survey was changed from an annual to a biennial
survey. The surveys conducted in 1978, 1980 and
1982 differed markedly from their predecessors
in content and sampling methodology. Paver
districts were surveyed and fewer questions were
asked. This reduced burden reflected a
decreased need for baseline data because that
information was available from the 1976 survey.

The sampling methodology for the three surveys
was different from the 1976 survey. The general
methodology was designed to collect data from
three categories of districts over a
three-survey cycle so that OCR's data needs
would be satisfied and respondent burden would
be reduced. But the methodology also guaranteed
that over three surveys. OCR would still collect
data statistically sufficient to project a
uni This scheme obviated the need to
conduct a 'census' survey in one year yet still
gave OCR the ability to draw samples of
districts from a uni . Put another way, OCR
would survey every school district over 300
enrollment at least ones ir three cycles. It
therefore had the data it needed for compliance
purposes, it spread the respondent burden over
three surveys in a six-year cycle, and it
retained statistical control over a universe of
districts from which to draw samples.

The sampling methodology used in the
1978/1980/1982 surveys covered three basic
categories of districts.

Category 1 - This included 1,700 districts of
'high interest' co OCR and to the Department of
Justice, and these school systems were surveyed
each year.

Category 2 - This represented approximately
1,700 school districts in order to obtain
statistical projections (e.g., handicapped,
and minority students) while providing
state-level and national-level estimate] of all
protected groups (i.e.,.protected by
Congressionally enacted civil rights statutes).
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Category 3 - This category included the 11,550
of the 16,000 school districts whose enrollment
exceeded 300. By subtracting Category 1 (1,700)
and Category 2 (1,700) districts, (a total of
3,400), from 11,550 and dividing by three
surveys, left an estimated 2,717 districts in
Category 3 to be surveyed in each year 1978,
1980 and 1982.

The other advantage to the three- survey,
six-year cycle vas that it established sone
reliability and predictability for respondents.
Sone school systems knew in advance that they
would have to respond to OCR's data requests
every two years. Other districts with
enrollments in excess of 300 knew they would be
surveyed at least once in six years.

The 1978, 1980 and 1982 OCR Surveys were
conducted without any incident. The-1978 survey
was administered to 6,049 districts and 54,000
schools. The 1980 survey was administered to
5,000 districts and 51,000 schools. The 1982
survey vas completed by 3,129 districts and
29,000 schools. A pattern had been
established. OCR his had no different data
needs, and in fact, has reduced and simplified
data requests each year.

B. The Vocational Educational School Civil Rights
Survey (OCR 203)

Pursuant to the 1973 Order in Adams v.
Richardson, OCR was required tc347167Fiish a
compliance pregraa for vocational institutions,
including a statistical survey of Such schools.
A 1974 survey of approxiaately 1,400 area
vocational schools was conducted.

Plaintiffs sought a Motion for Further Relief in
Adams which ultimately resulted in the Consent
Order of December 1977. A 1979 survey of 10,600
vocational education schools, including area
vocational schools, conprehensive high schools
and junior or community colleges was required by
this Consent Order. It was the first OCR survey
of these schools as providers of vocational
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education. Community colleges had reported data on
REGIS and comprehensive high schools had reported onthe 102, but never had these institutions reported
vocational-specific statistics to OCR.

$

II. The 1914 Elementary and Secondary School Civil
Rights Survey and the Vocational Education School
Civil lights Siirvey.

OCR's original proposal for the 101 and 102 Sw.vey in
1984 abandoned the survey strategy of a rolling sample
of the uni f districts employed in 1978/1980/1982
and adopted a stratified random sasple of districts.
Sub - sampling of schools within large school systems was
also proposed. The 101 survey instrument would be
unchanged, but there would be modifications of the
school -level fors, the 102. The 1984 survey would
include 3,500 school districts and approximately 21,000
schools.

OCR further propose to conduct the Vocational Education
Survey in the sane year based on a sample of
approxinately 5,000 schools drawn from three different
types of institutions -- comprehensive high schools,
area vocational *.enters and junior colleges.

The proposals would have the following major
consequences:

1. There is no provision for the preservation of a
sampling franc in the future. Thus after a few
survey cycles, the current data (whose oldest
elements date iron 1978) will be out of date.
OCR will therefore, have to conduct a census
survey sometime in the 1980's in order to update
the universe of protected class enrollment
counts. We believe OCR and the Department of
Education will regret the choice of the random
sample design it now proposes. A nationwide
survey of the universe in one year is infinitely
more burdensome than spreading it over threc
survey cycles and, as was demonstrated in 1976,
will generate great political outcry about
federal paperwork.
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2. Oaission of the high interest districts vill

reduce the compliance value of the data for OCR

and the Departnent of Justice. OCR Regional
Offices will no longer have data for districts

they monitor. The Department of Justice which
has the court-ordered monitoring
responsibilities for specific school districts

will similarly lack compliance information upon

which it has come to rely.

3. Sub-sampling of schools within large districts
reduces the utility of the survey data and
reduces the coverage of minority students at no

appreciable reduction of respondent burden. The

sampling of every third school in the large

districts would not assure even an adequate

sample of elementary (or secondary) schools,

especially if it were done alphabetically.
Thera would farther be no total district counts

for districts included in the stratified random

simple because that information is not collected

on the 101 district-level form. The nation's

large school systems typically generate data by

centralised computer program's designed well in

advance to produce information to meet their own

and the state's requirements. OCR's data

requests are a small part of the total . Data

are generally standardised in all schools. To

ask every third school to collect different

information actually causes more problems for

large district administrators.

4 Changes In the questions asked on the 102, no

matter how few, come much too late this year.
Therefore, there is little liklihood that

districts will be able to provide the data.

Districts that have been included in past

surveys and anticipate responding in 1984 bsve

their data collection systems geared to collect

the number of pupils disciplined, not the number

of discipline incidents, as OCR proposed. The

same holds truT7TF757 pupil assignment

question which asks for classroom data for two

grades, as opposed to the one grade formerly

asked.
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5. The conduct of both surveys in the sane year
creates an unreasonable increase in burden for
the comprehensive high schools that are required
to complete both the 102 and the 203.

6. The sampling strategy for the 203 is
fundamentally flawed. Among many other defects,
the sampling design ignores some major civil
rights compliance issues in vocational
education. As originally conceived, the survey
would yield very little useful data for OCR.

III. The Recommendation of the Council of Chief State
School Officers and the NAACP Legal Defense
Educational Fund.

Our joint proposal has been set out in a letter to
Secretary Bell, Margaret Webster of the Education
Department, and to Joseph Lackey of the Office of
Management and Budget. (See Attachements)

In essence, our proposal calls for OCR to:

1. Use the 1982 101/102 survey instrument
previously approved by CEIS and OMB for the 1984
survey;

2. Use in 1984 the survey sampling design that was
successfully used in 1978, 1980 and 1982;

3. Postpone the Vocational Education Survey until
1983.

The ability of state and local school systems to
cooperate with OCR's data collection depends on the
predictability and regularity of the survey. Ths
six-year, three survey cycle just concluded struck ana
equitable balance between respondents' burden and the
Department's civil rights enforcement responsibilites.

The 1982 survey forms and the previous sampling
strategy have already been approved by the Division of
Education Information Management, the Office of
Management and Budget and the CCSSO Committee on
Evaluation and Information Systems. Tbus, clearance
could be expedited ao that tae time schedule for 1984
data collection and return of the forms could still ht
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met. Because OCR's clearance packages (SF-83) have not
been approved, the use of the existing forms and prior
methodology is the only feasible alternative at this
late date.

OCR's principal r-tionale for its proposed stratified
random sample is that OMB has required the Department
to reduce 'burden hours' for its surveys, including the
101 and 102. Tat, ve have been repeatedly told by the
OHE clearance officer and by officials of the Division
of Education Information Management that the Department
has already met its goal for "burden hour" reduction
and that OCR is under no mandate to reduce "burden
hours" for the 101/102 Survey. We fail to understand
why OCR continues to argue that it must redesign the
sample in order to comply with OMB's requirement.

As ve have attempted to show, OCR's proposed surveys
for 1984 would greatly increase respondent burden not
only for this year but for the future.

We do not believe that either OCR or the Department has
given us a full and fair hearing on this important and
potentially controversial issue. A meeting with the
Linder Secretary would serve that purpose.
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Mr. WEISS. Mr. Landwehr.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL E. LANDWEHR, LEGISLATIVE ANA-
LYST, DISABILITY RIGHTS EDUCATION AND DEFENSE FUND,
INC.

Mr. LANDWEHR. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommit-
tee.

I am Michael Landwehr, legislative analyst of the Disability
Rights Education and Defense Fund.

On behalf of DREDF, I would like to thank you for the opportu-
nity to testify today on this very important matter.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Landwehr, would you pull the microphone just a
little closer to yourself.

Mr. LANDWEHR. Yes, sir.
I would like first to provide a context for my testimony by re-

counting some of my own experiences with education discrimina-
tion as a disabled child and adult.

I became disabled when I was in the seventh grade, and received
home tutoring until I was able to attend school. The Chicago school
district would not allow me to attend any school in the city, except
one designated for the "physically handicapped."

Although my parents argued to get me into a "regular school," I
was forced to enroll in the Jane A. Neil School for Handicapped
Children.

I had to be carried onto the inaccessible bus to be transported
out of my neighborhood to a school where I could not use my own
wheelchair, but an inappropriate model provided by the school.

The bathrooms were inaccessible, and I had to be carried in and
out of the bathroom. I was subjected to physical therapy which in-
cluded painful shock treatment applied to my legs and other tor-
turous procedures long since abandoned as counterproductive.

My eighth grade education there would not prepare a student for
fourth grade, much less high school.

Nondisabled students also attended that elementary school. They
had ,.lassrooms beyond the locked doors at the end of a hallway.
They had separate buses, separate entrances, separate bathrooms,
a separate lunchroom, and a separate recess area.

The only time I saw that part of the school was when I had to go
there to deliver an invitation to a Christmas pageant, and it wasfrightening for me to enter this forbidden zone and face the stares
of students my own age who had never had any interaction with
children who had disabilities.

This was 1957. There were no laws then to protect me from the
segregation and the ostracism, the inappropriate education andservices.

Last year, 1984, I returned to that school to talk with students
about disability civil rights. I was appalled to uiscover that stu-
dents were still segregated in all respects. That door at the end of
the hallway was still locked. Why has the Department of Education
not investigated this school?

When I graduated from eighth grade, I dreaded attending the
one and only high school in Chicago that would admit disabled stu-
dent. Spalding High School had a reputation of being institutional,
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a warehouse that prepared students to live in nursing homes and
State institutions.

Two
Law

ago, the Department of Education held hearings on
Public Law 94-142 and they chose Spalding as a site to hold those
hearings because they knew that the school was accessible.

When it was pointed out to them that this was a segregated
school and the disability community objected to holding hearings at
an inaccessible school, the Department changed the site of the
hearing, but they never did any investigation of why the school
was segregated, why it was the only high school in Chicago that
children who were disabled were being sent to.

My friends who attended that school came home crying at the
end of their first day. Many of them did end up living in nursing
homes. One of those students is a cousin of mine who has lived
with her parents since graduating, and now they are no longer able
to take care of her, and she is moving into a nursing home.

Educators expected nothing more of her.
Mr. Chairman, we are training our disabled children to become

tax consumers when we could be training them to become taxpay-
ers.

Hundreds of thousands of us remain incarcerated in this country
in nursing homes, in State institutions, at a great cost to the free-
dom and dignity of the individuals, also at a great cost to a tax bur-
dened society.

To get me into an integrated public high school, my parents up-
rooted the family and had to move out of the city 60 miles away,
where I was allowed to attend a small town high school. I had to
crawl onto a bus every day for 4 years. I had to be carried up the
three steps to enter the school. I had to be carried by classmates up
and down two flights of stairs several times a day, because the
school refused to arrange my class schedule, move classrooms or
provide any physical modifications to accommodate my disability.

They would not even widen the doorway so that I could get into
the bathroom. I had to crawl or be carried in.

It would be difficult for me to convey to you the sense of humilia-
tion and degradation a young teenager feels, asking to have to get
down on his hands and knees to be able to get a high school educa-
tion.

No one had ever attended that school in a wheelchair before. The
principal expressed doubt, but, to his credit, he allowed me to try;
and, although it was a 4-year struggle, I did get through, and the
best thing 4 learned there was how to function socially in an inte-
grated setting.

I had wanted to attend college, but could get no information
from the high school regarding vocational education programs. The
principal and superintendent told me there were no such programs,
and I ended up working in my community for 4 years before I was
able to go to college; and then my choices were limited.

Like most disabled students in the early 1960's, I went to the
University of Illinois in Urbana, IL. There was a separate set of re-
quirements for disabled students. We had to take an exhaustive
battery of psychological tests to see if we were properly adjusted to
our handicap.
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We had to pass rigorous physical endurance tests, to see if we
could push our wheelchairs around the campus.

No motorized chairs were allowed; nor were we allowed to have
anyone assist us by pushing us up the steep ramps. One student
who had a progressive neuromuscular disease died because the
strenuous pushing hurried the deterioration of his muscles.

We were forced to take four semesters of physical therapy which
was monitored by an instructor who cracked a bullwhip to spur our
participation.

One student suffered a broken pelvis at the hands of an overzeal-
ous therapist during a stretching exercise.

Our social lives were monitored, counseling was imposed at the
pleasure of the rehabilitation center. We paid a high price for the
right to attend college.

In 1973 Congress passed section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
prohibiting discrimination based on disability, and we have made
much progress toward integration and participation in society.

The University of Illinois has changed many of its discriminatory
practices, but having a law is not enough. Spalding High School
still exists in Chicago, and disabled students are still bused there.
The law needs to be enforced.

In 1980, a disabled child in Barrington, IL, was preparing to
attend high school in her community but her parents were told
that she would have to attend a special school in another county.
The parents filed a suit with OCR. The school district dug in its
heels, OCR sat back on its haunches, and the disabled student was
denied a free appropriate education.

Not until she was half way through her senior year in a private
school did OCR resolve the case. And because OCR relied on a good
faith effort by the institution which had discriminated, the school
has still not fulfilled its promises made in the settlement.

Another case in Elgin, IL, involves the placement of a boy who
has a learning disability. The State ordered the school district to
hold a multidisciplinary conference, which it delayed for more than
a year, then held the conference, refusing parent representation,
and ended up with no individualized education plan and without a
placement for the student.

The family, meanwhile, filed with OCR and placed its child in a
local private day school. OCR negotiated a settlement which includ-
ed reimbursement of tuition fees to the parents. And, now, after
21/2 years, the fees have not been reimbursed, and OCR is renego-
tiating the settlement to reduce the fees allowed the parents.

Another case in northern Illinois involves a child with a learning
disability and behavior disorders. The parent requested a due proc-
ess hearing to obtain a residential placement for the child, but was
denied by the State.

The school district refuses to allow him to attend school in the
district. The parent filed with OCR, which said it was overloaded
with cases and sent the case to Cleveland, where it is still sitting.
The child, meanwhile, hLis been out of school for over a year.

Such cases seem to be the norm for the Office for Civil Rights. It
ignores the needs of its clients by dragging out the investigation
process, settling cases in ways inappropriate to the violation, rely-
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ing on good faith efforts of the offending party without insisting on
continuing jurisdiction.

The civil rights of disabled persons are too important to be han-
dled in such a cavalier manner. Discrimination continues to exist,
and will not -1,,,:t stopped until strong enforcement procedures are in
place, until we create an Office for Civil Rights that cares about
civil rights violations.

If I were back in Chicago, trying to get into a public high school,
I am afraid I would not have much more luck than I did almost 30
years ago. The tragedy is that we now have an antidiscrimination
law, and an office to enforce it; and I'll bet that I would still have
to move out of the city to get an integrated education.

Mr. Chairman, I urge the committee to do whatever it can to get
the Office for Civil Rights to enforce our civil rights laws.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Landwehr, for your testi-

mony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Landwehr follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, I am Michael
Landwehr, legislative analyst of the Disability Rights Education
and Defense Fund. On behalf of DREDF, I want to thank you for
the opportunity to testify today. I would like first to provide
a context for my testimony by recounting my own experiences with
education discrimination as a disabled child ari adult.

I became disabled when I was in seventh grade, and received
home tutoring until I was able to attend school. The Chicago
school district would not allow me to attend any school in the
city, except one designated for the "physically handicapped."
Although my parents argued to get me into a "regular' school, I
was forced to enroll in the Jane A. Neil School for Handicapped
Children. I had to be carried onto the inaccessible bus to be
transported out of my neighborhood to a school where I could not
use my own wheelchair, but an inappropriate model provided by the
school. The bathrooms were inaccessible and I had to be carried
in and out of the bathroom. I was subjected to physical therapy
which included painful shock treatment applied to my legs and
other torturous procedures long since abandoned as counter-
productive. My eighth grade education there would not prepare a
student for fourth grade, much less high school.

Non-disabled students also attended that elementary school.
They had classrooms beyond the locked doors at the end of a
hallway. They had separate buses, separate entrances, separate
bathrooms, a separate lunchroom and a separate recess area. The
only time I saw that part of the school was when I had to go
there to deliver an invitation to a Christmas pageant. It was
frightening to enter this forbidden zone and face the stares of
students my own age who had never had any interaction with
children who had disabilities.

This was 1957. There were no laws to protect me from the
segregation and ostracism, inappropriate education and services.
Last year I returned to that school to talk with students about
disability civil rights. I was appalled to discover that
students were still segregated in all respects. That door at the
end of the hallway was still locked.

When I graduated from eighth grade, I dreaded attending the
one high school in Chicago that would admit disabled students.
Spalding High School had a reputation of being institutional, a
warehouse that prepared students to live in nursing homes and
state institutions. My friends who attended that school came
home crying at the end of their first day. Many of them did end
up in nursing homes. One of those students is a cousin of mine
who has lived with her parents since graduating, and now that
they are no longer able to care for her, she is moving into a
nursing home. Nothing more was ever expected of her.

To get me into an integrated public high school, my parcnts
uprooted the family and moved out of the city, sixty miles away,
where I was allowed to attend a small town high school. I had to
crawl onto a school bus every day for four years. I had to be
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carried up the three steps to enter the school. I had to be
carried by classmates up and down two flights of stairs several
times a day, because the school refused to arrange my class
schedule, move classrooms or provide any physical modifications
to accommodate my disability. They would not even widen the
doorway so that I could get into the bathroom. I had to crawl or
be carried in. No one had ever attended that school in a
wheelchair before. The principal expressed doubt that I would
make it, but to his credit, he allowed me to try it, and although
it was a four-year struggle, I did make it, and the best thing I
learned there was how to function socially in an integrated
setting.

I had wanted to attend college, but could get no information
from my high school regarding vocational educator. programs. The
principal and superintendent told me there was no such program,
and I ended up working in my community for four years before I
was able to go to school. Then my choices were limited. Like
most disabled students in the early 1960's, I went to the
University of Illinois in Urbana, illincis. There was a separate
set of requirements for disabled stuaents. We had to take an
exnaustive battery of psychological tests to see if were properly
ad)usted to our 'handicaps." We had to pass rigorous physical
endurance tests to see if we could push our wheelchairs around
campus. No motorized chairs were allowed, ncr were we allowed
to have anyone assist us by pushing us up the steep ramps. One
student who had a progressive neuroruscular disease, died because
the strenous pushing hurried the deterioration of his muscles.
We were forced to take four semesters of physical therapy which
waas monitored by an instructor who cracked a bull whip to spur
our participation. 3..e student suffered a broken pelvis at the
hands ...n overzealous therapist during a stretching exercise. Our
social lives were monitored, counseling was imposed at the
pleasure of the rehabilitation center. We paid a high price for
the right to attend college.

In 1973 Congress passed Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act prohibiting dAscrimination based on disability, and we have
made much progress toward integration and participation in
society. But having a law is not enough. Spalding High School
still exists in Chicago, and disabled students are still bused
there. The law needs to be enforced.

In 1980, a disabled child in Barrington, Illinois was
preparing to attend high school in her community but her parents
were told sne would have to attend a special school in another
county. The parents filed with OCR. The school district dug in
its heels, OCR sat back on its haunches, and the disabled child
was denied a free appropriate education. Not until she was half
way thrcugh her senior year in a private school did OCR resolve
the case. And because OCR relied on a good faith effort by the
institution which had discriminated, the school has still not
fulfilled its promises made in the settlement.

A case in Elgin, Illinois involves the placement of a boy
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who has a learning disab,lity. The state ordered the school
district to hold a multi-disciplinary confrerence, which -'
delayed for more tha% a year, then held the conference, refu.
parent representation, and ended up without an individualized
education plan, and without a placement for the student. The
family, meanwhile, filed pith OCR and placed its child in a local
private day school. OCR negotiated a settlement which included
reimbursement of tuition fees to the parents. After two and a
half years the fees have not been reimbursed and OCR is now
renegotiating the settlement to reduce the fees allowed the
parents.

Another case in northern Illinois involves a child with a
learning disamility and behavior disorders. The parent requested
a due process hearing to obtain a residential placement for the
child, but was denied by the state. The school district refuses
to allow him to attend school in the district. The parent filed
with OCR, which said it was overloaded with cases and sent the
case to Cleveland, where it is still sitting. The child,
meanwhile, has been out of school for over a year.

Such cases seem to be the norm for the Office of Civil
Rights. It ignores the needs of its clients by dragging out the
investigation process, settling cases in ways inappropriate to
the violation. relying on good faith efforts of the offending
party without insisting on continuing ;urisdiction.

The civil rights of disabled persons are too Important to be
handled in such a cavalier manner. Discrimination continues to
exist and will not be stopped until strong enforcement procedures
are in place, until we create an Office for Civil Rights that
cares about civil rights violations.

If I were back in Chicago, trying to get into a public high
school, I am afraid I would not have mi.ch more luck than I did
almost thirty years ago. The tragedy is that we now have ar
anti-discrimination law and an office to enforce it, and I'll bet
that I would still have to move out of the city to get ar
integrated education.
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Mr. WEISS. We will start with the questioning, and when Ms.
Greenberger arrives, we will take her testimony, and have her join
the panel at that time.

First, I guess I want to start, Mr. Chambers, with the statement
that you made, that under the bestI am paraphrelingunder the
best of circumstances, the antiLscrimination laws and civil rights
laws are not automatically enforced, that they are only enforced if
there is pressure, and if complaints are filed and if legal action is
taken.

And I guess that what we really are discussing here is not just
the situation which exists today in this particular moment in time,
and that we are not really talking only about the activities of the
Office for Civil Rights during the current administration, but that
we are going to be focusing on the situation as it exists today.

Is that correct?
Mr. CHAMBERS. That is correct.
Mr. WEISS. Perhaps we ought to start off by having you, if you

would, explain to us what the processes are for having the Office
for Civil Rights look into discriminatory behavior, or behavior in
violation of the law.

The complaint process and the compliance due process just
briefly outline that for us so we will have a context for the ques-
tioning that we undertake.

Mr. CHAMBERS. I will do this generally, and then we will ask Ms.
McClure and Mr. Lichtman to supplement my comments.

Mr. WEISS. Fine.
Mr. CHAMBERS. First, I think it is good to just divide the review

process into compliance review, review by OCR of practices of re-
cipients of Federal funds generally to see whether those institu-
tions are operating consistently with title VI and the Constitution.

And, second, the individual complaint, investigating a complaint
by an individual that he or she has been discriminated against by
the institution receiving Federal funds.

OCR is obligated periodically to conduct reviews, compliance re-
views, by institutions; and OCR has discretion to determine the
number of such reviews and when those reviews ought to be con-
ducted.

However, OCR is governed by orders of the Court in the Adams
litigation, requiring that it conduct those reviews within a specified
period of time.

Once OCR initiates the compliance review, it is to complete those
reviews within the period specified in the Adams order.

An individual may also file a complaint against an institution re-
ceiving Federal funds with OCR, and OCR is required again under
the Adams litigation to conduct that review within a speci;ied
period of time.

Our basic complaint is that OCR is not conducting the compli-
ance reviews within the period specified by the order.

Second, that in those reviews, OCR is improperly limiting the re-
views that are conducted, and in the individual complaint situation
OCR is not conducting those reviews within the time specified by
the Adams order.

So, if Ms. McClure will supplement the process on procedure for
both of those types of reviews--
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Ms. MCCLURE. Just let me add a couple of points to Mr. Cham-
bers' testimony.

A complaint comes into OCR. There is a unit in every regional
office that checks that complaint for completenessthat is, wheth-
er there is enough information for OCR to start an investigation,
and also checks it for jurisdiction; that is, is there Federal money
there?

Since the Supreme Court's decision in Grove City, that has
become increasingly a problem for the regional offices. They actual-
ly have to trace Federal money, see if they have the jurisdiction to
go in and investigate the complaint.

If the complaint is complete and they have jurisdiction, they
at-cept the complaint; they have 15 days under the Adams order to
answer the complaint.

And one of the reasons we got into these timeframesthe people
filing complaints were never hearing from OCR.

The Office for Civil Rights, then, has 90 days to complete the in-
vestigation, and issue a letter of finding. If that letter of finding
establishes a violation, another 90 days are permitted to secure cor-
rective action.

And following that 90 days if there is still no corrective action,
an additional 30 days to take enforcement action.

Now, for compliance reviews, it is just the same except that
there is no acknowledgment stage, as Mr. Chambers indicated.
Those are agency-initiated reviews.

Mr. CHAMBERS. All right, Mr. Lichtman?
Mr. LICHTMAN. Perhaps I could just add a little bit of the histori-

cal context.
I have been connected with the Adams litigation since the outset

in 1970, and the essence has always been the premise that justice
delayed equals justice denied.

And what has been central to the case throughout is that while
the agency has discretion, that discretion is not unlimited. The
courts have been very careful not to impose limits that interfere
with that discretion, but, on the other hand, they have balanced
the rights of the individual which are denied through endless
delays, and while initially there were only time constraints placed
in specific cases where the agency had delayed egregiously, when
the agency continued to fail to comply with those orders, back in
the early seventies, the Court became increasingly involved in set-
ting rules for all cases because that was the only way to avoid
these delays.

However, it should be noted that the Court orders have always
been very flexible in permitting additional time periods for com-
plex cases, for so-called exceptional cases. The agency can except
out as many as 20 percent of its cases for longer time periods. Fur-
thermore, the orders contemplate a tolling of these time periods in
certain circumstances where the delays are beyond the control of
OCR. For example, a court order, or the unavailability of witnesses
that type of thing.

So that, there are built into the time rules set by the judge,
which by the way have always been affirmed by the higher courts
as wellthere are set into these various time rules a series of ex-
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ceptions and tolling provisions which provide flexibility to handle
the unusual case.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Lichtman, I know that the Adams cases are long-
standing and quite complicated, but so that the record is a little bit
clearer at this point, could you just very briefly describe why the
Adams cases were brought, and what the Adams cases involved.

Mr. LICHTMAN. OK. Well, it really began in 1969 with a declara-
tion by then Secretary Robert Finch and then Attorney General
John Mitchell, that the administration at that time was going to
take a different view on the enforcement of title VI, which had
been passed 5 years earlier in 1964.

The Finch-Mitchell public declaration was that we are not going
to rely on cutoffs any longerthat is a paraphrase. We are going to
litigate instead.

And the trouble is that the Justice Department chose not to liti-
gate as well, so that the result was that you had enforcement nei-
ther by the Office for Civil Rights or the Justice Department.

And at tha_ time, the NAACP legal defense fund was aware that
there were many instances in which OCR was failing to act on in-
formeion that it had within its possession. It had made all sorts of
finding; of discrimination and simply sat on those findings.

For example, to give one example, a particularly egregious one,
in 1969 and 1970, the Department had sent out letters to 10 differ-
ent States, finding that they had not eliminated the vestiges of dis-
crimination in their systems of higher education, and demanding
corrective action.

Five of those States did not respond at all; five of those States
came up with plans that were wholly inadequate and yet, OCR,
which at that time, was funneling, and still isthat is, that a part
of HEW at that time was funneling literally hundreds of millions
of dollars into these recipients, did nothing with those recalcitrant
States.

So, we went to court in 1970, and basically said, "The statute and
indeed the Constitution make it necessary that where recipients
are discriminatin'Y and the agency knows that the recipients are
discriminating, the agency has an obligation to secure corrective
action, or, if that is impossible, to begin enforcement proceedings
which could lead ultimately to the cutoff of Federal funds."

And the case not only encompasses higher education, it encom-
passes elementary and secondary education. It not only encom-
passes race discrimination; it has come to encompass discrimina-
tion on the basis of sex and handicapped, and national origin.
Other people have joined the case along the way.

And since the outset, since the earliest orders, we have had to
return to court on numerous occasions over the last 15 years to
secure enforcement of the basic ruling of the Adams court, which
by the way was affirmed unanimously en banc by the entire U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in 1973, with no
review being sought in the Supreme Court.

We have had to go back continually for enforcement of the basic
rule that, if the agency has information of discrimination by recipi-
ents of Federal funds, it must act upon that information in a
timely fashion, and despite continuing orders by the courtsby the
same court over these many yearswe are still in court.
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And we welcome the oversight of the committee in inducing the
agency to carry out its obligation under the statute.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. That is a good summary for us
to take off from.

Ms. Greenberger, we are pleased that you found us finally. I
know that is sometimes complicated.

Before you sit down, as I explained earlier, we have a tradition of
asking our witnesses to swear or affirm to the veracity of their tes-
timony, so would you raise your right hand.

[Witness sworn.]
Mr. WEISS. I understand that you do not have an opening state-

ment.
Ms. GREENBERGER. That is right, Congressman Weiss.
I want to apologize, first of all, for coming late, and I will submit

a written statement for the record.
Mr. WEISS. Fine.

STATEMENT OF MARCIA GREENBERGER, MANAGING ATTORNEY,
NATIONAL WOMEN'S LAW CENTER

Mr. GREENBERGER. I appreciate very much the opportunity to tes-
tify today about the Office for Civil Rights.

My name is Marcia Greenberger. I am managing attorney of the
National Women's Law Center.

The National Women's Law Center has worked on issues involv-
ing the enforcement of title IX for many years. We are counsel in
the case now, Adams v. Bennett, and Women's Equity Action
League v. Bennett, which I am sure you have heard testimony
about, looking at this panel already.

We represent the plaintiffs concerned with sex discrimination
laws, title IX enforcement in particular. We are also counsel in an-
other law suit against Secretary Bennett, American Association of
University Women, et al. v. Bennett, I brought about a year ago
challenging the Department of Education Office for Civil Rights en-
forcement after the Grove City College case.

And we have monitored the Government's enforcement of title
IX in many other regards as well over the years. So the subject of
these hearings are of great importance to us, and I did want to
make several points.

First of all, over the last few years, we have had particular con-
cern with the Office for Civil Rights commitment, and policies and
direction in enforcement of all the civil rights laws that they have
jurisdiction over.

Because I am here to talk particularly about title IX, that is
what I will be directing my remarks to; but I certainly want to
make clear, and I am sure you have already hea-; in great detail
that the proMems go across the board, and affect all of the groups
that are protected by these civil rights laws.

We as you might tell, from the law suits that we have brought,
repre tent a series of individuals and organizations concerned with
title 1X enforcement, and we have heard from these organizations,
from their members and from individuals all over the country
about the serious nature of sex disci imination in schools across this
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country, running through every grade level, from the mostfrom
the primary grades through graduate programs.

We have heard about the importance of title IX in eradicating
problems of sex discrimination, from financial aid to intercollegiate
athletics, to vocational educational.

And we have also heard about the disappointment because title
IX has not lived up to its promise or the commitment that this
country made to the women and girls to eliminate discrimination
in schools.

The disappointment has been especially severe in the last few
years. The word has gone out, very clearly, that the Office for Civil
Rights finds aggressive enforcement of theae civil rights laws to be
unacceptable and they have taken a series of concrete steps to
assure that aggressive enforcement does not take place.

And I just wanted to list a few of those particular policies that
have a severe disadvantage on enforcement of title IX and the
other laws at issue.

First of all, the Office for Civil Rights has simply discontinued
collecting a lot of information about what the regions do; and
therefore they are in a very fortunate position from their perspec-
tive of simply having no idea of what the problems are, what the
policies are across the regions, what is going on in their own office.

So if there is not enforcement, they simply do not know about it.
Of course, if there is enforcement and if a region does want to

pursue enforcement that has to go to headquarters.
So they arethey have put themselves in a position where they

do not know anything about nonenforcement, but are in a position
to put a damper on enforcement activities if they were to go for-
ward.

Second, a policy that has been in place over the last several
years has been to simply stop issuing letters of findings that find
violations of the law.

The normal practice and procedure in the past had been to con-
duct an investigation if a violation was found to issue L. letter
which details what the problems were, what the violations were,
and to attempt to conciliate and to negotiate a solution to these
problems; and to reach an agreement with the school as to the
steps it will take to eliminate the violation of the law at issue.

The current policy of the Office for Civil Rights is simply to dis-
pense with this finding of violation, will find the school in compli-
ance with the law, and list a number of things that the school may
agree to do to reach compliance.

But in the meantime they are found in compliance; there is not a
detailed statement of what the problems were with the bottom line
of noncompliance, and that obviously shifts the ability of communi-
ty groups and employees and students in schools to have a clear
sense of what the obligations were of the school, and what their ob-
ligations are in the future.

In addition, because so much emphasis is placed on these prom-
ises as to what the school will do in the future, one would think
monitoring other schools' activities to ensure that they live up to
these commitments would take a high priority.

In fact, monitoring of these promises is spotty at best; it is rarely
done; and as a result schools aoross the country where they are in-
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vestigated are found, in fact, to have problems, although these
problems are not clearly stated. They make promises in order to
continue to qualify for the receipt of Federal funds, but there is
very little effort ever made to assure that those schools live up to
those promises.

Fourth, we have been advised that when the Office for Civil
Rights goes to do investigations either initiated on its own through
what they call "compliance reviews"and, in particular, I think,
in the case of compliance reviews, although sometimes in com-
plaints, investigations that are initiated by a particular complain-
ant, investigations are also spotty; employees and students are
often not interviewed; both sides of the story are often not secured.

The Adams and Weal orders which apply to the Office for Civil
Rights have a series of provisions in them to assure that there is
some fairness in the investigatory process, and to assure that stu-
dents and employees are interviewed and given a chance to give
their side of the story. That unfortunately is often not, in fact, done
in practice.

We have been given reports of complainants who have stepped
forwardin fact, put themselves in jeopArdy of retaliation, which

' has been a serious problem over the years, when there has been
lax enforcement, filed the complaint with the Office for Civil
Rights, asked for help, and had been met by the Office for Civil
Rights with pressure to drop the complaint.

We have been told by several of our organizations that we repre-
sent in these lawsuits and even an individual plaintiff in one of
the lawsuits, that they were called; they were urged to drop the
complaint before it was investigated; they were urged that they
were surethe Office for Civil Rights was sure that the problems
would be eliminated and that the best thing for the complainant is
to simply drop it without any formal investigation, without any
commitment on the part of the school that it will cease the dis-
criminatory practices which had been the subject of the complaint.

We know of instances where tl., complainants have refused to
drop the complaint, and we have been given reports where that
complaint has been shown as having been dropped.

Another practice which leads to nonenforcement of laws it
issues, that issue deals with the refusal of the leadership of the
Office for Civil Rights to give guidance to the regions, as to how
the particular law should be enforced and what the policies should
require.

There have been a series of practices of conference calls that the
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, Mr. Singleton, has engaged in
with regional staff, where he gives directives rather than writing
things down.

That policy seems to have led to confusion, to inaction, to incon-
sistency, all to the detriment of the groups in this country that are
supposed to be protected by the civil rights laws at issue.

Now, thiswhat I will call in a kind way, informal practice, is
particularly serious in light of the Grove City College case. That
case decided a year ago February turned civil rights enforcement,
and, particularly, certainly given what I will be testifying and have
been testifying about title IX enforcement on its head, all because
the administration shifted positions in the Supreme Court in the
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Grove City College case. It urged for the first time, as I am sure you
know that title IX coverage was more limited than it had ever been
in the manner thatfar more limited than it had ever been en-
forced in the past.

Pursuant to this ruling, it was necessary to trace Federal fund-
ing directly to a particular program beforewithin a school before
that program would be deemed to be covered by title IX.

The Grove City College case, in particular, dealt with student fi-
nancial aid in a college, an undergraduate college that recei 9d no
other Federal funding; and, as I am sure you know, the Supreme
Court held that only the student aid office was covered even
though the financial aid flowed throughout the entire budget of the
college.

And, as a result, Grove City College and many other colleges like
it do not have to comply with title IX except for the manner in
which they give out financial aid.

And, as I am sure you also know, that restrictive policy has now
been applied to the other civil rights laws as well.

Well, the question immediately arose after Grove City College as
to what the policy would be with respect to other kinds of Federal
financial assistance in elementary and secondary schools, in post-
secondary schools, in universities and colleges that received other
sources of Federal financial aid.

There was great confusion. Within a week after the Grove City
College case came down, several regions simply dropped a number
of title IX complaints, in particularand there was quite a bit of
publicity around the original dropping.

There were complaints dropped against the University of Mary-
land, against Penn State and other schools on the grounds that in
those cases intercollegiate athletics did not receive Federal finan-
cial aid directly enough to be covered after the Grove City decision.

There was no investigation of what kind of Federal financial aid
those schools got. There was no investigation as to whether or not
intercollegiate athletics was, in fact, conducted, for example, in
buildings that received financial aid, and in fact in the Penn State
example there was a building with a gym that was built with Fed-
eral funding.

There was no directive by the Office for Civil Rights, by Mr. Sin-
gleton or his staff, telling the regions what sort of Federal financial
aid they should be looking for.

There was no directive as to what the implications would be of
different kinds of aid; there was no directive as to many of these
very critical and baseline legal questions that had to be answered,
and regions were on their own, willy-nilly to drop complaints, to
not drop complaints, to go forward with investigations, to not go
forward with investigations as the3 saw fit.

It was this chaotic state that led the American Association of
University Women, the Women's Equity Action League, the Na-
tional Education Association, and others to bring a laNnsuit against
the Office for Civil Rights challenging this failure to enforce this
inconsistent and inadequate attention paid to thes, serious issues
after the Grove City College case came down.
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After that lawsuit, and because of the lawsuit, Mr. Singleton
promised to finally put something down in writing and tell his re-
gions what they needed to do.

But for the first time, he sent a directive, in writingin fact, at
the insistence of the plaintiffs in this lawsuit, to the regions telling
them that they should not be dropping complaints until they have
investigated and saw what sort of money the schools received. That
seems to be a pretty baseline principle; and he finally directed the
regions to follow it.

He then also committed to decide some of these basic policy
issues so that the regions would know what sort of investigations
they could and could not conduct after Grove City.

He did issue a written policy pursuant to this commitment that
he entered into as a result of the lawsuit last summer.

However, the policy did not answer and did not address some
very basic questions; and to just give you one example of the basic
question, the issue has arisen with respect to work study money.
What is the effect for coverage of work study funds?

If, for example, students are paid 80 percent of their salary to
take tickets in football games, to work in the intercollegiate athlet-
ic office, and the like, is that receipt of Federal funds under Grove
City, or is it not?

Since work study money permeates universities and colleges, and
virtually all parts of universities and colleges, the answer to that
question is critical for determining what sort of coverage there is.

There has, to date, not been any answer to that question. Be-
cause of the lawsuit, these title IX complaints at least are on hold;
they have not been dropped.

However, they are not going forward; they are not being investi-
gated; the rights are not being vindicated; students are graduating;
they are losing out on the opportunities to which they are entitled
because the Office for Civil Rights is not meeting its obligations.

I bring out these examples purely as examples of the problems
that women and girls in this country have faced in trying to get
the Office for Civil Rights to enforce title IX properly.

They are severe. As I said in the beginning of my remarks, the
message has been sent out loud and clear to the schools across this
country, that the Government is not serious about enforcing these
laws.

As a result, we begin to see backsliding all over the country, and
hard-earned rights are slipping away.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Ms. Greenberger, and the record will be

kept open, without objection, for you to submit your repared state-
ment.

Ms. GREENBERGER. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. I understand Mr. Armey has a scheduling problem, as

we all have, so I am going to call on him first for whatever ques-
tions that he may have.

Mr. ARMEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me begin by saying that I have a 21-year-old daughter who is

working her way through college. i am a big fan of title IX, and I
have watched this enforcement procedure. I think you have shed a
lot of light on this, because I have had the feeling that perhaps
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when you deal with reviews that are initiated by a complainant,
that the various offices of economic opportunity or civil rights offi-
cers all too often don't do the job they ought to do, which you have
exemplified.

On the other hand, it seems to me they go, if you will pardon the
expression, absolutely wacky when they take it upon themselves to
initiate an investigation. I am wondering if there isn't a serious
problem of misdirected, misguided use of resources.

I would like to tell you a story to exemplify what I am talking
about.

The University of California at Berkeley was assaulted by a man
named Grossman, who works for the Office of Economic Opportuni-
ty.

Mr. Grossman took a good deal of time to read the entire Berke-
ley catalog, identify every item of sexist language, such as "man-
power," et cetera, and then brought charges against the university
that they had a sexist catalog that would subtly discourage women
from taking courses.

I personally was offended by that, because in my own experience,
I believe women are intelligent enough to take those courses that
will best advance their professional interest rather than those that
are most satisfactorily described in a college catalog, which is, as
you know, a gross misrepresentation on every point throughout,
from start to finish.

Now, as this case proceeded, Mr. Grossman ended up tying up
several offices of the university, a special committee of the faculty
senate, receiving in return a complaint, if you can imagine, from
the University of California at Berkeley's faculty senate that there
is excessive Government intrusion. It ended up becoming some-
thing of a shared joke around the university because indeed he had
failed to set the example by changing his name to "Grossperson" to
begin with. (Laughter.]

But what I am suggesting is, is it possible that we can get a more
effective response to those complaints?

I know of cases of sex harassment where, as you suggested,
young women are advised, in their own best interests, to more or
less take their lumps and don't rock the boat and I think that is
tragic that they should get that kini of advice.

It should be completely intolerable, and we must have strict en-
forcement on that.

So, I guess the one question that I would ask you, if we can rec-
ognize that the Department does have limited resources and must
use this, if you will, "person power" most effectively, would it not
be better to pursue or encourage the Department to aggressively
pursue the complaints and take time and energy away from what
really amounts in all too many instances to self - initiate' witch
hunts on the part of perhaps, in this case, overzealous officers?

Is this a possibility? Could we improve the enforcement if we
tried to encourage such an approach?

Ms. GREENBERGER. I think that certainly--
Mr. ARMEY. I hope you will all comment on that question.
Ms. GREENBERGER. Well, if I can start giving the comments that

you made, &presentative Armey, with respect to title IX, and I am
very heartened to hear that you share our commitment to the im-
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portance of title IX, and also to the problems of sex discrimination
in schools, such as sexual harassment, one of the distressing things,
in fact, after the Grove City College decision, is that schools are
now claiming that they are free to allow their faculty and their
employees to engage in sexual harassment, without fear of violat-
ing the law.

For example, Grove City Collegethere is no law that prohibits
sexual harassment against students in Grove City College except in
the financial aid office.

Mr. ARMEY. Well, if I can just interject.
You know that the university is almost totally incapable of being

governed in any way, because of something called academic free-
dom. Professors do what they darn well please. So --

Ms. GREENBERGER. Not in sexual harassment. That isn't some-
thing that they have academic freedom to do.

Mr. ARMEY. Well, I hope you are right, and I, for one, would like
to put the hammer on these.

Ms. GREENBERGER. Well, if we get the Civil Rights Act, H.R. 700,
I hope

Mr. ARMEY. I don't think that will take care of it, but go ahead.
Ms. GREENBERGER [continuing]. That will help us.
But, in any event, to go back to the University of Berkeley exam-

ple, although really all I know about that particular case is what I
read in the press, I do know over the years that there have been a
series of problems with Berkeley in their refusal to turn over docu-
ment, with respect to investigations.

They have been very unhappy for a long period of time about
and I think they view themselves as somehow they shouldn't be
bothered with investigations and with people calling in to question
their hiring practices, their practices with respect to students; and
they feel, I get the impression, very put upon. There is no question
about that, and that has been true over the years.

With respect to catalogs, you know, it is a very interesting thing.
I have a daughter who, in jest, given what her mother works on,
called some of the people whose names ended in "man," "person";
and it is a great joke among her school colleagues sometimes. And
I couldI had a smile when you talked about "gross person" be-
cause I could hear my daughter say the same thing, making fun of
me.

I think it is really what it was. But the course catalog issue, in
fact, is a serious one, perhaps not for all the undergraduates at
Berkeley, but when you look at vocational education in this coun-
try, you will see 99 percent of some courses being filled by male
students, 99 percent of others being filled by female students. We
are seeing that problem evolving in the computer area nowthe
training that our young women get in this country is still very
much directed to what they are told is appropriate for them.

They really don't think about broadening their horizons. And
when they look at a course catalog, it may be that they don't take
a lot of things seriously about what it says, and read it with a
grain of salt, but when they see pictures of the male students
taking some courses, and they see references to "men and boys,"
that just reinforces the exact message that we are hoping not to
give. 81
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And regardless of what the Berkeley course catalog saidand I
did not read it, I think the description of courses is a very serious
issue when we see what happens to our young women when they
have to go out and earn a living for themselves and for their chil-
dren.

And I think we have to take every step we can in every area, to
make sure that they rare encouraged, and not discouraged from
broadening their horizons.

With respect to your particular question on complaints versus
self-initiated reviews, the Adams and Weal orders require the
Office for Civil Rights to handle every complaint that they get.

Because the groups and individuals that we represent place a
major emphasis and importance on investigating those complaints,
it takes an enormous amount of courage, as you recognize, to step
forward and file a complaint, and to have that "deep six'd" is a
very cruel injustice.

On the other hand, some of the poorest people, some of the indi-
viduals most in need of help don't file complaints. They don't think
in terms of asking the Government for help.

And it is very important that the Office for Civil Rights balance
out the schools and the issues that they are looking at through
complaints with compliance reviews as 'O.

So, I think both are critical.
Mr. ARMEY. Mr. Chairman, I really do have to run, and I have

stayed too late.
I want to thank you for holding the hearings. I think you have

an excellent panel, and I will look forward to reading the tran-
script.

Mr. WEISS. Thanks for your participation, Mr. Armey.
Mr. Chambers, perhaps you would like to respond to the ques-

tion, as well, for the record.
Mr. CHAMBERS. I would only supplement the comments of Ms.

Greenberger. Briefly, she has pointed out the importance of the
issue in terms of various factors that would tend to steer various
sexual groups in colleges and universities, which would affront var-
ious sexual groups, and I think that is important, and I think the
same is true of various racial groups.

And there are two things that I would say about the main ques-
tion, whether the committee should encourage the Department of
Education to focus more on individualsindividual complaints
rather than compliance review.

In the racial area, particularly, and not just with complaints
with the Department of Education in title VI, we have noted that a
number of minorities are simply afraid to pursue complaints.

And, as Ms. Greenberger just pointed out, the problem that some
women have experienced who have filed complaints and are retali-
ated against and encouraged to withdraw an:: retaliation com-
plaints.

These messages get across universities and schools and communi-
ties, and I think it would be a bad policy to ask the Department of
Education to rely exclusively on individual complaints.

I think that years ago the Civil Rights Commission found that
many black communities did not take advantage of freedom of
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choice plans because of apprehension of what those exercises would
involve.

And I do not think that we can expect very effective enforcement
of title VI or title IX, or section 504 by relying exclusively, or even
almost exclusively, on individual complaints. I think we v.ould
leave a lot of rights violated.

The Department has discretion, as I was trying to indicate earli-
er, and, as indicated in my written testimony, to determine what
compliance reviews to conduct.

I think that the committee can encourage the Department to be
more businesslike in the way that it exercises that discretion.

We are concerned finally in that connection with some of the se-
lectivity of the Department, in what it will cover in compliance
review.

I think that what the Department is doing in attempting to carry
out as many compliance reviews as possible by limiting what it will
cover isit's completely gutting title VI, because it looks at, first,
very little information.

It does not gather the information that is necessary to ;rake a
determination of what is going on in the institution; nor, I submit,
does it get the information necessary to determine how to exercise
this discretion in selecting compliance review.

In short, I think that it is extremely important that the Depart-
ment be encouraged to conduct compliance reviews and that the
Department be encouraged to gather the information necessary to
exercise that discretion, and to make a determination of what sub-
ject matte's should be covered in the compliance review.

Mr. WEISS. I want to get Mr. Landwehr s response to the general
question, too, but in the course of your introductory testimony, you
suggested that the Office for Civil Rights has now moved to a
"random sampling effort."

Would 37,,u explain what that shift has encompassed, and what
its consequences are?

Ms. McClure.
Ms. MCCLURE. Congr_ssman W._...,s, the random site selection in

the Office for Civil Rights was instituted in fiscal year 1984 as an
experiment to test the effec iveness of the so-called traditional way
of selecting compliance reviews, sites.

Let me explain how it used to be donewhy they are instituting
an experiment, I cannot explain, but they must haveMr. Single-
ton must have some problem Jr question with how compliance
review sites have been selected in the past.

The whole purpose for the Office for Civil Rights collecting data
from school systems and colleges is not just a "paper exercise." It is
a management tool to help the Office for Civil Right: focus pre-
cious resources on institutions and recipients of Federal funds,
where there is a higher probability of compliance problems.

We do not want Federal investigators going into every college
and every school system looking for something, and, therefore, in
oraer to conserve resources over the years OCR has collected data
which helped it make those decisions about where to target its
compliance review efforts.

Now, we have a process instituted on an experimental basis in
half of the regional offices, whereby instead of using data to select
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compliance reviews and other information, they will simply pick
sites out of the air.

The OCR computer generates a random list of districts for every
regional office. The regional office then picks districts off that c
puterized list. They have to justify why they are going in, and then
they determine what the issue is that they will investigate.

Well, that seems to me completely backward. if the Office for
Civil Rights is to be believed in its pubhaied annual operating plan
that the purpose of compliance reviews is to get at serious national
problemsyou don't get that by picking sites randomly off a list.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Lichtman?
Mr. LICHTMAN. Mr. WeissCongressman Weiss I would like to

supplement what has been said on the basic question of Congress-
man Armeycompliance reviews versus complaints.

He suggested that perhaps the committee should push OCR in
the direction of spending more of its resources in handling com-
plaints.

I think that a balanced enforcement program must encompass
both areas. In terms of compliance reviews, I would focus on the
substantive obligation of the agency under the statutes, as well as
under the Constitution, to not subsidize, not have the Department
of Education subsidize discrimination.

Therefore, having that obligation, it is obliged to find out where
there is discrimination and to end it as the price for a continuation
of Federal funding.

If there are no complaints in various areas, the obligation is no
lessthe obligation is therefore carried out by securing the infor-
mation through data collection, and then engaging in compliance
reviews.

It is a very critical function to the enforcement of the statutes as
well as the enforcement of the Constitution.

On the other hand, the agency has argued in court on numerous
occasions that they really don't want to do complaints any more;
they would really like to devote their resources to compliance re-
views; and I think balancing in that direction is equally unfortu-
nate and pernicious because the agency must respond to com-
plaints or we will be back to the situation we were before the Civil

is Acts were enacted.
Pre-1964, individuals could go into court to secure Jnforcement of

their rights at best. That is what the agency would like us to have
our complainants do now. They keep saying these complainants
can go into court, we have limited resources; they ought to go into
court to enforce their rights.

Well, individual complainants don't have that capacity. That is
why we have the funding of these agencies in pari; to investigate
those complaints and to carry it out,.

So that any real balanced enforcement must include both areas.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Mr. Landwehr, would you comment on Mr. Armey's question?
Mr. LANDWEHR. Yes, I would be happy to.
The Department of Education has withdrawn now, since the

Reagan administration, all funds to be used for training disabled
consumers and parents of disabled kids in section 504 and the evil
rights that do protect children in education.
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Consequently, people don't know that there is this kind of
remedy.

In Chicago, last year, I worked for a rehabilitation center. There
was a 16-year-old boy who had been shot, became a paraplegic, re-
ceived his rehabilitation where I worked; and when he was ready
to return to school, his high school said that he could not go there,
that he had to go to Spalding High School.

This child nor his parents knew that there was a remedy. They
would have no way of knowing without having any disability histo-
ry in the family or anything. It is not the law, the kind of law that
you would be aware of.

It was only by chance that I had run into him in the hallway;
and he was very disturbed. He had gone out to Spalding, had seen
that he wanted to go back to high school with his friends. There
were no access issues; there -vas not a case of asking the school to
spend money to put in ramps or elevators. That school was com-
pletely wheelchair accessible; andbut there was an attitude -ob-

lem; there was a discrimination problem with the high school. The
principal said, "You'll be better off with people of your own kind."

Had the principal said the student would be better off and would
be safer for him in an environment where he was going to be with
other kids with disabilities. It is our contention that it would be
better off for him to be integrated and t... be back in school with his
old friends, that his recovery would be more complete.

But he was not aware of the laws, and I was able to go to the
high school with him, discuss it with the principal, inform him
the principaland the student that there was a law that said that
he could go there if he wanted to, and the child was allowed to
attend schr,01 there.

It was a simple matter, but the problem is that the Department
of Education knows that the Chicago School District segregates dis-
abled children, and it has not done its job; it has not taken the ini-
tiative to investigate the situation; and you cannot depend on indi-
viduals who have no way of knowing anything about the law to file
these kinds of complaints. It is just not going to happen.

And when we have an office whose responsibility it is was aware
of the situation and they don't do anything about itthat is where
the crux of the problem lies, and we need to do both.

I rgree with my colleagues here. You have to handle every indi-
vidual complaint, and you also have to take the initiative to pre-
vent those kinds of complaints from becoming necessary in the
future.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lichtman, M. Chambers, Ms. McClure, you have described

the time table reiluirements that were built into the Adams case
order.

My understanding is that the Office for Civil Rights has forward-
ed in the coarse of the last couple of years some 23 cases to the
Department of Justice for litigation action by the Department.

Would you comment as to how that fits into this whole process of
meeting the time tables of the Adams order?

Mr. LICHTMAN. OK. Let me begin.
Under the statute, the agency, when it finds discrimination and

cannot secure corrective action through voluntary means, is
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obliged to begin formal enforcement proceedings. It can do that in
two different ways. It can do that administratively by initiating an
administrative hearing, which can lead ultimately to the cutoff of
Federal funds.

Mr. WEISS. The administrative hearing is held before the Depart-
ment itself?

Mr. LICHTMAN. That is correct, before an administrative lawjudge with an appeal to an appellate oody within the agency and
ultimately to the Secretary with final notice to the Congress, actu-
ally.

That is the administrative route. The alternative is that it can
refer to the Department of Justice for civil suit, and we would,
while the law is not entirely clear in this area, we would argue in
that instance, the Department of Justice becomes a substitute
agency for the Department of Education in securing enforcement,
in preventing the discrimination from continuing.

What happened in the last year or two is that when the Adams
court addressed itself to long delays in a large series of cases,
where OCR had not brought enforcement proceedings, where OCR
had found discrimination, where long zielays had occurred with -ut
corrective action being secured, the Adams court said, "Time is up.
Begin enforcement proceedings if you can't get corrective action."

And at that time, with its back to the wall, with particular dead-
lines set by tho court, OCR initiated a series, of enforcement pro-
ceeaings, some administratively, and some through referral to Jus-tice; and the 23 zr so that you referred to a moment ago were part
of the batch of 40 or 45 cases that were brought to enforcement be-
cause he Adams court said, "Time was up. The delays have been
too egregious."

Some of those casesI might add that as to the referrals to Jus-
tice, very little corrective action has been secured.

Many of them were returned to OCR by the Justice Department
after 6, 12 months' delay, some of which have not yet been acted
upon by OCR. Almost none of them resulted in civil litigation
brought by the Department of Justice.

Many are still in limbo in the Department of Justice.
Mr. WEISS. And in any event, if 1 understand you correctly, the

referral of those cases and the jurisdiction of the Justice Depart-
ment is for civil litigation, civil action only.

Mr. LICHTMAN. That is correct.
Mr. WEISS. Not criminal action.
Mr. LICHTMAN. That is correct.
Mr. WEISS. Is that right?
Mr. LicermArr. That s right.
Mr. WEISS. And the civil action would entail what? If the Justice

Department were, in fact, to bring litigation, what would it beseeking?
Mr. LICHTMAN. They would be seeking a cessation of the illegal

conduct, not the cutoff of fundsa cessation of the illegal ct.nduct.
And T think it would be important and very helpful for the com-

mittee to scrutinize the criteria, utilized by OCR when they deter-
mined to refer cases over to Justice, because we have looked atthese bateh of cases, and we see that about half of them went to
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Justice, and about half of them stayed through the administrative
process.

Indeed, I have questioned Mr. Singleton in a deposition on what
his criteria were fur choosing to send some over to Justice, and to
retain others, and the only answer he has ever been able to give
me is: "It depends on the facts of the case."

And when I pressed and said, "Well, what facts are crucial in de-
termining when you refer to Justice, and when you keep it at OCR
for administrative enforcement?" he continued to repeat the same
refrain: "It depends on the facts of the case."

Mr. WEISS. So, that, again, if I understand it, the Office for Civil
Rights, through administrative law judge determination within the
Department has the right to cut off Federal funds, but that if it
refers the matter to the Justice Department, that remedy is not
available in order to cease the segregation or discriminatory activi-
ty?

Mr. LICHTMAN. Well, I don't know that the remedy is unavail-
abl,. I think traditionally the Department of Justice, when it files
a civil suit, requests only injunctive relief, calling for a cessation of
the illegal conduct.

Whether Justice has the option to also request the cutoff of
funds, is something, I think, that has not been decided.

Mr. WEISS. They have never done so?
Mr. LICHTMAN. But in practice I don't think they ever do it.
Mr. WEISS. Right. Thank you very n. ch. Mr. Walker?
Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think my information is correct here that the terms of report-

ing requirements under the Adams case for the plaintiffs, the fol-
lowing must be compiled twice a year:

Complaint and compliance review activities including informa-
tion such as national and regional data on complaint and compli-
ance review receipts, starts, closures, cases pending and staff pro-
ductivity;

Complaint and compliance review adherence to timeframes, in-
cluding information on cases processed under the normal and the
exception timeframes;

Data showing how long each case remains on the enforcement
activities report;

Information on letters of findings LOF's- -for complaints and
compliance reviews;

Information on the number and percentage of the complaints
and compliance reviews using the timeframe exception; and

Information on complaint and compliance reviews in which the
timeframes were tolled.

That's twice a year.
Once a year they are required to do quality assurance study re-

ports for the preceding year;
Budget figures proposed by OCR to ED, proposed by ED to OMB,

and approved by OMB for the following fiscal year;
The finial appropriation for OCR for the prece ling fiscal year,

and the total amount of that appropriation expended at the end of
the fiscal year; and
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Staffing data for OCR for the preceding fiscal year and projected
for the forthcoming fiscal year, including staff ceiling, number of
positions filled, and the number of positions vacant.

If ever there was a redtape manufacturer's dream world, this is a
pretty good way of describing it.

And my question is, for some of you who are directly involved.
Do you ever give any thought to whether or not the resources de-
voted to complying with that kind of redtape requirement could be
better used investigating complaints or conducting compliance re-
views; and would it not be more effective to use available resources
to c., something other than filling out reports?

Mr. LictrrmAN. Let me try to respond by placing this in context.
The reporting provisions that you have been talking about are,

first of all, provisions that were agreed to by the Department of
HEW. These latest provisions, in 1983, are essentially the same as
those that were agreed to by the Department representative in ne-
gotiations that resulted in a consent decree in 1977at that time,the Carter administrationand very similar to the reporting provi-
sions that were agreed to by the representatives of the Department
in 1976 when another consent decree was entered intothat was
the Ford administration.

So, both Republicans and Democrats, at different points, have es-
sentially agreed to these provisions.

Now, that is just the context.
Mr. WALKER. Well, let me just say to you, and I will let you

finish, but let me just say to you on that point-
My experience with both Republican and Democrat bureaucrats

is that bureaucrats would much rather writ: reports than do realwork- -
Mr. LICHTMAN. These aren't
Mr. WALKER [continuing]. And so, my answer to that would be

that because a bunch of bureaucrats sat down and decided that
they would like to have a bunch of reporting requirements, that
does not give me much of an answer.

Mr. LICHTMAN. I mentioned that history, because particular pro-visions were not viewed as onerous provisions The plaintiffs
wanted these provisions becauseyou have to again remember the
historical context. We sued in 1970, got relief in 1973. The same
problem was occurring and had to go back to court in 1974.

We got a second order in 1975; the same problems were reoccur-
ring and had to go back to court again.

The only way you canplaintiffs in these litigations can :nonitor
what these agencies are doingand here we had a history of non-
compliance with court orders, is to have the data with which to do
the monitoring.

So that is what the reporting is directed toward. You specifically
mentioned, for example, certain data relating to resources of the
agencycertain budgetary requests and things like that.

Well, that is because the defendants were saying to the plaintiffs
in court that we don't have the resources to do the job.

So, the plaintiff said, "Well, give us some information about that,
and when we look at that information, we will be able to see
whether this defense makes an" sense."
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And all of thesethese provisions that you have talked abcut,
have either been agreed to by the defendant or directly relate to
some defense which they have raised, or directly relate to some-
thing that the plaintiffs need in order to monitor what the defend-
ants are doing.

We would like nothing better than to see those very same re-
sources going entirely into enforcement, but the sad story is that
despite 15 years of litigation, the nonenforcement continues, and
therefore we welcome thenot only the scrutiny of this committee,
but we would like to see it become unnecessary to have these re-
porting provisions; but they remain necessary as long as the nonen-
forcement of the statutes continues.

Ms. GREENBERGER. I would like to --
Mr. WALKER. So your specific answer to my question is that at

the present time, it is a more effective use of resources to fill out
reports than to do compliance?

Mr. LICHTMAN. I stand on my previous answer.
Mr. WALKER. No, but that would- -
Ms. GREENBERGER. I'd like to add--
Mr. WALKER. No, but that was your answer.
Mr. IncirrmAN. I don't think that is a fair paraphrase of my pre-

vious answer.
Mr. WEISS. While you were gone, I asked Mr. Lichtman to de

scribe to us what the onset of the Adams case was like, to describe
to me the details of the failure of the Office for Civil Rights to en-
force civil rights legislation, and it was a result of those re-ports

Mr. WALKER. Yes, I am familiar with that, Mr. Chairman, and I
am familiar with the fact that there are a large number of issues
that are involved in what we are dealing with here.

But the bottom line is that there are, in fact, resource questions
that have to be addressed. There is no one that comes before this
Congress, no one that comes before this committee that vv vuldn't
like to have more resources for something that they are directly in-
volved in; and that is, in fact, a legitimate kind of concern to bring
to Congress.

The fact is, though, that we are dealing with finite resources,
and always will be.

And so, my question, in this case, I think is a legitimate one,
given the fact that there are finite resources; given the fact that
these resources are not likely to be expanded significantly.

Wouldn't we be better off putting the money toward doing real
work rather than redtapa?

And that's what I am trying to establish here.
Ms. GRAENBERGER. I wonder if I might add something, also as the

lawyerone of the lawyers who represented the plaintiffs dealing
with sex discrimination in the Women's Equity League case, which
has become connected with the Adams case and we are now part of
the Adams ease as well.

When wa brought our case in 1974, the Office for Civil Rights
had no idea what was going on. They didn't know how many com-
plaints they had around the country; they didn't know where the
compliance reviews had been started.
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They didn't know whether they had been started and dropped, or
lost. They lost complaints. Their recordkeeping was a disgrace; and
it was part and parcel of the lack of seriousness with which they
took their obligations to enforce these laws.

These records, which by the way now, are all on computer and do
not require very many resources at allthese records were neces-
sary for the Office for Civil Rights to have a clue about what was
going on in their own office, to find out whether or not their com-
plaints were being handled promptly.

To find out whether their compliance reviews were proceeding,
or were falling into a black hole somewhere.

The Washington office needed this information as much as the
plaintiffs did, and that is precisely why, as Mr. Lichtman said, the
past administrations had been willing to agree to collect it, because
they had no idea what was going on, and that is precisely why the
court was willing to require that it be kept.

And it is now on computer. It is a very routine matter for them
to collect and report over. It is not at all burdensome.

It is really not taking enough resources, I would suspect, to deal
with any significant additional compliance reviews or complaint
handling, as a matter of fact.

And without those resources, the handling of complaints and
compliance reviews would not really be very productive.

Ms. MCCLURE. Congressman Walker, could I just address that
question?

Mr. WALKER. Just let me make one point, and then I certain4
will allow you to address it, but, you know, again, my experience
with so many of these things is that lawyers like lots of informa-
tion. I understand that. You know, the more information lawyers
have, the better they like it.

Bureaucrats love to come up with information, because, as I say,
that prevents them from having to do real work; they write re-
ports, and they give the lawyers all the information they want.

The problem with all of that is that what you get is stagnation;
and it seems to me that what we are dealing with and the com-
plaint that you are bringing before us is more or less a complaint
about stagnation. What I am suggesting is that the very process
may be producing the stagnation. And that is a concern, it seems to
me.

Yes, I will be glad to yield.
Ms. MCCLURE. Congressman Walker, I dare say that if you were

managing a large enterprise with a $40-million budget and 900 em-
ployees, and that if you were serious about doing your job, getting
the job of this enterprise done, you would have precisely that same
information in order to determine what you were doing, and where
your shortfalls were.

Any business has to have that kind of information, so it is simply
a part of good management and shows whether you are serious
about getting the job done.

Mr. WALKER. Well, once again, I meanserious about doing
which job? Serious about filling out reports? Fine.

You know, I am certain that we end up with tons of paperwork,
all of which then can be seen as serious effort.
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My point is that if the complaints are real about the fact that
the real job, the actual real work is not getting done, that piling up
all that paperwork probably is a factor too.

Mr. CHAMBERS. Congressman, I would just like to make a brief
response to your question, and while admittedly if the bureaucracy
were such that it limited the ability of the agency to carry out its
responsibility, that ought to be something that the committee
ought to review.

On the other hand, the committee ought to also look at what is
actually involved in the compilation of the data that you are refer-
ring to, and given also be aware of what is going on in other in-
stances, not just with the enforcement of title VI, and the need for
data to evaluate what is being done.

It is not, as has been indicated, that expensive to compile the in-
formation required in the report. If one were litigating that the
agency was not complying with this responsibility, one would have
to get the same data that you described in the reporting provisions.

I would imagine the committee itself would want the same infor-
mation that is required by the reporting provisions to evaluate how
well the agency is carrying out its responsibility.

And if one looks at the basis of the lawsuit, the Adams litigation,
one sees that that sr...Jule information was what the agency had to
compile in defense of the charge, and had to be compiled by the
plaintiffs to demonstrate the agency's noncompliance.

So I don'tI think it is really putting up a straw purse to sug-
gest that what is required in the reporting provision is taking away
the agency's time and resources to carry out its responsibility.

Mr. WALKER. Well, we can characterize it any way. Can anybody
tell me how many pages are in one of these reports? In the semian-
nual report, how many pages?

Mr. CHAMBERS. I am sure that there are a number of pages re-
quired to comply with all the information that is required.

Mr. WAL- R. But on the other hand, does anybody know how
many pages it is?

Mr. CHAMBERS. Well, I understand all the information is on a
computer, and the computer can spew out the information.

Mr. WALKER. That isn't my question. My understanding is that it
is a report about this thick; isn't that right? [Indicating.]

Mr. LICHTMAN. About that thick.
Mr. WALKER. About the same thickness I am showing here. In

other words, it is a report about 2 inches thick; and it has to be
done twice a year?

Mr. CHAMBERS. They are all computer printouts which can be
spewed out very quickly.

Mr. WALKER. Well, you know, somebody has to put information
into computers.

Mr. CHAMBERS. Certainly.
Mr. WALKER. You know that's a part of research.
Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Gentlemen, it is not the suggestion that the agency

shouldn't keep records, is it?
Mr. CHAMBERS. No.
Mr. WALKER. I am suggesting that recordkeeping and paperwork

is one of the main problems of Federal Government, and, in fact,
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what we may be hearing here is the fact that we are buried under
tons of paperwork that may be, in fact, impeding the agency in
doing its real job. I am simply raising that as one of the facts that
maybe this committee ought to be aware of?

Mr. WEISS. The agency wasn't doing its real job; that's the point.
Mr. WALKER. Well, it evidently still isn't, from what we are hear-

ing.
Mr. WEISS. That's right.
Mr. Conyers?
Mr. WALKER. Well, it may be that paperwork is a part of that

problem, and that is the only point this gentleman is raising.
Mr. WEISS. They weren't doing their job before the paperwork re-

quirement was put on them.
Mr. Conyers?
Mr. CONYERS. Well, is it all right for me to gain the floor at this

point, Mr. ChairmanMr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Oh, that's fine.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and my col-

leagues on the subcommittee.
I would like to find out what brought about the need for the

court to order the provisions in the first place.
Mr. LicirrmAN. You are referring to the most recent orders?
Mr. CONYERS. Well, let's start off with the earliest orders. Wasthat in 1973?
Mr. LICHTMAN. Yes, Congressman Conyers.
In 1973, the court initially concluded that the discretion of the

agency was not unlimited. The agency had found discrimination in
literally hundreds of school districts, many State systems of higher
education, and failed to act on its own findings.

Mr. CONYERS. Excuse me, when you say that they found that the
discretion of the agency was not unlimited, would you elaborate onthat?

Mr. LICHTMAN. The agency was contending that it had total dis-
cretion to determine when to act on its own findings, when to begin
proceedings to cut off Federal funds, and so forth.

The court said, "You have discretion, as any administrative
agency does, but it is not unlimited. And when you have made
these findings of discrimination by so many Federal recipients, at
some point in time, on a timely basis, you must act on those find-ings, and if you don't get corrective action through voluntary
means, you must commence enforcement proceedings."

Mr. CONYERS. Well, what was the Department of Educationdoing- -
Mr. LICHTMAN. At that time--
Mr. CONYERS [continuing]. That led the court to make that state-ment?
Mr. LICHTMAN. At that time, of course, it was the Department of

HEW, the predecessor agency. It was going throughwell, you
have to remember what year we are talking about. This is 1969.
1970, 1971there was a marked departure between the enforce-
ment process being carried out by that administration and the one
that had been carried out between the passage of the statute in
1964 and 1970; and what happened as we discussed it a little bit
earlier this morning, was a sharp change in policy, and the new
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administration chose to stop using the title VI enforcement process.
It continued to gather information; it continued to make findings of
discrimination, but it failed to act on those findings.

And the central holding of the court was that when the agency
makes these findings and continues to subsidize the discrimination,
it must begin enforcement activity if it cannot secure an end to the
discrimination on a voluntary basis.

And all the subsequent orders since 1973 have been carrying out
that basic theme.

We have had to return to court over and over because over and
over the agency has not complied with the orders of the court

But most of those orders, to summarize them, very briefly, have
been directed toward the same achievement, namely. to secure en-
forcement on a timely basis, following the basic maxim that justice
delayed equals justice denied.

Ms. GREENBERGER. There was a very similar history with respect
to title 9, which is a part of that case now as well, where there
were complaints filed, there was discrimination, and then the case
simply was dropped. The school continued to get money and it con-
tinued to discriminate.

There were investigations done by the agency. They found dis-
crimination. Again nothing was found. The school continued to get
the money and they continued to discriminate.

There were cases where the agency would investigate a com-
plaint, find there was no discrimination, but they never inter-
viewed the complainant.

There were cases where they would go out and do an investiga-
tion and they would never talk to the students or the teachers of
the school or the parents, and lo and behold, find there was no dis-
crimination.

Mr. CONYERS. Who was this? What part of HEW.
Ms. GREENBERGER. This was the Office for Civil Rights, and in

the case of the title IX aspect of the case, which was later in time,
in a filing in 1976 the Government conceded that they were not fol-
lowing the law and they weren't adequately enforcing title IX and
they stood up in court and told the judge that they agreed they had
been acting improperly. This Wa3 during the Ford Administration.

Mr. CONYERS. They agreed that they hat' -peen. acting improperly?
MS. GREENBERGER. Yes, in the case of title IX, and so, that was

the basis for the title IX order which is a part of the Adams case
and Women's Equity Action League citE.

So, there was a very similar, a duplicate of process that took
place in that part of the case as had in the race discrimination con-
text that had ..en repeated from earlier years through to that
period of time as well.

Mr. CONYERS. Now, what information or provisions are required
under the court orders?

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Walker has a copy of it, Mr. Conyers. He just
read the requirements.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, I wasn't here and I would rather hear it from
the witnesses, although my colleague and I trust each other explic-
itly.

Let me put the question to the witnesses.
Have you seen this?
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Mr. LICHTMAN. No, Congressman, but we would be happy tosubmit the actual orders themselves which contain the reportingprovisions.
Mr. CONYERS. Yeah, the only thing is I've got to find out what

they are now. I can't read about it after they've gone.
Mr. LICHTMAN. Each of them are directedeach of them are di-rected to get at the basic elements of the court's orders.
For example, the court has set up a series of time tables for the

processing of complaints and for the conduct of compliance reviews,
and so these reporting provisions enable us to see when those time
frames are met by region, by basisthat is, by jurisdictional basis,
aggregate and so forth.

Some of the provisions, as we mentioned before, go to particular
defenses that the Government has raised over the years. At times
they said they didn't have ac:equato resources. So we says. well,
what are your resources and what are you asking for and do youhave a resource problem.

Those are the types of provisions that are in the order.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, could the witness take a moment tolook over the document that you and Mr. Walker have provided.
Mr. WEISS. Of course. Would you look at that Mr. Lichtman, and

tell us whether in fact the document accurately reflects what the
requirements are of the Adams order.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. GREENBERGER. I might say, while Mr. Lichtman is looking atthe piece of paper, that the order was really designed to deal withthe problems that had been proven when complaints were beingdropped in midstream and they were never being carried through

to completion.
What the order does is say, you must carry them through to the

end, and you must do it in a timely way. You cannot simply allow
a complaint to last for 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 years, which is in fact whathappened.

So, a big part of the order is to make sure that when they dothings they do them fairly. That they investigate the complainants.
That they investigate and ask questions of the complainant them-
selves and the students and employees in schools, for instance.

And, so tl- .?3, simply don't ask the school, did you discriminate?
The school says, no. They say, fine, no discrimination. They have todo a real investigation.

And, then the final segment is to report on how they do it.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, Attorney Greenberger, that sounds like thecourt was interested in cutting the redtape, and the crap, and thebureacracy, and getting down to business.
MS. GREENBERGER. You know, I think, in fact, when Congress-

man Walker was talking about strangling in redtapeI'm not surethose were the words that he usedbut that there are too manythat they were. That, in fact, what we had seen before these ordersand before the reports were lots of papers, lots of reports being sentin, but they weren't asking the right questions. They weren'tusable. They were asking things that weren't directed to anyanswer that anybody needed.
And, what these reports do is basically ask the right questions, sothat the information that is on the paper is information you need,
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the court needs, the agency needs, and the outside groups that
have a right to make sure these laws are enforced need.

So, they're not wasted paper. They're all vary important ques-
tions that need to be answered.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, it seemed that this would be a method of ex-
pediting the process, moving things along in timely fashion, and
eliminating a lot of redtape or unnecessary information, paperwork
filing, which according to some, bureaucrats are inclined to prefer
to do anyway.

Ms. GREEFBERGER. I think that's absolutely right, and I think if
we were to come in here today and your comm.ttee wanted to
know what's going on with tilt Office for Civil Rights, is it investi-
gating properly, and we came up and we asked all of our individ-
uals and we each came up with 50 examples of problems you'd still
want to know, oh, that's 50 problems out of a big universe.
What'syou know, what's the overall picture, and we know the
overall picture because of these reports.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, thank you very much.
Mr. CHAMBERS. Congressman, I would say that the answer to

you questionthat the objective here is to cut redtape and to
enable the agency to operate more efficientlyis you're quite cor-
rect.

The objective here is to cut the redtape and to enable the agency
to operate more effectively.

One of the things that we noted in some of the more recent ac-
tivities of the agency is the agency is still having difficulty keeping
up with what charges have been filed, when those charges were
processed, et cetera.

And, the objective of the order reporting provisions war, to avoid
just that problem, and what is required here is absolutely neces-
sary to make the agency efficient.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, is the document provided to me by my col-
league, Mr. Walker, a fairly accurate description of the provisions
required?

Mr. LICHTMAN. I would prefer to have in the re,:ord the order
itself, but my brief review of these paragraphs indicates that it ap-
pears to be a fair summary of the key elements or some of the key
elements in the reporting provisions.

Mr. CONYERS. OK, my final question is, how's the Department
doing in terms of those required provisions under court order?

Mr. CHAMBERS. It's set out in more detail in my written state-
ment, but we think that the Department has some major problems
in complying with the order and with the responsibilities under
title VI and other provisions ofthat are in question here.

As we tried to point out, it's delaying still compliance review. It's
delaying processing of individual complaints. It's gathering of infor-
mationis seriously flawed. It's sampling that is going on in vari-
ous districts is very questionable and is based on inadequate info-
mation.

In short, we think that we still have many of the problems with
the enforcement of title VI and title IX in section 504 that we had
duringat the beginning of the Adams litigation.

Mr. CONYERS. Not good.
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MS_ MCCLURE. Congressman Conyers, I address your attention to
page 18 of Mr. Chambers' written statement in which we have
summarized the highlight of current performance based on the re-
porting provisions for fiscal years 1983 and 1984.

Mr. CONYERS. Very, very shaky here.
Are you suggesting that the Civil Rights Compliance Department

of Education may not be conforming with the court order?
Mr. CHAMBERS. That's certainly our position, Congressman.
We think there are, as we've indicated, some major problems

with OCR's discharge of its responsibility.
Mr. CONYERS. You mean, that we may have to sue the Civil

Rights Department of the Education Department to get them to do
their job?

Mr. CHAMBERS. Congressman, as the written statement that I
submitted pointed out, that's the only way we've gotten the Depart-
ment to do much of anything over the years. We started in 1969
with the Adams litigation because that Department then of HEW
was not discharging its responsibility and we've had to go back to
court continuously since that period to try to get the Department
to comply with its responsibilities under the act.

Mr. CONYERS. Are there any considerations to go back into court
to seek further court requirements that they comply?

Mr. LICHTMAN. Well, we are still before the court. Two orders
were issued as recently as March 1983. One relating to the time
rules that we've been talking about; a second relating to State sys-
tems of higher education that we have not been focusing on. And,
the latter, by the way, is quite important in that it sets a series of
deadlines for the fall of 1985, and I would hope the committee
would scrutinize the extent to which the agency is complying with
those deadlines that are coming up shortly.

But, the Department of JusticE chose to appeal one of those two
orders, the one relating to these time rules.

Mr. CONYERS. Is that Bradford-Reynolds decision?
Mr. LICHTMAN. The decision to appeal?
Mr. CONYERS. Yes.
Mr. LICHTMAN. I don't knowthe Civil Division is representing

the Department of Justice, so I don't really know that Mr. Reyn-
olds participated in that decision. 1 just don't know.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, Mr. Singleton is shaking his head in back of
you, so maybe it was his decision.

Mr. LICHTMAN. Well, at the time of the decision to appeal, Mr.
Singleton was the Assistant Secretary and he would know who
made that decision to appeal. Presumably various people in the De-
partment of Justice were crucial in that determination.

But, to summarize quickly, of those two orders issued as recently
as early 1983, one of them was not appealed; one was appealed. The
court of appeals has not addressed the merits of the appeal. It has
raised certain questions concerning standing and mootness, and we
are now before the district judge on remand briefing the issues that
were raised by the court of appeals.

So, the case continues and the efforts to seek enforcement contin-
ue after all these years.

Ms. GREENBERGER. I must say, what really happened is that we
came in and said they were not complying with these orders, and
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the response of the Office for Civil Rights was, "We don't have to
be held open to any orders. We're going to appeal and we're going
to say the court can't tell us to do anything."

And, that I think is the bottom line of what Mr. Lichtman was
referring to that we're all now involved in briefing.

They want the courts out of this business because they would
just as soon not have that kind of added pressure.

Mr. CONYERS. I'm almost shocked.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Conyers, and let me ex-

press my appreciation to the entire panel.
Thank you very much for your participation and for your in-

volvement.
Our next witness will be the Honorable Harry M. Singleton, As-

sistant Secretary for Civil Rights of the Department of Education.
Mr. Singleton, if you will taxe your position at the witness table,

we will proceed.
Mr. Singleton, as you know, it is the practice of this subcommit-

tee to swear in all of its witnesses. If you will stand and raise your
right hand.

[Witness sworn.]
Mr. WEISS. We have just received your prepared testimony, and

without objection, it will be entered into the record in its entirety.
You may proceed as you wish, either to read it, to summarize it

or to highlight itwhatever is most convenient for you.
Let me also indicate that because of a prior scheduling problem

that I have, I will be leaving at about 11:30 for about one-half hour,
but if my colleague, Mr. Conyers, is here during that period, I will
ask him to assume the Chair and then we will continue right on
through with the testimony.

At this point, we are ready to proceed with your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HARRY M. SINGLETON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOM-
PANIED BY SANDRA BATTLE, STAFF MEMBER

Mr. SINGLETON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Office for Civil Rights in the Department of Education en-

forces title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, title IX of the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972, section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975.

In addition, OCR assists the Department in implementing civil
rights provisions in a number of other education programs, particu-
larly the Education of the Handicapped Act and the Vocational
Education Act.

The civil rights laws OCR enforces extend to a wide range of re-
cipients of Department assistance, including 50 State education and
rehabilitation agencies and their subrecipients; 15,840 local school
districts; 3,300 colleges and universities; 10,000 proprietary institu-
tions; and other institutions, such as libraries, museums, et cetera,
that receive Federal financial assistance from the Department of
Education.

These laws protect any person in the United States who might be
the victim of discrimination on account of race, national origin,
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sex, age, or handicapping condition in a program or activity that
receives Federal financial assistance.

OCR relies on individual complaint investigations and broad
scale compliance reviews to ensure compliance with the civil rights
laws it enforces. In the past several years OCR has improved its
performance dramatically in its ability to secure compliance follow-
ing an investigation.

For example, at the end of fiscal year 1984, OCR had virtually
eliminated its inherited backlog of cases. Even more instructive is
the fact that OCR reduced significantly the average age of pending
complaints from 1,297 days at the end of fiscal year 1982 to 229
days at the end of fiscal year 1984.

These data are evidence that OCR was investigating new com-
plaints and clearing up the existing inherited backlog at the same
time.

By way of further example, as of June 30, 1985, OCR has re-
ceived 1,594 complaints and resolved almost an equal number,
1,570 complaints.

One reason for OCR's improved performance is drastically im-
proved management. Another is the renewed emphasis on afford-
ing recipients an opportunity to achieve voluntary compliance with
the civil rights laws where a deficiency may have been found.

The civil rights statutes which OCR enforces require that OCR
seek voluntary compliance on the part of recipients prior to initiat-
ing formal enforcement action.

Accordingly, one significant aspect of OCR's compliance program
is the effort to obtain compliance voluntarily from an educational
institution where a violation has been found to exist. This is in the
best interest of all parties, and is the most effective enforcement
route to follow.

Over the last several years, OCR has implemented a number of
innovative measures in order to increase the opportunities for se-
curing voluntary compliance.

For example, in November 1981, OCR adopted an early com-
plaint resolution procedure. Its purpose is to facilitate the resolu-
tion of complaints by providing the parties involved with an oppor-
tunity to voluntarily resolve between themselves the issues prompt-
ing the complaint.

Under the ECR procedures, OCR does not conduct an investiga-
tion unless the parties are unable to agree.

The use of the ECR process is strictly limited. Only individual
complaints where the remedy is individual in nature are aigible.
FCR is not available where the complaint involves a class of indi-
viduals or Where the alleged violation, if true, would require a
classwide remedy.

OCR is presently evaluating its experience with ECR to deter-
mine if the process needs modification.

Another relatively recent procedure designed to enhance OCR's
ability to achieve voluntary compliance is prefinding negotiations.
Such negotiations occur only afi,er OCR has completed its investi-
gation and prepared its proposed findings.

At that point, prior to issuing its formal findings, OCR staff will
meet with the recipient's representatives and present the results of
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OCR's investigation, identify any problems OCR may have found,
and outline what corrective action is necessary to address them.

In some cases, OCR will provide technical guidance to assist in-
stitutions to develop ways to correct problems that they may dis-
cover. If agreement is reached, OCR's final findings are drafted to
reflect the fact that the recipient has achieved compliance, and a
violation-corrected letter of findings is issued.

If prefinding negotiations fail, OCR continues in its efforts to
obtain voluntary compliance subsequent to the issuance of any
letter of finding of violation.

OCR also assists recipients and beneficiaries in voluntarily com-
plying with the civil rights laws through a comprehensive program
of technical assistance, unrelated to individual complaint or com-
pliance activities.

This program complements OCR's compliance activities and ex-
tends the range of impact beyond those recipients which are direct-
ly involved in a complaint investigation or a compliance review.
The technical assistance program encourages voluntary compliance
and results in long term benefits.

In providing information about the nature of compliance, OCR's
technical assistance program helps to prevent discriminatory prac-
tices and to eliminate the need for costly and time-consuming in-
vestigations.

However, as desirable as securing voluntary compliance may be,
sometimes it is a goal that cannot be achieved. When OCR deter-
mines that a recipient is in violation of civil rights statutes and
compliance cannot be secured through voluntary means as previ-
ously described, OCR initiates formal enforcement proceedings.

This may be accomplished by instituting administrative proce-
dures to terminate a recipient's Federal financial assistance or by
referring the case to the Department of Justice for appropriate in-
junctive relief.

Since 1981 OCR has initiated formal administrative enforcement
proceedings seeking fund t urination in 26 cases. OCR has also re-
ferred cases to the Department of Justice for appropriate action
where OCR's efforts to achieve voluntary compliance have not been
successful.

OCR's improved case performance has resulted in it achieving
substantial compliance with the stringent requirements of the
court order in Adams v. Bennett. However, despite that achieve-
ment, application of the Adams order remains one factor which
continues to disproportionately influence OCR's operation and its
allocation of resources.

The Adams order, first entered in 1972, is the outgrowth of a col-
lection of lawsuits brought by civil rights groups beginning over 15
years ago. Although modified in part since first en'ered, its most
significant requirements have not changed.

For example, the order requires that OCR investigate each sub-
mission it receives that .43 not patently frivolous, which could be
deemed a complete complaint. Such a categorical requirement de-
mands that OCR direct resources toward investigation of individual
complaints often at the expense of planning and conducting more
efficient large scale compliant? reviews.
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In addition, the Adams order mandates not only specific time-
frames within which OCR must take final action to resolve each
case or compliance review, but intermediate timeframes as well
within which specific activities must occur in each case or review.

Experience has demonstrated that many of the Adams time-
frames are unrealistic, in part, because of increasing case complex-
ity.

In view of this, and for other reasons related to sound and effi-
cient program management and to constitutional concerns, the De-
partment opposes the continued application of the Adams order.

Mr. Chairman- -
Mr. CONYERS. Pardon me, I didn't hear that.
Mr. SINGLETON. Excuse me?
Mr. CONYERS. Excme me, I didn't hear that last statement.
Mr. SINGLETON. I stated that the Department continues to oppose

the Adams order.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
Mr. SINGLETON. /Ir. Chairman, and members of the subcommit-

tee, since assuming my position as Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights, I have worked diligently to enable OCR to carry out more
effectively and efficiently its responsibilities.

The President and the Secretary of Education are very commit-
ted to vigorous enforcement of our civil rights laws and I believe
our record in the Department of Education bespeaks that fact.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Singleton follows:)
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Opening Statement of Harry M. Singleton

The Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in the Department of Education

enforces Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the

Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of

1973, and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975. In addition, OCR assists

the Department in implementing civil rights provisions in a number of

other education programs, particularly the Education of the Handicapped

Act and the Vocational Educatiou Act.

The civil rights laws OCR enforces extend to a wide range of recipients

of Department assistance, including 50 State education and rehabilitation

agencies, and their subrecipients; 15,840 local school districts;

3,300 colleges and universities; 10,000 proprietary institutions; and

other institutions, such as libraries am; museums that receive Federal

financial assistance from ED. These laws protect any person in the

United States who might be the victim of discrimination on account of

race, national origin, age, sex, or handicapping condition in a

program or activity that receives Federal financial assistance.

OCR relies on individual complaint investigations and broad scale

compliance reviews to ensure compliance with the civil rights laws it

enforces. In the past several years OCR has improved its performance
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dramatically in its ability to secure compliance following an investigation.

For example, at the end of FY 84, OCR had virtuall! eliminated its

inherited backlog of cases. Even more instructive is the fact that

OCR reduced significantly the average age of pending complaints from

1,297 days at the end of FY 1982 to 229 days at t,e close of FY 1984.

These data are evidence that OCR was investigating new complaints and

clearing up the existing inherited backlog at the same time. By way of

further example, as of June 30, 1985, OCR has received 1,594 complaints

and resolved almost an equal number, 1,570 complaints.

One reason for OCR's improved performance is drastically improved management.

Aaother is the renewed emphasis on affording recipients an opportunity to

achieve voluntary compliance with the civil rights laws wnere a deficiency

may have been found. The civil rights statutes which OCR enforces require

that OCR seek *voluntary compliance' on the part of recipients prior to

initiating formal enforcement action. Accordingly, one significant aspect

of OCR's compliance program is the effort to obtain compliance voluntarily

from an educational institution where a violation has been found to

exist. This is in the best interest of all parties, and is the most

effective enforcement route to follow.

Over the last several years, OCR has implemented a number of innovative

measures in order to increase the opportunities for securing voluntary

compliance. For example, in November, 1981 OCR adopted an Early Complaint

Resolution (ECR) procedure. Its purpose is to facilitate the resolution
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of complaints by providing the parties involved with an opportunity to

voluntarily resolve between themselves the issues prompting the

complaint. Under the ECR procedures, OCR does not conduct an investigation

unless the parties are unable to agree.

The use of the ECR process is strictly limited. Only individual complaints

where the remedy is individual in nature are eligible. ECR is not available

where the complaint invol,es a "class" of individuals or where the alleged

violation, if true, would require a class-wide remedy. OCR is presently

evaluating its experience with ECR to determine if the process needs

modification.

Another reiatively recent proced_re designed to enhance OCR's ability to

achieve voluntary compliance is "pre-finding negotiations." Such

negotiations occur only after OCR has completed its investigation and

prepared its proposed findings. At that point, prior to issuing its

formal findings, OCR staff will meet with the recipient's representatives

and present the results of OCR's investigation, identify any problems OCR

may have found and outline what corrective action is necessary to address

them. In some cases, OCR 4111 provide technical guidance to assist

institutions to develop ways to correct problems they may discover. if

agreement is reached, OCR's final findings are drafted to reflect the

fact that the recipient has achieved compliarce. ani a "vio.ation-corrected"
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letter of findings is issued. If pre-finding negotiations fail, OCR

continues in its efforts to obtain voluntary compliance subsequent to the

issuance of any letter of finding of violation.

OCR also assists recipients and beneficiaries in voluntarily complying

with the civil rights laws through a comprehensive program of technical

assistance, unrelated to individual complaint or compliance activities.

This program compliments OCR's compliance activities and extends the

range of impact beyond those recipients which are directly involved in a

complaint investigation or compliance review. The technical assistance

program encourages voluntary compliance and iesults in long term benefits.

In providing information about the nature of compliance, OCR's technical

assistance program helps to prevent discriminatory practices and to

eliminate the need for costly and time-consuming investigations.

However, as desirable as securing voluntary compliance may be, sometimes

it is a goal that cannot be achieved. When OCR determines that a recipient

is in violation of a civil rights statute and compliance cannot be secured

through voluntary means as previously described, OCR initiates formal

enforcement proceedings. This may be accomplished by instituting admini-

strative procedures to terminate a recipient's Federal financial assistance

or by referring the case to the Department of Justice for appropriate

injunctive relief. Since 1981, OCR has initiated formal administrative

enforcement procedings seeking fund termination in 26 cases. OCR has
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also referred cases to the Department of Justice for appropriate action

where OCR's efforts tm achieve voluntary compliance have not been successful.

OCR's improved case performance has resulted in it achieving substantial

compliance with the stringent requirements of the court order in Adams v.

Bennett. However, despite that achievement, application of the Adams order

remains one factor which continues to disproportionately influence OCR's

operation and its allocation of resources. The Adams order, first

entered in 1972, is toe outgrowth of a collection of lawsuits brought by

civil rights groups beginning over fifteen years ago. Although modified

in part since first entered, its most significant requirements have not

been changed. For example, the order requires that OCR invests ate each

submission it receives that is not patently frivolous which could be

deemed a "complete complaint." Such a categorical requirement demands

that OCR direct resources toward investigation of individual complaints,

often at the expense of planning and conducting more efficient large

scale compliance reviews. In addition, the Adams order mandates not only

specific timeframes within which OCR most take final action to resolve

each case or compliance review, but intermediate timeframes as well

within which specific activities must occur in each case or 'eview.

Experience has demonstrated that many of the Adams timeframes are un-

realistic, in part, because of increasing case complexity. In view of

this, and for other reasons related to sound and efficient program management
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and to constitutional concerns, the Department opposes the continued

application of the Adams order.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, since assuming my position

as Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, 1 have worked diligently to

enable OCR to carry out more efficiently and effectively its responsi-

bilities. The President and the Secretary of Education are very

committed to vigorous enforcement Gf our civil rights laws, and I

believe our record in the Department of Education bespeaks that fact.

THANK YOU.
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Singleton.
Tell me when you assumed the position of Assistant Secretary.
Mr. SINGLETON. I was officially sworn in as the Assistant Secre-

tary I believe in October of 1982. However, I was on board while
my confirmatic-. was in the works as of about April of 1982.

Mr. WEISS. And, what did you do prior to that time?
Mr. SINGLETON. I'm sorry?
Mr. WEISS. What did you do prior to that time?
Mr. SINGLETON. Prior to that I was a Deputy Assistant Secretary

at the Department of Commerce.
Mr. WEISS. And- for how long had you held that position?
Mr. SINGLETON. 1 was in that position for approximately a year.
Mr. WEISS. And, what had you done prior to coming into Govern-

ment service?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, let mesince we're o.i my résumé. Prior to

that I was Republican chief counsel and staff director for the Com-
mittee on the District of Columbia in the House of Representatives.
So, I'm very familiar with these proceedings and how they work.

Prior to that I was in private practice. I was working for a small
law firm here called Covington & Burling.

Mr. CONYERS. How small is that law firm?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, that's tongue in cheek. I'm sorry, Mr. Con-

yers.
Mr. CONYERS. My response was tongue in cheek, too.
Mr. WEISS. Yes. thank you very much.
I just wanted the record to have a bio of you and your creden-

tials.
On August 2, 1984, Mr. Singleton, this subcommittee informed

you by letter that it was conducting an oversight review of the De-
partment of Education's Office for Civil Rights. The letter specifi-
cally requested access to the files of all cases referred to the De-
partment of Justice by OCR from January 1, 1981, to the present.

On June 4, 1985, the subcommittee again requested access to all
investigative files held by OCR. Access to open enforcement files
has not been granted.

Why?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, Mr. Chairman, I don't know specifically of

what you speak. As far as I know, OCR has complied with your re-
quest.

Now, to the extent that we are the custodians of the files, we
would certainly be happy to produce them, and I think we have
done that. To the extent that, a case has been referred to the De-
partment of Justice and they have that file, I don't have custody of
it. You would have to get that file from the Department of Justice.

Mr. WEISS. Now, now, wait a minute. Let me start again.
You're telling me that you refer files to the Department of Jus-

tice and there are no copies kept at the Office for Civil Rights of
those files?

Mr. SINGLETON. When we refer a case to the Department of Jus-
tice for action they assume responsibility of that case, once it has
been refer:ed to them.

Mr. WEISS. Now, answer my question.
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Are you telling me that once you refer a case to the Department
of Justice that you do not keep a copy of the file of that case your-
self?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't believe that we do.
Mr. WEISS. Do you have any of your staff people here?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Can you check with them as to that before we pro-

ceed.
Mr. SINGLETON. Sure, I'll be happy to.
[Pause.]
Mr. SINGLETON. My answer stands. We do not keep thewe do

not keep copies of the files.
According to my staff, we send those files to the Department of

Justice so they can have a complete record on which to make their
judgment about handling the case.

Mr. WEISS. What a strange way to conduct business, I must say.
Mr. SINGLETON. That's a judgment on your part, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. You do agree with us, do you not, that referral of

these cases to the Justice Department is not for criminal prosecu-
tion, but for civil action? Is that right.

Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct. There may be some instances in
which some criminal violation may be involved, but I think for the
most part we're talking about civil litigation.

Mr. WEIss. Well, do you know of any instance in which any of
those cases that have been referred to the Justice Department
and I think there are 23. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. I think that's about right. 22 or 23.
Mr. Wkass. Do you know of any instance in which any of those 22

or 23 cases have been referred for criminal prosecution?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, no. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, I'm not sure if you are familiar with

the pursuit of the Gorsuch or Burford case by the Congress, the
House of Representatives. If you're not, I will remind you that Ms.
Gorsuch, Ms. Burford was held in contempt when she took the posi-
tion that she could not in fact allow the Congress, the House of
Representatives, to see cases which were open casesthat is, that
were under investigation or pending investigation.

Are you familiar with that?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, I'm familiar with that, but I'm confused.
What are you talking about? Are you talking about open cases

that we may have in our possession or are you talking about cases
which we've referred to the Department of Justice?

I'm confused. Please clarify.
Mr. WEISS. I'm talking about any cases which fall within the ju-

risdiction of the Office for Civil Rights. You're not saying that once
you've referred a matter for civil action to the Justice Department
that you no longer have jurisdiction over those cases, are you?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's what I'm saying;' yes.
Once I refer a case to the Department of Justice they assume ju-

risdiction over the case.
Mr. WEISS. OK. Mr. Singleton, recognizing at this point that you

are under oath, I ask you again. I ask you again to tell me if in fact
there are any copies in the Office for Civil Rights of the Depart-
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ment of Education of any of the cases and files which have been
referred by your office to the Department of Justice?

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, I think I have stated that, as far
as I know, as far as my staff has advised me, we do not keep copies
of the files. I do not know if there are any files present in our office
right now that relate to cases referred to Justice.

My staff has told me that our customary and usual policy is to
refer the entire thing to the Department of Justice. Now, that's my
testimony.

Now, I don't know if somewhere some attorney has squirreled
away a complete complaint. I don't know that.

Mr. WEISS. Tell me, if you will, who directly was responsible for
forwarding those 22 or 23 cases to the Department of Justice?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, as the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
I would be responsible for forwarding those cases. I signed --

Mr. WEISS. I know, you'd be responsible for everything that goes
on in the office.

But, tell me who undertook the direct action of forwarding those
files to the Department of Justice?

Mr. SINGLETON. I think that, at the staff level, it probably would
have been the Director of the Enforcement Division.

Mr. WEISS. And what is that person's name?
Mr. SINGLETON. His name is Frank Krueger.
Mr. %ass. Frank?
Mr. SINGLETON. Krueger.
Mr. WEISS. Spell the name for me.
Mr. SINGLETON. K-r-u-e-g-e-r.
Mr. WEISS. And, is Mr. Krueger with us today?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't believe so. No, he is not here with us

today.
Mr. WEISS. Would you, for the record, check with Mr. Krueger if

in fact he kept copies of the files which were forwarded to the De-
partment of Justice and submit his response to us. Will you do
that?

Mr. SINGLETON. I will do that. I will check with Mr. Krueger. I
will determine if in fact we have any copies of those files, and, if
so, I will turn them over to the committee.

That's not a probic.n, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Before yot. came to these hearings today, did you ask

Mr. Krueger if in fact there were copies of those files which had
been turned over to the Justice Department retained by the Office
for Civil Rights?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I did not ask Mr. Krueger that question.
However, other staff, subordinate staff, in other discussions told me
that we did not have those files when we were going over the list of
the documents that the subcommittee had requested.

Mr. WEISS. Who of your staff told you that in fact you did not
have any copies of those files at the Office for Civil Rights?

Mr. SINGLETON. At the time I believe it was one of the staff mem-
bers present here today, Ms. Sandra Battle, and if I'm not mistak-
en, I believe the Service Director, Mr. Fred Cioffi.

Mr. WEISS. Would you spell those last names for me.
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, the first one is Battle, B-a-t-t-l-e, and the

second one is Cioffi,
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Mr. WEISS. And, Ms. Battle is here?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, she is.
Mr. WEISS. Would you ask her to please come to the witness

table.
Mr. SINGLETON. Sandra.
Mr. Wriss. Ms. Battle, before you sit down, will you please raise

your right hand.
[Witness sworn.]
Mr. WE SS. Now, do you of your own knowledge, Ms. Battle, know

if there are any copies of these 22 or 23 files that we've been dis-
cussing which have been turned over to the Department of Justice
kept in the Office for Civil Rights?

Ms. BATTLE. I personally have no knowledge that the files are
kept in the Office for Civil Rights. There may be specific docu-
ments in the possession of individual attorneys, but the official files
were transferred to the Department of Justice, to the best of my
knowledge.

Mr. WEISS. Yes, the official files were transferred.
The question that I asked of you is, do you know whether in fact

copies have been retained in the Office for Civil Rights?
Ms. BATTLE. I have no knowledge of any copies being retained in

the Office for Civil Rights.
Mr. WEISS. Is it possible that in fact copies are still held in the

Office for Civil Rights?
Ms. BATTLE. It may be possible that there may be one or two

files. I have no knowledge of that.
Mr. WEISS. Did you speak with Mr. Krueger who is responsible

for directly fowarding these files to the Justice Department?
Ms. BATTLE. Mr. Krueger is my immediate supervisor.
Mr. WEISS. And, were you personally responsible for forwarding

thos... files to the Department of Justice?
Ms. BATTLE. Me personally, no, I'm not.
Mr. WEISS. Who in fact personally forwarded those files to the

Department of Justice?
Ms. BATTLE. I assume it's still under Mr. Krueger's direction. I

v-asn't personally involved.
Mr. WEISS. You don't know whether in fact Mr. Krueger kept

copies of those files in his office. Is that right?
Ms. BATTLE. Oh, I know there are no copies of the files in his

office, his personal office.
Whether in factthere may be parts of files in offices in the

Office for Civil Rightsthere may be. But, he doesn't have copies
of the files in his office.

Mr. WEISS. Do you know if in fact there are parts of those files
still at the Office for Civil Rights?

Ms. BATTLE. Attorneys that work on cases may keep individual
copies of documents that they worked on in their rooms as parts of
their personal records. Those documents that we prepared in head-
quarters may be in various attorneys' offices, but they're not part
of the official records for the office.

Mr. WEISS. How manydo you know how many attorneys
worked on those 22 or 23 cases?

Ms. BATTLE. I can't guess.
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Mr. WEISS. Would you say then that there are copies of each of
those 22 or 23 cases in the individual offices of the individual attor-
neys at the Office for Civil Rights?

Ms. BATTLE. I have no way of knowing what is in the individual
offices of the various attorneys, so I can't say that. I don't know
their recordkeeping system for their personal files.

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, you also understand, of course,
that each file is a compilation of a bunch of documents, of course.
That there's not just one or two pieces of paper in there, but there
are many documents in there constituting one file.

Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. SINGLETON. OK.
Mr. WEISS. And
Mr. SINGLETON. OK, so that an attorney may have one or two of

those documentsmay have one or two of those documents, but it
would not constitute the official file, will not constitute even a sub-
stantial portion of the file.

Mr. WEISS. When the subcommittee started making its request
on August 2, 1984, for these files, did you ask that whatever files
were still present in the Office for Civil Rights be made available
to the subcommittee?

Mr. Stw,tzroN. I don't recall what I did at that time, Mr. Chair-
man. M. usual practice probably would have been to tell the staff
persor who handles congressional affairs for OCR to get the docu-
men ..-; together, to comply with the request.

Mr. WEISS. Well, that may be your usual practice, but it is a fact,
is it not, that subcommittee staff have not had a chance or access
to look at any of those parts of any of those files?

Mr. SINGLETON. The files referred to the Department of Justice?
Mr. WEISS. That's right.
Mr. SINGLETON. What I'm telling you, Mr. Chairman, is that I do

not have the files. I've told you that those files have been trans-
ferred to the Department of Justice.

They are the custodians of the official files that you make refer-
ence to. I don't have them. Staff tells me that we don't have them.

Mr. WEISS. We just talked about parts of those files. You just told
me how it's not just one or two documents. It's a mass of docu-
ments and that some of those documents are still kept in the of-
fices of some of the individual attorneys.

Mr. SINGLETON. Are you making a new request. Are you making
a new documents request, Mr. Chairman? Are you looking for parts
of files now or would you like to see the entire file?

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, we asked you starting on August 2,
1984, for all the files of all the cases referred to the Department of
Justice by OCR, and then we again asked you on June 4 of this
year for access to all investigative files held by OCR.

I'm not making a new request. I'm continuing to make the re-
quest that you- -

Mr. SINGLETON. Then make the request of the Department of
Justice, Mr. Chairman. I do not have those files.

Now, if you want me to produce for you a ragtag collection of
documents that may not make any sense to you, fine, I will do thrt.
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If you want the official file for each case referred to the Depart-
ment of Justice then the Department of Justice is the appropriate
place to make the request.

Mr. WEISS. I want you to make available to the subcommittee
whatever parts of any of those files, ragtag or not, as you may de-
scribe them, which are still held in the Office for Civil Rights.

Mr. SINGLETON. We will do what we can to pull those documents
together to the extent that they exist I'm not stating that they
exist. I'm saying that it is a possibility they may.

Mr. WEISS. When were those 22 or 23 cases of files referred to
the Department of Justice?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, that's very difficult for me to answer, Mr.
Chairman. It would be over a period of yearsI mean, yes, over a
period of years, beginning in 1981.

I would suspect, though, that the lastlast batch of cases sent to
Justice may have been in September 1983. I don't think we've sent
anything over there recently. If we have, it's probably a particular
case that they may have expressed interest in, but I don't recall
specifically at this time.

Mr. WEISS. Well, isn't it a fact that the bulk of those cases were
referred to the Department of Justice in 1983?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, I think that would be a reasonable state-
ment to say that a good many of them were referred in 1983; yes.

Mr. WEISS. OK, now, how many cases have been returned by the
Department of Justice to the Office for Civil Rights?

Mr. SINGLETON. I think four have been returned to the Depart-
mentor to the Office for Civil Rights.

Mr. WEISS. And, when were those case files returned to the
Office for Civil Rights?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know the specific dates at this point.
Mr. WEISS. Have you made those returned files available to the

subcommittee?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know whether we have or not. If they

were asked for they should have been.
Mr. WEISS. But, they were not. As a matter of fact, they were not

made available to the subcommittee.
Will you in fact make them available to the subcommittee, those

files which have been returned to the Office for Civil Rights?
Mr. SINGLETON. Sure. Sure, no problem.
Mr. WEISS. Will you request of the Department of Justice that

they allow you to make copies of the files which you referred to
themof these 22 or 23 cases which they still hold, and will you
then make those files available to the subcommittee?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I think that before I answer on the record
on that I think I'd like to take that under advisement. I dun't know
if it would be appropriate for me to do that or whether it would be
more appropriate for you to request the documents directly from
Justice.

Mr. CONYERS. What's wrong with you doing it?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, why should I be responsible for it when I'm

not the custodian of the files.
Mr. CONYERS. Nobody asked you tc be responsible for anything.

He just asked you to ask them for the files.
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Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I said I'd like to take that under advise-
ment. Am I not permitted to have an opportunity to think about
that, Mr. Conyers?

Mr. CONYERS. Well, not necessarily. You can think about it right
now.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I would like to not take the time- -
Mr. CONYERS. How long do you want to think about it?
Mr. SINGLETON. Give me a couple of days. Is that all right?
Mr. %les. Mr. Singleton, we will- -
Mr. CONYERS. Over the weekend?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. How's that? Is that all right?
Mr. SINGLETON. Give me a couple of days. I'd like to think about

it. I'd like to do this in an appropriate fashion.
Mr. CONYERS. What are you going to think about?
Mr. SINGLETON. Excuse me?
Mr. CONYERS. Whether you're going to comply or not?
Mr. SINGLETON. I'm going to think about whether this is the ap-

propriate way to do it. I'm not the custodian of those files. The Jus-
tice Department is. The Justice Department may have rules- -

Mr. CONYERS. If the Justice Department doesn't want to give me
the files- -

Mr. SINGLETON. The Justice Department may have rules and reg-
ulations for dealing with those things.

Mr. CONYERS. They don't have to give you the files and you just
report it back to the chairman.

Mr. SINGLETON. They may not.
But, that's the point. The chairmanthe chairman may want to

request the files directly from the Department.
Mr. WEISS. No, I'm requesting them of you, Mr. Singleton.
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I'm not the custodian of those files.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, I'm asking you to ask the Department

of Justice to allow you to make copies of the files which you turned
over to them or have them make copies for you and then make
those copies available to this subcommittee. I'm asking you to do
that.

I'm not going to pursue that part of the questioning at this point.
We will allow you over the weekend to in fact think about it and
we will then request that you return here.

I'm going to turn it over to Mr. Conyers at this point for some
substantive questioning, and hopefully I will see you again when I
return within about one-half hour or so. Is that all right with the
gentleman.

Mr. WALKER. Is the minority going to get a chance to participate,
Mr. Chairman?

Mr. WEISS. At this point I'm turning the Chair over to the gentle-
man from Michigan. I'm sure that he will- -

Mr. WALKER. Well, we didn't get a chance to participate in all
these findings that I'm now learning have been going for some
months. The minority has been totally cut blind of all of that.

We keep referring to the fact that the subcommittee is doing all
this work, and the fact is the minority hasn't even been brought
into the business of the subcommi`tee and now I'm finding out all
kinds of information here.
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I'm wondering whether or not we're at least going to be able to
ask some questions.

Mr. WEISS. You always are and you know that we'll lean over
backwards to be courteous to one another.

Mr. CONYERS. Do I have the Chair?
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Conyers, would you please assume the Chair.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. WEiss. I thank you very much.
Mr. CONYERS [presiding]. First of all, as the acting chairman, I'd

like to thank the witness for his agreement to consider over the
weekend his response to the chairman's request. I think that's very
fair. I think that's timely. And, I think that's very appropriate.

Now, I'd like to yield to the ranking minority member of the sub-
committee for as much time as he may consume.

Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I certainly appreci-
ate that.

Just let me reiterate the point, that one of the things that does
disturb me a little bit about the way we're proceeding here, and it
has turned somewhat adversarial and I particularly think that it's
unfortunate that at one point the witness' integrity was somewhat
called into question with the statement about realizing whether or
not he was under oath.

I think that the witness probably takes those oaths very serious-
ly, as the subcommittee does.

But, in an adversarial proceeding like this, one of the things that
is bothersome is that we refer to the fact that the subcommittee is
conducting this investigation, and there is subcommittee work
going on, and the fact is that the minority has never been brought
into the subcommittee process.

Thisthe requests that you have had from the subcommittee
have not included my signature. I have not been consulted about
these matters at all as the subcommittee proceeded. And, that is
not to say that there may not be very legitimate requests, and I
think you have acknowledged in your testimony that there are
some very legitimate requests that the subcommittee has sent
down.

What I am now somewhat concerned about is the fact that I now
hear those requests being extended into something that I'm not
certain are appropriate. Would it be normal policy for a subcom-
mittee of the Congress to request rummaging through the personal
files of lawyers in order to come up with documentation to send to
Capitol Hill?

Mr. SINGLETON. This is one of theit's one of the things I would
like to think about. It seems to me that what we have here is a far
different request than that which was communicated to us previ-
ously.

Mr. WALKER. And, if Mr. Krueger, for instance, kept files in his
possession, as was asked here, do I understand that that would
have been in violation of departmental policy?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know if it would have been in viola-
tion of departmental policy, but it certainly may have been some-
what at odds with what our internal office procedures were with
respect to keeping the files, the official files were supposed to be
transferred.
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Mr. WALKER. Well, but the reason why you're being told that
they want you to come up with the files from Justice is because
there may be some question as to whether or not this subcommit-
tee can go to Justice because that's outside our jurisdictional area.

So, they're asking you to do something that this subcommittee is
not prepared to do itself, it is not prepared to take the heat for.

I think we have to understand that would mean that you'd have
to go over and involve another subcommittee chairman. You might
have some situations over there where they might demand to un-
derstand just what's going on here, and if the minority's been kept
in the dark, you can bet that some other people may have been
kept in the dark along the line. I think that that's the reason why
it does raise some questions and so I'm pleased to hear that you're
going to take it under advisement.

I would suggest that you talk to a couple of good lawyers about it
over the weekend because I think we re getting into some very
questionable areas andbecause I have been kept in the dark all
this timeit leads me to raise some serious questions about what
the intent here is.

When we start talking about open casessince we have had a
problem of this committee leaking informationnot in this sub-
committee necessarily, but in this Government Operations Commit-
teethere have been leaks of informationwe have the potential
of information that is not readily available io people who are in-
volved in these actions becoming public information and thereby
undermining the court process.

Mr. SINGLETON. That's precisely correct, Mr. Walker, and that's
cne of my concerns and I'Nre expressed that to the chairman. How-
ever, the chairman refuses to cooperate with me on that point.

I told him that I was not denying this subcommittee any docu-
ments. I tried to turn over everything that I had in my possession
that I knew about, however I had one concern and that was open
complaint files. Open files in which an investigation is ongoing.

I didn't deny him access to those files. I did say, however, that I
was concerned about jeopardizing any ongoing investigation and I'd
like to sit down and chat with you, as the ranking minority
member, and he, as the chairman, about some ground rules that
we might follow to protect the integrity of those files.

It's my responsibility to make sure that those investigations are
seen to their fruition and I cannot risk having those ongoing inves-
tigations jeopardized by some mistakes.

The chairman refuses to meet with meto meet with us to talk
about such ground rules. He feels they are unnecessary.

Mr. WALKER. Well, I appreciate your willingness to include me in
the meetings because it would have been the first time I would
have been included in the Meetings with regard to the development
of this particular hearing, and, you know, I think maybe thatthat
says a little something about what's been going on here.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, as an old staff director and chief counsel
for the minority, I know how that is. [Laughter.]

So, I thought it would be appropriate tofor the minority to be
involved.

Mr. WALKER. You understand the problem.
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Let me ask you a couple of substantive questions, and I appreci-
ate the gentleman from Michigan indulging me with the time here.

Do you think that one of the major differences between you and
your critics on this whole issue of Adams compliance and the range
of other issues before you is the fact that you have placed emphasis
on voluntary compliance and they seem to have a real desire to see
formal enforcement actions?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, you know, it'syou have to put all of that
into context. I mean, I don'tand I want to preface what I'm about
to say with the statement that, you know, I'm not trying to impune
anyone's integrity here or their well-meaning intentions.

But, you know, I was looking at the line that you had at the
table that preceded me and they're all representative of advocacy
groups for the most part. They make their living calling into ques-
tion, criticizing, organizations such as mine.

If we were vigorously
Mr. WALKER. That's fine, we need those people too; right?
Mr. SINGLETON. That's right. I meanbut we have to put it into

context and understand what it's all about.
I think that if we probably were enforcing as a sole mode 100

percent of the time they probably would be upset that we weren't
using more voluntary approaches to resolve the problems. There's
always something to complain about.

But, the Adams order, though, isit may have been useful at
one time, for a very limited period of time, for a very limited pur-
pose, but in my judgment has gotten out of hand and has mush-
roomed and, among other things, has become an unnecessary inter-
ference, an unwarranted interference by the judiciary into the af-
fairs of the executive.

Could you imagine, for example, Mr. Walker, the courts telling
this subcommittee, this committee how long it had to take to work
up an investigation, how long it had to take to hold hearings and
when it had to report out a bill to committeeto the full commit-
tee. When the full committee had to report that bill out to the floor
and then how much time the House would have to deliberate and
then report that bill out?

It's a very--
Mr. WALKER. On the budget act this year that might be an ad-

vantage.
Mr. SINGLETON. On the budget? Yes, I think that's right. [Laugh-

ter.]
But, it's a very far reaching thing, and it gets into the day-to-day

management of the Office for Civil Rights, and I don't think it's
necessary and I'd like to see it done away with.

Mr. WALKER. Well, I appreciate that. But, the point I was getting
to is if taking the testimony that I went through andit seems to
me that what we're really hearing from the advocacy groups here
today was the fact that they are criticizing the efforts you put for-
ward on voluntary compliance and I think you've done some very
innovative things.

And, as you pointed out in your testimony, the statute requires
you to .go after voluntary compliance. Is that not correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct.
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Mr. WALKER. Arid, so that is not something that you do based
upon your own choice even if that might be your personal philoso-
phy. The statute requires you to go for voluntary compliance.

Mr. SINGLETON. Absolutely correct.
Mr. WALKER. And, the statute was written in that way because

they felt that there was a better way of doing this than simply
having enforcement efforts. I guess to some extent it comes down
to a question as to whether or not you want to use muscle or nego-
tiation as the way of achieving some of these things. I'm always
kind of interested to hear people who in some areas are willing to
have no muscle applied to the settlement of issues and in other
areas want the Federal Government to come down with full force
before you have a period to try to negotiate.

In this instance, it sdems to me that the very way in which you
have reduced caseloads, and have reduced the backlog of caseloads
shows that some of the innovative steps that have been taken on
voluntary compliance have in fact worked. And, I think that
you're, indeed, light that that has to be made a part of the record.

I also think that there is some need to take a look at the issue
that I raised earlier, and that is that we have piled on you a
burden of paperwork that in fact prevents the agency from doing
some of the real enforcement work and some of the real voluntary
compliance work that might settle additional cases.

And, that if in fact this subcommittee wants to do something
that is more within our jurisdiction as a Government Operations
Committee, maybe we ought to 1c3k at some of those kinds of prob-
lems because that's really more the jurisdiction of this committee
than some of the policy related issues.

I'd be pleased to have your comments.
Mr. SINGLETON. I think that's right.
You know, I'd like to get to the point, though, that you made. If

you listen to the critics you'd think that we had totally abandoned
enforcement efforts when nothing could be further from the truth.

We have more enforcement actions goi:ag now than had been
going on previously.

We terminated Federal financial assistance to a school district.
We did that in 1982. You know the last time that was done was
1972.

The great saviors of civil rights during that period from 1977 to
1980-81, they never brought an enforcement action that went to
fruition. They never terminated anyone's Federal financial assist-
ance.

But, yet, they talk about our lack of nerve and fortitude in going
forward with enforcement action when nothing could be further
from the truth.

The Education Department has a fantastic record as far as en-
forcement actions are concerned. All you have to do is look at the
statistics. I stand behind that. I'm proud of that record and I think
that this ,ubcommittee ought to be praising us for the work that
we've dole.

We've eliminated a backlog of cases. We've reduced the average
age of complaints from over a thousand days old down to 229, and
I'm not hearing any praise.
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You, Mr. Chairman, should be saying, Mr. Singleton, you've done
a fantastic job. Maybe you have some areas where there's a little
bit of improvement needed, but, my God, this is fantastic.

But, what do I hear? They're not collecting data. They're not en-
forcing the law vigorously. They're taking too many oluntary set-
tlements.

Anyway, enough said. I think that you get the idea. I think that
we have done a very fine job.

Mr. WALKER. I appreciate it. Thank you, Mr. Singleton.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. You're more than welcome.
Did you say that I should be praising the agency?
Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, you know, Mr. Chairman, Iyou knowfar

be it from me to put words in your mouth. I was just saying that
one scenario could possibly be that you'd want to praise us for
doing such a fine job.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, I do want to praise Federal agencies.
One of my jobs is to be a national encourager of Federal action

in agencies that participate in a positive social fashion or outstand-
ingly in other ways. One of the things thatnothing makes me
more pleased than to give out awards, commendations.

At times I even go on the floor of the House of Representatives
and publicly laud them before our n.:.Gronal constituency and there
is reason why I should not hold tiris policy out to the Office for
Civil Rights in the Department of Fducation. I'd be delighted.

Now, give me some reasons?
Mr. SINGLETON. Ready?
Mr. CONYERS. Ready.
Mr. SINGLETON. OK. I'll write you a 1-minute speech if y .nt

to give it, but-
Mr. CONYERS. OK.
Mr. SINGLETON. We
Mr. CONYERS. I accept.
Mr. SINGLETON. We have eliminated, virtually eliminated a back-

log of cases. When I say virtually it's because we don't know pre-
cisely. We're working on this. How many cases should be open at
any given time. You see, a case comes in, you have to process it
and so forth So, we're working on some calculus to determine how
many cases should be open at any given time with the number of
filings we've received.

But, we feel right now that our pending caseload is pretty much
keeping up with the filings, if you will. So, we virtually eliminated
our backlog of cases.

We've reduced the average age of our complaints. Now, you
know, the complaints that we had open at the end of fiscal year
1982 were over 1,227 days old.

The Adams order says we probably shouldn't have any case older
than 225 days. We've reduced the average age. At the end of fiscal
year 1984 it was 229 days.

Mr. CONYERS. Very good.
Mr. SINGLETON. I thought it was fantastic. I'm very proud of

OCR's staff because they're the ones who did the work.
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I mean with adequate leadership, of course, but they did the
work and I'm very proud of them. And, I think that some accolades
are due them.

And, some other things that we have done are in the manage-
ment area. We've got information systems that we've never had
before. If you try and go back and look at statistics and figures for
the Office for Civil Rights you can't pull them out. You can't find
them. They didn't keep them. They had no recordkeeping systems
that made any sense.

We've got those systems now. We've got improved management
systems now, like the management by objective systems.

One of the things I found was that the Office for Civil Rights was
reacting too much. Consequently, we did not have enough opportu-
nity, it seemed to me, to do any planning, to plan our activities to
see where we might want to go, where we might be going in thefuture.

So, through the management by objectives process I instituted a
series of reforms that have resulted in a number of measures that
require my senior officers to plan their activities and manage their
resources in a much more effective manner. As a result, I think
that probably all of them would agree thatalthough they may
not like the MBO system per sethey have to admit that it does
force them to plan and that's something that they've never done
before in the Office for Civil Rights.

We are questioning a lot of the old theories, for example, that
were relied upon in the survey area. We are asking questions.
Never had we asked the question, well, why do we ask this particu-
lar survey question? Is this question giving us the information that
we need? Is this a question even designed to give us what we need?

We've never evaluated those surveys before. We're doing that
now. There are a number of systems like that that we put in analy-
sis and are working on right now. So, it's a constant improving on
our total operation.

I've realigned the office. We had a management organization, it
seemed to me, that was bordering on chaos. There were no clear
lines of communication. You had training being done in three dif-
ferent shops. You had survey information being collected by prob-
ably another two. There was too much overlap and no clear-cut
lines of communication to the regional directors, who really do the
bulk of the work in the field.

I cut through all of that. I reorganized the shop and, as a result,
cleaned up those lines of communication. I think I have a much
more streamlined, much moi e efficient organization, and I think
the statistics show that.

We havewe've improved. We are processing cases faster and
more effectively than we have ever before.

But, those are just a few of the reasons why I think that we
ought to be praised for what we've done, and not be criticized as
having not made any progress whatsoever. Now, that's not to say
that we don't have any areas for improvement. Sure, we do. I know
we do. And, we're working on that.

Mr. CONYERS. Which areas would you- -
Mr. SiNcisroN. I knew you were going to ask that.
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Well, the area that 1 think that we ought to improve upon is con-
tinuing to increase our efficiency in the processing of cases.

We have to continue to improve on that.
Another onearea I think that we "an improve on is manage-

ment. I mean, that was a word that was unheard of in OCR prior
to my coming there. And, I have moved some people around as a
result of their inability to manage.

Mr. CONYERS. This is great. I'll have quite a set of remarks to
make on the floor.

Mr. SINGLETON. I'll write them up for you. You won't nave to
worry about it.

Mr. CONYERS. And, I probably will be able to get some of my col-
leagues to join me in thewell, this could not take minutes but
maybe hours.

Now, included in that- -
Mr. WALKER. You know, Mr. Chairman, special orders are a spe-

cialty of mine, and we can probably get you an hour or two that
would

[Laughter.]
Mr. CONYERS. Yes; I appreciate that very much. We might join

forces on this.
Now, included in that preparation for these commendations we

would probably want to include a few statistics. The descriptive
prose is going to be great about improvement, efficiency.

Somewhere along the line we will probably have to use some
numbers not mentioned here, which I'm sure you will supply, that
will help us out in that regard.

Mr. SINGLETON. Sure. Be happy to.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, now, that's just wonderful.
Now, why is it that the courts do not perceive this vast improve-

ment? I mean, the court is creating an order that is supposed to
help you improve. Do they have some difficulty in understanding
through you and counsel this magnificent achievement that has
been reported here?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, you know, the court sits in judgment and
they pass judgment on what we tell them and what the plaintiffs
tell them. And, right now it's under advisement, and I think we
will see whether or not

Mr. CONYERS. In other words, they, too, may understand in time
that things are moving along better. Maybe so well that they may
not even require to keep you under court order about these provi-
sions, the reporting provisions?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, I think so. I would hope so.
Mr. CONYERS. Tell me, what is onerous about these provisions

that the court has asked you to
Mr. SINGLETON. I'm glad you asked that question.
Mr. CONYERS. Wait a minute. Let me finish it.
Tell me, what is it that is onerous about these provisions that the

court has felt constrained to impose to improve your efficiency?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, the first thing I'd like to talk aboutand

it's primarily the main thingare the timeframes.
Mr. CONYERS. I see.
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Mr. SINGLETON. They're arbitrary. They're capricious. There was
never any empirical evidence produced that stated that this was
how long it should take.

It was pulled out of the air. The lawyers sat around the table
and they said, well, you know, it should take them no more than 90
days to investigate. It shouldn't take them any more than another
90 days to negotiate and settle this thing.

But, it's totally unrealistic to the real world. Some of these
people never managed an Jrganization like this. They never dealt
with the real problems. The people problems that you have to deal
with, and also, they do not take into account the fact that the cases
are becoming more complex.

When the black, handicapped, woman who is 70 years old files a
complaintwe just hit four jurisdictional areas. It's different when
you're just covering one jurisdictionand our multijurisdictional
basis, as far as complaints ere concerned, are increasing.

Those complaints take time to go through all of those issues, and,
you know, you've got an investigator who's working on the case
and they're human. They go on vacation. They go on maternity
leave, et cetera.

When they're gone, you know, you can bring somebody else on to
pick up the pieces, but they spend most of their time spinning their
wheels getting up to speed, getting to where their predecessor was
that you lose some time.

A key witness may be unavailable for periods of time. I mean,
there is just no empirical evidence upon which those timeframes
ere based.

Now, I will submit to you that if the Adams order were wiped
out today and those arbitrary timeframes done away with, I'd
impose my own. You have to have-

Mr. CONYERS. Would they be more severe?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, they wouldn't be more severe. They'd be

more realistic.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, would they be more lenient?
Mr. SINGLETON. In some respects they would be. In some areas

they may not be. It would depend u-,,,..il the type of complaint that
you're dealing with. The complexity of the case.

If the case is very complex, we may need more time to deal with
it. But, the Adqms order makes no distinction about complexity.

Mr. CONYERS. I thought I understood you to say that you were
exceeding the timeframes, that ycu were- -

Mr. SINGtzroN. That's right.
Mr. CONYERS [continuing). That you're moving faster than the re-

quirements of the Adams
Mr. SINGLETON. The previous administration had a worse record

in compliance with the Adams timeframes. We are doing better.
But, I'll admit to you, we're not complying 100 percent with

those timeframes. They're impossible to comply with on a 100-per-
cent basis because they are arbitrary and capricious and they bear
no relation whatsoever to the real world. None.

And, I think the plaintiffs in their heart of hearts know that we
have improved our performance and we are omplyingsubstan-
tially complying with that order. I think .. they felt otherwise
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they'd haul us back into court with a motion to show cause why we
shouldn't be held in contempt, which they did once before.

Mr. CONYERS. And, to what effect?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't recall. I think it was thrown out or some-

thing, or there was some agrc:ement that was reached. I think Mr.
Lichtman probably could

Mr. CONYERS. Can't recall?
Mr. SINGLETON. But, that was before my time.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, let me ask you this, sir.
Are you making every effort to comply with the Adams order?
Mr. SINGLETON. You bet. I think thatall you need to do is talk

to some of my senior officers and my regional directors and they'll
tell you the gray hairs they've gotten over the pressure that I put
on them to comply.

Mr. CONYERS. So, when you say the Department opposes the con-
tinued application of the Adams order you don't mean that you're
not conforming under the order. You just don't like the decision
that the court gave in the first place?

Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, yes, I mean, to do otherwise would be in con-
tempt of the court. We

Mr. CONYERS. It could make you eligible to be in contempt cf
court.

Mr. SINGLE-wig. What I was trying to say was that we would be
holding the order in contempt itself. I mean, you know, it's a con-
temptible order and we're just not going to follow it.

No; we follow the court order to the extent that we can. We don't
like it, and we think it's unnecessary and arbitrary and capricious,
but we try and do our best to follow it.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, I think it's important that the Chair makes
clear what you meant in your statement so that those kinds of cir-
cumstances that you describe will not come to pass.

It is evidence of the helpfulness of the acting chairman to make
sure that it's understood that your opposition to the continued ap-
plication of the Adams order is not that you refuse to comply with
it, which would make you eligible for possible contempt.

Mr. SINGLETON. That's right.
No, no; we are trying to comply with it, but we don't like it. We

think it's an unnecessary intrusion by the judiciary in the affairs
of the executive branch.

Mr. CONYERS. That's probably understandable. Maybe that this
committee is intruding on the activities

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I'm glad you brought that up, too. I think
that in recent days a lot of congressional oversight committees are
infringing on the executive's prerogatives under the guise of over-
sight and it's something that I'd like to see the Justice Department

e a look at.
But, I'm not suggesting that that's what's occurring here today.

B...t, I do have some concerns about that.
Mr. CONYERS. In what areas?
Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, across the boardforeign policy, defense-
Mr. CONYERS. I see. In the Government Operations Committee?
Mr. SINGLETON. Maybe. I just think that as a student of Con-

gress, of government, to see the kind of activity that takes place in
Appropriations Committee hearings, oversight hearings, I think
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there is some overstepping of the boundaries. There is some blur-
ring of the distinctions between the executive and the legislative
branch under the guise of controlling the purse strings, of course.

But, that's just my theory. My concern.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, it's the Congress that creates the depart-

ments in the first place.
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, maybe in a technical sense. But, the Con-

stitution creates the three branches of Goverment, and
Mr. CONYERS. Well, but it's tne Congress that passes the laws

that describe the duties of the executive agencies.
Mr. SINGLETON. That's right. Then it's the job of the executive to

carry out those duties and responsibilities. Once Congress has
passed the laws, that's it.

Don't get in and try and
Mr. CONYERS. Oversight.
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. And try and do the job of the execu-

tive as well.
Mr. CONYERS. OK.
Mr. SINGLETON. That's what I'm concerned about.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, that philosophy is heard frequently, even

inside of the Congress, not only inside of the executive branch.
Now, let me ask you about the court requirements in Adams that

has to do with dm requirement that you expand the staff. Do you
recall that provision?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't. That may have been before my time.
I'm a new timer, more or less. Remember, this case goes back 15
years, so that may have beenthat was clearly before my time
when the order required an expansion of staff.

Mr. CONYERS. Of course, you don't escape any requirements of
the court order because you weren't there when it was given, do
you.

Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, of course, not. I mean, to the extent that the
particular order to which you are referring is valid. You have to
understand that the recent decision by the appeals court threw the
1983 order out and we have gone back to the 1977 order as modi-
fied.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, that touches you then?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. And, your responsibility is to comply with that

order.
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I'm not aware of
Mr. Commas. Would you like to consult with staff?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, I'm not aware of any requirement that's

presently valid or presently operative in the Adams order that re-
quires me to expand the staff.

The only orders that I may be aware of and I don't know that it's
ar-)ropriate to call them orders, but at least concerns, would be
from Appropriations Committees in terms of what our staff ceiling
ought to be or what our staff floor ought to be.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, do you remember anywhere in the operative
court orders that the court found that the Office for Civil Rights
had not done all that was possible to obtain additional staff and
that there was some strong recommendation that the staff be in-
creased?
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Mr. SINGLETON. I am awaregenerallythat there was some
concern expressed about that and there was some direction given,
but I wasn't aware that it came from the order itself. The more I
think about it, I thought this was a direction that had come from
Congress, again through the Appropriations Committee process.

But, I'm not aware of anything in the order that requires that.
Mr. CONYERS. Do you remember the Senate Appropriations Com-

mittee instruction to the Office for Civil Rights with respect to a
staff level?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes. You mean, how long ago? The- -
Mr. CONYERS. About 1984 fiscal year.
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. You recall that?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. And, in the parlance, may I ask, how are you

doing?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, our ceiling is set at 907 rrE. I think that

that particular provision was just considered report language. That
report wasn't incorporated and made a part of the bill.

So, I think it was the view of OMB or some such place that the
Department would have to do what it could to maintain its planned
staff and budget levels, and that staff level would have been unre-
alistic for OCR to attain because it would have meant some drastic
reductions in staff levels of some other entities within the Depart-
ment of Education.

Mr. CONYERS. So, what's your staff level now?
Mr. SINGLETON. I think it's approximately 920 or so ierrE.
Mr. CONYERS. Do you need more staff?
Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, I have to get down. My ceiling is 907. I've

got to get to 907 FTE by the end, of the fiscal year. I think we'll
make it without any problem relying on attrition.

Mr. CONYERS. But, my question is do you need more staff?
Mr. SINGLETON. No; I don't think I need more staff. I think that

I'm able to get the job done with the staff level that I have as-
signed.

I mean I look atlook at the significant achievements or accom-
plishments over the past couple of years and they were all done
with staff levels of varying between 920 to 889 or so. So, I think
that we can do it with the staff we have.

Mr. CONYERS. You need more funding?
Mr. SINGLETON. Funding? No.
Mr. CONYERS. Do _you have too much funding?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. How much surplus do you have?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know what our present surplus is, but

that I think will be taken care of the next time around. I think the
President's request for the next fiscal year will put us right where
we ought to be.

Mr. CONYERS. Which is about where?
Mr. SINGLETON. It's about $43 million, $42 million.
Mr. CONYERS. Have you had a surplus of funding in the past?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, we regularly rack up aif I can use that

phrasea surplus.
Mr. CONYERS. About how much?
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Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, gee, it's hard for me to say. It varies. Maybe
a few hundred thousand dollars to maybe a million.

I'm viewed as the Santa Claus in the Department of Education,
but we're going to take care of that.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, how abouthave you ever racked up several
million?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know for a certainty. I'd have to consult
with my staff to be able to tell you how much money we lapsed. I
mean, what the exact figures were. It seems to me that at one
point we may have lapsed a million or a million and a half. That
was when there was a freeze imposed upon the Department and I
could not hire new staff. So, consequently that meant that a lot of
the funds that would have been used or utilized for salary and ex-
penses were not.

My budget is very heavily salary and expenses. I don't make
grants and contracts, so that $45, $44, $43 million is primarily sala-
ries and expenses.

Mr. CONYERS. Is it ever as much as $5 million turned back?
Mr. SINGLETON. $5 million? I don't think so. I don't think so.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, now, would any of that money or any of

those resourcescould have been utilized to help you meet some of
the Adams court requirements?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't think that that's necessarily the case.
We've had more staff in the past and weren't able to meet the
Adamsthe Adams ordertimeframes. They are just unworkable.

You just cannot physically
Mr. CONYERS. You mean, even with more money and people it

wouldn't help?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't think so. I mean, all you have to do is

look at the past history. Some of my predecessors had a couple of
hundred more people than I have now and several million more
dollars.

Mr. CONYERS. But, you're explaining to me that they weren't
working efficiently. They hadn't heard of management goals-

Mr. SINGLETON. That's true.
Mr. CONYERS [continuing]. And objectives.
Mr. SINGLETON. That's true.
Mr. CONYERS. So, we don't want to compare apples and oranges.
Mr. SINGLETON. That's true, too.
Mr. CONYERS. I mean, with youwith your skillsstreamlined

management dispositions, would not you have been able to do more
with more money and more personnel?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, Mr. Chairman, not even I would have been
able to affect a greater compliance, I don't think, than we already
have even with more money and staff.

Mr. CONYERS. Why not?
Mr. SINGLETON. Because the Adams order is so totally off the

wall.
Mr. CONYERS. Why?
Mr. SINGLETON. Why? Because no one took the time to figure out

how much time it really does take in the real world, in the real
scheme of things to investigate complaints and compliance reviews.
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Mr. CONYERS. But, you and your lawyers were in court. You
could have taken the time to provide the court with that informa-
tion.

Mr. SINGLETON. We did, and the court rejected it.
Mr. CoNvEEs. Well, what was it that you recommended that the

court- -
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't remember.
Mr. CONYERS. You don't remember.
Mr. SINGLETON. That was so long ago.
Mr. CONYERS. Could you help me find out what it was?
Mr. SINGLETON. Sure, if you would like me to provide that for the

record, I will.
Mr. CONYERS. Yes.
[The information follows:]
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Congressman Conyers requested that I provide for the record the Department's
proposals for modifying the Adams time frames (page 135 of the transcript).
On August 16, 1982, in a deeTiTifion filed with the Court in the Adams
proceeding, the Department proposed modifications to the time frames as
contained in the December 29, 1977 Adams Order. I am enclosing a copy of
this proposal at Tab B. More recenITTon July 1, 1985, the Oepartment filed
a motion with the United States District Court for the District of Columbia
to dismiss the Adams case. If the motion is granted, OCR would no longer be
under the court:FaFred time frames.

TAB B

PROVISIONS OF THE PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
TO THE AOAMS TIME FRAMES

Proposed by the Department of Education
in a Oeclaration Filed with the Court

on August 16, 1982

The Department proposed the following modifications to the time frames as
contained in the December 29, 1977 Adams order:

COMPLAINTS

1. Complaints must be acknowledged within 15 days.

,2. If the complaint is incomplete, information must be received within
120 days.

3. The Department shall resolve 75% of the complete complaints received
within each fiscal quarter within 225 days of receipt of each complaint.
The remaining 25% of the complete complaints received within the same
fiscal quarter will be resolved within 510 days of receipt of each
complaint. Resolution of a complaint means the Department shall:
(1) close the complaint for administrative reasons or because no
violation of the applicable laws was found; (2) obtain an agreement
that the affected institution will implement an acceptable remedial
plan for the areas of noncompliance; or (3) initiate enforcement
action by commencing administrative proceedings or by other means
authorized by law.

COMPLIANCE REVIEWS

For 75% of the compliance reviews initiated by OCR within each fiscal
quarter, the Department shall determine, within 410 days of initiation
of each compliance review, whether the affected institution is in
compliance with the applicable laws with respect to the issues investi-
gated during the review and shall have taken appropriate action. For
the remaining 25% of the compliance reviews initiatA by OCR within
that same fiscal quarter, ED shall determine, within 560 days of
initiation of each compliance review, whether the affected institution
is in compliance with the applicable laws with respect to the issues
investigated during the review and shall have taken appropriate
action.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Mr. SINGLETON. I'll get a proposal that we submitted to the court.
I guess it was in 1982. Maybe early

Mr. WALKER. If the chairman would yield for just a moment?
Mr. CONYERS. I'd be delighted to.
Mr. WALKER. I think it is perhaps interesting to point out at this

juncture that we've got a little bit of empirical data put on the
record in recent months and recent years by people like Drucker,
who have pointed out that in large organizational management
style, less is more in many instances. That, in fact, the reduction of
headquarters personnel in large corporate offices and in large man-
agement schemes does produce more efficiency and does increase
productivity and workloads. Andso, the very fact that numbers of
people are reduced is not necessarily any indication at all that less
work is being done. In fact, Drucker's thesis is that you may indeed
end up with more productivity, and the Office for Civil Rights may
well be an example of proving the Drucker thesis.

And, I thank you for yielding.
Mr. SINGLETON. A classic case in point.
Mr. CONYERS. Wittingly or unwittingly.
Mr. SINGLETON. Wittingly or unwittingly? I mean, I don't know if

I can respond to that.
Mr. CONYERS. I mean, are you a Drucker protege or student. Do

you follow the Drucker theory? Are you familiar with the
Drucker

Mr. SINGLETON. I am familiar with Drucker and I believe that
many of Drucker's theories that he's posited in papers and so forth
are valid. I wouldn't reject it as being totally fallacious and reject
it out of hand.

At the time that I was trying to improve ()Ps management, I was
not aware of this particular theory of Drucker's, but I think that it
certainly does point out his thesis.

We were able to do more with less.
Mr. CONYERS. I thank the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Now, with reference to a Dillon County School District No. 2

South Carolina case that was observed in judge's chambers testimo-
ny here today, is that a case that rings any bells with you off
hand?

Mr. SINGLETON. Generally it does, yes. I'm not particularly famil-
iar with, you know, all the specifics of the case. It's an ability
grouping case.

Mr. CONYERS. Oh, boy, it goes on for pages here. The thrust of
the testimony is that one of the most egregious examples of
OCR'spardon me, malfeasance in recent years is the Assistant
Secretary for Civil Rights' refusalthat's you?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS [continuing]. To take enforcement action against

Dillon County School District No. 2 despite having found the dis-
trict in violation of title VI on three different occasions, beginning
as long ago as 1977.

The elementary and secondary school districts of Dillon have his-
torically operated under segregation and on the basis of a 1977
compliance review, OCR issued a letter of finding which deter-
mined Dillon not in compliance with title VI.V, . -

And, they quote you extensively. "
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Then in October 1979, OCR conducted a second title VI compli-
ance review and still found them out of compliance.

On June 1980 the director of OCR region IV wrote the superin-
tendent of Dillon and told him that they are going to forward their
file to Washington for enforcement if they don't shape up.

And, then, in 1983 Assistant Secretary Harry Singleton wrote
Dillon stating that a third title VI compliance review conducted
that previous year found that there were still a number of racially
identifiable classes and that they were still out of compliance.

And, then you wrote Assistant Attorney General William Brad-
ford Reynolds requesting that the Department commence judicial
proceedings. Eleven months later, in 1984, Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral Reynolds wrote Assistant Secretary Singleton stating, "We
have concluded that no further action by this Department in this
matter is warranted at this time."

And, that now we come to this hearing and I ask you what is the
present disposition of that case?

Mr. SINGLETON. We are about to make a decision in thatin
terms of whether to institute administrative enforcement action or
not.

Mr. CONYERS. I see.
Well, that's swell.
Do you have any approximate idea of when roughly such a deci-

sion might come forward?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't. It would just be a matter-
Mr. CONYERS. Could it be this year?
Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, yes, definitely this year.
Mr. CONYERS. OK.
Mr. SINGLETON. Definitely within the next 6 months.
Mr. CONYERS. Within 6 months?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. Great.
Now, that wouldn't be the kind of example that we would go to

the floor with in our process of praising the Department for its
timely activity. Because there are cases of some complexity that
sometimes preclude you from being able to move more swiftly than
in others. Each case to turn on its own merit. And, there were
probably, unknown to myself who is reading from the pages of the
witness, there may have been extenuating circumstances.

Mr. SINGLETON. When did you say . Mr. Chairman, from the
paper there that you're looking at that that case was started?

Mr. CONYERS. What year?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. 1977.
Mr. SINGLETON. 1977?
Mr. CONYERS. Yes.
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, the way I would look at it is that I took

that case to enforcement.
Mr. CONYERS. Yes.
Mr. SINGLETON. I sent it to enforcement. The Justice Department

declined not to prosecute it. So, then, the judgment was then left to
me as to what to do with it, and we are now contemplating that
and I think in the very near future we'll make a decision as to
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whether or not it would be appropriate to institute administrative
enforcement procedures to terminate funds in that particular case.

Mr. CONYERS. SO, let's see, 1977 toyou say we can get it
through with by 1985? Even before the end of the year?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yeah, well, that's true. I mean, there is no
excuse. That's what I'm talking about. I mean, the previous admin-
istration sat on a lot of cases. I cleaned up a lot of stuff that they
left over. There's no question about that.

I sent this case to enforcement and it was sent back, and I'm
about to do something with it now. So, Iyou know, I can under-
stand, obviously, that concern that it took that long from 1977 to
the present day for this thing to come to some final resolution.

But, I don't think, though, that the present leadership ought to
be faulted. I think that we have moved in a responsible manner to
deal with that particular case.

Mr. CONYERS. Yes. Now, you got the case last year?
Mr. SINGLETON. That's right. It's been around a while. I'll admit

that fact. It's been around a while.
But, it was around a lot longer than that before I got it.
Mr. CoNYERs. Yes, it started in 1977. But, let's see, you had it

since May of 1984 and this is July of 1985 and you're assuring me
that within 6 months from now you will be able to make that deci-
sion. Let's see, that's a year and 6 months on to July. That would
be cutting it closeit will be tough to get it in before the end of
this year.

Mr. SniurroN. Well, you know, 6 months. I'm giving myself a
little leeway. I may make the decision next week.

Mr. CONYERS. You could
Mr. SINGLETON. I mean, you knowbut, then again, it may not

be. But, I
Mr. CONYERS. So, it's going to take then from May 1984 to some-

time this year, after the Attorney General sent the case back to
you, to decide what to do.

Well, that's one case.
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, no, no, let's not stop there. I mean, that's

exactly, that's one case.
But, there are a lot of things associated with that in terms-
Mr. CONYERS. It's probably a complex matter.
Mr. SINGLETON. Indeed it is. I mean, the whole issue of ability

grouping and the standards that we were employing and so forth,
and because of those, whether it is appropriate for us to terminate
Federal financial assistance, which, Mr. Chairmanmake no mis-
take about itis a very, very heavy handed sanction. So heavy
handed, in fact, that the previous administration never used it.

We've used it once so far, because the fact of the matter is that
you hurt the very people that you're intending to protect when you
terminate funds.

Mr. CONYERS. No question about ;',. We could not be in more
close agreement, but--

Mr. SINGLETON. I'm very careful- -
Mr. CONYERS. Butnow, this committee, and especially myself,

are not putting themselves in the position of recommending what
action you take. The court, nor this committee, never suggest what
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resolution you should takeyou are more sensitive and experi-
enced in that matter clearly than we are.

The question now is why in God's name does it take so long to
figure out what it is you're going to do. That's the question.

We're not looking for Draconian solutions or closing down
schools or terminating funds. Obviously, the victims would be those
who were the least culpable in the matter.

So, it's not a matter that we want to see schools' funds terminat-
ed as evidence that the Office for Civil Rights is on the ball. I don't
get that message from even the most ardent civil rights advocates
in the Congress.

Maybe there are some somewhere else that pressure you into
this position, but I don't think that you will ever hear from Capitol
Hill anyone advocating that, and, that's not to say that there
aren't times when it might be fully required.

Mr. SINGLETON. That's right.
Mr. WEISS [presiding]. First, let me express my sincere apprecia-

tion to the distinguished gentleman from Michigan for assuming
the Chair during my absence and for carrying on the hearings in
such an outstanding manner.

Mr. Singleton, I understand that during the time that I was gone
to testify on another matter i -i. the Senate that you said that I had
refused to meet with you. Wei!, let's put that in context.

On June 26, 1985, I forwarded a letter to you in which I said
I'm going to read the letter:

Dear Mr. Singleton: The subcommittee requests immediate and unrestricted
access '-o all investigative files of cases referred to the Department of Justice for
enforcement or resulting in notices of opportunity for hearing. The listings of these
cases were provided by OCR to the subcommittee on June 26. Subcommittee staff
review of the files already available at OCR heauquarters should begin immediately
upon receipt of this letter. I remind you that the subcommitte.. has requested access
to these files on several occasions starting on June 4, and that staff continues to be
denied access to the files.

In addition to the files concerning the aforementioned cases, the subcc-nmittee re-
quests access to all investigative files regarding the following school districts and
institutions (case numbers are included where available).

We then list 15 such matters, and then the closing paragraph:
If you foresee any further problems regarding access to the files, , would like to

discuss them with you in my office at 4 p.m. on June 27. I am confident we can
reach an agreement on this matter without unnecessary proceedings.

I invited you to meet with me. Indeed, I had subsequent occasion
to telephone you. We did not get a response, and I was told that
you were tied up in another meeting, and then subsequently we
gotwe called again and we were told that you had left on vaca-
tion.

So, let's put the record straight. We then had a conversation the
day before yesterday in which you wanted to have a meeting, and I
said at that point, "Let's go ahead with the hearing."

Now, one final thingon the discussion that we had before I left.
It is my understanding that in fact the Office for Civil Rights,
when it refers matters to the Justice Department only refers occa-
sional documents from the files on the cases on which it refers,
that the files themselves are kept at the Office for Civil Rights.

Your testimony has been absolutely to the contrary. You said
that the entire official file is forwarded to the Justice Department.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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It is under their jurisdiction. That there may be some occasional
rag-tag documents around in other people's offices.

I'm going to give you an opportunity to have your staff person,
Ms. Battle, call her superior at this point so that in fact you can
make a final statement for the record as to what the status of
those files is. This is a very serious matter. I do not take it lightly
and I hope you do not take it lightly.

Mr. SINGLETON. First of all, Mr. Chairman, let me respond that
in response to your letter of June 26 I sent you a letter. And, in
that letter I expressed my shock and surprise that you were main-
taining that I was trying to deny E _cess to files or documents of the
Office for Civil Rights to this subcommittee.

I told you in that letter that our office, as far as I knew, as far as
my staff was telling me, was working very diligently to collect the
information for you.

In my letter, dated June 27, which was hand delivered to your
office, I also expressed an interest in meeting with you and the
ranking minority member to discuss appropriate procedures for
dealing with open case files.

So, in addition to your request for the meeting on the 26th, I reit-
erated a need for us to get together.

Now, as far as the cases are concerned that have been forwarded
to the Department of Justice, I stated to you that as far as I know,
we do not keep those files in the Office fGr Civil Rights once they
are referred to the Department of Justice.

You heard a member of my staff who would have knowledge of
that from her day-to-day workings in the office that we do not keep
those files in the office once we send them to the Department of
Justice.

Now, if you're telling me that that's not good enough, that you
want me now to send someone to the telephone, to call down to the
office, to ask someone else if that is in fact not the case, then I will
certainly be glad to do that.

But, I just want to be sure that that's precisely what you're
asking?

Mr. WEISS. I am asking you to do that because my information is
that the testimony you've given us is not accurate.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, my testimony is as accurate as I can give it
at this point, as far as my knowledge of this matter is concerned. I
have no intention of lying to this committee, if that is what the
Chair is implying. Nor do I have any interest or any stake to be
gained by lying to this committee.

Certainly if we had those files I would turn them over. There is
nothing to be hidden here. I cannot comply because I've been told
we don't have the files. The custodian of the files is the Depart-
ment of Justice, as far as I know.

Mr. WEISS. Well, justagain, we'll wait for the return of Ms.
Battle to see what response we get.

Let me go on with some substantive questions.
Could you please describe early complaint resolution as it applies

to the disposition of complaints of discrimination?
Mr. SINGLETON. The early complaint resolution proced-re is a

procedure that is employed to expedite the processing of cases, and
hopefully, the resolution of cases. In that procedure individuals are
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given opportunity, that is to say, the representatives of the re-
cipient and the complainant are given an opportunity, in an infor-
mal setting, to come up with a solution, work out a solution to
their particular problem.

Now, this is all done before OCR conducts an investigation. We
facilitate that meeting or bring together the parties. It's done with
the eye toward giving the parties an opportunity to work out their
differences in view of the fact that in many cases they have to
resume a working relationship or some ongoing relationship, and
this is one way that we can get :vaults and minimize any friction
that may exist.

Mr. WFS-q. When was the early complaint resolution as a proce-
dure adopted?

Mr. SINGLETON. The procedure was first started in a pilot project
I believe in 1978 in a few regions. It was then formallyI believe it
was applied in 1981.

Mr. WEISS. OK, f..g., then it was started during the Carter adminis-
tration. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's right. It began as a pilot project in June
1978, HEW.

Mr. WEISS. How many cases were settled by early complaint reso-
lution between January 1, 1981, to March 31, 1985?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't have that information. I can supply it for
the record. I can tell you, though, that it looks like in fiscal year
1983 we had 127 cases that went through the ECR project, complet-
ed the ECR project, and we had a 56-percent success rate. That is
to say, they were able to work out a settlement.

Mr. WEISS. Well, according to the list provided by OCR to the
subcommittee, there were 312 cases that were settled between Jan,
uary 1, 1981, and March 31, 1985, by early complaint resolution.

You'd accept those figures as being accurate?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, if that's what you have--
Mr. WEISS. During the same time period, I understand, that

there were 1,600 violations of law found after an investigation.
Would you agree with that figure?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, if that's theif that figure was supplied to
you by my office, and that's what you're reading from, then, yes, I
would agree with 't

Mr. WEISS. Yes, we got that from your office, as well.
I gather that early complaint resolution was first attempted in

those cases not involving systemic issues before an investigation
was conducted. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct.
Mr. %Arms. OK. OCR's 1984 annual operating plan stated that

these early complaint resolutions "Insure that complainants' rights
are protected fully and that the settlements are consistent with
regulatory requirements."

Is that true? Have all the settlements been made according to
the law and your regulatory requirements?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I think that as part of the ECR process the
parties aresat down and are informed of what the law and the
regulations require and that any settlement that they reach should
be in compliance or conformance with those laws and regulations.
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Mr. WEISS. OK. On December 13, 1983, you received a memoran-
dum from the director of your quality assurance staff. In reference
to the statement in the annual operating an that settlements are
in accord with regulations, the memorandum states that, "Existing
internal procedures do not support this statement."

The memorandum noted that OCR does not take a position on
the merits of the complaint and it does not sign the resolution
agreement.

What action did you take in response to this memorandum which
questioned the legal validity of the early complaint resoltitions?

kr. SINGLE-Tort. I set up a task force to take a look at the ECR
process to totally valuate it, to see whether or not it is a valid
claim, among other things, and also whether or not it is something
that we could continue to participate in.

Mr. WEISS. When did you set up that task force?
Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, I don't know the exact date. I think it may

have been April of this year.
Mr. WEISS. So, you received that memo on December 13, 1983,

and you set up the task force in April of 1985?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, the task forceyes, the task force was not

set up in any direct response to that particular memo. In fact, I
don't even recall the particular memo that you're talking about,
but, yes, a task force was set up, was established, and it is

Mr. WEISS. Do you deny that in fact you received such a memofrom
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't deny anything
Mr. WEISS [continuing]. From the director?
Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman. I do not deny anything. I just say

that I do not recall that particular memo.
Mr. WEISS. You do not recall
Mr. SINGLETON. I get many memos, Mr. Chairman. Many memos.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Singleton. You're telling us that you

do not recall a memorandum that you received from the Director
of your quality assurance staff which said that the OCR's 1984
annual operating plan statement, that thethese early complaint
resolutions

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't remember that memo.
Mr. WEISS. You do not recall that memo at all?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't recall that memo.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
On November 13, 1981, the Department of Justice's Civil Rights

Division sent a letter to OCR regarding early complaint resolution.
That letter raised several concerns, including:

That the ECR [the early complaint resolution] guidelines do not require that the
agreements reached between a complainant and the recipient meet the legal stand-
ards set by title VI, title IX. section 504, and your implementing regulations. The
apparent willingness of OCR to accept any agreement which results in a withdrawn
complaint, regardless of the substance of that agreement, could lead to a weakening
of your enforcement posturt and our litigation position when dealing with a differ-
ent recipient in a similar factual situation.

Do you remember receiving that Justice Department Civil Rights
Division letter to OCR regarding your early complaint resolution?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I diJ not cot-ae to OCR until approximately
April of 1982. That memo predated me. I did not know of its exist-
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ence until in fact it was produced pursuant to a request made by
this subcommittee.

My staff didn't even know, as far as I know, that that memo ex-
isted until you identified it in one of your document requests.

Mr. WEISS. Who was in charge of the office prior to April of
1982?

Mr. SINGLETON. Clarence Thomas, the current Chairman of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Mr. WEISS. And, there was no record in your files at all of this
Department of Justice statement?

Mr. SINGLETON. There had to be a record of that in our files be-
cause we were able to find it when you asked for it in your produc-
tion of documents.

But, I was not aware of that memo. No one had ever brought it
to my attention.

Mr. WEISS. Who's responsibility do you think it was to apprise
you of the existence of that memo or that letter?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, it would have been the responsibility of the
vai ious staff people that had responsibility for coordinating our en-
forcement program. Primarily, I would have been looking to the
Deputy Assistant Secretary to bring something like that to my at-
tention.

Mr. WEISS. Who is in charge of the early complaint resolution
program in your office?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, there is no one specifically in charge of the
early complaint resolution program.

Each regional director is responsi ole for the ECR process, if you
will. The ECR Prog.-...in takes place in the regions and it's the re-
gional director's responsibility to implement, institute that particu-
lar program.

Mr. WEISS. But, this was a letter sent to your office, Director of
Planning and Compliance Operations Service, Office for Civil
Rights, U.S. Department of Education, Washington, DC.

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Do you think you should have known about the exist-

ence of that letter?
Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, I think I should have; yes.
Mr. WEISS. How does OCR monitor the early complaint resolu-

tion settlements to ensure that the rights of the complainant are
protected?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I think thatI'm not certain of this. I'd
have to discuss it with my staff, but I believe that they do this
through the quality assurance process--

Mr. WEISS. Can you--
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. In the regions.
Mr. WEISS. Can you assure this sthcommittee that every one of

those settlements are legally valid and will not jeopardize any
future litigation pursued by the Department of Justice?

Mr. SINGLETON. Can I assure this committee of that?
Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. SINGLETON. No, I can't assure this committee of that. I can't

assure this committee of something like that; no.
Mr. WEISS. So, that here you refer 22 or 23 cases on to the De-

partment of Justice for action by them. In the meantime you have
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312 cases dating back to before you got there, but according to your
testimony, over 100 cases in the past year were settled by early
complaint resolution, but you can't assure the subcommittee that
every one of those settlements are legally valid and will not jeop-
ardize any future litigation pursued by the Department of Justice.

That's what you're telling us; right?
Mr. SINGLETON. I'm telling you that I cannot justify thoseevery

one of those cases without seeing those cases or having any input
on them; no.

Mr. WEISS. Do you believe that in fact settlement of early com-
plaint resolutions ought to be done in such a manner that they do
not either jeopardize any future litigation pursued by the Depart-
ment of Justice or that they are in fact legally valid?

Mr. SINGLETON. I do and that's why the task force has been set
up.

But, understand, any case referred to the Department of Justice
by us was not an ECR case.

Mr. WEISS. Say it again.
Mr. SINGLETON. Any case referred to the Department of Justice

is not an ECR case. ECR is a method by which we settle cases. We
wouldn't beyou know, sending a case like that to the Department
of Justice.

Mr. WEISS. Yes, but what the Justice Department was saying to
you is that your procedur43, which may be legally invalid in the
early complaint resolution process, may in fact jeopardize cases
which are not resolved with the early complaint resolution process,
but which are then forwarded to Justice for its enforcement proc-
ess.

Do you understand that?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't know that that's in fact what they're

saying at all. I mean, that may not be their intent at all. That's
your interpretation of it.

There may be other interpretations of that language, Mr. Chair-
man, and I don't submit that yours is the only one.

Mr. WEISS. For someone who has not been familiar with it you
now are reinterpreting what the Justice Department said. It seems
to me that what they said is very clear. They say, I'm quoting:
"The apparent willingness of OCR to accept any agreement which
results in a withdrawn complaint, regardless of the substance of
that agreement, could lead to a weakening of your enforcement
posture and our litigation position when dealir g with a different
recipient in a similar factual situation."

I don't see where that leaves very much room for interpretation
at all.

Mr. SINGLETON. Fine.
Mr. WEISS. Again, could you describe OCR's program for monitor-

ing settlements reached as a result of enforcement or investiga-
tion?

Mr. SINGLETON. Once the settlement is reached, the regional
office will set up a monitoring program and periodically review the
results of the settlement agreement that was reached.

Mr. WEISS. How many settlements were monitored during the
last year?
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Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know. I view monitoring of settlements as
a discretionary activity.

Mr. WEISS. Would you for the record submit to this subcommittee
how many settlements were monitored during the last year?

Mr. SINGLETON. I will check our records and, to the extent that
we have that information, we'll provide it.

Mr. WE: s. Thank you.
(The information follows:]
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You asked me to provide information on OCR's monitoring activities during the
last year. I indicated that I would provide this information for the record

to the extent that we had that information (pages 157 and 158 of the transcript).
My regional directors' performance agreements for the period of July 1, 1984

through June 30, 1985 required the regions to monitor remedial plans obtained
as settlements in complaints and compliance reviews. I am enclosing a summary

of this information submitted pursuant to the performance agreements at
Tab A.

SUMMARY OF REGIONAL REPORTS ON THE MONITORING
OF REMEDIAL PLANS OBTAINED AS SETTLEMENTS

IN COMPLAINTS AND COMPLIANCE REVIEWS

Region Number of Cases Monitored

I 24

II 67

III 57

IV 174

V
74

VI 86

VII 27

VIII 28

IX 5

X
14
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Mr. WEISS. How much on-site monitoring does OCR conduct?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't quite understand the chairman's ques-

tion, how much. What do you mean?
Mr. WEISS. How many site monitoring events does your office un-

dertake?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know. Again, I'd have to provide that for

the record to the extent that we had that information.
Mr. WEiss. Well, would you try to pull it together and submit it

to the subcommittee, please?
Mr. SINGLETON. I will.
Mr. Wpiss. Thank you.
On June 24, 1984, you informed OCR senior staff that "OMB

have disapproved the Department's initial request for additional
positions for OCR. If, however, the positions are allocated in the
future, I want to ensure that OCR is ready tc conduct a vigorous
monitoring program."

Now, were you saying in that statement to your OCR senior staff
that because of an insufficient number of positions that you are not
in fact able to conduct a vigorous monitoring program?

Mr. SINGLETON. What I was saying to my staff was if we get addi-
tional staff people we were going to assign them specifically to
doing monitoring activities, to increase our monitoring activity, our
monitoring program.

Mr. WEISS. OK. OCR, as I understand it, has not received addi-
tional staff since that memorandum was written. Have you been
able to conduct a vigorous monitoring program?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, it depends on your definition of "vigorous."
We do monitoring with the staff that we have, with the resources
that are available to us after we take care of mandatory obliga-
tions. Monitoring is not a mandatory obligation.

Mr. WEISS. Well, are you doing a more vigorous monitoring pro-
gram than you were doing as of June 24, 1984, when you made this
direct statement to your senior staff?

Mr. SINGLETON. I'm not in a position to be able to characterize it
one way or the other. We are monitoring. ,

Mr. WEISS. In 1984 OCR prepared draft monitoring guidelines.
Were the guidelines ever published?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't recall.
Mr. WEISS. Did OCR use the quality assurance program to moni-

tor settlements and investigations? You had indicated that that
quality assurance program was being used to monitor the early
complaint resolution.

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, that's what our quality assurance program
is used for.

Mr. WEISS. Has the director and staff of the quality assurance
program now been detailed to other positions?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct.
Mr. WEISS. When was that done?
Mr. SINGLETON. At headquarters. It was done several months

ago, in response to staff needs elsewhere, yes.
Mr. WEISS. And who is doing the quality assurance work curmat-

ly?
Mr. SINGLETON. The regional offices are.
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Mr. WEISS. So that if the quality assurance program was doing
the monitoring previously, and they've been given other work, then
there's nobody at headquarters now who's doing monitoring, is that
correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. The monitoring is being done in the regions, at
the regional level. There is no headquarters superview, if you will,
superimposed on that, no.

Mr. WEISS. Was quality assurance doing monitoring from head-
quarters before it was disbanded, or detailed to other positions?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, that's right. Another layer, yes.
Mr. WEISS. On February 12, 1979, the Office for Civil Rights re-

ceived a complaint against the DeKalb County, GA, school system
from the parents of disabled students, charging that the students'
rights under seaion 504 had been violated by the State's hearing
system, which did not provide adequate due process for students
seeking reimbursement from local education agencies for special
schooling.

An investigation by OCR determined that not only had the stu-
dents' rights been violated, but the hearing process in Georgia was
in conflict with Federal law and did not provide the rights provided
handicapped students under section 504.

OCR concluded that the parents of the student should be reim-
bursed for the cost of the special private school he had attended.
According to OCR investigative case files, this case was referred to
headquarters by region IV in June 1981, but the file was misplaced
and the case languished until early 1984.

Can you explain how such a delay can happen?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, I can't.
Mr. WEISS. Eventually OCR decided that "Until the recipients

agree to reimburse the complainants for those costs, they," mean-
ing Georgia, "remain in violation of section 504 and its implement-
ing regulations."

On March 9, 1984, the Department of Education issued a notice
of opportunity for hearings before an administrative law judge to
the DeKalb school system. Mr. Singleton, what is the purpose of

bringing
such a matter to a hearing before an administrative law

juge?
Mr. SINGLETON. For the purpose of making a determination as to

whether or not it would be appropriate to terminate the Federal
financial assistance going to the recipient.

Mr. WEISS. So in the case of DeKalb County, OCR would have de-
termined that the school was in violation of the law and had re-
fused to remedy the violation, is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes; that's correct.
Mr. WEISS. Issuing a notice of opportunity for hearing is not done

lightly, I understand. It is normally used as a last resort when all
other attempts to resolve a case are exhausted. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. Under the law we are required to make sure
that we have exhausted all attempts at voluntary compliance.

Mr. WEISS. Right. The hearing notice in the DeKalb case stated
that "So long as Respondent School District refuses to reimburse
the student's parents for costs incurred as a result of this procedur-
al violation, it continues to be in violation of section 504."
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After the hearing notice was issued, the De Kalb School District
filed suit against the parents of the disabled student. Notes in the
OCR case file indicate that OCR considered this lawsuit an attempt
to intimidate the parents, and OCR considered including a retalia-
tion intimidation allegation in the hearing notice.

Do you have any reason to dispute these facts?
Mr. SINGLETON. No.
Mr. WEISS. On March 25, 1985, OCR asked the administrative

law judge to dismiss the case. Why, Mr. Singleton, after nearly 6
years of investigation and legal work, did OCR suddenly ask the
administrative law judge to dismiss the case?

Mr. SINGLETON. All of the elements in the case had been dealt
with, with the exception of one, and that was reimbursing the par-
ents at the time when I made the order. And I made the order to
dismiss the case, make no mistake about that.

I was under the impression that those parents had insurance
that would compensate them for those out-of-pocket costs. But in
any event, even if they did not get that, in my judgment the school
district had provided the prospective relief, in my judgment, that
was important here to ensure that there would be no further viola-
tion of Federal law.

The retaliatory lawsuit, the harassing lawsuit, was to be dis-
missed, and in my judgment that was sufficient to close this case. I
was not about to terminate millions of dollars' worth of Federal fi-
nancial assistance to this particular school district and harm those
handicapped children down there who benefit from that assistance
because these parents were out of pocket a couple of thousand dol-
lars.

It was a judgment call, and I made that judgment.
Mr. WEISS. OK. The settlement reached between OCR and

De Kalb contained three agreements: One, the district agreed to
abide by the State administrative due process procedures. But
hadn't the district already agreed to abide by those procedures
before the hearing notice?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know for a certainty whether that's in
fact the case or not, but even if they had it wouldn't have changed
anything.

Mr. WEISS. OK. The second agreement was that the district will
not violate the procedural safeguards of section 504. Hadn't the dis-
trict already agreed to do that prior to the issuance of the hearing
notice?

Mr. SINGLETON. Again, I don't know that specifically to be the
case, but even if they had it wouldn't have made any difference.

Mr. WEISS. OK. The third agreement was that DeKalb would dis-
miss its suit filed against the parents of the disabled student, and
that's the same suit that the OCR had considered a retaliatory
action that would not have been filed had OCR not issued a notice
of opportunity for hearing, correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. OK. OCR investigative files clearly demonstrate that

the heart of the case was the district's refusal to reimburse the
parents, and that without such reimbursal the district would
remain in violation of section 504. The district did not reimburse
the parents.
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In fact, the district agreed to do nothing more than it would have
already done had OCR not intervened in this case at all. Why did
OCR not continue to seek reimbursement for the parents in this
case?

Mr. SINGIZFON. I just told you. I was not about to terminate Fed-
eral financial assistance to that school district because these par-
ents were out of pocket a couple of thousand dollars. That's going
after a gnat with a cannon, Mr. Chairman, and in my judgment
the relief that had been granted by theprovided by the recipients
was enough to assure me that Federal financial assistance would
not be used in a discriminatory manner in the future, and that any
retaliatory harassment, harassing lawsuits, brought by these
people, would be wiped away.

The only issue remaining was the money, and the school was ad-
amant about that. And I was not about to terminate their Federal
funds and harm the very people that we are charged with protect-
ing the rights of because these parents were out a couple of thou-
sand dollars.

Mr. WEISS. That's swell. But how are you protecting the rights of
anybody in a case history such as that? What kind of signal do you
think that you're sending to people who think that they've got
complaints of discrimination against the school or the school
system?

Do you think that
Mr. SINGIZFON. Yes; I think that we did an excellent job in that

case, Mr. Chairman, and I tell you what, I think that you're nit-
picking. You take that particular case and you point out that par-
ticular instance, you would have us terminate Federal financial as-
sistance and harm all those handicapped kids because these par-
ents were out a few thousand dollars?

We've already taken care of the issue of discriminatory conduct
on the part of the school district

Mr. WEISS. Tell me whether you
Mr. SmoizroN [continuing]. That they are going to stay away

from that kind of conduct in the future. They have eliminated
their lawsuit that was harassing these individuals. The only ele-
ment remaining was the reimbursement of some funds to these
people.

But you are suggesting that I should have terminated the Feder-
al financial assistance here and made those handicapped kids go
without the services that they provide just to prove a point?

Mr. WEISS. No, sir. I'm suggesting that you enforce and imple-
ment the laws that the Congress of the United States passed and
which the President of the United States signed.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, Mr. Chairman, if you're implying that I'm
not enforcing them then you know what to do.

Mr. WEISS. That's what I'm implying, my friend.
Mr. SINGLE-Tor'. And you know what to do, my friend.
Mr. WEISS. Have you now received some information about the

question which I asked you to have checked by telephone regarding
the Justice Department referrals?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes. Ms. Battle will relay that information to
you.

Mr. WEISS. Ms. Battle? You're still under oath.
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Ms. BATTLE. Yes; the normal practice for the Office for Civil
Rights when cases are referred to the Department of Justice is to
refer the entire case file. The cases that are listed on your list for
1983 were all transition casesthe term that we useI guess it
came up under the Adams order, I'm not sure.

Those cases had to be referred to the Department of Justice on
an expedited basis. Checking with my office, I am not sure whether
all of the files for those cases were referred to the Department of
Justice at the time when we transferred all those cases.

What we will do is go back to my office and look through the
files, collect all the files, and I think that we will send it to you as
soon as we make that search.

Mr. WEiss. Now let me see if I understand that correctly. First of
all, whom did you speak with?

Ms. BATTLE. My immediate supervisor, Mr. Krueger, was out to
lunch.

Mr. WEISS. Yes?
Ms. BATTLE. I spoke to his supervisor.
Mr. WEISS. Whose name is
Ms. BATTLE. Fred Cioffi.
Mr. WEISS. Fred Cioffi?
Ms. BATTLE. Fred Cioffi.
Mr. WEISS. And let me see if I understand what you said. You're

saying that because these cases were transitional cases under the
Adams rule, that in fact the total files were not forwarded to the
Justice Department and that those files or copies thereof in fact
exist in your Office for Civil Rights?

Is that what you're saying?
Ms. BATTLE. I don't think that's what I said.
Mr. WEISS. Tell me what you said, then.
Ms. BATTLE. I said the transition cases were a whole slew of cases

that were sent to the Justice Department on an expedited basis.
We were trying to comply with a court order. I cannot say at this
point after talking to Mr. Cioffi whether all those files at the time
we transferred the cases to the Department of Justice were copied
and sent to the Department of Justice.

He has committed that we will go through the files and try to
confirm that fact, and also transfei to you for your review copies of
those files that exist in the Office for Civil Rights, if they exist.

Mr. WEISS. Yes; and that was not done prior to this morning's
hearings, is that what you're saying, that that kind of check had
not been done prior to today's hearing?

Ms. BATTLE. Prior to today's hearing we were operating under
the normal practice of OCR, and under the normal practice they
would have all been transferred to the Department of Justice.

Mr. WEISS. So you assumed that the normal procedure was fol-
lowed.

Ms. BATTLE. Yes; I did. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. But in fact in this instance the normal procedure was

not followed.
Ms. BATTLE. I am not sure that the normal procedure was not fol-

lowed. I'm saying I'm not sure that it was and I will- -
Mr. WEISS. Thank you. But you've just learned that in the course

of this telephone conversation, is that correct?
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MS. BATTLE. I just learned in the course of the telephone conver-
sation because of the question that you raised that possibly there
limy be some validity to your statement, and therefore we will
check on it. I have no idea whether normal office practice was fol-
lowed or not.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Mr. Singleton, I would very much appreciate your directing a

very thorough search to be undertaken in your office as to the loca-
tion of those files in your office and let our staff have access to
those as quickly as possible.

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, I will commis. to you that we will
go back and we will search the files to the extent that we have any
of those files in our office. We will be more than happy to make
them availablebe more than happy to make them available to
the committee.

Mr. WEISS. It would have been nice before you came here with
all the assurance that you gave to us that in fact you had done
that checking.

When are we going to see those files?
Mr. SINGLETON. As soon as possible.
Mr. WEISS. Today is Thursday. We had spoken abouttoday is

Thursday, and we've spoken about havin-, you pursue this matter
over the weekend. My staff, subcommittee staff, will be visiting
with you on Monday.

Mr. SINGLETON. No; Let's make this very clear, Mr. Chairman,
because there seems to be a tendency here to blur what it is we're
talking about. What I said that I would take under advisement is
getting any completed files, any files, complete files, at the Depart-
ment of Justice, copying those or whatever you want to do and give
those to you.

That's what I'm taking under advisement. If' I have any files in
the Office for Civil Rights that relate to these particular cases, we
will make those available to you.

Mr. WEISS. Immediately?
Mr. SINGLETON. As soon as possible.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, if you intend to go on much

longer I would respectfully request a few minutes' recess here.
Mr. WEISS. As a matter of fact, Mr. Singleton, I think that prob-

ably what we will do at this point is to terminate your testimony
and we will before the recess, at the end of this month, have occa-
sion to resume these hearings so that we can pursue some further
questions relating perhaps to some additional material which the
staff will hitve been able to look at in the interim.

Mr. SINGLETON. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. And again I thank you very much for your participa-

tion am? we look forward to your responses.
Mr. SasmeroN. Thank you.
Mr. WE.z.:.=. The next witness for this morning is Mr. Antonio J.

Califa, former Director for Policy and Enforcement Service, Office
for Civil Rights.

Mr. Califa, before you start your testimony will you stand and
raise your right hand?

[Witness sworn.]
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Mr. WEISS. I understand that you have no prepared comments.
You're available for whatever questions we may have. If you care
to make some opening comments you may do so at this point.

STATEMENT OF ANTONIO J. CALIFA, FORMER DIRECTOR FOR
POLICY AND ENFORCEMENT SERVICE, OFFICE FOR CIVIL
RIGHTS

Mr. CALIFA. I don't care to.
Mr. Waists. OK.
I understand that you are leaving the Office for Civil Rights

within the next day or two, and that you're assuming a position
with the American Civil Liberties Union, is that correct?

Mr. CALIFA. That's correct, Mr. Chairman. The parole board met
and decided that it was time for me to leave.

Mr. WEISS. Pull the microphone a little bit closer to you.
Describe what your position has been, how long you've been with

the agency, what kind of work you've been doing and /hat your
most recent position has been.

Mr. CALIFA. I began with the agency in September of i978 when
I was a Branch Chief in the Office of General Counsel. I then
became the Associate Deputy Director for Policy in HEW/OCR,
then the Deputy Director for Policy in HEW/OCR. At the time of
the passage of the Department of Education Organization Act and
when the two Departments were divided in May of 1980, I bectane
a Deputy Assistant Secretary in OCR, Department of Education.

And my function since May of 1980 until November 9, 1984, was
to be the head of policy and enforcement and litigation portion of
OCR headquarters.

Mr. WEISS. What are the responsibilities of the Policy and En-
forcement Service?

Mr. CALIFA. The responsibilities include the runninginitiating
and running of administrative litigation, developing and initiating
policy, advising the Assistant Secretary, the Secretary and other
Department officials of the applicable civil rights laws.

Mr. WEISS. Now, were you at all familiar with the referral of the
22 or 23 cases pursuant to the Adams decision to the Department
of Justice for enforcement?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir, I was.
Mr. WEISS. And are you familiar with the process involved in for-

warding those particular files to the Department of Justice? What
was forwarded and what was kept in the office?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir, I am.
Mr. WEISS. Please tell us for the record.
Mr. CALIFA. It was always my impression that we nc-ver sent the

original file to the Department of Justice. At approximately 10
minutes to 12, I called Mr. Frank Krueger, who Harry Singleton
had said was the appropriate official in charge of these matters,
and checked my recollection without telling him for what purpose I
would use that information.

And he assured me that we never sent the original files to the
Department of Justice.

Mr. WEISS. You send copies, is that the implication?
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Mr. CALIFA. The statement he made to me was that copies were
sent and there were only copies of the letter of findings and per-
haps a small portion of the file, like the investigative report. So not
even the entire file was copied, according to Mr. Krueger in his
conversation with me.

Mr. WFuss. You heard Mr. Singleton's teaimony in regard to
that matter. Is he in the chain at all of forwarding matters to the
Department of Justice? Does he sign off on matters which are sent
over to the Department of Justice?

Mr. CALIFA. Well, no, he wouldn't be involved in the actual send-
ing over of the documents that were sent over. He would approve
of them being sent over, but he would never have seen the-

Mr. WEISS. What was actually in the files that were sent over.
Mr. CALIFA. That's correct.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
After 4 years as the Director of the Policy and Enforcement

Service. I assume that you're familiar with the legal standards ap-
plied in enforcement action, is that correct?

Mr. CALIFA. That's correct.
Mr. WEISS. Would you tell us what the Bakersfield plan is?
Mr. CALIFA. The Bakersfield plan as we refer to it in the Office

for Civil Rights now involves a remedy for an elementary and sec-
ondary school district that had been segregated, and that we were
trying to integrate. The Bakersfield plan involved a case that we
referred to Justice in January of 1981.

They negotiated a plan with the district, and settled the case.
The case wasthe remedy was entered in a consent decree in a
Federal court. The plan involved four basic components: a volun-
tary minority-to-majority transfer of students, that is, if a black
student wanted to attend a predominantly white school he or she
could do that.

Five full magnet programs that were academic magnet pro-
grams, and by magnet we mean making a school a focus of a par-
ticular type of learning that would make that school attractive to
students of another race. Something called mini-magnets was the
third part of the plan, and that involves havir.g students visit mi-
nority schools, white students visit minority schools at periodic in-
tervals.

And the fourth element that I recall was compensatory educa-
tion for minority children.

Mr. WEISS. In school assignment cases, does OCR use the Bakers-
field plan as a guidepost in determining the adequacy of school
system desegregation plans?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir. Harry Singleton stated that Bakersfield
would be our guiding light in this area.

Mr. WEIss. In 1984 OCR found that student and faculty assign-
ment practices of the Peoria, IL, schools resulted in racial isolation,
a violation of title VI. After OCR took the matter before an admin-
istrative law judge, it then accepted a voluntary settlement plan.
Why did you oppose this plan?

Mr. CAL.:A. Well, I opposed the plan because it didn't meet the
Bakersfield standard. It didn't meet the Bakersfield standard in
that there was no voluntary minority-to-majority transfer policy.
There was no real magnet program. Instead of five full magnets
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that we had in Bakersfield, we had one magnet school which was a
latchkey magnet.

Latchkey magnet is a fancy term for extended school day, or
babysitting, and there was no compensatory education for the mi-
nority students. It just did not meet the Bakersfield standard.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Did the Policy and Enforcement Service recom-
mend that the Peoria settlement be toughened?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. And was your recommendation accepted?
Mr. CALIFA. No; it was not.
Mr. WEISS Are OCR policies on desegregation, based on what

you have seen, adequate for addressing violations of title VI?
Mr. CALIFA. Not in this instance. Certainly not.
Mr. WEISS. When the Department of Justice declines to take any

action in cases referred to it by the OCR, does that mean that the
violation found by OCR no longer exists?

Mr. CALIFA. No; it does not.
Mr. WEISS. What should OCR do about violations it finds when

the Justice Department refuses to take action?
Mr. CALIFA. In the vast majority of cases that the Department of

Justice refuses to take action in, when they're turned back to OCR,
OCR mould initiate an administrative enforcement action. The
only time I could see that not being appropriate would be, for ex-
ample, if when Harry sent a referral over to Brad Reynolds and
Brad Reynolds wrote back saying "Harry, you didn't hear about
the case of Smith v. Jones. It was decided yesterday in the Supreme
Court. It's on all fours with what you sent over and you don't have
a case."

In a situation like that, that is, new law, or new evidence, the
Assistant Secretary would then appropriately not initiate an en-
forcement action. In any case, he should withdraw the letter of
findings that was initially sent out.

Mr. WEISS. Where that kind of situation does not prevail, that is,
there's not a new court decision which in fact declares that there's
no case in essence, what has been the practice at OCR when the
Justice Department refuses to litigate?

Mr. CALIFA. Well, the practice has been totally bewildered and
confused. We thought there was athe practice has been that al-
though there was a violation on Monday when we sent it over, now
on Tuesday theyDOJ-Justicesay that they're not going to
handle it. It's Wednesday, the case has been returned to us, and we
don't know what to do.

That's what happened with Dillon, the Dillon case. DO.J sent it
back, and all of a sudden a case that had been a violation was
something to be considered and thought over and reexamined from
the very start.

Mr. WEISS. OCR, I understand, is required by the Adams order to
take enforcement action within certain deadlines when violations
of laws are found. That's correct, isn't it?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. All right. OCR has often met these deadlines by refer-

ring a number of cases to the Department of Justice as the dead-
line was about to expire, is that correct?
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Mr. CALIFA. Well, there was certainly heightened activity as
deadlines approached in Adams, yes, sir.

Mr. WEISS. Did Mr. Singleton ever tell you that he believed
OCR's responsibilities under the Adams order end when cases are
referred to the Department of Justice?

Mr. CALIFA. He told me that often. He may have said that to you
today, and he is quoted in today's Washington Post as having said
in a deposition "Once a case is referred to Justice for action, that's
their responsibility." That's today's Post.

Mr. WEISS. Have you been able to find support for that proposi-
tion of his?

Mr. CALIFA. No; I have not.
Mr. WEISS. But he clearly indicated to you that he did not believe

that OCR should have responsibility in cases where violations of
law are fount' once those cases are referred to the Department of
Justice, right?

Mr. CALIFA. Once they're referred to the Department of Justice,
he indicated to me he washed his hards of them.

Mr. WEISS. Tell us what ability grouping is.
Mr. CALIFA. Ability grouping is placement of children in certain

academic tracks as a result of performance on either achievement
tests or another kind of ability test.

Mr. WEISS. And is there a circumstance under which ability
grouping is illegal or in violation of title VI?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, when it has been used to perpetuate the de jure
system that was in place in many school districts. Some schools
have used ability grouping to separate the white students from the
black students and put them in different classrooms.

Mr. WEISS. You had just mentioned a little bit ago the Dillon
case, so that I assume that you're familiar with the ability group-
ing case in Dillon County, SC.

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, fir. There are two Dillon cases, and I'm general-
ly familiar with them.

Mr. WEiss. OK. Has (. found ability grouping to be a violation
of title VI in South Carclina?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. And did Mr. Singleton or anyone else at OCR suggest

that cases involving ability grouping be dropped?
Mr. CALIFA. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. The request to drop the ability grouping cases was

made even though OCR found that the ability grouping is illegal, is
that correct?

Mr. CALIFA. It was more of suggestion to drop ability grouping
cases in general. I don't recall any conversation with me.

Mr. WEISS. As a request, right; suggested even though the OCR
found that that particular practice is illegal when it results in
racial isolation.

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. As the Director of Policy and Enforcement Service,

were you involved in higher education desegregation cases?
Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. If a State college system is in violation of title VI, is

OCR required to seek and approve an acceptable desegregation
plan?
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Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. If the plan is entered into in good faith but does not

remedy the illegal segregation, should OCR continue enforcement
under title VI?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. So good faith efforts alone are not enough to remedy

a title VI violation, is that correct?
Mr. CALIFA. That's certainly correct in my mind.
Mr. WEISS. Did Mr. Singleton ev.cr ask you to legally support an

argument that States are in compliance with title VI because they
had shown good faith even though the desegregation goals had not
been reached?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes; he did. He often made that suggestion.
Mr. WEISS. Do the desegregation plans for nine States, known as

the first-tier States, expire this year?
Mr. CALIFA. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Has OCP taken a position on those plans?
Mr. CALIFA. No. sir.
Mr. WEISS. Upon receiving a complaint, does OCR normally at-

tempt to reach a voluntary settlement through early complaint res-
olution?

Mr. CALIFA. That is correct.
Mr. WEISS. If early complaint resolution fails and OCR conducts

an investigation, does it always try to resolve the case before the
findings are published?

Mr. CALIFA. That is another method called "pre-LOF."
Mr. WEISS. Pre letter of finding, right?
Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. OK. Do the settlements accepted by OCR always meet

the legal standards established by the courts and by civil rights
law?

Mr. CALIFA. As Mr. Singleton testified, I don't think anyone
knows. For such a great manager, thitt is certainly a piece of infor-
mation that would seem important to know, but we(OCR)don't
have it.

Not only did the Justice Department question the ECR proce-
dure, but it was questioned internally by the service that I headed,
saying that, as a Government agency, we could not knowingly sub-
sidize and ignore a violation of law, and Mr. Singleton had to have
been aware of that, because we wrote him memos on that.

He may have forgotten, but within his own office, there were
questions about the validity and legality of ECR.

Mr. WEISS. Do you recall enforcing a matter involving Langston
Jniversity in Oklahoma?

Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir. It involves actually the whole State of Okla-
homa.

Mr. WEISS. And you were appointed to head a team negotiating a
settlement with that school; is that correct?

Mr. CALIFA. I was the head of a team for a brief amount of time,
yes, sir.

Mr. WEISS. And was the school cooperative with your negotiating
team?

Mr. CALIFA. Extremely cooperative.
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Mr. WEiss. Was there anything unusual about the negotiation
with Langston?

Mr. CALIFA. Not in my mind. Except when we had met with the
Langston representatives and the representatives of the Oklahoma
higher education officials, I was there and some people who were
in my office were there negotiating with representatives from
Langston and from the Oklahoma Board of Regents, and we had
been arguing about what should be done to enhance Langston
Langston was in trouble.

It was nowhere near its goal of 38 percent white at the Langston
campus, which at one time Mr. Singleton said they had to get to,
and then directly contradicted himself at a later time.

So, we were discussing these matters, and terminated the meet-
ing, saying that we would meet again. I and my staff left; and 15
minutes later just walking down the hail, we noticed they were all
in Mr. Singleton's office, and that was about the end of my involve-
ment in the Oklahoma matter.

From then on, Mr. Singleton did not use me or the other profes-
sional staff who had worked on this issue.

Mr. WEISS. So that the Langston officials had met with Mr. Sin-
gleton, hacA' reached a settlement with himis that correct?

Mr. CALIFA. Well, itthey reached a settlement with him, but I
don't want to give you the impression that it was reached that day.

Mr. WEISS. Right. Do you know if Mr. Singleton assumes the un-
dertaking of settlement negotiations very often?

Mr. CALIFA. Quite often.
Mr. WEISS. We had a discussion with Mr. Singleton a little bit

ago on the Department of Justice on November 13, 1981, communi-
cating with the Director of Planning and Compliance Operation
Service for the Office for Civil Rights, in which it said:

The apparent willingness of OCR to accept any agreement which results in a
withdrawn complaint regardless of the substance of that agreement could lead to a
weakening of your enforcement posture in our litigation position when dealing with
a different recipient in a similar factual situation.

Mr. Singleton testifies that until, in fact, our staff brought that
letter to his attention he was not aware of its existence.

Were you aware of the existence of that communication from the
Justice Department?

Mr. CALIFA. I was certainly aware that they had problems with
the procedure, and we, the policy and enforcement staff, had a lot
of the same problems, and those problems were communicated to
both Mr. Clarence Thomas and Mr. Singleton, and I believe that
the December whateverDecember 1983 quality assurance memo
certainly communicated those concerns.

And so, yes; I believe that he was aware of them.
Mr. WEISS. You personally communicated those concerns to Mr.

Singleton?
Mr. CALIFA. I can't remember whether I did or not.
Mr. WEISS. Then, on what basis do you make the statement that

you know that those concerns were communicated to Mr. Single-
ton?

Mr. CALIFA. Well, it was a major issue. It was an issue that
really pitted the one part of the office, thewhat we call PCOS,
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which is the Planning Compliance Operations Service against the
Policy and Enforcement Service.

We had strong views. They wanted KR. We thought there were
problems with ECR. It wasn't a secret. It would have been hard not
to know about it.

Mr. WEISS. And tell me about the resolution of the preletter of
finding resolution. Did that also precipitate discussion within the
office as to the appropriateness of preletter of finding resolutions?

Mr. CALIFA. No; not as much. We were concerned about finding
out what kinds of settlements the regions were accepting; so we
were concerned about monitoring and we neverPES never got an
opportunity to see what kinds of settlements the regions were ac-
cepting, under pre-LOF or ECR.

Mr. WEISS. And we were having a discussion with Mr. Singleton
about the De Kalb County case.

Are you familiar with that case at all?
Mr. CALIFA. Not to any great extent.
Mr. WEISS. You were not personally involved in the resolution of

that case and the final withdrawing of the complaint or settlement
of the complaint?

Mr. CALIFA. Oh, no. By that time, I had been given my new as-
signment of policy codification.

Mr. WEISS. Say it again.
Mr. CALIFA. Policy codification. When Mr. Singleton mentioned

he moved some people around, I was one of the people he moved
around. I was put in a small office, given no telephone, given no
secretary, and told to look at policy for the last 20 years.

Mr. WErss. And when did that take place?
Mr. CALIFP. In November 1984.
Mr. WEISS. And that's what you have been doing since?
Mr. CALIFA. Yes, sir.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
Mr. CALIFA. Could I mention one more thing?
Mr. WEISS. Please.
Mr. CALIFA. On the monitoring issue that quality assurance was

supposed to be doing, Mr. Singleton mentioned that the reason
quality assurance was disbanded was because it was not necessary
for them to do monitoring on ot%-.:1r staff needs, and that the moni-
toring was being done in the regions.

My understanding is the way this was determined was in the fol-
lowing way. During one conference call Mr. Singleton said, "By the
way, Regional Directors, you all are doing monitoring, aren't you?"

And they all said, "Oh, yes. We sure are."
And I had never seen a report from any regional director since

that time that discusses monitoring. There is very, very little moni-
toring going on.

Mr. WEISS. Are you familiar with the switch for compliance
review surveys to a random site selection basis? Were yc'i inolved
in any of those determinations or discussions relating the .u.

Mr. CALIFA. I was involved in some of them; yes.
Mr. WEISS. And tell us what you understand the basis for that

determination was?
Mr. CALIFA. Well, the ideathe basic idea, I think, was that

there would be less of a backlash from school officials if they were
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told their selection as a site was randomly done, much like the IRS
selects people to audit.

Traditionally, we had a large problem in saying to school dis-
tricts and universities that there are indications that you are out of
compliance, that you have civil rights problems, and so we are
going to do a compliance review. They come back to us then and
say:

What is this, grand jury? Are you indicting us? Why don't we have a chance to
give you some evidence that might convince you not to come on site?

Soat least, in my understanding, that was the basic reason for
the move to random selection, or one of the reasons.

Mr. WEISS. And finally, can you tell us whether, in your judg-
ment, the Office for Civil Rights is, in fact, pursuing and undertak-
ing the obligations set forth in the various civil rights laws which
it is charged with enforcing?

Mr. CALIFA. I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman
Mr. WEISS. Tell me your judgment as to whether, in fact, the

Office for Civil Rights is doing its job in enforcing the law?
Mr. CALIFA. I think that there has been a marked decrease in the

Office's vigor in enforcing the law. There have been great morale
problems. We have lost numbers of people that are really amazing.

In January 1981, my former service had 111 people; yesterday, it
had (ii. A lot of those are lawyers that have left.

There is not much of substance going on in my mind. What has
been going on has been a lot of filling out of management reports,
and indicating how much time you use the computer, and indicat-
ing how many copies of your management report you made. There
is a lot of that activity, but there is very little civil rights enforce-
ment going on.

Mr. WEISS. And did I miss the word, the key operative word
where you said "there is a marked blank in vigor"?

Mr. CALIFA. Decrease.
Mr. WEISS. Decrease in vigor.
Thank you very much, Mr. Califa. If there is anything else that

we have not asked that you want to comment on before you con-
clude your testimony, you can take the time to do that.

Mr. CALIFA. I don't think that there is anything else.
Mr. WE:SS. Thank you very much.
Mr. CALIFA. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. The subcommittee now stands in recess.
[Whereupon, at 1:36 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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INVESTIGATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS ENFORCE-
MENT BY THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

AND HUMAN RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMIT-Er.r: ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ted Weiss (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Ted Weiss, John Conyers, Jr., Robert S.
Walker, and John G. Rowland.

Also present: James R. Gottlieb, staff director; Marc Smolonsky,
professional staff member; Pamela H. Welch, clerk; and Martha
Morrison, minority professional staff, Committee on Government
Operations.

Mr. WEISS. Good morning. The subcommittee will come to order.
Today, we will conduct the subcommittee's second oversight

hearing en the Department of Education's enforcement of Federal
civil rights laws which prohibit discrimination on the basis of race,
sex, handicap, or age.

During the subcommittee's first hearings into civil rights en-
forcement by the Department, we reviewed the record of the Office
for Civil Rights, not only in this administration, but in administra-
tions dating back to 1969. The testimony we heard portrayed poli-
cies of lax enforcement in every administration, Democratic and
Republican. We heard that American citizens have been forced to
sue the Office for Civil Rights because it was not enforcing laws
when civil rights violations were found. Today, OCR is under a
Federal court order to investigate cases according to certain time-
frames. That order was made originally because OCR had consist-
ently dragged its feet in past administrations when discrimination
was found.

OCR now relies on voluntary settlements in discrimination cases,
some of which we will review today. When voluntary settlements
cannot be reached, OCR occasionally refers cases to the Depart-
ment of Justice for enforcement. The majority of the cases referred
to Justice have languished there for several years, with nothing
being done to correct the violation of law uncovered by OCR. Other
cases have been returned to OCR by the Justice Department with
no action taken. We hope to learn why at today's hearing.

(149)
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We will also review, on a case-by-case basis, the disposition of a
variety of investigations conducted by OCR during the last 5 years
which have led to administrative enforcement hearings.

Our only scheduled witness is Harry M. Singleton, the Assistant
Secretary for Civil Rights at the Department of Education. Mr. Sin-
gleton testified at the subcommittee's July 18 hearing and will con-
tinue his testimony today.

I will be inserting at the end of the record several documents
and letters exchanged between OCR, the Department of Justice,
and the subcommittee prior to today's hearing. The Department of
Justice letter transmits summaries of cases referred by OCR to Jus-
tice since Ja_uary 1, 1981, and the Assistant Attorney General for
Civil Righ:s has requested that these summaries be included in the
hearing record, and we are pleased to have that done.

At this time I would also like to welcome a delegation from the
Canadian House of Commons, who are visiting Washington, and
have honored us by choosing to attend today's public hearing. They
are members of the Committee on Public Accounts, and they are
accompanied by the Canadian Auditor General.

We welcome you and hope that you will find your stay with us
informative, and we will understand if you have to leave while the
hearings are still going on.

Mr. Singleton, please take your place at the witness table. Before
you sit down, it is the practice of the committee to swear in wit-
nesses. Please raise your right hand.

Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give will be
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Please take your seat.
If you have any other of your associates from the Department

who you wish to accompany you at the table, that is fine; or if from
time to time you want to call on them for support of testimony,
that is all right, too. Anybody who does have anything to state for
the record will, of cows?, also be sworn in.

Mr. Singleton, before we commence, do you have an opening
statement that you would like to make?

STATEMENT OF HARRY M. SINGLETON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. SINGLETON. No; Mr. Chairman, I don't have an opening
statement this morning. I am prepared to again try and attempt to
answer your questions.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, during your testimony before the sub-
committee on July 18 you repeatedly stated that OCR did not
maintain copies of files referred to the Department of Justice. Fol-
lowing the hearing, you sent me a letter which said your testimony
was incorrect and that you had received wrong advice from your
staff.

Without objection, your letter will be entered into the record.
[The letter follows:1
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT. ECRETARY FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

JUI I 8 1985

Honorable Ted Weiss
Chairman

Intergovernmental Relations and
Human Resources Subcommittee

Committee on Government Operations
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Chairman:

Durin,1 testimony of July 18, 1985 before your Subcommittee, I testified
that it was my understanding, based on advice from my staff, that the only
copy of files for cases referred to the Department of Justice (DM since
1981 were forwarded to DOO with the case. Following my testimony, I again
met with OCR staff to get to the bottom of the issue. My staff now informs
me that they were wrong, and the advice given me was incorrect.

OCR has available here in Washington, D.C. some documents for all the cases
in question. In many of the cases, some of the documents available are only
key documents such as the letter of findings and the referral letter. In
other cases we have 're extensive files here in Washington, D.C. In many
of the cases, most of the back-up investigative materials are in the regional
offices. Much of this information is very voluminous. We are requesting
our regional offices to forward all investigative records for these cases as
soon as possible. However, in one of the cases identified thus far, staff
has determined that all OCR files were transferred to DOJ.

The records and documents located in Washington are available for the
immediate review of your staff. We will advise you when the documents
from the regional offices are available.

I regret any inconvenience that my statement may have caused th.
Subcommittee. Please have your staff contact Thomas Esterly, of my
staff,, to establish a time for review of the documents currently
available in the headquarters office.

Sincerely,

'VIAL
y 40'n.leton

Assistant Secretary
for Civil Rights

cc: Honorable Robert S. Walker
Ranking Minority Member

.00 MARYLAND AVE SW WASHINGTON DC 70201
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Mr. WEISS. Now let me ask you, starting out with some compliance
review questions, is OCR required to conduct compliance reviews?

Mr. SINGLETON. Under the Adams court order, the court order
states something to the effect that OCR will conduct a compliance
review program. The way we interpret that portion of the Adams
order is that compliance reviews are something that we have to do.

Mr. WEISS. Yes. But it is a fact also that your own regulations,
that is, the Department of Education regulations, specifically sec-
tion 100.7 sub A, mandates periodic compliance reviews. Isn't that
correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Briefly tell us what does a compliance review encom-

pass?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, a compliance review generally is very simi-

lar to a complaint in terms of the types of issues involved with the
exception that the issues are generally of a broader nature. A com-
plaint usually, unless there are some classwide implications, will
deal with an individual's problem. A compliance review generally
goes in and looks at systemic types of problems, problems that are
of a wide-ranging nature that would affect a number of people, not
just one or two.

Mr. WEISS Right. And it is a fact, is it not, that as distinguished
from the complaints that are brought by individuals, compliance
reviews are for the most part initiated by the Office for Civil
Rights itself on the basis of its selection of issues and sites to deter-
mine if school districts, schools or States, are in compliance with
Federal civil rights laws?

Mr. SINGLETON. Without a doubt a compliance review is some-
thing that is initiated by the Office for Civil Rights.

Mr. WEISS. Right. And if noncompliance is found, OCR is author-
ized to undertake enforcement actions administratively or through
the Justice Department; is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct.
Mr. WEISS. OK. Are compliance reviews a method of assuring

that illegal discrimination does not occur in our school systems?
Mr. SINGLETON. A compliance review is a method that w , can

employ to review the status of a recipient of our funds and to de-
termine if, in fact, those funds are being used in a discriminatory
manner. If they are, we can then do something about it.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Let me apologize for chewing on a lozenge. I am
working on a cold, so maybe this will help.

Would you like to eliminate compliance reviews?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't think so. I don't think we can elimi-

nate compliance reviews.
Mr. WEISS. On March 18, 1985, you asked the OCR Operations

Support Service to conduct a study of the feasibility of using tech-
nical assistance as a substitute for enforcement and compliance re-
vies; is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct.
Mr. WEISS. Now in handwritten notes at the bottom of your re-

quest you ask, and I quote now: "Can TA be used to eliminate the
need for compliance reviews in certain circumstances, in all cir-
cumstances?"

Do you believe that OCR has the legal avthority to ,eliminate
compliance reviews and substitute them with technical assistance?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know. That's the question. That's
something for the legal staff to take a look at to make some judg-
ments on.
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You have to understand, Mr. Chairman, that wasn't any pro-
nouncement of policy. That was an assignment to our staff to take
a look at this to see whether or not technical assistance is some-thing that we can use in our compliance effort. And you have to
frame the question such that they could give you a complete review
and analysis.

Mr. WEISS. But the question that you asked was whether techni-
cal assistance can be used to eliminate the need for compliance re-
views in some or in all circumstances?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's right; to get a complete answer to the
question. That's not a policy determination. I mean, their answer
would hav,. to come back and have to be reviewed, and whether or
not that's something we would want to do from a public policy
standpoint. But nevertheless, it seems to me that that's not inap-
propriate, to ask the question.

Mr. WEISS. In commenting on the study project you requested,
your own Policy and Enforcement Service warned in a July 9, 1985,
document that "the proposed memorandum presumes that the
basic premise of the project is legally appropriate, a presumption
which is not presently supportable."

Given your office's finding that such a move is illegal, has the
Department requested that Congress change tl.Q. law regarding
compliance reviews?

Mr. SINGLETON. I'M sorry, Mr. Chairman, I don't follow your
question. I missed something there.

Mr. WEISS. Well, in response to the study project that you say
that you requested, in the course of which you asked in your hand-
written notes, can the TA be used to eliminatecan technical as-
sistance be used to eliminate the need for compliance reviews in
certain circumstances or in all circumstances, the Policy and En-
forcement Service in response to that on July 9, 1985, wrote to you:
"The proposed memorandum presumes that the basic premise of
the project is legally appropriate, a presumption which is not pres-
ently supportable." That is, the presumption of trying to eliminate
the need for compliance reviews in certain circumstances or in all
circumstances. They told you that is not a premise that can be sup-
rorted legally.

And so my question is, since that was their determination, their
advice to you, are you still pursuing the issue of eliminating com-pliance reviews in any or all circumstances? And if so, are you
seeking congressional efforts to change that legislation?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I, you know, I don't think that we need to
go that far in that one, Mr. Chairman, because it seems to me that
you may have information that I don't have. I am not aware that
my policy enforcement staff has sent to me a memo stating that.Now I know that there was some work going on between two
services. My Operation Support Service sent me a memorandum
outlining a proposal to proceed with this particular assignment.
However, there was a memo that was sent to the Operation Sup-
port Service Director by the PES Service Directorpolicy enforce-ment staffwhich raised some legal questions and stated that
these questions as threshold issues had to be dealt with before we
went further with this. And I concurred in thatthat we have to
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look at the legal issues here to see whether or not this is a viable
thing to do before we go forward with this.

Now that's all that I know. I don't recall seeing any memo from
my policy enforcement staff to me saying that this was illegal.
Maybe you- -

Mr. WEISS. Well, I'm not sure what works its way up to you, Mr.
Singleton, but the memo that we're referring to is dated July 9,
was stamped July 9, 1985, and it was addressed to Frederick G.
Tate.

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes. That's- -
Mr. WEISS. It says: "Re: Offering technical assistance to recipi-

ents selected for compliance reviews."
In any event--
Mr. SINGLETON. I think, Mr. Chairman, that that's the same

thing that I was just talking about. Frederick Tate is the Service
Director for the Operations Support Service, and he had sent a pro-
posal to proceed with this assignment but the Policy and Enforce-
ment Service raised some legal questions about that and cautioned
that we should resolve those before we move forward. And I concur
in that, and concurred in that and directed them not to go forward
until the legal staff had an opportunity to reviews these issues.

Mr. WEISS. And is it your current position then that technical as-
sistance cannot be a substitute for compliance review in any or all
circumstances?

Mr. SINGLETON. In all circumstances?
Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. SINGLETON. I think that if you're technically speaking, no, I

don't t;link so. The whole issue here was toI have to back up, if I
may take a minute or two to try and explain the position a little
bit. What we find in many instances out there is that recipients
don't know what is required of them under some of these civil
rights laws. Take 504, for example, the regulations dealing with
those with handicapping conditions, the disabled. And what we find
there is that with some technical assistance and explanation to re-
cipients what they have to do, they are more than happy to take
care of the problem and eliminate the problem, and we can there-
fore get on with it with very little effort at all.

So the question became if that is the case, then why don't we
look at technical assistance as a way to possibly avoid getting our-
selves in a situation where we have to go through a compliance
review, saving those resources for more serious types of problems
and more intractable issues and resolving the other problem that
was more resolvable with a technical assistance effort. That was
the whole thrust of the project.

Mr. WEISS. I am trying to understand clearly what your position
is. Your position then is that, even though the regulations and the
court order mandates compliance reviews as you have described it,
that in circumstances which you deem appropriate or the office
deems appropriate you can, in fact, forgo that compliance review
and instead offer technical assistance to the particular school or in-
stitution to help them to correct the conditions which would find
them in violation. Is that what you are telling us?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's basically it, yes. What the compliance
review would result in anyway, would be an effort to settle the
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matter, because our regulations require us to enter into voluntary,
or at least attempt voluntary settlement, before we can go to en-
forcement. Rather than expend resources on something that is very
resolvable had the parties known what was required of them could
save those resources for more intractable problems.

The point is that it was an effort to find some additional method
to increase our efficiency and our effectiveness realizing, of course,
our resources are not infinite. It was not an effort to totally do
away with compliance reviews.

Mr. WEISS. Before we go on let me indicate the presence now of
one of our distinguished members of the subcommittee, Mr. Row-
land of Connecticut. Nice to have you with us.

Last year, Mr. Singleton, the quality assurance staff conducted a
study of investigative cases closed during May and June of 1983.
The study found a case error and defect rate of 28 percent. The
error and defect rates ranged from 0 to a high of 67 percent.

What actions did you take in response to those findings?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't recall, Mr. Chairman, that particu-

lar report much less what I did in response to it. There are some
problems with the QA [quality assurance] process generally, and
one of the things that we had engaged in was a review of our QA
process. There were some real problems I think there in terms of
what was considered a defect or what was considered an error, and
so forth.

Mr. WEISS. Well, now you said in the course of that answer that
you do not recall that study. You don't recall that study being sub-
mitted to you by the quality assurance staff?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, Mr. Chairman, I don't recall it. I may have
received it, but, you know, I receive a lot of memos over the course
of a period of time. And I may have received it, but I just don't
remember it.

Mr. WEISS. Then I ask staff to show you, to hand you a copy of
this report, "Quality Assurance Report of Reasonable Performance
in Processing Cases Closed in May-June, 1983." Take a quick flip
through it, see if you recall it, if that refreshes your recollection.

[Mr Singleton inspects document.]
Mr. WEISS. No recollection of that?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't recall reviewing this report, Mr. Chair-

man. I think that the way this was treated when it came to my
office was to treat it as a draft report and it was given to a task
force that we had on quality assurance as part of their task or
their charge. They were to look at our quality assurance program
and to see if we could revamp the way we went about examining,
grading, if you will, cases. But I don't recall personally seeing this
particular- -

Mr. WEISS. Tell us, if you will, for the record what the aim of the
quality assurance unit was. What was its purpose?

Mr. SINGLETON. The quality assurance function Mr. Chairman,
in the Office for Civil Rights is akin, if you will, to quality control
in, say, a factory. QA would review our case processing activities.
In addition to case processing, I also mandated that quality assur-
ance look at headquarters services, too, in terms of how headquar-
ters components are servicing the needs of the regional offices. All
in an effort to gauge how well we're operating internally.
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Mr. WEISS. And they were to then bring their findings to your
attention I assume. The quality assurance unit was supposed to be
an aid to you in determining the kind, the caliber, of the work that
the Office for Civil Rights was doing. Is that right?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, technically I think that's right. You know,
I can't do it all. I have staff that I delegate a lot of these things to,
and the deputy probably would have been dealing with this report.

Mr. WEISS. And the report, the information about the case error
and defect rate a 28 percent and the defect and error rates rang-
ing from 0 to a high of 67 percent, that information had not been
brought to your attention?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't recall that, Mr. Chairman. I don't recall.
Mr. WEISS. Now, another one of the concerns mentioned in the

quality assurance report, that same report, involved the failure to
implement a 1980 memorandum of understanding between the
Office for Civil Rights and the Architectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board. Do you know why that memorandum
had not been implemented?

Mr. SINGLETON. A 1980 memorandum?
Mr. %ass. Right.
Mr. SINGLETON. No. I know nothing about the 1980 memoran-

dum, Mr. Chairman, and I know nothing about this particular
issue. I don't recall that.

Mr. WEISS. Well, are you familiar
Mr. SINGLETON. Are you speaking of the memorandum with

OSERS? The Education Department component we call OSERS?
Mr. WEISS. No. I have, and I am going to ask you to look at this

part of the document. If you will get the copy, Pamela.
We will dig it out for you. A memorandum stamped "23 Novem-

ber 1983," to Harry M. Singleton, Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights, from Burton M. Taylor, director, quality assurance staff,
subject: Memorandum of Understanding between the Department
of Education and the Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board.

Does that refresh your recollection?
[Mr. Singleton inspects document.]
Mr. SINGLETON. No, it doesn't, Mr. Chairman. This is almost 2

years old. I can't recall this.
Mr. WEISS. And you are not familiar with the issue of an under-

standing in 1980 between the Office for Civil Rights and the Archi-
tectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board?

Mr. SINGLETON. No. No, I'm not. But you know, OCR has a lot of
memoranda of understanding with various agencies in the Govern-
ment, Mr. Chairman, to do their civil rights investigation work for
them in various programs that they have. So it's possible that we
certainly have that but I'm not personally aware of the MOU.

Mr. WEISS. If I told you that the Architectural and Transporta-
tion Barriers Compliance Board was an interagency board in the
Federal Government created to try to coordinate approaches to
dealing with transportation and architectural barriers for handi-
capped people, would that refresh your recollection as to what the
issue was about?
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Mr. SINGLETON. No, Mr. Chairman. I must state that I don't re-
member this memo nor do I remember aor recall an. MOU with
the Architectural Transportation Safety Board.

Mr. WEISS. OK. The memorandum, the 1980 memorandum of
agreement was designed to coordinate overlapping jurisdictions be-
tween OCR and the Compliance Board. The November 1983 quality
assurance report found that OCR lacks sufficient expertise to
ensure adequate compliance with the two respective laws involved
in these issues.

In light of the quality assurance findings, what has OCR done to
train its staff regarding adequate compliance with the handicapped
transportation and architectural barriers?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know.
Mr. WEISS. The quality assurance report also found that the

Office for Civil Rights had no standards for determining the ade-
quacy of grievance procedures in section 504 and title IX employ-
ment cases. Even though the laws require that employers who re-
ceive Federal education funds must adopt grievance procedures,
OCR has no way of determining the adequacy of grievance process-
es.

Have standards been issued as a result of this recommendation?
Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, try and understand. Now, is this

part of that report that I told you I had not seen? Was this all part
of that one report?

Mr. WEISS. Well, it's
Mr. SING.LgroN. Based upon review of those cases or what?
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, what you have before you is a compila-

tion of a series of reports and recommendations and studies. The
one that I have just referred to, and we'll dig that out for you also,
so that you can look at it, is stamped as "received 2 March 1984."
It's addressed to Harry M. Singleton, Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights, from Burton M. Taylor, director, quality assurance staff,
subject: Standards for assessing grievance procedures.

I will ask you to look at that, and ask if that refreshes your
recollection?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, wait a minute. This is the Architectural and
Transportation Barriers. It's the one I just looked at. OK.

[Mr. Singleton inspects document.]
Mr. SINGLETON. Again, Mr. Chairman, I don't recall this particu-

lar memo.
Mr. WEISS. OK. Now let me ask you a question about process.

These last two memoranda were addressed directly to you from the
person who was the director of the quality assurance staff, and you
say that you have no recollection of them.

Are you saying that you never saw them? That somebody else in
your office saw them? That none of this material was brought to
your attention?

What happens to a memo such as these last two which are ad-
dressed to you from people who are charged with assessing the pro-
cedures and programs and expertise and capacity of the agency?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, the way it typically works is that it would
probably be assigned to the Deputy Assistant Secretary to take a
look at for some action or response. I would get a copy of it. It
would not be something for me to take direct action on unless, of
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course, the service director or senior staff member wanted to have
a briefing, to get me to make some decision. If it were a decision
memo with my name on it, then I would generally have to make
the decision on it.

Now when I get these information copies sometimes I read them
and sometimes I don't, depending upon the press of work that I
have and other priorities. I try to read everything that comes
across my desk, as I think my staff will tell you, but I never admit-
ted to having a photographic memory. I cannot remember a lot of
these things. And some of these things are forgotten as quickly as
they are read. I may have received this memo and I may have read
it, Mr. Chairman. What I am telling you is I don't remember
seeing it at this point.

Mr. WEISS. These are not information memos, that is, memos for
your information. These are addressed directly to you. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, that's correct. But I just told you what the
process was. It is not asking me to make a decision. There is no
we have a format for

Mr. WEISS. Again, if you look at the bottom, the very last-
Mr. SINGLETON. It just says "I recommend."
Mr. WEISS. "I recommend that you instruct PES to develop

standards for the evalution of grievance procedures under section
504 and title IX."

Now when that kind of recommendation comes to you from the
director of your quality assurance staff, is there any record that
anybody responded to that or brought it to your attention and said:
"Mr. Secretary, we have to do something to respond to this"? Yes,
no, or perhaps?

Mr. SINGLETON. No. think that the other thing to keep in mind
he-e, too, Mr. Chairman, is that this is not some definitivein my
view at any ratedefinition of a problem. His assessment may or
may not be accurate.

Mr. WEISS. Right. But did you have somebody look at it to see
whether his assessment was accurate or not?

Mr. SINGLETON. Sometimes that happens, sometimes it doesn't,
depending- -

Mr. WEISS. Well, how do you know whether in fact that assess-
ment was valid or not?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know. I don't know whether it was valid
or not. That's what I'm telling you. And I don't know if anyone else
looked at it. I don't recall doing anything with it. I don't even
recall a memo.

Mr. WEISS. But here you have a quality assurance unit and you
have a director of that unit, and they are charged with reviewing
the knowledge, the expertise, the operations of the Office for Civil
Rights. They bring to your attention and make recommendations to
you about certain flaws in the operation of the office.

Take this particular instance aside. When that kind of thing hap-
pens, do you believe that you have an obligation to respond, at
least to say: Listen, we think you are off the wall, we don't think
that we have to address this issue, or we will refer it to Joe to deal
with that question? Do you have any kind of response mechanism
to recommendations that come to you?
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Mr. SINGLETON. No. Not necessarily, no.
Mr. WEISS. In the case of a complaint against Granville County

School District, OCR accepted a voluntary settlement which called
for the district to establish grievance procedures. However, the pro-
cedure agreed to by the district did not cover former employees
even though the complainant in this case was a former employee.

How did this settlement correct the violation of section 504 in
the complainant's case?

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, I couldn't begin to answer that
question. I don't know. I don't have the specifics of that case. I
don't recall that case.

Mr. WEISS. The instance that I cite comes from that same memo
that we have just been discussing that was addressed to you and
stamped "2 March 1984." If you couldn't read them yourself, I
would suggest that perhaps if you have somebody read memos ad-
dressed to you and bring the substance of them to your attention,
perhaps you would begin to respond to them.

Mr. SINGLETON. No, Mr. Chairman, that happens. The people
read these memos. But whether or not these types of memos
coming from the QA staff would trigger a whole series of reexam-
inations and so forth is not an automatic thing. We have to sit
down andI would want a second opinion on it before I started- -

Mr. WEISS. Did you ask for a second opinion?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't recall.
Mr. WEISS. Is there a process for asking for a second opinion?
Mr. SINGIZFON. Yes; there is a process for that.
Mr. WEISS. Who is in charge of the second opinion process?
Mr. SINGLETON. I am in charge of the second opinion process.
Mr. WEISS. OK. So a memo dated March 2, 1984, comes to you

with a recommendation and you say that you have not seen it or
read it or have any recollection of it. How does that get to anybody
else for a second opinion?

Mr. SINGLETON. The memo would be assigned to the Deputy As-
sistant Secretary or an assistant or an attorney adviser to take a
look at to allow up on the recommendations, or at least the allega-
tions made there to see whether there is anything of any substance
to them; and if so, they would recommend that I take further
action on it. Then what I would do, possibly, is give an assignment
co my Policy and Enforcement Service to take a look at the issues
that have been raised by the QA staff to see whether or not there
is something to them and something that we need to do and, if so,
what is it.

Mr. WEISS. Was that done in this case?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know. I'm telling you I don't remember

the memo. I cannot remember this.
Mr. WEISS. Who on your staff was present, would have a recollec-

tion of it?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know. My Deputy Assistant Secretary,

who was acting at that point, may remember this. What is the date
on this?

Mr. WEISS. March 2, 1984.
Is your Deputy Assistant Secretary here?
Mr. SINGLETON. My current deputy is, yes. But the person that

was acting at that point is not, no.
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Mr. WEiss. On May 15, 1984, quality assurance recommended to
you that clear guidance be provided to the regions on the conduct
of investigations of discriminatory practices in school athletics.
Quality assurance found that investigators in some cases were not
adequately assessing factors involved in such discrimination and
that investigation has been limited to individual s,.hools and not
applied districtwide.

Did OCR remedy this situation outlined by the quality assurance
staff last year?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't recall, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Again, in the pile, the stack of documents that are in

front of you there is a memorandum dated May 15, 1984, to Harry
M. Singleton, Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, from Burton M.
Taylor, director, quality assurance staff, subject: "Guidance to re-
gions for conducting interscholastic athletics investigations."

Now, if you look at that, does that refresh your recollection?
Mr. SINGLEToN. Yes. Not necessarily this particular recipient

here, but the general issue about medical schools and our jurisdic-
tion over medical schools, yes, it does. This is something that we
have been dealing with for some time. Yes.

Mr. Wis.% Do you have the one in front of you referring to inter-
scholastic athletics investigations, May 15, 1984?

Mr. SINGLEToN. No; this says jurisdiction over medical and other
health-related professional schools. It is dated May 15, 1984. It
seems as though there were a series of memos on May 15, 1984.

[Mr. Singleton inspects document.]
Mr. SINGLETON. Again, Mr. Chairman, I don't recall this particu-

lar memo. You know, but that is not to say that I did not read it
when it came to me, I just don't recall it.

Mr. WEISS. Do you recall or know whether OCR remedied the sit-
uation outlined by the quality assurance staff in that memo?

Mr. SINGLETON. That I don't know. I would have to check with
my Policy and Enforcement Service to find out whether anything
wasfirst of all, whether or not this is a valid allegation or prob-
lem, if you will, and whether or not anything was needed to be
done to take care of it.

Mr. WEISS. Also in the stack of documents that you have before
you is a memo dated May 21, 1984, from Antonio J. Califa to
Burton Taylor, director of quality assurance staff. And at the very
end of that memorandumwe will dig that out for youthere is a
statement which says, "as you are aware Policy and Enforcement
Service has drafted a document that provides detailed guidance on
the conduct of interscholastic athletics investigations. That docu-
ment which will soon be submitted to the Assistant Secretary for
review once some revisions are made to take into account Grove
City which generally require investigation of all factors applicable
to the recipients of interscholastic athletics programs."

Do you know if that document was finalized and issued, that is,
the detailed guidance document?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEiss. Take a look at the last paragraph of that memo.
Mr. SINGLETON. Now this is from Califa to Taylor, so I would not

have seen this in any event.
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Mr. WEISS. But that is a followup to the May 15 memoranda
from Mr. Taylor to you outlining the problems in the conduct of
interscholastic athletics investigations.

Anyhow, you have no recollection as to whether that document
that is referred to was .ever finalized and issued?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't. It may very well have been, but I
don't recall.

Mr. WEISS. Quality assurance also informed you that OCR had no
formal guidelines for referral of complaints to other civil rights en-
forcement agencies. Memorandum dated June 5, 1984, to you from
Mr. Taylor, subject: "Referral of complaints to other agencies when
OCR has no jurisdiction." It cites that, for example, in one case in-
volving the lack of minority representation on an elected school
board OCR had no jurisdiction and closed the case. But quality as-
surance noted that school board election inequities are subject to
the requirements of the Voting Rights Act and that the case could
have been referred to the Department of Justice.

Has OCR now established guidelines for the referral of cases to
other Federal agencies?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, if I'm not mistaken, Mr. Chairman, I
thought that we did have referral procedures for referring cases to
other agencies for action. These would be contained in our IPM. So
we do have procedures for referring cases. They have been in exist-
ence for some time.

Mr. WEISS. Well, they were obviously not in existence as of June
5, 1984. Are you telling us that since that time the revised IPM has
included the requirement that civil rights complaints allegations
outside of OCR's jurisdiction be referred to the appropriate agency?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, it is true that our IPM has been revised. It
was my understanding that we have sections in that IPM, I can't
cite it chapter and verbe for you, but the IPM does have procedures
for referring cases to other agencies.

These are the procedures for transferring. Now the specific crite-
ria upon which we would decide whether something should go to a
particular agency or another is another matter.

Mr. WEISS. All that the recommendation says, as of June 5, 1984,
it cites the case that I refer to and points out that although OCR
may not have jurisdiction, other Federal agencies do under other
Federal laws which may have been violated. And it says that
QASquality assurancerecommends that revised IPM should in-
clude a requirement that all civil rights complaint allegations out-
side OCR's jurisdiction be referred to the appropriate agency.

Now that means to me that as of that date that was not part of
the IPM, and I am asking if, in fact, that is your understanding
also and whether, in fact, since June 5, 1984, the IPM has been re-
vised to include such a requirement?

Mr. SINGLEToN. Yes. I'm pretty sure it has. This was a recom-
mendationyou know, the IPM, the new IPM wasn't promulgated
until around this time, a little after that, and so this seems to me
to be Taylor's effort to make a recommendation on the improve-
ment of the revised IPM. There was a period of time where I was
seeking input from all the senior staff on the IPMthe new, the
revised 1PM.

Mr. WEISS. Yes.
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Mr. SINGLETON. And this appears to be one of those kinds of
things where he is making a recommendation on how the IPM
could be improved. But as far as I understand it, the new IPM doPQ
have procedures for referring cases.

Mr. WEISS. But as of June 5, 1984, it did not; is that what you're
saying?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, under the old IPM it may very well have
been that there were no procedures. But under the new one there
is.

Mr. WEISS. Well, would you again double check and please
submit us the information as to whether in fact that has been done
and give us a copy of the revised IPM if you have it?

Mr. SINGLETON. This section, or the
Mr. WEISS. This particular revision.
Mr. SINGLETON. OK.
Mr. WEISS. In 1983, OCR received a complaint against the Lower

Massachusetts Public Schools alleging racial discrimination and
charging that the district's voluntary desegregation plan was not
working. Region I decided not to investigate the complaint because
the school board was about to amend the original desegregation
plan. However, the school board did not amend the plan and con-
tinued the original plan unchanged. Without an investigation,
region I could not determine a violation or proper remedies.

Do you approve of this type of response to a complaint? That is,
of deciding not to investigate the complaint because the school
board was about to amend the original desegregation plan?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I think that every case, Mr. Chairman, has
to be looked at on its own individual merits. I don't know at this
point what the particular factors or considerations were beyond
your characterization of the issue here. I would think, as a general
matter, no, we wouldn't want to just rely on that particular repre-
sentation. I mean, we would have to do something more. But then,
again, I don't know what the particular facts were in that situa-
tion.

Mr. WEISS. In another case, St. Joseph the Provider College, qual-
ity assurance found that a college had no obligation to provide sup-
port services to a handicapped complainant because he was not
handicapped according to the definition of section 504. Quality as-
surance assessed OCR's handling of the case as defective because
the complainant had a learning disability and was handicapped.

I know OCR has guidelines regarding section 504. How is it possi-
ble for a competent investigator to incorrectly determine what con-
stitutes a handicap?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know. Not only are there competent in-
vestigators there, but there are competent legal people as well re-
viewing these cases. So, this is why I say, I mean, QAS may have
been "off the wall" on that cne. I don't know. Bear in mind that
these assessments are just their review of it and it may be neces-
sary to have a second look at the issue before, you know, I take
their assessment as gospel.

Mr. WEISS. Well, again this is included in that report of the qual-
ity assurance group which details the facts of the case. And if, in
fact, they may have been off the wall and if it required a second
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opinion, the question again is, was it, in fact, sent to somebody for
a second opinion or for review?

Mr. SINGLETON. Again, wasn't thisthis is the original package
that you showed me? I thought I stated that that was a draft and
we took it as a draft. I don't know that was ever finalized.

Mr. WEISS. There is no marking in that report that it's a draft.
It's a submission to you from the quality assurance group.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, maybe it may not be marked as a draft,
but I think the way it was dealt with was as a draft report until it
could be finalized. Some of these things could be

Mr. WEISS. What difference does it make, Mr. Singleton, whether
it's a draft or not a draft if in fact what you have is a submission of
a case analysis and report finding flaws in the operations of the
office?

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, quality assurance was finding
flaws in how regions were handling the paperwork on cases, that
is, whether or not they had put a copy of a letter in the file or two
copies in the file. I mean, this is one of the reasons why I had the
whole process relooked at. In my view the way that QAS was going
about its work, its review of these cases, lacked something to be de-
sired.

Now I don't know what happened to this particular case. I don't
know if anything was done on this. I don't recall this. I don't recall
the report. I don't recall this particular section or this particular
case.

Mr. Wass. In 1983, OCR conducted a compliance review of ad-
missions and recruitment at the New England School of Law and
concluded that the school's recruitment practices were nondiscrim-
inatory. Yet, quality assurance found that minority enrollment had
declined at the school, that the school bypassed schools with high
minority enrollments during recruiting trips, and that OCR had
not even conducted an onsite review of the school.

What was done to correct this incomplete compliance review?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know.
Mr. WEISS. In another case, Bennington-Rutland Supervisory

Union, the parent of a handicapped child complained that her son
was not being properly evaluated by the school district and that
she believed other children were also not being properly evaluated.
Solely because she could not provide information about the other
children OCR dismissed the complaint. Yet, had the parent com-
plained only about her son the complaint would have been investi-
gated.

Is this in keeping with OCR policy?
Mr. SINGLETON. That doesn't sound right to me, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Well, it doesn't sound right to me, either, but that is

what was done.
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know that that's in fact the case,

either.
Mr. ROWLAND. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Rowland.
Mr. ROWLAND. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would just like to make

a comment and perhaps pose a question.
It is my understanding that the Department handles literally

thousands of complaints, and I see the direction that you are going
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and I appreciate that. Perhaps what we can do as we get into some
of the specifics of the case and the questions that you have, you can
submit them to the Department for answers.

I would like to concentrate a little bit on some of the processes.
For example, when you talked about the memos and what was the
process for handling memos, and what is a draft and what is not a
draft, and how Mr. Singleton looks at things that do come to that
department. And maybe we can talk about the general process of
how those things are applied.

Mr. Singleton, if you would make a comment. When something
just comes

Mr. WEISS Mr. Rowland, if you will?
Mr. ROWLAND. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Let me finish this line of questioning.
Mr. ROWLAND. OK.
Mr. WEISS. And then I will turn it over to you. OK?
Mr. ROWLAND. That will be fine.
Mr. WEISS. In the case of the Omaha Public School System, OCR

closed a complaint alleging an unfair due process system for handi-
capped children, a violation of section 504, because the parents
moved to another locality. OCR did nothing to ensure that in the
future the school system would comply with section 504. The qual-
ity assurance staff found this to be defective case handling.

Do you agree that the district should have been asked to provide
assurances that it would no longer violate section 504?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't know that I would agree with that on
the facts that you have stated, Mr. Chairman. We don't know all
the facts in that case. It may very well have been thai, that district
did not have a problem. That they are taking care of all the people
within their boundaries, within their district, and that the issue
here was whether or not these people were in the district at all. I
mean, I think that may have been the issue there.

Mr. WEISS. Assume that the facts that I gave you were in fact
correct because these are the facts that were set forth by quality
assurance. Assume that in fact you have a complaint alleging an
unfair due process system for handicapped children, a violation of
section 504, and the case was dismissed because the parents moved
to another locality.

Assume that to be the facts. And if OCR did nothing to ensure
that in the future the school system would comply with section 504,
would you agree that that is defective case handling? Assuming the
facts as I gave them to you.

Mr. SINGLETON. I would agree that if it came to our attention
that we had a recipient that was foiling to follow the appropriate
due process procedures and a complainant did not want to proceed
with the complaint or for whatever reason didn't want to go for-
ward with it, that we nevertheless ought to take a look at the fact
that that recipient did not have appropriate due process procedures
in place and do something about it.

Mr. WEISS. In a Pueblo school district case quality assurance
found that OCR dismissed a sex discrimination complaint alleging
inequitable funding of home economics courses compared to tradi-
tionally male courses. The complaint was dismissed without exam-
ining the amount of funds expended in the district.
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Is it normal procedure for a complaint regarding funding inequi-
ties to be resolved without examining the funding?

Mr. SINGLETON. If we don't have jurisdiction, yes.
Mr. WEISS. There was no question about jurisdiction.
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know. I am not goingI don't know

what all the facts were in that case, Mr. Chairman. It is difficult
for me to sit here and answer these hypotheticals like this.

Mr. WEISS. I have just two more questions along these lines.
On May 21, 1985, Secretary Bennett issued an order in the case

of a title VI violation involving a school district in Hughes, AR.
The order remanded the case to an administrative law judge be-
cause the Secretary disagreed with the findings, and it turned out
that that case was settled and dismissed 2 years previously.

How did that occur? Why would a matter like that be allowed to
get to the Secretary's office without his being apprised that the
case had already been settled and dismissed?

Mr. SINGLETON. There was obviously some sort of snag in the
procedures that were being followed by the reviewing authority.
OCR had settled the case and sent the appropriate documentation
forward, but apparently the reviewing authority did not pull the
case back from the Secretary.

But since that time we have raised the issue again with the staff
of the reviewing authority and we think that the procedures that
have been worked out would prevent that sort of thing from hap-
pening again.

Mr. Weiss. Mr. Rowland.
Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Singleton, I don't think anybody expects you to be able to

have instant recall on many of the specifics and certainly on a
number of the memos that were discussed going back a couple of
years. I would just like to get some kind of an idea of how many
complaints you! office takes, how long it takes on the average to
take care of those problems, have there been significant increases?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, on the average our office receives some-
where in the neighborhood of about 2,000 cases a year. And we are
required by court order to process all of those cases by a certain
period of time. It all works out in the wash to about 235 days
unless there is some extended timeframes that we may employ or
the ease is tolled for one reason or another. That is specified by the
court order.

As I have stated before, the court orderthe timeframes set up
by the court order are unrealistic. No one has ever really been able
to comply with them 100 percent. I think that we are currently
complying with the court ordered timeframes better than has ever
happened before in the history of that court order. But neverthe-
less, the timeframes set up bear no real relationship to what we
have to do when we go out to investigate complaints.

On the average I think we are taking about 225 to 235 days to re-
solve these complaints. But in many other instances we take
longer.

Mr. ROWLAND. How has the Grove City Supreme Court decision
affected the process? Your operation?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, the Grove City case, because of its program
specificity requirements, has caused us to have to spend more time
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establishing the jurisdiction for our investigations. We have to
spend the time to find the Federal financial assistance in the pro-
gram in which the discrimination is being alleged, and that some-
times can be difficult and can take quite a bit of time. But we try
to do that as expeditiously as we can in the very early goings, obvi-
ously.

Mr. ROWLAND. During the chairman's questioning a thought
came to me with regard to your quality assurance. When the
memos and suggestions, or when the quality assurance petple were
making determinations, what triggers action in your department
on those suggestions? It is reviewed. I believe you mentioned a task
force. How do you determine what would trigger action, what is re-
viewed, and so forth?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, you have to put the whole thing in perspec-
tive. Our regional offices have their own quality assurance activity
in place. Quality assurance, at the headquarters' level is another
layer of bureaucracy, if you will. Headquarters' quality assurance
review has been a source of a lot of problems over the years be-
cause of the way the reviews are done. Defects and errors are as-
sessedvery minor, sometimes insignificant kinds of things. They
are second-guessing regional judgment.

That is not to say that they do not pick up on some significant
problems from time to time. That certainly does happen, or did
happen. But the thing is that quality assurance, at least in the
headquarters' area, was looked at as more of a nuisance than it
was a help. That was one of the reasons why I had a task force
look at our whole quality assurance function to see if we couldn't
improve it.

It is a very serious charge, in my judgment, to state that a re-
gional office had handled a case improperly, and I wanted to make
sure that the process by which we were going about that review
was a substantial one and certainly one that would make some
sense.

So I had a task force put together to take a look at our quality
assurance function, of the kinds of things that we were looking at,
the standards, how we would review the cases, whether we, you
know, would have a random sample done, whether we would have
them all sent to headquarters or whether I would have a quality
assurance staff go from region to region to sit in the regional office
and get the bulk of the files, and so forth, and go through them. So
it was quite an exercise that we were involved in.

You have to also put in perspective, too, these memos from a per-
formance ratings standpoint. People are trying to earn outstanding
ratings and part of that results in the generation of this kind of
paper. So a lot of this, a lot of these reports, and so forth, in my
view were that sort of thing. I didn't necessarily, to t1 extent that
I saw them, felt that it was something that I had to jump right on,
on top of and do something about.

It other members of the staff who were also plugged into this felt
that this was a significant thing, then it would come to my atten-
tion directly for some action and we would do something about it.

Mr. ROWLAND. Do you feel it's working?
Mr. SINGLETON. What.?
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Mr. ROWLAND. Your task force, in conjunction with the quality
assurance?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, the task force has not yet completed its
work, but a substantial part of the work has been done. They are
yet to issue a final report to me, I believe. So I think that it's work-
ing. I think from the bits and pieces that I have seen along the
way, it looks pretty good to me.

Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS Thank you, Mr. Rowland.
Mr. Walker?
Mr. WALKER. No questions at this time.
Mr. WEISS Now, let me see if I understand again. The headquar-

ters quality assurance unit was disbanded; is that right?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, that's correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wnsq. When was that done?
Mr. SINGLETON. It was done over a period of time. As a result -f

pressing resource needs, I started detailing people out over a period
of time into other services.

Mr. WEISS Starting when and completed when?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know, Mr. Chairman, when that started.

As far as it being completed, again, I don't know specifically,
maybe Jane, maybe- -

Mr. WEISS. Of what year?
Mr. SINGLETON. This year.
Mr. WEISS. Of 1985?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes; maybe June, maybe May, somewhere in

that neighborhood. I don't remember for sure.
Mr. WRISSI. Now, was that done on the basis of the recommenda-

tions of a task force?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, no, that was done purely on the need to have

some additional staff plugged in. My Policy Enforcement Service
with the many enforcement actions that we have going and the
policy guidance machinery that we had set up therewas constant-
ly crying, if I can use that expression, to me for assistance. I began
to detail some of the personnel out of QAS to assist them in that
endeavor.

Mr. WEISS. Where were the quality assurance people sent?
Where were they reassigned?

Mr. SINGLETON. Mostly to Policy Enforcement.
Mr. WEISS. When was the task force set up?
Mr. SINGLETON. I would say approximately a year ago, maybe a

little longer.
Mr. WEISS. Who comprises the task force?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't recall now the specific personnel. My

style of management, when I have an entractable problem, is to
put together a task force to deal with it. I like to have representa-
tion on that task force from the headquarters and regional compo-
nents.

This task force would have been put together in pretty much the
same fashion.

Mr. WEISS. It would have been, but who in fact comprises the
task force?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't remember the personnel.
Mr. WEISS. Who WO3 in charge of the task force?
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Mr. SINGLETON. The then Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary was
in charge of that task force.

Mr. WEISS. But the then Acting Deputy Secretary is no longer
there; is that right?

Mr. SINGLETON. He is no longer acting as Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Who took his place as head of the task force?
Mr. SINGLETON. He is still the head of the task force.
Mr. WEISS. OK. How many people serve on the task force?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't remember, Mr. Chairman. Probably five.
Mr. WEISS. How frequently have you received reports from the

task force?
Mr. SINGLETON. Again, I can't tell you specifically. I received a

number of briefings. I may have received one or two reports. I can't
recall. But I did receive feedback from the task force as

Mr. WEISS. What was the responsibility that you assigned to the
task force?

Mr. SINGLETON. The task force charge was to take a look at our
quality assurance structure, to make some assessment about how it
could be improved, particularly looking at the elements that the
quality assurance group would look at in terms of judging a par-
ticular activity.

Mr. WEISS. Was that direction, that charge, to them put in writ-
ing?

Mr. SINGLETON. I believe so.
Mr. WEISS. Would you supply the subcommittee with a copy of

the memorandum?
Mr. SINGLETON. If it's in writing, I will certainly do that. If not,

we will put to writing what the oral charge was. I believe it's in
writing, Mr. Chairman. I just don't know for a certainty. I can't
say here to you that, yes, it was done. I mean, generally it's done.

[See appendix, p. 220.]
Mr. WEISS. OK. They were charged with making recommenda-

tions regarding the quality assurance unit which you have disband-
ed, you say not on the basis of their recommendation. So, what are
they doing now?

Mr. SINGLETON. What's who doing now?
Mr. WEISS. What is the task force doing currently since the-
Mr. SINGLETON. Wrapping up their work. You have to under-

stand, because the headquarters quality assurance group was dis-
banded does not mean that there's no quality assurance going on.
Every regional component has a quality assurance function that
they are carrying out.

Mr. WEISS. Would you supply this subcommittee with whatever
reports, or briefing papers, or memoranda, which the task force has
supplied to you since its creation?

Mr. SINGLETON. Will do.
[See appendix, p. 221.]
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, going on to another subject, is it cor-

rect that State higher education systems that had at one time pro-
hibited blacks from enrollment, and that still have the vestiges of
unconstitutional segregation violate title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964?
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Mr. SINGLETON. Any system of higher education that we current-
ly have under review is one that has been alleged to have vestiges
of a formerly de jure segregated system, and that has been judged
to be in violation of title VI.

Mr. WEISS. Under title VI, is OCR empowered to enforce the pro-
hibition against segregation in State higher education systems?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. In 1969 and 1970, long before your arrival, OCR noti-

fied 10 States that they were in violation of title VI because they
had not dismantled their dual systems of higher education. Th 10
States refused to submit desegregation plans or submitted plans
OCR found to be inadequate.

What enforcement methods are available to OCR in a situation
such as the one I just described?

Mr. SINGLETON. The enforcement mechanism that will be avail-
able to us, Mr. Chairman, in that situation, like it is in all others,
is to begin an administrative enforcement proceeding to terminate
all Federal financial assistance or to refer the matter to the De-
partment of Justice for action in the Federal courts.

Mr. WEISS. Now, did the Office for Civil Rights take enforcement
action against those States before the Adams court ordered OCR to
negotiate corrective action plans or begin enforcement proceedings?
In fact, since 1973, has OCR taken any enforcement action against
those States that was not directed by the Adams court?

Mr. SINGLETON. OCR has taken enforcement action against at
least, I guess, four States. The way that was done was not to use
administrative enforcement proceedings but to refer the matters to
the Department of Justice for action in the courts.

Mr. WEISS. OCR's record in these matters is important because
the desegregation plans for Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, com-
munity colleges, Arkansas and Oklahoma, known as the first tier
States, expire this year. OCR is required to make determinations
regarding the progress of each of these plans.

What is the status of the evaluation processes of the States?
Mr. SINGLETON. It's ongoing.
Mr. WEISS. OCR requested these plans in 1969 and 1970. Three

years later, the Adams court 'round that OCR had defaulted in en-
forcing the law even though violations were based on OCR's own
findings of discrimination. The court then mandated the plans; is
that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, that's right.
Mr. WEISS. Under the law, OCR is requiring these school systems

to eliminate the vestiges of de jure racially segregated school sys-
tems. According to a 1984 OCR memorandum regarding the deseg-
regation plans, the States, "Have not heretofore even approximat-
ed what might be considered the elimination of the vestiges of dual
systems."

But I understand that OCR has r. 'ver set a minimum standard
for determining compliance in these States. So at this point OCR
has no method of determining final compliance with the law; is
that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't think that's correct, no.
Mr. WEISS. Have you in fact set minimum standards for deter-

mining compliance in these States?
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Mr. SINGLETON. No, I think that you have to look at every State,
Mr. Chairman, separate and apart from the other. I don't think
that I could go in and set minimum standards with which they
would all have to comply. I mean, that's like making round pegs fit
square holes, beat them down if they don't fit.

I think that OCR has published criteria which the States were to
look at to use as guidance in developing their plans. Their plans
are going to be the measure by which we make some determination
as to whether or not they are in compliance.

Mr. WEISS. The Justice Department recently announced that it
will now use a good faith standard in measuring the success of de-
segregation plans and that implementation of the plans, not the
actual achievement of the plans, will be the final measurement of
success.

Will the Department of Education use the good faith standard to
measure the success of the desegregation plans of the first tier
States?

Mr. SINGLETON. Let me put it to you this way, Mr. Chairman.
think what the Department of Education will do is look at the per-
formance of the States under their plans. Remember now, under
court order and under the imprimatur of the court, OCR has ac-
cepted plans from every State which are designed to eliminate the
vestiges of the formerly de jure system.

What OCR will do is review these plans and review the activities,
the commitments that were made by the States under these plans.
Those commitments have been made. If they have followed
through, made good on their promises to do what they said they
were going to do, I think that that is going to be the key upon
which we are going to make the deterraiiiations as whether or
not they are now in compliance, whether the vestiges have been re-
moved.

Mr. WEISS. So that it is not enough, according to that response
you just made, that they be making good faith efforts, but that you
are going to be looking for actual achievements in the implementa-
tion of the plan; is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. I am going to be looking for the ac,omplishments
of the steps and measures that they stated they were going to take.
That's what I am going to be looking for.

Mr. WEISS. On February 11, 1985, you issued guidance to regions
3, 4, 6 and 7 on evaluating higher education desegregation plans.
You noted in this memorandum that in the past OCR had meas-
ured desegregation plans by the achievement of the plans' objec-
tives.

Do you disagree with the past policies of measuring a plan's ef-
fectiveness by the achievement of its objectives?

Mr. SINGLETON. If you are talking about numbers, yes. I think
that what you have to be very, very careful of here, Mr. Chairman,
when you start talking about numbers which are set as goals, is
that they can become quotas very quickly. I think we all agree that
quotas are an anathema, we don't like them, they are not appropri-
ate. So we have to be very careful about how we view these num-
bers that they have set out for themselves. Because once that be-
comes the final determiner, then I think then it's operating as a
quota, and we have a problem.
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Mr. WEISS. Quotas aside, do you disagree with the past policies of
measuring a plan's effectiveness by the achievement of its objec-
t !yes?

Mr. SINGLETON. If we are talking about measuring the achieve-
ment of the objective by the number only, then, yes, I am very con-
cerned about that becau e I think it becomes a quota.

Mr. WEISS. Your February 11 memorandum instructs the regions
to stop measuring the plan's achievements and change the stand-
ard to a measurement of the good faith in which the plan was im-
plemented regardless of whether or not it actually achieved deseg-
regation.

Now, why are you changing the standard of measurement in
light of the response that you gave to me earlier?

Mr. SINGLETON. I am not changing. Anyone who's worked on
higher education with me knows what my position is, and has been
consistent throughout, and that is, that we are going to look at the
steps and measures by which these States go about achieving these
goals, not the numbers themselves.

Mr. WEISS. In that February 11 memorandum, you wrote, and I
am quoting now:

In the past, the enrollment and employment sections of our evaluation letters and
status reports have been focused primarily around the achievement of plan objec-
tives and have deemphasized the implementation of measures. For example, in
many instances when objectives were achieved, there was little discussion of the im-
plementation of measures. When objectives were not achieved, new measures were
requested sometimes without an assessment of the reasonableness of previous imple-
mentation or consideration of whether add:done' measures are feasible and likely
to produce better results. Although I have continually stressed the need to shift ihe
focus of our analysis to measures, additional work is needed.

Now, under this new policy, if OCR finds that a State has not
eliminated the vestiges of a previously dual system of higher educa-
tion but has implemented the plan in good faith, will the State be
considered in compliance with the law?

Mr. SINGLETON. I will make the decision, Mr. Chairman, based
upon the plan that the State has put into effect to eliminate the
vestiges. If the State has done everything that it is committed to do
to increase minority enrollment, let's say, at a TWItraditionally
white institutionit has done everything that it has committed
itself to do and has done everything else that it could be reasonably
expected to do, and it still hasn't a thieved its goal, then to hold
that State culpable for thatif I can use that phraseologywould
be making that goal a quota. And I am not going to do that. This
administration does not support quotas, and I will not conduct my
affairs of this office in a fashion so as to give quotas credence.

Mr. WEISS. So that you are now modifying the answer that you
gave me when I asked you the very first question.

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I am not modifying, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Weiss. All right, let me repeat then. I asked you at the very

beginning of this area of questioning: Is it correct that State higher
education systems that had at one time prohibited blacks from en-
rollment and that still have the vestiges of unconstitutional segre-
gation violate title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964? What is your
answer to that?

Mr. SINGLETON. My answer was yes.
Mr. Weiss. And your answer is still yes?
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Mr. SINGLETON. That's right.
Mr. Wass. So that even though they are in violation of title VI

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, so long as they have implemented a
plan, that's OK as far as the Office for Civil Rights is concerned or
as far as you are concerned; is that right?

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, what are vestiges of discrimina-
tion? What are vestiges of the formerly de jure segregated system. I
mean, this is

Mr. WEISS. Assume, Mr. Singleton; assume, Mr. Singleton, that
the vestiges are there.

Mr. SINGLETON. What are the vestiges?
Mr. WEISS. Assume that they are there; assume that the vestiges

are there, right?
Mr. SINGLETON. Right.
Mr. WEISS. In spite of the reasonable effort that's been made or

the good faith effort that's been made. You said in the first ques-
tion that I asked you, the response wasand you just reaffirmed
that you consider that to be a violation of title VI of the Civil
Rights Act.

Then as we proceeded, you said that in fact if they made a rea-
sonable effort, then that's satisfactory as far as you are concerned;
is that right?

Mr. SINGLETON. I said that, in response to your first question,
that if the vestiges remain, then we would have a problem making
any kind of judgment as to whether or not they are in compliance
with title W.

You then asked me what I was going to be looking f.,f, and I told
you I was going to be looking at their plans which were designed to
eliminate the vestiges of desegregation. Those plans were designed
for that, under court order, the court's imprimatur is on them.

Now, that's the stand by which I am going to be judging them.
Each State is different. Each State's plan is different.

I told you further that I am going to be looking at the steps and
measures that they are taking, because those steps and measures,
Mr. Chairman, are also very important. You seem, from the line of
questioning that you are using here, you seem to be implying that
they are not. That what is important are the numbers at the end.

I submit to you that I think that what we look at when we talk
of vestiges of a formerly de jure segregated system is that we are
looking at process, we are looking at activities. And I thin? that
when a State commits itself to do something that it wasn't doing
before because of the formerly segregated system, I think that
those steps and measures that it's taking go a long way, if not to-
tally, to eliminate the vestiges. And that's what I am going to be
looking at.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Now, we have a memorandum dated November
15, 1984, addressed to you from Frederick T. Cioffi, Acting Director
for Policy and Enforcement Service. On page 12 of that memoran-
dum, he says, in issue No. 5, how should elimination of vestiges be
defined?

Your Acting Director for Policy and Enforcement Service said,
and I quote, "Because the State systems with which it has been
dealing have not heretofore even approximated what might be con-
sidered the elimination of the vestIns of dual systems, OCR has
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never defined how it would decide when that complete elimination
of vestiges has been achieved in a State system."

So that we are not really looking to see what is a vestige at this
point. Your own people say that the State systems have not even
approximated what mivht be considered the elimination of vestiges.

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. ..;hairman, this is a staff document. This was
not meant to be any final delimiter, if you will, of what our policy
ought to be. This was a thinking document that we put together. I
asked the staff to atart thinking about this because the first tier
Statesor at least five of the first tier Statesplans are coming to
a close in December, and to get a jump on this, to do some initial
work on it, and start thinking about some of these things and get
them down.

This is not any final work product yet, and I think we are still
refining it in fact.

Mr. WEISS. Do you disagree with that finding, that statement?
The statement that they have not even approximated the elimina-
tion of the vestiges de jure segregation?

Mr. SnstGizroN. Again, yes, I disagree with that. I don't know
what they are talking about. It may very well be that they are
thinking that the vestiges are numbers.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Rowland.
Mr. ROWLAND. No questions.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Walker.
Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, if I may, please.
Let me try to understand where we are here because, in fact,

Pennsylvania is one of the States that's been under court order. I
think it is extremely important to follow exactly what it is you are
saying. The Civil Rights Act of 1964, at least the legislative history
of that act, makes very clear that you are on firm ground in stat-
ing that the act was not supposed to inve've quotas. It has, aver a
period of time, been changed in the min& of some people to be a
pro quota kind of act. But the fact is that the entire legislative his-
tory, including the language of the chief spcnsors of the bill, made
it very clear that quotas were anathema to what we were attempt-
ing to achieve in the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Everybody has tried to stay away from using the term "quota"
for that reason. So, instead, we have created artful terms of other
kinds of goals and timetables along the way which, when combined,
become a quota. And the situation in Pennsylvania is very clear on
that point. What has happened is that there are schoois in Penn-
sylvania in the State college, or now the State university system of
Pennsylvania, that have made determined efforts to recruit minori-
ty students. They have sent recruiters into minority neighborhoods
in the cities. They have put personnel on designed to deal with mi-
nority students exclusively. There have been all kinds of attempts
to recruit minority faculty. And there have been extensive efforts
under way to change what we all agreed was a wrongful system in
the past.

The problem is illustrated by what happened in Pennsylvania.
We had numbers that they were supposed to meet, and there were
timetables connected with those numbers. If you did not ranch 3.6
percent enrollment by °uch any such a time but instead only
achieved 3.4 percent enrollment, despite all the good-faith efforts
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you had made to achieve that number, you were still regarded as
in noncompliance. That is in fact a quota. I don't care what any-
body else calls it. That is a quota.

It seems to me a standard which puts its emphasis on what the
institution is doing in order to solve its problems is a system mere
in keeping with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 than one which simply
takes a look at numbers and says, If you aren't achieving that
number, you have not done what we required of you. And it seems
to me that what we need to be doing is looking at the act.

If I understand correctly, what you are saying is that your De-
partment is going to be looking at what the institutions are doing
with regard to attempts to recruit minorities rather than looking
purely at numbers. Is that a correct impression?

Mr. SINGLETON. Before I answer that, I would like to say that I
concur in the gentleman's remarks. I think that you characterized
it exactly correctly.

But in answer to your specific question, that's correct, we will
not be looking at numbers. We are going to be looking at the steps
and measures and the good-faith efforts. and so forth, that are
being taken to comply.

Mr. WALKER. Is it your contention that, once you begin to use
numbers, that you almost by definition create a quota?

Mr. SINGLETON. Absolutely.
Mr. WALKER. And that in fact, when you take a look at the

whole history of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, that it was specifical-
ly designed to keep us away from quotas?

Mr. SINGLETON. Absolutely. I don't think there was any idea
there that what we were talking about was establishing a system
that would support quotas. I think that that is clear.

Mr. WALKER. So, when we begin to try to focus the attention of
enforcement on the issues of numbers, we are in fact attempting to
put in place a quota-based system, and that any instructions by
Cengregs or any attempt to change r policy in a way that relies
upon numbers as the measurement d ice is in fact a cong:essional
admission that what they are seekir is a quota-based philosophy.
Is that right?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's right yes.
Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mi. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. In the course of the discussion before you first

brought in the mention of quotas and numbers, we had not in our
dialogue spoken about quotas or n' tubers. You do believe that the
aim of the act was to oliminate segregation, do you not?

M. SINGLETON. Oh, yes, to eliminate discrimination.
Mr. WEISS. And segregation. Yes?
Mr. SINGLETON. Iyes.
Mr. WEISS. Yes?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Mr. SINGLETON. Twice. Yes.
Mr. Wziss. OK.
Mr. SINGLETON. Maybe the mike's not picking my --
Mr. WEISS. I just wanted to be sure that in fact I got a yes from

you.
Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct.
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Mr. WEiss. OK
Now, therefore, regardless of what the plan in a specific State

may say it wants to do, if it has not eliminated segregation, the
problem has not been corrected, and that State is still engaged in
an unconstitutional act. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know thai, I would agree with that.
You know, the chairman has to
Mr. WEiss. Well, then I want to take yot' sack again, Mr. Single-

ton, to the first question I asked you. Is it correct that State higher
education systems that had at one time prohibited blacks from en-
rollment and that still have the vestiges of unconstitutional segre-
gation violate title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964?

Mr. SINGLETON. And I said yes.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Mr. SINGLETON. And I still say yes.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
v1r. SINGLETON. And my response stands to the question that you

just asked.
Mr. WEiss. You do believe that it is possible to eliminate segrega-

tion in the higher education systems in the 10 States that we are
speaking about. Is that correct'?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, it depends upon how the chairman defines
segregation. We are clearly not going to sanction any segregation
sponsored by any State that is receiving Federal funds.

Now, whether we are talking about a social engineering concept
of equal numbers of race or racial groupings in schools down the
line, I think that's something else again. It seems to me in this
country of ours, we cannot mandate which schools people choose to
go to. All a State can do is make a particular institution desirable
enough to attract people. It can engage in recruitment activities. It
can provide attractive financial aid packages. It may be able to do
a few other things. But when it has done all of those things and
the students still choose to go to one school over another, then the
only thing that is left, it seems to me, is to establish quotas and
mandate, dictate who is going where. And I don't think we want to
do that. And that may be the situation that we are faced with. We
may find that the State is no longer segregating its schools, not by
any official State action; it's doing everything that it reasonably
can do to ensure that students feel comfortable going to any school
they want to. All the barriers to entry are now down. They are en-
couraging this. If the kids choose not to go, the students choose not
to gc to those schools, and we still have heavier concentrations of
one particular race or another in certain schools, then we are get-
ting into something else again.

Mr. WEISS. In 1977 the Adana court found that OCR had not
done all required to obtain additional staff despite chronic person-
nel shortages. Has OCR expanded its staff since that determina-
tion?

Mr. SINGLETON. Since 1977?
Mr. WEISS. Right.
Mr. SINGLETON. OCR staff has expanded and then dropped again.
Mr. WEISS. The available figures show that the size of the OCR

staff in 1980 was 1,201 and in 1985 at 925. Would you agree with
those figures?
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Mr. SINGLETON. Just a moment, let me check my figures before I
agree with that.

What was your 1980 figure, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. WEISS. 1,201.
Mr. SINGLETON. No; my figures show approximately 1,055.
Mr. WEISS. For 1980?
Mr. SINGLETON. For 1980, yes.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
Mr. SINGLETON. You have to remember now, 1980, OCR was still

part of HEW for part of that year. So, there may be some difficulty
trying to factor out how many of those people were really OCR em-
ployees, I mean in Education, and how many of them were HEW
employees.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Your number is 1,055.
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes; that is what I have here; yes.
Mr. WEISS. OK. And in 1985?
Mr. SINGLETON. Gee, I don't have the latest information on ot__

FTE. But I would say we are approximately now, using a-i FTE
figure, somewhere in the neighborhood of 914, 921 maybe, some-
where around there.

Mr. WEISS. OK.
Mr. Singleton, an internal 1981 OCR study of the timeframes es-

tablished by the Adams order concluded ti. at OCR staff shortages
contributed to OCR's failure to consistently meet the Adams dead-
lines. This same study noted that OCR received 13 percent less
funding than it had prior to the transfer, that is, from HEW to a
separate department. Thus, the study concludedquote--"with less
resources OCR ED was expected to continue the same level of edu-
cation activitiec:," close quote.

Since these findings were reported, the Department of Education
has requested even less staff and a smaller budget. In light of
OCR's internal concerns about staff shortages, why haven t you
recommended a larger budget?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know that I agree with that report.
I don't know that I agree with the premise there.

I think what is clear is that OCR was plagued with some great
inefficiencies in the past, no management particularly. I think that
what we have- -

Mr. WEISS. As distinguished from the kind of management that
you're giving it. Is that the idea?

Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct, absolutely. I mean all you have to
do is look at the figures, and I think they speak for themselves. If
you look at what we have done with fewer numbers of staff, as far
as case processing is concerned, I think that you will find that our
compliance with the Adams order is way up. Under the old way of
doing things, if you had a problem, the way to deal with it was to
throw more money at it and more staff at it. I think that it is well
kncwn that OCR has had some intractable management problems
in the past. A recent scholar did a piece on OCR not too long ago,
at least on the Adams order. One of the things that he was men-
tioning in his piece was the management problems that OCR had.

Our budget is now approximately $44.6 million. Our appropria-
tion has been hovering in that area for at least the last 3 or 4
years. That level of funding has been more than adequate for us.
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Mr. WEISS. Is it correct that OCR returned a substantial amount
of funds to the Treasury in 1984 that could have been used for in-
creased staff?

Mr. SINGLETON. I think we did have a surplus. I don't recall how
large it was. But we generally have a surplus. I think that there
was definitely one in 1984, but again I can't remember how large it
was.

Mr. WEISS. Well, as a matter of fact, our records indicate that in
1984 $2.630 million lapsed and an additional $5 million was trans-
ferred to Howard University because Congress learned that all the
money would lapse if not spent. Do you have any reason to dis-
agree with those figures?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know that as far as that $5 million
is concerned that the concern that you expressed, put quite that
way, was accurate. But I think that, yes, we get, if I am not mistak-
en, in 1984 we got quite a large appropriation to staff up to a
higher level. And our orders were not to staff up to that higher
level. So, we had a lot more money than we needed for the particu-
lar staff level that we had.

Mr. WEISS. In response to a question during the course of our dis-
cussion of the disbanding of the quality assurance staff, you sai'
that you had to transfer that staff because of staff shortages.

Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct.
Mr. WEISS. Well, how does that square with the answer that you

just gave, that you had more than enough staff to do the job?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well the point that I am trying to make to you

is that, you know, there are things called freezes from time to time
that are imposed on us. The Department was operating under one
of those. In fact, it still is, if I am not mistaken. So, to go out and
do any hiring, any additional hiring, is a tough proposition. So,
what I have to do as a manager is look to the staff that I have and
make some judgments about where the priorities are and moving
people around to take care of the immediate need that is manifest-
ing itself. And that's what happened here.

Mr. WEISS. But that's quite distinct from saying that you have
more than enough staff to deal with the problem-

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know if
Mr. WEISS [continuing]. But what Sou just said to us is that--
Mr. SINGLETON. Maybe it's hyperbole, Mr. Chairman. I strike

that--the point is I had more than enough staff. I have enough
staff to do the job.

Mr. WEISS. But you had to disband the quality assurance people
and reassign them elsewhere because of the shortage of staff. Is
that right?

Mr. SINGLETON. I had to disband them because I couldn't hire
any more people, right.

Mr. WEISS. Is it your view that in fact a quality assurance staff is
something that is helpful in the operation of your office?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, and we have them. Every region has a qual-
ity assurance staff or function, and they have people working °I it.

Mr. WEIRS. But not at headquarters?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, Mr. Chairman, that's a management deci-

sion. You see, all that quality assurance staff is doing is imposing
another layer of bureaucracy over the process. It was just like case
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processing. It was slowing everything down. The regional offices
are set up to take cases, to investigate them, and make recommen-
dations to headquarters on what to do with those cases. What used
to be the practice in OCR was, after the regional office finished its
work on a case, it would send it to headquarters, and the legal staff
in headquarters would reinvent the wheel on every single case. It
was slowing the system down. It was slowing it way down.

I didn't need that second layer of bureaucracy. It was inefficient,
wasting taxpayers' money to do that. So, I eliminated that.

The regional office is set up to do that job. They are going to do
the job and do it right. Then that's what they're there for.

So, we eliminated that second layer of bureaucracy the same
thing with quality assurance. We've got the regional offices doing
it. Quality assurance in headquarters is another layer of bureauc-
racy when that staff could be utilized somewhere else more effec-
tively. And that's what I did.

Mr. WEISS. The fact is, the quality assurance staff at headquar-
ters made some very serious and important recommendations to
you vs to problems in the process, both at headquarters level and
the regional level. You didn't like that, and that's why you dis-
banded the unit.

Mr. SINGLETON. Oh, is that yourthat's your interpretation.
Mr. WEISS. That's it --
Mr. SINGLETort. I think that's unfair, Mr. Chairman, that really

is.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
Including permitted exceptions-
Mr. SINGLETON. In fact, that's incredible. That's an incredible

statement, and I take exception to that.
Mr. WEISS. You may take exception to
Mr. SINGLLTON. I want it on the record that I am taking e-x3p-

tion to that.
Mr. WEISS. Do you know that, even in courts of law any more,

you no long3r have to have your exception noted to an objection
being sustained or overruled; it's part of the record.

Mr. SINGLETON. I stand advised.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Including permitted exceptions to timeframes under the Adams

order, what is the maximum amount of time OCR has had to issue
a letter of finding after receiving a complaint?

Mr. SINGLETON. OCR has 105 days to issue a letter of findings,
unless exceptional timeframes are invoked, then it has an addition-
al 90 days.

Mr. WEISS. So, the total is 195. Is that right?
Mr. SINGLETON. OCR has to issue a letter of findings by day 105.

If exceptional timeframes are taken, then it can go 195.
Mr. WEISS. Right.
Mr. SINGLETON. But there are very, very limited circumstances

in which you can take exceptional timeframes.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
On March 16, 1984, a complainant alleging discriminatory prac-

tices at the University of Arkansas was filed with 0-13.. When was
the letter of finding in that case issued?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know.
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Mr. WEISS. WOULi it surprise you if I told you it has not been
issued as of this date?

Mr. SINGLETON. If the chairman is referring to a case that was
brought up in the course of the Adams litigation, then would it sur-
prise the chairman that that case had been settled, the issue in-
volved in that case had been dealt with long before that accusation
was made in the proceedings in which they were raised?

Mr. WEISS. Well, I just asked the question, and you said you don't
know.

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't-- -
Mr. "IEISS. Now you-
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. You asked me what specific--
Mr. WEISS. Now you are creating--
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. You asked me what specific date

that LOF was issued, and I told you I didn't know.
Mr. WEISS. And now, when I all you, 'would you be surprised if I

told you that it hasn't been issued yet? Now you're inventing a re-
sponse. Is that what you're doing?

Mr. SINGLETON. No. What I am saying is that, if the chairman is
referring to a particular case, then he may be surprised to know
some additional facts in that matter.

Mr. WEISS. Now, fiscal year 1984 was not the only time OCR
funds lapsed or were used for purposes not related to civil rights.
Between 1980 and 1984 isn't it a fact that $19 million appropriated
for OCR was not used for civil rights matters?

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, I can't really answer that. I don't
know. It may be right. I know that we routinely have money left
over at the end of the year.

And there are reasons for that.
Mr. WEISS. An OCR study of the Adams timeframes noted that

all findings of violations must be approved by the Secretary and
that the minimum clearance time for these findings approved by
headquarters is 4 weeks. The study found that in all cases with
findings of violations, OCR would fail to meet the Adams due dates
because of headquarters' delays. Does it still take 4 weeks for let-
ters of finding to be approved by headquarters? If so, why does it
take so long?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't know that that is accurate. Some-
times if a case is particularly complex, it may take that long. It
may take longer. In some instances it may take less. You know, it
varies.

Mr. WEISS. How much time does it take on the average?
Mr. SINGLETON. I really can't hazard a guess. I would be afraid to

hazard a guess to you.
Mr. WEISS. So that, when you say that you don't think that it' , 4

weeks, you don't really have any basis for saying that?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
Let the record indicate that we have been joined by our distin-

guished colleague from Michigan, Mr. Conyers.
Since January 1, 1981, OCR has referred 23 cases to the Depart-

ment of Justice.. How many of those cases were referred during
1981?
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Mr. SINGLETON. I don't recall, Mr. Chairman. I would have to try
and check some

Mr. WEISS. My information is that there were none referred in
1981.

Mr. SINGLETON. OK. Well then-
Mr. WEISS. Would you have any reason to disagree with that?
Mr. SINGLETON. Is that information supplied to you by my staff?

Then I will accept it.
Mr. WEISS. My information is that there were three cases re-

ferred in 1982. Do you have any reason to disagree with that?
Mr. SINGLETON. Three?
Mr. WEISS. Three. In 1982.
Mr. SINGLETON. No. That sounds about right.
Mr. WELSS. OK.
And our information is that there were 20 cases referred in 1983.

Do you have any reason to disagree with that?
Mr. SINGLETON. That sounds a bit high, but if that's what my

staff provided you, then I will accept that.
Mr. WEISS. It's a total of 23 cases.
There were no cases referred in 1984 according to our informa-

tion. Do you have any reason to disagree with that?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I would feel uncomfortable saying that I

would agree with that, because I thought that there had beeir at
least one or two that we have referred.

Mr. WErss. We are working from the list that had in fact been
supplied by you to us.

Mr. SINGLETON. OK --
Mr. WEISS. Those are the numbers, and I want them for the

record.
Mr. SINGLETON. Then fine. I will stipulate then to all of that.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
Now, :.'s also our information that most of the cases referred in

1983 were referred on a specific date. Is that your recollection as
well?

Mr. SINGLETON. It probably would be, Mr. Chairman, because we
were operating under very, very strict court orders at that point to
deal with a number of cases. And I think that we probably trans-
ferred a bunch of them over on 1 day.

Mr. WEISS. It's a fact that OCR was under a March 11, 1983,
order by the Adams court to move certain cases for er forcement by
a certain date. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. That is correct.
Mr. WEISS. And that was the reason that so many cases were re-

ferred to Justice that year, in 1983?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know that I would characterize it

quite that way. We referred a number of cases to Justice that par-
ticular year, as we were cleaning up a backlog of cases.

Mr. WEISS. Well, the fact is that the cases referred to Justice
were labeled by you as part of thequote"Adams enforcement
packces" in P July 28, 1983, 1.,remorandum. So that, in fact, what
you're telling us --

Mr SINGLETON. They ore transition cases, as we call them.
Mr. WEISS. Pardon?
Mr. SINGLETON. They are transition cases, as we call them.
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Mr. WEISS. They were the Adams enforcement packages. That's
how you described them.

Mr. SINGLETorr. Yes. We refer to them as transition cases, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. WEISS. You do not deny that you labeled them as part of the
Adams enforcement packages in a memo of July 28, 1983, do you?

Mr. SINGLETON. Perhaps I did. I don't recall the July 28, 1983,
memo. I mean, I must have- -

Mr. WEIss. Does the Justice Department have prosecutorial dis-
cretion in regard to the cases referred to it by OCR?

Mr. SINGLETON. The Justice Department, as far as I understand
it, Mr. Chairman, has prosecutorial discretion over any matter that
it has, for enforcement.

Mr. WEISS. OK. However, OCR does not have such discretion,
does it? If OCR finds a violation of law, it is bound to enforce the
law. Isn't that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. Under the Adams order, we don't have any pros-
ecutorial discretion other than whether we might take the enforce-
ment action ourselves or send it to Justice for action.

Mr. WEISS. Is the Department of Justice bound by any general
court order to enforce the law regarding discrimination in educa-
tional systems and institutions?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. But OCR, as you said, is bound by the Adams order.
Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct.
Mr. WEISS. So, if OCR finds a violation involving a school district

that refuses to voluntarily comply with the law or negotiate a set-
tlement with the Department of Education, and OCR does not refer
the matter to the Justice Department, then you are required to
eventually take the matter before an administrative law judge, are
you not?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
Mr. SINGLETON. That's correct.
Mr. WEISS. But Justice is not bound to take any action in cases

referred to it by your office. Is that correct?
Mr. SINGLETON. Justice has prosecutorial discretion, as we stated

earlier.
Mr. WEISS. Now, how many of the cases referred to Justice by

OCR have resulted in litigation filed by the Justice Department?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, there again, Mr. Chairman, without having

to check records, I don't know.
Mr. WEISS. Well, our understanding is that it was probably about

three cases that have been initiated for litigation.
Mr. SINGLETON. Does that include settlements, cases that Justice

may have settled, as well, or just litigation- -
Mr. WEISS. Cases for litigation.
Mr. SINGLETON. All right.
Mr. WEISS. Litigation.
The next question is, how many of the cases have been declined

by the Justice Department and returned to the Department of Edu-
cation?

Mr. SINGLETON. I believe the number is three or four.
Mr. WEISS. Our information is that it is at least five but that--
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Mr. SINGLETON. To OCR?
Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr, SINGLETON. No, I think that that may not be correct. One of

the cases I think you are referring to was sent to OSERS for action.
Mr. WEISS. OK. Anyhow, somewhere within that range of three

to five, you say.
Is the Justice Department bound by any timeframes in making a

decision on referrals from OCR?
Mr. SINGLETON. Not that I am aware of, no.
Mr. WEISS. Then the Justice Department can take as long as it

wants in reaching a decision on these cases. Is that right?
Mr. SurotivoN. There are no timeframes, Mr. Chairman, on the

Justice Department as far as I know in terms of when it decides to
do something with a particular case.

Mr. WEISS. OK. But that's not the case as far as you are con-
cerned. The Office for Civil Rights is mandated to take action
within certain timeframes by the Adams order. Is that right?

Mr. SINGLETON. That is correct. That is right.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
So, if OCR did not refer those 23 cases to the Justice Depart-

ment, would you have been required by the court order to have
taken some type of enfn-cement action by now?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, for sure.
Mr. WEISS. Have any of the cases referred to the Department of

Justice been there with no action taken for more than 2 years?
Mr. SINGLETON. With no litigation initiated?
Mr. WEISS. That's right.
Mr. SINGLETON. I suspect that may be the case, yes, with some of

them.
Mr. WEISS. In most of the cases, right?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know about most of the cases, Mr.

Chairman. If you have something that indicates that and states so,
you know, ar -1 I can agree with it or not, if you will show me it.
But I don't 1 .tow. I think that they a 9 looking at some of these.
Some of them they have settled. Some of them they have taken to
litigation. I don't know exactly what the--

Mr. WEISS. Do you inquire of Justice from time to time as to
what action is being taken on these cases?

Mr. SINGLETON. Me personally? No. My staff, though, does.
Mr. WEISS. How frequently does your staff make those inquiries?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Who on your staff makes those inquiries?
Mr. SINGLETON. It would probably be my Service Director or,

more than likely, the Division Director for Enforcement.
Mr. WEISS. But you don't know?
Mr. SINGLETON. Specifically-
Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. Who would make that?
Mr. WEISS. Right.
Mr. SINGLETON. No.
Mr. WEISS. Since 1977, OCR has found on three separate occa-

sions that school districts in Dillon County, SC, are in violation of
title VI. You referred the Dillon No. 2 case to the Justice Depart-
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ment on June 23, 1983. Do you know what Justice did with that
case?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes. Dillon was one of the cases that they sent
back to us.

Mr. WEISS. Do you remember when that was?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't.
Mr. WEISS. It was on May 24, 1984.
Has OCR reversed its findings that the district is in violation of

title VI in that case?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, we have not.
Mr. WEISS. In the almost 16 months that have passed since Jus-

tice sent back the case, what enforcement action has been taken
against Dillon County in the Dillon 2 matter?

Mr. SINGLETON. We are in the process of instituting an adminis-
trative enforcement action against Dillon 2.

Mr. WEISS. When will that be undertaken?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, as soon as we can send out the notice of

opportunity for hearing and an ALJ is assigned to the case and a
date set that the parties can agree to.

Mr. WEISS. Why hasn't OCR moved sooner to correct the viola-
tions it found in Dillon County?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, we did move on the case, Mr. Chairman.
Remember, this case was languishing for years. We took action on
it, sent it to Justice for enforcement. Justice didn't want to do any-
thing with it, for whatever reason in view of their prosecutorial
discretion. They sent it back to us. We reviewed it, and we deter-
mined to take it to administrative enforcement.

Mr. WEISS. Sixteen months after it was returned to you.
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Right. And it was referred in the first instance to Jus

tice because the time for taking action was at the point of lapsing
under the Adams rule. Is that right?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, that wasn't my fault, Mr. Chairman. That
was the previous administration's fault for leaving that case lan-
guishing all that time. I got in there and did something with it. I
sent it to Justice for enforcement, as I can do under the law. Jus-
tice declined it under the prosecutorial authority that they have.
And now I am taking administrative enforcement action.

Mr. WEISS. Sixteen months after the fact, after it has been re-
turned to you.

Mr. SINGLETON. There is no timeframe, Mr. Chairman, on when,
how long it takes us to get the enforcement action together once a
case is sent hack from Justice. We took enforcement action when
we sent it to vustice in the first instance.

Mr. WEISS. You sent it to Justice because otherwise you would
have had to start enforcement. You wen, running into a deadline.

Mr. SINGLETON. No, that's not true.
Mr. WEISS. You just said that it was true.
Mr. SINGLETON. That's notMr. Chairman, you know, you make

it sound as if there is some grand conspiracy here. You know, I
have to submit that I really take offense and umbrage at that sort
of suggestion. I would never be party to anything that would avoid
the following and complete compliance with our civil rights laws.
Otherwise, I would not be sitting in this chair.
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We have taken quite a few enforcement actions. W.; have initiat-
ed them. You know, we didn't have to comply. That is to say, we
no, let me clarify that.

We complied with the order, but it's also very possible that we
could have failed to comply with the order. That is to say it is pos-
sible that, we could not have done everything the court wanted us
to do by the dates that they had given us, but we did. We did it all.

Mr. WEISS. Well, what you did-
Mr. SINGLETON. And
Mr. WEISS [continuing]. Let me--
Mr. SINGLE-roil. Now, wait 1 minute. Let me finish if I may. I beg

the indulgence of the Chair just to have a few more minuses-
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, you go right ahead. I thought I had

been more than generous
Mr. SINGLETON. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS [continuing]. In allowing you to expound to your

heart's content.
Mr. SINGLETON. I appreciate the chairman's largess in that

matter.
I would just like to say that we have two avenues open to us for

enforcement. One is to initiate administrative enforcement action.
The other is to send it to Justice. And we did both. We did both.
And when Justice declined to take this one, then we have now ini-
tiated administrative enforcement proceedings, or will very, very
shortly as soon as the staff work can be completed.

Mr. WEISS. Just to recap the testimony in regard to this particu-
lar case, it was part of the package of cases that was sent in 1983
to Justice because, as you said, the time was running close to expir-
ing under the Adams rule. Twenty cases were sent in 1983. Justice
decides after 1 year that it doesn't want to exercise prosecutorial
action in this case, and sends it back to you. Sixteen months after
the fact, you tell us that you are in the process of preparing for
administrative enforcement action at this point.

Mr. SINGLETON. Right. The staff is right now preparing a notice
of opportunity for hearing on this case.

Mr. WEISS. OK.
Mr. SINGLETON. I hope.
Well, you know, I have been proven wrong before by my staff.

They tell me that they are working on it. I gave them the direction
to do it, so.

Mr. WEISS. Well, I would assume that with the kind of outstand-
ing management practices that are ongoing in your agency-

Mr. SINGLETON. Absolutely.
Mr. WEISS [continuing]. That you could Pssure us absolutely what

was going to be i Appening when.
Mr. SINGLETON. Absolutely. But, boy, I will tell you, I have been

embarrassed before this subcommittee once already on what my
staff has advised me, so.

Mr. WEISS. On June 23, 1983, OCR referred a title IX case involv-
ing Anna-Jonesboro Community High School, IL, to the Justice De-
partment for enforcement action. Your referral letter noted that
OCR had found the school to be in violation of title IX because sex
was a factor in demoting a school employee. How did the Justice
Department handle that case?
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Mr. SINGLETON. Anna-Jonesboro was another one, Mr. Chairman.
As you know, that was sent back to OCR.

Mr. WEISS. Now, was the violation found by OCR in that case
corrected after Justice declined to take any action?

Mr. SDK-ILL-TON. I don't know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Well now, would you disagree if I told you that in fact

it had not been corrected?
Mr. SINGLETON. What do you mean by corrected, that the imatu-

tion continued to discriminate against the woman? Is that what
you'iT talking about, or whether or not any administrative enforce-
ment action or any type of enforcement action had been taken in
the case?

Mr. WEISS. Whether the matter in fact had been settled or taken
to enforcement action.

Do you believe that you have no responsibility to seek corrective
action when you find a violation of law simply because the Justice
Department declines to take any action? Does your responsibility
end if Justice says, we're not going to exercise prosecutorial action
in this one?

Mr. SINGLETON. Once I refer a case to the Department ofJustice,
the case is closed for OCR purposes. If Justice declines to take the
case, we have looked at this question in terms of what OCR's re-
sponsibility may be. It has been analyzed by my legal staff; and my
staff is of the view now that we have to take some action

Mr. Wsms. Right.
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. If Justice should decline.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
On June 23, 1983, OCR referred a --
Mr. CONYERS. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. Could you ask the re-

porter to repeat the answer that was just given? I am not sure if I
understood it: What happens if Justice declines?

Mr. WEISS. He said that he is of the opinion now that, if Justice
refuses nr declines to take action, that it is now their judgment
that they, that is OCR, has to take action.

Isn't that correct, Mr. Singleton?
Mr. SINGLETON. That is correct.
Mr. WEISS. On June 23, 1983, OCR referred a title IX case involv-

ing the Dayton public schools to the Department of Justice for en-
forcement. What action did the Justice Department take in re-
sponse to that referral?

Mr. SINGLETON. Again, that was another one that they declined,
Mr. Chairman. And the other one was Malcolm King, I believe.

Mr. WEISS. OK. Now, did OCR take further enforcement action
against Dayton in that case?

Mr. SINGLETON. To date, no, we have not. We are working on it.
I had my staff look at not only this case, Mr. Chairman, but all

of the cases that Justice sent back to OCR. Dillon, you know, that's
in the hopper.

Mr. WEISS. Right.
Mr. SINGLETON. But these other three, I had my legal staff reex-

amine those cases to see whether they would be appropriate for us
to initiate administrative enforcement proceedings. And the staff
has advised that we send those cases back to the regions for some
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additional fact finding and some additional analysis before we
make final determination on going forward with them.

Mr. WEISS. Wel: now, the matter was referred, the Dayton
matter was referred on June 23, 1983.

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. On August 9, 1983, Justice informed OCR that it

would be taking no actioi.. On November 3, 1983, the OCR Policy
and Enforcement Service recommended that OCR pursue adminis-
trative enforcement against Dayton.

Now, as of tnis m3ment, in spite of that recommendation, you
still have not taken action? Is that the idea?

Mr. SINGLETON. The recent analysis done by the staff indicated
that we needed to get some additional facts and some additional
analysis of the law, if I am not mistaken, in that case as well as
the other two. And if we have not alreadyI can't recell whether
we have sent the instructions to the regions to do taut now or
whether the staff is in the process of working ;bat up, but that is
the thrust of my orders on that.

Mr. Weiss. That's 25 months since the matter was returned by
Justice and 22 months since your own Office of Policy and Enforce-
ment recommended that action be taken. And you're still analyzing
whether in fact action ought to be taken?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, that's what my legal staff has advised me
that we need to do in those three cases. We need to get some addi-
tional work done on them before we can move them.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman, could you ask the witness who on
his legal staff advised him that?

Mr. WEISS. You heard the question Mr. Conyers put to you,
please.

Mr. SINGLETON. I believe it was the service, the memo was from
the Service Director. The way the memos would flow would be
from the head of the service to me. There would be individual staff
attorneys working on it, of course. And then it would be reviewed
by branch chiefs and division directors, and so forth, as it comes
up.

Mr. CONYERS. So, would it be possible for the witness to furnish
the name, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. WEISS. Do you have a name for the person who made that
recommendation?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, if the gentleman wanted the person's
name, he could have pointedly asked that. The Service Director's
name is Mr. Fred Cioffi.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. And Mr. Cioffi made the recommendation that the

matter be delayed or that action be taken?
Mr. SINGLE-1'0N. No, no, not that the matter be delayed but that

we gec some additional information on this before we proceed.
Mr. WEISS. When did he make that recommendation?
Mr. SINGLETON, Gee, I think a couple of weeks ago or so, a week

ago. I sent themI asked about a month ago, I think it was now,
for the staff to give me an analysis of those cases and to reexamine
in view of the passage of time; see if we could move them at this
point, what our response ought to be. And they advised me that we
should get some additional work done on them before we--
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Mr. WEISS. Is any of this communication in writing, do you
know?

Mr. SINGLETON. My assignment to them is in writing. And I am
sure the response is also in writing.

Mr. WEISS. Would you submit to the subcommittee for our
records any exchange of correspondence in regard to the Dayton
case?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes. I think that all three of those cases are to-
gether, but I will supply what we have on that.

[See appendix, p. 307.]
Mr. WEISS. Do you believe that the Federal Government should

not pursue enforcement cases involving individuals who have been
discriminated against?

Mr. SINGLETON Of course not. I mean, the Federal Government
has to pursue those kinds of matters, sure.

Mr. WEISS. In its declination letter in the Dayton case, the De-
partment of Justice contended that the dismissal of the complain-
ant's private law suit tainted future opportunities for enforcement.
According to OCR's files, the private suit involved title VII viola-
tions, not title IX. Why would dismissal of a suit involving title VII
jeopardize enforcement of title IX? It doesn't really, does it?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know what the basis of that is. I don't
Know. I am not agreeing or disagreeing with it. I just don't have
any opinion on it.

Mr. WEISS. You haven't found that the title IX violation in that
case has been corrected, is that right?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know. This is part of the additional fact
finding that will need to be done on this.

Mr. WEISS. Again, I must say, Mr. Singleton, that it seems to me
that the length of delay in this matter since Justice returned the
case to you should appear to you to be unreasonable.

Mr. CONYERS. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Conyers.
Let me turn it over to you. If you have any questions, please ask.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, I would rather just ask you this particular

question. Could you ask the witness to determine whether there is
a conflict or not with regard to bringing them under different sec-
tions of the law, the question on which you were probing. In other
words, if he doesn't have an opinion, I would like him to get one.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, Mr. Chairman--
Mr. CONYERS. I'm not talking to the witness, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Right, right.
Consider that I've asked you the question, OK?
Mr. SINGLETON. All right.
The point is that we do not enforce title VII. That's the EEOC's

function. We do have some employment responsibility under title
IX and under title VI if it affects beneficiaries, and now section
504. But I don't know what, you know, the Justice opinion is on
that. I have not seen it. I don't know what they're referring to
there. But we would have to take a look at that.

One of the things, you know, I might add here, too, Mr. Chair-
man, to keep in mind is that in the intervening period of time
Grove City came down. You know, Grove City had quite an impact
on our jurisdiction in a number of these cases. That is something
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that we have to take into account here, too, in terms of examining
this case to see whether or not in fact we would retain jurisdiction
over it in view of the program specificity requirements of Grove
City.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. Maybe I'll ask the witness this question.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Conyers.
Mr. CONYERS. Witness, did Grove City impact some of the cases,

under your jurisdiction?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes. Grove City without a doubt would impact,

would have an impact on a number of them.
Mr. CONYERS. Which ones?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know which ones, sitting here, Mr. Con-

yers. I could get that informaV.on for you and supply it for the
record or to you personally if you would like that.

And I would also like a further clarification as to which cases
you are specifically referring to so that I could narrow the staff-

Mr. CONYERS. Well, you do the best you can. If it's inadequate,
I'll ask you for some more.

You said that the cases in our jurisdiction are impacted by Grove
City. I want to know which ones. Now you want me to give you
some detail.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, you used-
Mr. CONYERS. I don't know which-
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. A very general description of cases

under my jurisdiction, and that's quite a few. I was chatting with
the chairman, if you will, about the cases that were referred back
from Justice, which constitute three or four cases. Now, if that's
what the gentleman wants, I would certainly be more than happy
to supply that. If he wants something a little more than that, I
would be happy to do that as well. I only need the clarification as
to what he is talking about.

Mr. CONYERS. Clear?
Mr. SINGLETON. I will- -
Mr. CONYERS. Is it clear?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, it's not clear. But I will supply to you the

analysis with respect to the cases that were referred back to Jus-
tice from us, if that's good enough.

Tell me what you want. I would be happy to give you whateveryou
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, if I may. You volunteered, not in re-

sponse to a specific question, but in the course of your response to
me, that Grove City has in fact impacted a number of your cases.
What Mr. Conyers is asking, since you volunteered that, is if you
would supply information to the subcommittee as to which cases
that you are talking about Grove City has impacted. It's simple
enough.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Right? And you'll supply that information to the sub-

committee?
Mr. SINGLETON. M:. Chairman, I will certainly do that. I will

send you a letter as to where our understanding is on that, because
I don't really want to get into one of these things about what I
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promised to do and what I did. I want to comply with whatever the
subcommittee's requests are.

Mr. WEISS. Good.
Mr. SINGLETON. I just need clarification as to what it is you're

looking for, that's all.
Mr. WEISS. You were the one who raised the issue.
Mr. SINGLETON. No, no, I raised the issue-
Mr. WEISS. Right.
Mr. SINGLETON. I just wanted to bring it to your attention. You

were wondering why it took all of this time for us to look at these
three cases. And I said, you know, Mr. Chairman, it just occurred
to me. Grove City came down, too, and that's another reason why,
you know, it may have taken- -

Mr. WEISS. OK. And if you will tell us which cases Grove City im-
pacted, we would appreciate it. OK?

[See appendix, p. 2071
Mr. Weiss. Now, in a section 504 case involving the Illinois State

Board of Education, OCR found that the State failed to insure a
free and appropriate public education to residents of mental health
facilities. In June 1983, OCR referred the case to the Department
of Justice.

Has the Department of Justice acted against the State of Illinois
in that matter?

Mr. SINGLETON. ISBE cases, no, I think that was the one they
sent back to OSERS.

Mr. WEISS. OK.
Now, in January 1985, the Department of Education general

counsel informed the Assistant Secretary for Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services that OCR's findings were correct and that
the practices of the Illinois Board of Educationquote--"constitute
a violation of EHA-B as well as section 504," close quote. This
memorandum notes that in addition to referring the case to the
Department of Justice, the Education Department also has the
option of voiding ctrtain Federal grant awards to the State.

Has in fact the Department sought to void grant awards to en-
force the law?

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Chairman, I don't know what OSERS has
done with that case. I would respectfully request that the chairman
direct that question to the Assistant Secretary for OSERS. I don't
know what they're doing with it.

Mr. WEISS. So, you have no information as to what the depart-
ment is doing in that matter?

Mr. SINGLETON. Not personally, no. I am sure someone on staff
may, but I don't.

Mr. WEISS. Would you, again, try to get information for us and
submit that information to the subcommittee for the record?

[See appendix, p. 3491
Mr. WEISS. My understanding is that, although the Department

was aware of your findings, it has consistently approved grant
awards to the State. Do you have any reason to disagree with that?

Mr. SINGLETON. No.
Mr. WEISS. Since January 1, 1981, OCR issued notices of opportu-

nity for hearing in 27 cases. Three of the notices were issued in
1982. One was issued in 1983. And one was issued in 1985. The re-
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maining 22 notices were issued in March 1984. Why were so many
notices issued in March 1984? Is that again an Adams due date for
enforcement?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes. March 1984 would have been the absolute
deadline that the court gave us to clean up all of those cases.

Mr. WEISS. Now, why doesn't more enforcement action occur at
times other than Adams due dates?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, you see, Mr. Chairman, you have to put
that into perspective. What we were talking about here was a great
number of cases that had been left over for years. Some of these
cases dated back to 1977, 1978, 1979, during the previous adminis-
tration. When the court imposed the mandate that these cases be
closed by a certain date, we complied and that's why you had a lot
of enforcement actions.

You know, usually what happens is that cases with the more in-
tractable problems, if you will, are the ones that tend to linger.
That particularly was the case with the former administration. So,
a lot of these cases were hanging around, tu.d they were intracta-
ble problems. We had to make the cut on them. So, they did go to
enforcement.

Mr. WEISS. Let me at this point ask my colleagues if they have
questions. Mr. Rowland? Mr. Conyers, shall I continue? Do you
have any questions?

Mr. CONYERS. In a few minutes.
Mr. WEISS. In March 1984, OCR brought, an administrative en-

forcement action against the Petaluma City schools which OCR
had found to be in violation of title IX in its hiring practices. Even-
tually the Petaluma schools offered a settlement which OCR ac-
cepted. The settlement proposed by the school district, not by OCR,
called for a procedure to simply ensure that women are included in
the interview process used by the district. On May 31, 1985, you
personally intervened and had the interview assurance removed
from the settlement.

Why did you "weaken" a settlement that the school district itself
proposed?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know that I would agree with the
characterization "weaken." I don't recall the specific provision at
this point. I do recall generally that particular matter.

But if I am not mistaken, I believe that what they had set up
was a cumbersome procedure that it seemed to me, as I recall it
now, had a quota overtone to it or something. I mean, you had
some sort of formula that it seemed to me that was unworkable.
My view was that I thought that all they needed to do to take care
of this problem was if they did not get qualified numbers of
women, a good number of women, was to go out and expand the
pool from which they would draw upon to ensure that they had
qualified numbers of women to review. In other words, do more re-
cruitment rather than set specific numbers as to, you know, per-
centages as to who was supposed to be--

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, I am afraid that your recollection in
this one is faulty.

Mr. SINGLETON. Was that the issue-
Mr. WEISS. No, no, there waa no question of quotas. The memo-

randum deleting the provision had you statingand I quote"I
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find these provisions to be overly complicated, and they give the
appearance of an unnecessary intrusion by OCR into the adminis-
tration of the school district," close quote.

Now, here is a provision for simply including women in the inter-
view process, suggested by the school district itself. You then find
that that is intrusive. I don't understand the thinking behind that.
It had nothing to do with quotas or numbers.

That one escapes me. I don't know why you would have done
that.

Do you have anything further to add to it?
Mr. SINGLETON. No. I feel I am at a distinct disadvantange, be-

cause I don't recall the- -
Mr. WEISS. All right, would you do us a favor? Refresh your

recollection and then submit your response to us on that one in
writing, OK? So, you will have the benefit of reviewing your
records and your memo and your thinking on it.

[See appendix, p. 354.]
Mr. WEISS. Are recipients of Federal education funds required to

sign assurances of compliance with civil rights laws?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I think that as a general matter we do re-

quire assurances, yes.
Mr. WEISS. Right. Now, after an investigation of the Royal Inde-

pendent School District in Waller County, TX, which had previous-
ly been found to be in violation of section 504, OCR found the dis-
trict refused to submit a statement of assurance to the Department
of Education that it would not violate section 504.

What enforcement action has OCR taken against that school dis-
trict?

Mr. SINGLETON. None.
Mr. WEISS. Why not?
Mr. SINGLETON. Why should we? In my judgment, not going after

a school district in this instance, where there has been no allega-
tion of any discrimination, only a failure to sign an assurance of
compliance form, does not affect our jurisdiction in the least. By
going after them, all I am doing then is expending scarce resources
trying to prove a point. I mean, that's the same thing that hap-
pened in Grove City, where you had an institution that hadn't dis-
criminated on the basis of sex or race or handicapping condition.
The only failure was that it failed to sign an assurance of compli-
ance form.

The bottom line here, though, is that we did not have jurisdiction
over Royal anywhere, so we couldn't have instituted any enforce-
ment action if we wanted to.

Mr. WEISS. Listen to the facts again. Royal Independent School
District in Waller County had previously been found to be in viola-
tion of section 504. OK? And then OCR found that the district re-
fused to submit a statement of assurance to the Department of
Education that it would not violate section 504 in the future.

I asked you what action has OCR taken against the school dis-
trict for doing it, and you say, we haw no indication that they
were in violation. You do have an indication that they had been in
violation of that very section. So, why would yt,a not insist-- -

Mr. SINGLETON. We didn't have jurisdiction over them.
Mr. WEISS. Why not?
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Mr. SINGLETON. We didn't have the funding there to establish ju-
risdiction.

Mr. CONYERS. Wait a minute, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Conyers?
Mr. CONYERS. You say you didn't have the funding?
Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. Does that mean that you weren't able to secure the

resources because you didn't have the money?
Mr. SINGLETON. No, no; understand, we cannot investigate a com-

plaint unless the school district receives Education Department
funds. And what we found later was that Royal did not receive any
Education Department funds which would give us the jurisdic-
tion--

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, before you go on, here is the memo
dated August 17, 1984, to Taylor D. August, regional civil rights di-
rector, from you, subject: Royal ISD. In the second paragraph you
say:

A letter should be draft& to Royal stating the above. The letter should emphasize
that OCR has determined that Royal is a recipient, that Royal must comply with
the civil i ights statutes, that it is subject to our jurisdiction, and that in the event
an allegation of discrimination is made against it, the office will take all action nec-
essary to assert our jurisdiction and conduct a full Investigation.

Mr. SINGLETON. That's right.
Mr. WEISS. So, why
Mr. SINGLETON. And at that time- -
Mr. r'xiss. Why are you saying that there's no jurisdiction?
Mr. SINGLETON. At that time, that'sat that time it was our un-

derstanding that they were a recipient. And if in fact they were,
that statement is correct; that memo is correct. But what I am tell-
ing you is that what we subsequently found was that Royal is in
fact not a recipient.

Mr. WEISS. Would you submit to us again for the record docu-
mentation of that? Do you have any documentation which-

Mr. SINGLETON. I'm sure we do. Yes, we will submit it to you, no
problem.

Mr. WEISS. That they were not receiving- -
Mr. SINGLETON. That's right. At the time this was going on, they

we re not- -
[See appendix, p. 355.]
Mr. WEISS. Are they receiving funds currently?
Mr. SINGLETON. Currently?
Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. SINGLETON. That I don't know.
Mr. Woss. Had you ever checked subsequently whether in fact

they were receiving funds?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, that'b how this information came up. I

mean, it was subsequent to this memorandum, which was a year
ago.

I didn't check before I came in here, if that's what the chairman
is asking me, no.

Mr. WEISS. Does anybody on your staff, can anybody on your
staff tell us at this point whether in fact there is a current determi-
nation as to whether in fact Royal receives Federal funds or not?

Mr. SINGLETON. AS of this day?
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Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. SINGLETON. We will find that out for the chairman and

report it back to the subcommittee.
[See appendix, p. 355.]
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Conyers.
Mr. CONYERS. Maybe I have to ask the witness this question.
Are you saying you don't know whether Royal is or is not receiv-

ing Federal funds?
Mr. SINGLETON. I think, Mr. Conyers, what I just testified to is

that I --
Mr. CONYERS. I don't care what you testified. I am now asking

you a question.
Mr. SINGLETON. What I testified to
Mr. CONYERS. Please respond to the question I have posed.
Mr. SINGLETON [con;:inuing]. Was that I did not know whether

Royal this day was receiving Federal funds.
Mr. CONYERS. Just a moment, witness.
Mr. SINGLETON. What I said earlier-- -
Mr. CONYERS. Just a moment, witness.
Mr. SINGLETON. What I said earlier, Mr. Conyers- -
Mr. CONYERS. Just a moment, witness.
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. Was that we subsequently-
Mr. CONYERS. Just a moment, witness.
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. Found out that they did not receive

the funds.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Witness, when I ask you to suspend for a

moment, please cooperate with me. You are not running my ques-
tions. Now just a moment, please; stop.

Mr. SINGLETON. I have stopped, Mr. Conyers. What is your ques-
tion, sir?

Mr. CONYERS. The question is, sir, do you know right this
moment whether or not Royal is receiving Federal funds or not?

Mr. SINGLETON. Mr. Conyers, I do not know whether Royal Inde-
pendent School District is receiving Federal funds this day. No. I
do not know that. I promised the chairman I would go back and
check- -

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, I think that, again, your recollection

may be playing games with you.
Mr. SINGLETON. Perhaps, Mr. Chairman- -
Mr. WEISS. If you read this memo, a copy of this memo, you will

find that the concern that you seemed to have was that they were
not receiving funds. You seemed to be persuaded that in fact they
are a recipient. The problem you seemed to have was that there
was in fact no complainant and that, because there was no com-
plainant, that you didn't want to allocate resources to securing the
result alone of getting them to sign a statement that they would in
fact assure the Department of adherence that it would not violate
section 504.

Does that refresh your recollection at all? It's not that you didn't
have jurisdiction-

Mr. SINGLETON. No, no; you know, I admit to the chairman that
at the time that the memo was drafted, it was our impression or
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our understanding that that school district was a recipient. I was
just stating- -

Mr. WEISS. Right.
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. Though, for the record that subse-

quently to that, we found out that they weren't at that point in
time when we were dealing with them. But at that time, when we
thought that they were recipients, it was my view that, based upon
all of the facts thereand I have to go bac , and refresh my recol-
lection on that particular case filethat all that we had here was a
Grove City type problem in the sense that we had an institution
that was failing to sign the assurance of compliance form. That
doesn't affect our jurisdiction in the slightest. Whether they agree
to or not to, we have jurisdiction over them. And if any complaint
comes in, as long as they're a recipient, or we want to institute a
compliance review, we can go in there, whether they have institut-
ed or have signed an assurance of compliance form or not.

So, my judgment was to take them to enforcement for failing to
sign the assurance of compliance form did not seem to me to be the
best use of our resources, whe.i we clearly had jurisdiction over
any problem that might arise there.

Mr. WEISS. Well, but
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Conyers.
Mr. CONYERS. May I ask the witness a question?
Mr, WEISS. Please.
Mr. CONYERS. On this memorandum that came from you t&

Taylor August *lout Royal, it has this sentence: "While I am con-
vinced that the facts establish Royal SID as a recipient"and it
goes on. Is there any way we can determine what those facts were?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know at this point. Probably so. There
should be some documentation on it somewhere, some sort of Fed-
eral financial assistance analysis that was done.

What is the date on that again?
Mr. CONYERS. August 17, 1984.
Mr. SINGLETON. Eighty-four? There should be.
Mr. CONYERS. Well
Mr. SINGLETON. Would you like that, if we can establish it?

Would you like to have the documentation?
Mr. CONYERS. I would like it very much. Thank you.
[See appendix, p. 355.]
Mr. WEISS. In 1983, OCR found that the Crisp County, GA,

School District had violated title VI by using ability grouping to
assign students. Did OCR take enforcement action against Crisp
County?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't believe so, Mr. Chairman. I think
that that may have been a case thatI think that case was dis-
missed.

Mr. WEISS. You don't recollect? Do you know if Crisp County cor-
rected the title VI violation?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, no. I think there wasthere was a problem
with that particular case. That was a transition case, if I am not
mistaken, as we call it, one of those cases that we had to resolve by
the court order.
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To avoid litigation that is going on in a Federal court proceeding
and OCR engaging in administrative enforcement proceeding or an-
other investigation where the issues involve the same thing simul-
taneously, we are permitted to toll the case. That is to say, when
there is a Federal court action involved or another court of similar
jurisdiction, we can toll tha case, our investigation, pending. the
outcome of the Federal court action to determine whether or not
all of the issues that were raised in the complaint have been re-
solved.

Now, that is provided for under the court order. That is with reg-
ular order cases, if I can use that term. Crisp County was a transi-
tion case, if I am not mistaken. I believe the advice from my legal
staff at the time was that transition cases were not subject to the
tolling provision in the event that there was a parallel court action
going on. So, the advice was that in those cases where we had par-
allel litigation, we had to close that case pending the outcome of
the Federal court action and make a determination then whether
that court action had dealt with all of the issues that were raised
in the complaint.

Mr. WEISS. And what is its status currently?
Mr. SINGLETON. I believe its still closed. I don't know for sure.
Mr. WEISS. Do you know if Crisp County corrected the title VI

violations?
Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know, Mr. Chairman. Again, there is a

Federal court case involving the same issues. And I don't know if
that court case has subsequently been resolved and those issues
have been settled or not. I don't know. I would have to--

Mr. WEISS. Do you know if anybody in your office has been moni-
toring the case and following it up?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, I would imagine theit would be the re-
sponsibility of the particular region. Georgia is region 4. I would
imagine that they were monitoring that case.

Mr. WEISS. Could you again submit information to the subcom-
mittee as to what the status of that case--

Mr. SINGLETON. Sure.
Mr. WEISS [continuing]. Whether it's being monitored, whether

the violations have been corrected or not?
Mr. SINGLETON. Sure. I will be happy to.
[See appendix, p. 208.]
Mr. WEISS. Do you believe that OCR has the responsibility to con-

duct compliance reviews where it has evidence that discrimination
exists in public school systems?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
On June 6, 1983, OCR issued a notice of opportunity for hearing

against William Patterson College of New Jersey. OCR had found
that the school failed to provide a sign language interpreter to a
deaf student. However, the complainant refused to testify, and OCR
moved to dismiss the case citing good reason.

Is that correct?
Mr. SINGLETON. I think that that's correct, Mr. Chairman. Again,

that has been some time ago, and I have not refreshed my recollec-
tion of that. But that sounds about right.
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Mr. WEISS. Now, OCR also found that the denial of services to
deaf students appeared to be a statewide higher education policy.
Therefore, your staff recommended on April 23, 1984, that a com-
pliance review be conducted of all State colleges in New Jersey.
Has this compliance review been conducted?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, it has not. It was determined that it was un-
necessary to do that.

What the chairman may not be aware of is that theI believe it
was the regional office which did some followup work on that to
find that that was not a statewide problem. And so, consequently,
it was not necessary to do that compliance review.

Now, we do have some individual cases involving, I think, a simi-
lar problem with some schools in New Jersey. I think one of them
may be in enforcement.

We had four cases. Three of them were settled, and one of them
we are considering enforcement action on. But it was not a system-
ic, statewide, if you will, problem.

Mr. WEISS. How would you have determined that without under-
taking the compliance review?

Mr. SINGLETON. The regional office did some additional work on
it. I don't know exactly what they did, whether they did in fact do
something short of a compliance review to ascertain what the poli-
cies and practices were of ',le various institutions involved.

Mr. WEISS. We have this memo dated April 23, 1984, addressed to
you from Mr. Antonio J. Califa, and the subject is whether to pro-
ceed in the William Patterson College case. It addresses the specific
individual case. He says: "Assuming that the case is dismissed
without prejudice because that particular student failed to come
forward, I recommend that OCR commence compliance reviews of
all public colleges in New Jersey. The compliance reviews would
look only at the colleges' policies and preparedness to provide sign
language interpreters to deaf students in light of the partial serv-
ices provided by the vocation rehabilitation agencies," period, close
quote.

Tell me what kind of documentation you have for other work
that may have been done at the region to obviate the need for un-
dertaking the compliance review that was recommended by your
director for policy and enforcement service?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, first of all, I don't know that it was neces-
sary to do that type of compliance review. I mean, that was his rec-
ommendation. That is not to say that that was the action that we
had to take in that particular instance. I don't know what docu-
mentation there may be on that from the regional office. I would
have to check, Mr. Chairman. I don t know what they did there.
But it has come to my attention that what we subsequently found
out was that it wasn't a problem. I was concerned about it, the
New Jersey situation

Mr. WEISS. Would you submit to us whatever--
Mr. SINGLETON. Whatever--
Mr. WEISS. I can't imagine that you would find out that it was

not a problem without something being sent to you in writing, or to
somebody in writing about that issue, and your making or some-
body in your office making a deliberate judgment as to whether in
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fact to proceed with a compliance review or not. It would not just
be, I assume, an offhand, off -the-record determination.

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, first of all, Mr. Chairman, there was no de-
cision to do a statewide compliance review. Again, what you have
there, are staff recommendations. That is not necessarily to mean
that that is the final judgment on that particular issue.

I can't remember whether I received anything. We may very well
have. But I just can't state categorically yes or no that I did. I am
sure that we did receive something in writing. But as I said, I will
look and supply it to the chairman for tlr, record.

Mr. WEISS. All right. We will wait for whatever information or
documentation you can submit.

[See appendix, p. 365.]

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, in March 1984, OCR found that the
Georgia board of regents' test for college graduates was in violation
of title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 because students at pre-
dominately black colleges failed the test at much higher rates than
white students. OCR issued a notice of opportunity for hearing and
brought the case before an administrative law judge when the
State refused to settle the matter adequately in response to their
findings.

On June 22, 1984, OCR moved to dismiss an administrative hear-
ing that OCR had requested in this case. Why?

Mr. SINGLETON. Because the board of regents had agreed to
remedy the particular problem that we found there.

Mr. WEISS. Well, OCR had sought to require the State university
system to enhance the quality of education in Georgia's traditional-
ly black colleges in the areas examined by the regents' test. Was
that part of the settlement?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes; I believe it was. What we found there, Mr.
Chairman, was a situation where black students, particularly black
students from traditionally black institutions in Georgia, were fail-
ing disproportionately on the regents' test. And the board of re-
gents had committed itself to an appropriate program of remedi-
ation at all of these schools.

What we found was these schools at which those students were
doing the poorest on the test were in fact receiving the least
amount of remediation. So we pointed this out to the State. They
agreed to remedy that problem. I think that the settlement we got
there was more than adequate to deal with the particular problem.

Mr. WEISS. Well, the settlement apparently hinged on the agree-
ment of the State to pay funds into a developmental plan for test-
ing, not to require the system to enhance the quality of education
in Georgia's traditionally black colleges.

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't think that s right, Mr. Chairman. I don't
remember the specific elements of that at this point. But, as I
recall, the State committed to do a number of things. That was to
mandate certain hours of remediation. They established remedial
programs at these schools, making it mandatory as far as a course
requirement is concerned, that students participate who had failed
the exam once. They had agreed to establish some tougher stand-
ards in order to bring a number of the students up to par to pass
the test.
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They also, I think, worked out an arrangement with Control
Data, if I am not mistaken, for the acquisition and installation of
some computerized equipment for the sake of tutoring purposes for
the students.

It was, I thought, quite a good settlement plan that they engaged
in.

Mr. WEISS. You know, the administrative law judge in that case
was puzzled by the OCR decision to dismiss the case in the settle-
ment. The judge noted that"All the issues raised by OCR have
not necessarily been settled by the plan offered by respondents and
accepted by the assistant secretary, contrary to averments made."

Why didn't OCR seek a more complete remedy in that case?
Mr. SINGLETON. Well, I don't know that we needed any more

complete remedy. I think the remedy that we sought and the
remedy that we got was adequate to deal with the particular prob-
lem.

Mr. WEISS. Now, in regard to that case, did you receive a letter
from the Department of Justice that criticized OCR for using statis-
tical evidence in establishing violations of law?

Mr. SINGLETON. Not that I'm aware of.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Conyers.
Mr. CONYERS. I want to thank the Chair for yielding to me brief-

ly. I would just like to make a statement before I ask to be excused.
First of all, I think these are incredibly important hearings that

are under way. I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for your foresight
and dedication in sticking through with what has become a very
difficult set of hearings. I want to commend you also on lythalf of
the members of the Congressional Black Caucus and especially
myself, a subcommittee member, who will continue to give you full
support in this most important investigation.

I think that what you have done here is put your finger on what
may be the biggest problem that we have encountered with civil
rights since 1964. I don't mean just recently. I mean ever since we
started bringing forward civil rights legislation. And that is the
question of enforcement. There has been no more sensitive ques-
tion in all areas than how we enforce these noble measures that we
forge out here in the Halls of Congress. So, this hearing is to me a
key one. I want to encourage the chairman and also hope on the
record that we will get relevant activities of the Justice Depart-
ment's Civil Rights Division, which has apparently become the
basket in which all cases that OCR is under heat from Adams get
tossed into. It's sort of like a lateral pass on the football field. And
that makes everything OK. We just send it to Justice. And then
someday soon, maybe this year even, we'll find out what happens to
those cases.

So, this is bringing forward through this hearing a review of the
entire enforcement process. I hope Congress will get to voter rights
and other very important areas it this way. I don't see anytime
soon when we will be closing this probe of the Department of Edu-
cation.

Now, as I recall it, Mr. Chairman, this witness has made innu-
merable commitments about producing material. And I presume
that these materials have been forthcoming and are forthcoming. I
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am asking my staff member to check with the committee staff be-
cause soon I will ask for, if they are not already scheduled, I will
ask for a hearing specifically on the commitments that have been
made in the course of the hearing so that we can find out where
these matters are. valuable information that has to come for-
ward is very critical in forming our opinion about where we are in
the state of enforcement in the Department of Education.

So, once again, you have the undying gratitude of a lot of people
for doing a job that could have been as easily overlooked. There are
a lot of things we ought to oversight in the Congress. This is not
one of the easier jobs. I wanted just to express the strong feeling of
appreciation that I have for you in this undertaking.

Mr. WEISS. I want to thank the gentleman for his comments and
for his participation in these hearings, and for the important work
that he has been doing not only here but in his own capacity as the
chairman of a subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee.

As far as materials which have been requested and which have
been promised and which have been delivered, our staff will of
course be pleased to work with you and any of the cther members
in exchanging information and providing information as to what
has been made available and what has not been made available.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, on February 10, 1984, you notified

your regional directors that the desegregation plan in the Bakers-
field, CA, case should be used as guidance in formulating remedies
in other cases. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. The Bakersfield plan included a provision which en-

couraged minority students to transfer to majority schools. The
plan also included substantial compensatory education programs to
students in racially isolated schools. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. I think so, yes.
Mr. WEISS. Earlier this year OCR settled a case with the Peoria,

IL, school district, which OCR had found to be in violation of title
VI as a result of racially isolated schools. Did this settlement in the
Peoria case adhere to the Bakersfield guidelines?

Mr. SINGLETON. Well, Mr. Chairman, let's put this thing in per-
spective now. You know, the Bakersfield case is not a template, if
you will, that every single desegregation plan that comes down had
to look like. I mean, it was a model. Some plans may have more
elements in them than the Bakersfield model; others may have
less. I mean, it was a rule of thumb sort of guidance that wethis
was the basic approach that we were going to be taking with these
kinds of cases.

Mr. WEISS. Now, as a matter of fact, not only did the Peoria set-
tlement not include provisions for minority to majority transfers or
compensatory education, but the OCR policy and enforcement serv-
ice recommended that the Peoria settlement not be accepted with-
out a voluntary minority to majority transfer provision, and with-
out more compensatory education services in the racially isolated
minority schools. OCR staff advised you that the plan could not be
successful witaout these components.

Was their recommendation accepted?
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Mr. SINGLETON. No, obviously it was not. I mean, I didn't agree
with them on that point. I had to make a judgment, Mr. Chairman,
on what to do in that particular instance. The school district was
very clear that what they were giving us was the best they could
do. And they didn't think that anything more than that would
work there in the particular circumstances.

I was also being advised by my regional staff. What you're talk-
ing about is the advice that I got from the headquarters staff, but I
have a regional staff, too, with attorneys, very skilled attorneys
who put together a number of these kinds of cases. Their advice to
me was that this was a very weak case and that we could likely
lose this case if we had to ultimately get into a litigation situation
with it.

My view was that we got from them the best plan we could and
we would give it a try and see what would happen with it. If it
doesn't work, I suspect that at some point down the road we could
always go back in and deal with it again. But that was my judg-
ment on that.

Mr. WEISS. This again did not include quotas or numbers. The
Bakersfield plan provides for voluntary minority to majority trans-
fer provisions and more compensatory education services. Isn't that
correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, T.
Mr. WEISS. OK, so, this does not have the issue of quotas or num-

bers or--
Mr. SINGLETON. I didn't mean to imply that, if you got that from

what I just said. But they were not willing to go any further thanthat
Mr. WEISS. OK.
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. For pedagogical reasons.
Mr. WEISS. So that compliance with the Peoria plan, if I under-

stood what you just said correctly, as well as the Bakersfield plan
depends upon the districts making good-faith efforts rather than
meeting any guidelines of success standards. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I think that you have to have some element
of success or hope for success, Mr. Chairman, built into these
things. They had the standardsthe commitments that they make
have to be reasonable, it seems to me, to have a chance of succeed-
ing. I think that it is more than just good faith.

Mr. WEISS. Does OCR use the good-faith standard in negotiating
desegregation plans in all cases now?

Mr. SINGLETON. If you are referring to that position that the Jus-
tice Department just recently announced in a case, you know, I am
not familiar with that. There are no orders to my staff to doI
mean, we have our internal procedures for dealing with these
cases. It may be very similar to what Justice has done, but I don't
know that it is down on all fours with whatever the position advo-
cated by Justice was recently.

Mr. WEISS. OCR had brought administrative enforcement action
involving a multiple finding against governors of State University
and Illinois State Board of Governors of State college and universi-
ties. Why were these cases dismissed?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know, Mr. Chairman. I am not familiar
with those cases. I don't remember those cases.
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If they are the ones that I think they are, I think it was a juris-
diction problem again. But I am not certain. I can't remember.

Mr. WEISS. Memorandums from regional attorneys state that
OCR has clear jurisdiction in these cases and should reopen them. I
wonder if you have had occasion to review those regional attorneys'
recommendations and what your decision is.

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I don't recall seeing any regional attorney
recommendations on that. I think that there is some work going on
with that, Mr. Chairman, some work done on it. But again, I just
don't know.

Mr. WEISS. Would you, again, review your files and please submit
a response to us in writing for the record?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yas, we will do that.
[See appendix, p. 371.]
Mr. WEISS. During an investigation of the Phoenix Union High

School District, OCR concluded that the district was in violation of
title VI because it had illegally segregated high schools. OCR in-
tended to settle the case by incorporating the district settlement
plan into a private litigatory action resulting in the so-called
Castro order. Is that correct?

Mr. SINGLETON. Yes, I believe so.
Mr. WEISS. An OCR enforcement memorandum stated that the

Castro order did not affect all the schools in the district and there-
forequote: "The district with respect to this problem has failed to
take sufficient steps toward elimination of racial/ethnic isolation
in all parts of the district and remains in violation of title VI,"
close quote.

If the Castro order did not resolve the title VI violation in Phoe-
nix, why was it used as a remedy?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't know, Mr. Chairman. I don't recall the
specifics of that case or any of the analysis that was done on it. So,
I am at a distinct disadvantage, at a loss here to try to answer
those kinds of questions for you.

Mr. WEISS. Then you wouldn't know whether the Castro order
was modified to address all of those concerns?

Mr. SINGLETON. No, I wouldn't know at this point.
Mr. WEISS. Well, again, would you for the record review your

files and submit responses to us?
Mr. SINGLETON. I wit: do that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
[See appendix, p. 421.]
Mr. WEISS. In the Grove City decision, the Supreme Court re-

quired that Grove City College sign an assurance that it would not
violate the law in programs where it has received Federal funding
such as Pell grants. Has OCR insisted upon and received such an
assurance?

Mr. SINGLETON. I don't thinkno, we have not, because I don't
think that Grove City got any funds. I don't know. I would have to
check on that. But I think that there wasthere's something
recent on that, or several months ago on that. And I think that, as
I recall it, Grove City get no funds from the department. They
weren't certified eligible to get any funds. So, it wasn't necessary
for us to do that.

But then again, I--
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Mr. WEISS. Double check, would you, because, again, while the
Court held that they did not have to adhere across the board, that
they did have to adhere in those specific instances where they re-
ceived funds. And so it seems to me that there is a clear indication,
if they are receiving funds, for the assurance of nonviolation to be
signed. So, would you please check your files to see what is happen-
ing in that situation?

Mr. SINGLETON. I will check on that and provide you a response.
[See appendix, p. 210.1
Mr. WEISS. It should be noted that the Justice Department re-

sponded in toto to the questions that we requested of it, that is, of
giving us a summarization of the various cases that had been re-
ferred by the Office for Civil Rights and what the disposition and
status of those cases are, which, it seems to me, should very clearly
dispose of the argument that there is some reason why cases pend-
ing in this kind of investigation for some reason cannot be dis-
cussed or disclosed to this committee, if there was ever any ques-
tion in anybody's mind as to the validity of that argument.

I should also point out that, although there were assurances
made in that letter of July 18, 1985, as to the files held at the
Office for Civil Rights concerning those cases which had been re-
ferred to the Justice Department, as to the availability of our staff
to review them, in fact, that access has not been made. That was, I
assume, part of the matter to which Mr. Conyers was referring as
to further possible action to be undertaken by this subcommittee.

I would hope that it would not be necessary for further action
before all that material in fact is made available to us. In our judg-
ment there is just no question about the right of the subcommittee
to have access to the files.

Now, finally, in closing, let me just ask if your staff had dis-
cussed the cases with you that we reviewed, that is, the cases that
were referred to the Justice Department?

MT. SINGLETON. Has the staff
Mr. WEISS. Have you had discussions with your staff about those

cases?
Mr. SINGLETON. On all of those cases?
Mr.. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. SINGLETON. No. The only ones that we talked about were the

ones that came back. I mean-
Mr. WEISS. Right.
Mr. SINGLETON. In preparation for this? Yes.
Mr. Chairman, if I may- -
Mr. WEISS. Please.
Mr. SINGLETON [continuing]. I would like to state again that it is

my position that we are not denying the subcommittee access to
those files. We fully recognize the oversight responsibility of this
subcommittee and its authority to have access to those documents.
My only concern, the only issue that we have been dealing with
here for some time was some reasonable assurances for procedures
that we might maintain the confidentiality of some of the materi-
als contained in those open case files.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Singleton, just for the record, I want you to know
that my staff made a proposal to you which is much more than rea-
sonable. It was suggested that, as to those issues where there is any
question about disclosing any of the information or having it come
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to the subcommittee, that we would have those matters referred to
both myself and the ranking minority member, Mr. Walker, and
that only if both of us agreed that in fact it was appropriate for the
subcommittee to receive that information would we in fact insist
on receiving that information. Now, that gives the minority a veto
power over it. It couldn't be much more reasonable. I think my
staff went overboard in making that proposal, but I am willing to
adhere to it.

It just seems to me that, given that kind of record, you really
ought to explore with your counsel as to the appropriateness or
propriety of your refusing to make that information and those ma-
terials available to us.

Mr. SINGLETON. I just want the chairman to know that I have
one such case in that category, and that's the Dysart case. I think
that, as far as the procedures that were worked out with the staff
are concerned, as far as OCR is concerned that's fine. It was the
Justice Department that, had some problems with the procedures
with respect to their cases that they have that are open.

Mr. WEISS. The Justice Department really has been more than
cooperative with us.

Finally, in closing, let me just say that the right to equal educa-
tional opportunities is one of our most important civil rights. Con-
gress recognized just how vital freedom of education is when it
passed the laws prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, sex,
handicap and age, which the Office for Civil Rights is required to
enforce. Unfortunately, 2 days of hearings on the enforcement
record of OCR has shown that it backs off strong law enforcement
at every opportunity. We have heard testimony that OCR seeks vol-
untary settlements of all discrimination complaints even before the
investigative process begins. Yet, the Assistant Secretary could not
assure us during the first hearing that the hundreds of cases set-
tled in this manner have a sound legal basis.

We have heard that OCR his quietly moved to a good-faith
standard in measuring the effectiveness of the desegregation plans
it administers. This could have a devastating impact on the hun-
dreds of thousands of students in State systems of higher education
currently under desegregation plans. Many of these plans expire at
the end of this year. Despite OCR's own internal findings that the
vestiges of illegal dual systems of education remain in these States,
the good-faith standard may result in perpetuating the violations of
title VI found in our Nation's colleges.

The subcommittee also learned that the Justice Department, the
highest law enforcement authority in this country, is taking almost
no action on the nearly two dozen cases referred to it by OCR since
1981, despite serious violations of law uncovered during OCR inves-
tigations. Despite serious staff shortages at OCR, we have learned
that the office routinely returns millions of dollars each year to the
Treasury that Congress had appropriated for civil rights law en-
forcement.

Most importantly, the subcommittee learned that discrimination
continues to exist in America and, left unabated, will rear its ugly
head again as it did decades ago before the enactment of the civil
rights laws the Department of Education has pledged to enforce.
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I don't believe, based on these hearings, that this pledge has been
fulfilled.

Mr. Rowland.
Mr. RowLAND. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to thank you for

having these hearings. I also thank Mr. Singleton for his patience
over the last 3 hours in answering questions, and even our Canadi-
an friends, who were with us for about 2 hours.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. Thank you for your participa-
tion, Mr. Rowland.

The subcommittee now stands adjourned, subject to the call of
the Chair.

[Whet eupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene subject to the call of the Chair.]



APPENDIX

MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

UNITED STATES DE PAS \1F\ T OF EDUCATION

,Ift .1,, `,1. .14N k.GHTS

1,3\ 1985

Honorable Ted Weiss, Chairman
Intergovernmental Relations and
Human Resources Subcommittee

Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Weiss:

During my testimony before the Subcommittee on September 11, 1985, I was asked
to submit a considerable amount of .nformation for the record. In response, I

am enclosing the requested information.

Enclosures

Sincerely,

Harry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary
for Civil Rights

00 MARYLAND AVL S W WASHINGTON DC 2o2 o2

)
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Submissions for the Record Requested at the September 11, 1985 Hearing
from

Harry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights

U.S. Department of Education

o Chairman Weiss asked if Assistant Secretary Singleton recalled or knew "whether

OCR remedied the situation outlined by the Quality Assurance Staff in that

memo" (May 1E, 1984 memo). Mr. Singleton assured Chairman Weiss that he would

"check with [the] Policy and Enforcement Service to find out whether anything

was -- first of all, whether or not this is a valid allegation or problem, if

you will, and whether or not anything was needed to Se done to take care of it"

[page 27, lines 633-640 of the transcript).

The alleged problem outlined in the Quality Assurance Director's May 15 memo-
randum was an attempt to interject the Quality Assurance Staff into an area

where they had no responsibility. The Quality Assurance Staff was charged

with the respunsibil' y for assessing cases as to their conformance with
existing policy, but they were not charged with the task of redefining or

recommending Changes in policy.

OCR's policy on conducting interscholastic athletics investigations is
delineated in the Title IX regulations and there is no problem in regard to

enforcing these provisions.

o Chairman Weiss asked if the new Investigation Procedures Manual (IPM) cortains

a section concerning referral of cases not wIthIn OCR's jurisdiction, and if

this section has in fact been added; he requested that Mr. Singleton "give [the

Subcommitteu] a copy of the revised IPM if you have it" [page 31, lines 730-736

of the transcript).

The revised sections from OCR's IPM are enclosed at TAB A.

o Chairman Weiss requested that Mr. Singleton "supply the Subcommittee with a copy

of the memorandum" to the Qua? y Assurance Task Forte (giving it direction) and

". . .
whatever reports, briefing papers or memoranda which the Task Force

has supplied to you since Its creation" [page 47, lines 1113-1122 and page

48, lines 1138-1141 of the transcript].

This Information is enclosed at TAB B.

o Chairman Weiss asked Assistant Secretary Singleton to "submit to the Subcommittee

for our records any exchange of correspondence in regard to the Dayton case."

[page 94, lines 2238-2242 of the trans;ript].

Staff in the Office for Civil Rights searched OCR files and retrieved seven
exchanges of correspondence concerning the DAYTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS, DAYTON, OHIO

case (OCR Complaint No. 05-76-0070).

This correspondence Is enclosed at TAB C.
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o Congressman Conyers requested that the "witness" supply information to the
Subcommittee regarding the impact of the Grove City decision on OCR's cases
[pages 97-100, lines 2311-2371 of the transcript].

Prior to the Supreme Court's decision on Grove City, OCR's jurisdiction to
investigate allegations of discrimination Id educational institutions was
considered to be relatively broad. Thus, OCR was, in many cases, satisfied
that it could go forward with an investigation if any part of the institution
in question received Federal financial assistance. The Grove City decision

made clear that OCR would have to trace Federal funds to a more narrowly-defined
program in order to have jurisdiction to even investigate a complaint.

This applies to all complaints filed with OCR, and affects every investigation.
The Grove City ruling requires OCR to find out whether relatively small parts
of an educational institution receive Federal financial assistance. As a
consequence, OCR must obtain considerably more information than in the past
about individual Federal grants and about the organizational structure of the
recipient.

The referral of cases to the Department of Justice (DOJ) occurred prior to the

Grove City ruling. That ruling, however, applies to all cases returned to OCR
-from DOJ, because there is no rationale for taking cur-ent enforcement action
based on any jurisdictional theory that was invalidated by the Supreme Court
while the case was being examined by DOJ. The collection and analysis of infor-

mation on the particulars of the funding and on the organizational structure of
the recipient had to be conducted again after the case was returned from DOJ.
In the cases involving Malcolm-King Harlem College Extension and Dillon County
School District 12, OCR has determined that there is jurisdiction to proceed
under the standard set forth in Grove City. The enforcement proceeding against
Dillon has commenced. In the cases the Anna-Jonesboro Community High
School District No. 81 and the Dayton, Ohio Public Schools, OCR regional offices
have been instructed to ascertain additional facts pertinent to determining
whether OCR has jurisdiction, and whether there remains a viniation in light of
the time which has elapsed since the complaints were initially filed. The

regional offices will then make recommendations to Assistant Secretary Singleton
on whether OCR should initiate administrative proceedings.

o Chairman Weiss requested that Assistant Secretary Singleton "try to get infor-

mation for us and submit that information to the Subcomm,ttee for the record"
on the status of a Section 504 case involving the Illinois State Board of
Education [page 101, lines 2401-2403 of the transcript].

A copy of Mr. Singleton's reouest to Madeleine Will, Assistant Secretary for
Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, and her response of October 11,
1985 is enclosed at TAB D.
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o Chairman Weiss requested that Assistant Secretary Singleton refresh his recol-
lection and then submit his response to the Subcommittee in writing regarding
his decision on the Petaluma case [page 105, lines 2487-2491 of the transcript].

The response is enclosed at TAB E.

o Chairman Weiss asked Assistant Secretary Singleton to provide information
concerning Royal Independent School District's status as a recipient of Federal
financial assistance [page 109-11D, lines 2592-2599 of the transcript].
.".ongressman Conyers requested the documentation relied on to make the Federal
iinancial assistance determination [page 114, lines 2696-2698 of the transcript].

This information is enclosed at TAB F.

o Chairman Weiss asked Mr. Singleton .o submit information to the Subcommittee as
to the "status' of the Crisp County, Georgia case. He also asked if any moni-
toring was being done and if the Title VI violation that OCR found had been
corrected [pages 116 and 117, lines 2751-2756 of the transcript].

By letter dated March 6, 1984, the Office for Civil Rights informed
Dr. Charles Osborn, Superintendent of the Crisp County, Georgia School
District, that OCR was closing its files on the Crisp County, Georgia Complaint
No. 4-82-1212, because the issue contained in the OCR complaint was the subject
of parallel litigation in the U.S. District Court, Southern District of Georgia,
Savannah Division (Georgia State Conference of Branches of NAACP, et al.,
v. State of Georgia et al., Civil Action No. CV-482-233.) OCR further advised
Dr. Osborn that, 'consistent with its past practice and policy, OCR retains
discretion to consider whether the results of those proceedings indicate that
relevant Title VI issues, including, where necessary, issues relating to remedy,
have been fully addressed by the court.'

Plaintiffs in the law suit asserted two causes of action. Only one is relevant
here. That is, that black students have been assigned to regular classes in
the public schools in the State of Georgia in ways that result in racial separ-
ation by class within otherwise desegregated schools. This action was brought
under the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments of the Constitution; Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; and the Equal Educational Opportunities Act,
20 U.S.C. § 17D1, et she

The District Court issued an opinion in the case on June 28, 1984. The court
took notice of OCR's findings in the administrative complaint in making its
decision. However, the court denied plaintiffs claims for relief under the
Constitution and each statute listed above. Specifically, the District Court
did not find 'the local defendants achievement grouping practices, as imple-
mented in the individual districts, violative of 42 U.S.C. § 2000d (Title VI)."
The court concluded that the "state and local districts have demonstrated
that the procedures utilized in special education placement are educationally
justified and related to the purpose and goals of special education. This
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program is not violative of Title VI 'simply becauso of variances in the racial
composition . . . .'" The court further concluded that "inasmuch as the local
defendants' practices, as implemented, are not found to ;:e violative of Title VI.
the State defendants are not liable for their supervisory and administrative
role in the distribution of Federal funds."

The District Court's opinion was appealed on September 24, 1984. A decision on
appeal has not been issued.

Region IV informed Assistant Secretary Singleton on September 25, 1985, that
the region's monitoring activities included keeping abreast of the Court's
activities and reviewing the pleadings and findings. OCR's monitoring activities
are continuing pending a decision on appeal.

A determination regarding whether any further action would ie required by the
Crisp County. Georgia Scnool District will not be made until a final determin-
ation is made by the courts. Since local school districts must ,omply with all
rules, policies and standards of the State Board, any action required of the
State of Georgia will have an effect on the practices at the Crisp County,
Georgia School District.

Mr. Singleton essured Chairman Weiss that he would provide for the record the
regional office "documentation for other work that may have been done at the
region to obviate the need for undertaking the compliance review" (at William
Patterson College) that was recommended by the Director of the Policy and
:nforcement Service [pages 120-121, lines 2815-2850 of the transcript].

The Region II remoranda is enclosed at TAB G.

o Chairman Weiss inquired as to why the administrative enforcement action agalest
Governors State University and Chicago State University was dismi.sed [page 130,
lines 3071-3075 of the transcript].

An explanation is enclosed at TAB H.

o Chairman Weiss stated that "Memoranda from regional attorneys state that OCR
has clear jurisdiction in these cases [Governors State University and Chicago
State University] and should reopen them." He then asked the Assistant Secretary
to review his files and submit a response as to whether that recommendation had
been reviewed and what the Assistant Secretary's decision was [pagr 131, lines
3081-3092 of the transcript].

As a point of clarification, the referenced memorandum 'roe the regional attorneys
does not state that OCR has clear jurisdiction in these cases. In fact, juris-
diction was not established by the region in all cases. That memorandum, as
well as other memoranda responding to this request, are enclosed at TAB I.
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o Chairman Weiss requested that Assistant Secretary Singleton review the Phoenix
Union High School case and submit a response to the Subcommittee as to the

reason that the Castro order was used as a remedy and whether the order was
modified to address the concerns raised in an OCR enforcement memorandum [pages
132 and 133, lines 3096-3124 of the transcript].

The response is enclosed at TAB J.

o With regard to Grove City College, Chairman Weiss requested that Mr. Singleton:
'Double check, would you, because, again, while the court held that they did
not have to adhere across the board, that they did have to adhere in those

specific instances where they received funds. And so it seems to me that there
is a clear indication, if they are receiving funds, for the assurance of non-

violation to be signed. So, would you please check your files to see whet is

happening in that situation?' [page 134, lines 3142-3151 of the transcript].

According to two Departme'.t of Education sources, the Federal Assistance Awards
Data System (HODS) and the Consolidated Assistant Secretary Postsecondary
Education Retrieval System (CASPER), Grove City College is not currently receiving
Federal financial assistance. Since Grove City College is not participating in
any Federal student assistance programs, no assurance of compliance form is

required.
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TARA

INVESTICATION PROCEDURES MANUAL

Sections Pertaining to Procedures for
Referring Cases not Within

OCR's Jurisdiction

Section I - 1.7, pages 6-7 (as marked)
and Appendices F-1 and F-2

Section I - 1.714, pages 9-10 (as marked)

Section I - 1.10, page 16 (as marked)
and Appendix 1-3
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SECTION I - PRE-INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES

vents OCR to conduct an investigation, OCR should proceed
to investigate (eee 1-4.3).

1.6 Incomplete Complaints

Within 15 calendar days of OCR's receipt of a complaint
that omits one or more of the eleUents required in 1-1.4,
CORmuat determine which elements are missing and notify
the complainant of the specific elements missing, the
information needed, and the, date by which the information
must be supplied (Appendix D).

OCR may contact the complainant by telephone and attempt
to complete the ccmplaint. If the missing elements are
obtained by telephone, a mem:acme= to the file should
specify the information provided and the date the com-
plaint was completed. A letter outlining the new informa-
tion obtained by telephone must be sent to the complainant
and a copy put in the case file.

If the complainant cannot be reached by telephone, OCR
must inform the complainant by certified mail, return
receipt re:vested, that unless the information is provided
within 60 days, OCR will close the complaint. 5/ If the
complainant has not responded within 30 days a this
notification, he/she is sent a certified letter, return
receipt requested, readrangtdin/her that OCR will close
the complaint if the additional information is not sub-
mitted within 30 calendar days (Appendix D-1). The com-
plainant must be given written notice of the closure
(Appendix D6.2).

1.7 Determining Jurisdiction

In order for co establish jurisdiction, the complaint
must allege, or OCR must be able to infer from the facts
given, discrimination based on race, color, national ori-
gin, sex, handicap or age. OCR has four jurisdictional
authorities: Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Age Discrimi-
nation Act of 1975. Where OCR does not have jurisdiction,

5/ The Discrimination Complaint dorm is not a requisite for
filing a complete complaint. As long as the necessary
information is provided to enable OCR to begin the inves-
tigation, completion of the form is not required.

t1E.ST COPY MAII_ABLE
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SECTICti I - FRE-INVESTICATTJE ACTIVITIES

OCR shall ascertain to the best of its ability whether an-
other agency has jurisdiction, rear the complaint, and notify
the complainant (Appendix F) 28 C.F:R. 42.408(b). For referrals
to the UDC, see 1-1.10. For referrals to other agencies.
see Appendices F-1 and F-2.

1.711 Title VI of the Civil Riems Actiof 1964 (Title VI)
42 U.S.C. 2000-d et 22a; 34 C.F.R. Part 100, 101.

Under-Title VI, =has j11!::iction to investigate all student
service and benefit comp and certain employment complaints
based on race, color, or national origin, th-any program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance.
employment complainre, =has jurisrUkidon if thetalfsglenigdis-

crimination could adversely affect progrimbeneficiaries on the
basis of race, color or national origin. (Note that new proce-
dures exist for certain employment complaints to the
UPC - see Notice, p. O.

There is also Title VI jurisdiction where a prwsary objective
of the Federal financial assistance la to provide employment.
In addition, EDteus authority &law,' fro* other Federal
agencies; thus, its Title VI juriadictiou is not limited to
those recipients of assistance from ED (see Appendix E-1).

Authority to enforce Title VI for proprietary vocational schools
(privately owned, profit melting enterprises that teach a trade
or skill leading to immediate employment, e.g., beauty culture,
computer programming) has been delegated to the Veterans' Admin-
istration.

With the exception of the following, such_complaints must be
formnied to the Equal Opportunity Staff, Veterans' Assistance
Service, t of Veterans'-Benefits, Veterans' Adadmils-
tration,-61 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20420 (see
Appendix E). The complainant must be simultaneously notified
of the referral.

In special cases (e.g., a multijurisdictional case also Involving
Title IX allegations), OCR may decide, with the concurrence of
the Veterans' Administration, to conduct its own investigation. __.

In addition, please note that OCR remains responsible for enforce,
sant of Title VI where a proprietary vocational school is op-
erated by a college or university. 38 C.F.R. § l8a.1(a). Also,
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SECTICti I - PRE - INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES

1.714 Age Discrimination Act of 1975
42 U.S.C. 6101 et ma.-

-

The Age Discrimination Act prohibits discrimination on the
basis of age in programs or activities receiving Federal
finial assistance. The Act alio contains certain excep-

tions Whidh permit, ender limited circumstances, continued
use of age distinctions or factorsother than age width may

have adisproportionate effect on the basis of age.

As provided in the Act, HEW published general government-
wide regulations on June 12, 1979, at 45 C.P.A. Part 90,

effective July 1, 1979. On September 24, 1979, REW pub-

lished its proposed agency-specific regulations also
required by the Act. The Department of Education is
currently developing its own agency-specific

rand investigative procedures. In the interim,e6ulastrld
continue to follow the September 24, 1979 U1i regulations.

Under the Age Discrimination Act, =has jurisdiction to
investigate all student services complaints. OCR does

have jurisdiction to investigate any employment complaints
under the Act; they are to be sent to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission or closed under the procedure

described beim.

All service complaints are fomarded to the Federal Media-

tion and Conciliation Service (FMCS). For complaints

containing allegations of arbe discrimination and some
other juriadice..a: Critlela Title IX:and/or Section 504),

in order to allow the complaint to be forwarded to MS,
the applicable time frame will be tolled for 60 days or
until the complaint is returned _from FMCS, ohichever is
earlier. -- If the complaint is not resolved by FMCS within
60 days, OCR will resume processing the complaibewithin
the applicable time frames. OCR will notify the complain-.

ant(s) of the duratimo of the tolling of the time frames.
The age complaints forwarded to the FMCS are sent to the
attention of !is. Mary Anderson, Program Assistant, Age
Discrimination Act Program, 8th Floor, Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service, 2100 K Street, N.W. Washington,

D.C. 20427. Each of the following should be

N.W.,
to the

FICS:

o completed FMCS "Request for ADA Mediator Assistance";

o copy of the complaint; and
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SECTION I - PRE - INVESTIGATIVE ACITVIIIES

o copies of the adcnowledgments sent to both the cow-
plena= and the recipient.

For complaints involving age only, the Adams time frames do
not apply.

Asp comOsints involving employment which are fileihyper-
sons between the ages of 40 and 70 are to.be referred to
the appropriate EEOC regional office and the OCR file closed.-
IDOL does not have jurisdiction over age/employment complaints
Whida involve persons under 40 or over 70 years-of age. If
the complainant is trader 40 or over 70 years of age and the

ccmplaint alleges only employment discrimination, the com-
plainant should be informed that there is no jurisdiction
under the Age Discrimination Mt.

flee complaints which not only involve age/employment but
also some other jurisdiction (namely, Title VI, Title IX,
and/or Section 504) are to be referred to FEW for inves-
tiodonof the age portion and retained by 0(R for inves-
tigation of the othiervpoition(s). Such &complaint will be
split into two separste cases and each jurisdiction will be
given its own docket weber. the one classified as an age
complaint is to be referred to EEOC and closed by OCR. The
other is to be investigated by 0:R within the Mass time
frames.

1.72 liveliness

1.721 180-Day FilircRequireeent

A complaint must be filed within 180 calezdai days of the
last act of alleged discrimination unless the time for
filing is extended -by the Regional Director in accordance
with 1-1.722 below or if the complainant has utilized an
internal grievance procedure.

The filing date of a complaint shall be the earliest of the-
following:

o Fccuemicdate of the complaint;

o date received by an OCR office; or

o date received by OZR'Headquarters.

Note: This does not affect the Adams time frames (see 1-1.31).
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SECTIM I - PRE-INvESTIGATIVE =Innis

1.10 notice to EEOC - EMployeent Complaints

The EEDC most be notified of-all Title VI and Title IX
employment complaints filed against recipients of Federal
financial assistance. Notice should be sent as soon as
=has made at least an initfai determination that it
has prisdiction over the complaint (see Appendix and
I-1. 4).

For closure of complaints already investigated by the
EEDC; see 1-2.26.

The Lent and Complainant must also be advised that we
have the EEOC. Notice to the EEOC, recipient and
complainant shouhlhe sent simultaneously. (For sample
letters, see Appendices I-1 and I-2.) Such notice maybe
included in the adomowledgpent letter (see 1-3.12 and 1-3.2).

Employment complaints over which= does not have juris-
diction must be transferred to EEOC. (For sample letter,
see AppeodixI73). (For the EE0C/D111 Rule on Employment

Dim..T7'...amplaints and explanatory memoranda, see
AppennUUEI-4.) Note also that new procedures exist for
referring certain employment complaints to the EEDC (see
Notice, p. C).

1-2.0 PRE - INVESTIGATIVE CLOSURES

2.1 Definition

For purposes of clari_fle*Pinn and consistency, closures
as defined in the CIMS have been separated by "point-in-
process" categories in this manual. _Closures made prior
to the- initiation of an investigatita (the initial requesting
of information) are defined as Pre-Investigative Closures,. 11/
Closures msde after the initiation of an investigation it

prior to the development of en OCR determination (review
of the draft Invesr421w-ive Report by the Regional Director)
are defined as Pre-Determination Closures. Pre-Determination

11/ In this manual the term "initiation of the investigation"
refers to the first date on which the recipient ia abed-
to provide investigative information. Contrast this with
the "start date" as used in the Adams Order, which is the
receipt or completion date of thrialplaint, or for re-
views, t7:2 date the on-site review is started.
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APPENDIX 1-3

LETTE:+, TO EEOC TRANSPERR/NO C11OPLAISt

(Director]
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

(City) Office
Street
City, State, Zip Code

Complainant
OCR Docket NO.:
Date .Received

Dear

Enclosed is the above-referenced complaint. transferred to

your office for processing. We have determined that the

Officl for .Civil Rights.(OCR1.does not have jurisdiction .

over the.compiainti but that EEOC may have jurisdiction.

We have notified the complainant of this transfer and the

reason for the transfer. The complainant has been informed

that the data of receipt by OCR, shown above, will be deemed

the receipt date under Title VII and/or the Equal Pay Act

unless an earlier charge was received by EEOC.

This transfer and the above notice to the parties concludes.

this agency's consideration of this complaint. .

Sincerely. -.

Name
Title

Enclosure
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SAMPLE LETTER REFERRING NO JURISDICTION
COMPLAINT TO ANOTHER AGENCY

Dear (complainant)

Thank you for writing to the Office for Civil Rights.
The Office for Civil Rights-is responsible for the
enforcement bf:

Title Y1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits
discrimination on the basis oil race, color, or national
origin in activities and programs that receive Federal
financial assistance;

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which
prohibits discrimination because of sex in education
programs and activities that receive funds from the
Department of Education;

. SeCinn 504 Cf.the Riehabrlitition Act Of 1973, which.
prohibits discrimination because of handicap in programs
and activities funded by the Federal Government; and

Age Oiscrisination Act of 1975, which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of age, under certain
circumstances, in programs or activities receiving
Federal financial assistance.

This Office.has no Jurisdiction in the matter that you
brought to our attention because

. We have forwarded your
letter to name. onone numoer and address of aaencv) .

We believe that agency will be able to assist-you.
.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

CRegional Director)
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REFERRAL SLIP (TO THE AGENCY)

The enclosed correspondence pertains to amatter within

your jurisdiction.

We informed the complainant that we have referred this

matter to you.

(Regional Director)

Enclosure
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DV 13

Late: 7/9/04

Date Due: 0/16/84

ASSIGNMENT to CHARLES TEJADA. DEWEY DODDS. TAYLOR AUGUST, and JESSE HIGH

As I discussed in the June 29. 1984 conference call on the subject
of quality assurance. I want you to examine and make some proposals
about the teminology used in assesslnp cases, about the scope of the
QA reviews, and about the scoring procedure.

With regard to terminology. your analysis should cover the following
questions:

1. Should we continue to assess cases as 'defects' and "errors'?

2. If so, hew should these terms be defined?

3. If not, what terms should be substituted?

With regard to the scope of the reviews, you should distinguish between
technical and substantive errors, define and identify technical and
substantive errors, and make reconmendations as to the scope of the OA
reviews. Keep in mind as you consider this issue that I want consistency
and unifomity of result.

With regard to scoring, your analysis should examine the iris and cons
of the current scoring procedure and make reccrpendations for changes,
as appropriate.

You should submit your decision t11610 to me no later than August 16. 1984.
The decision memo should include analyses of the terminology, scope,
and scoring issues and recanmendetions.

`--Lc Jrs.A..:
Harry H. Singleton
Assistant. Secretary

for Civil Rights

cc: Laura lee Over
Tricia Healy
Helene Deramond
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATTO
OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

REGION VII
TO : Harry M. Singleton

DATE: AUG 1 7 1984

FROM : Regional Director

Per your instructions of June 29, 1984,
attached is the Quality Assurance
Task Force Report completed by Regions
II, III,-VI and VII. .

If you have any questions, please
contact me.

(E--4

3-3-A 1 t
Jesse L. NiJesse
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MEMORANDUM
Harry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary

To for Civil Rights
Department of Education

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

REGION VII

DA= NS I T E64

Regional Directors' Taak Force on Quality Assurance
FROM Office for Civil Rights

Department of Education

Regional Directors' Quality Assurance Taak Force
IMAMICT: Recommendations

Per your instructions of June 29, 1984, Charles Tejada,
Dewey Dodds, Taylor August, and Jesse High examined the Qual-
ity Assurance Program in regards to the terminology, scope,
and scoring procedures employed. Our analysis and recommen-
dations are as follows.

Issue 1 Should cases continue to be assessed as errors and
defects?

We are recommending that the practice of scoring cases as
"error" and "defect" be discontinued for the following rea-
sons:

- The terms project an unnecessarily negative connotation
onto completed caaea;

- The practice of scoring caaea as an "error" or a "defect"
makes the Quality Index (QI) of scored cases statistical-
ly unreliable as a management indicator (cases assigaed
an "error" or "defect" rating do not receive a numerical
QI score); and

- It is possible (and has happened) when this practice is
employed that a well investigated, substantially correct
case is not scored for purely technical reasons.'

1Sce 04-82-2-44, contained in Attachment 11-B to Quality
Assurance Report of Regional Performance in Processing Cases
Closed in May/June 1983.
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We believe it is unnecessary to substitute any new terms, and
do not recommend any labels to describe instances "when in-
formation in the case file Andicates that the outcome of the
case was incorrect" (error)4 or "when informatiol, in the case
file indicates that more infogmation is needed to determine
the proper outcome" (defect).,

Instead, we believe that all cases, regardless of the types
of mistakes made, should be scored. The score that a case
receives (the QI) should be reflective of the overall quality
of the case. Cases receiang Au point deductions would
require a determination as to whether any farther action by
the region (or Headquarters) ie necessary.

The fact that cases would not be laueled as errors or defects
will not eliminate instances where the outcome the cases
is incorrect nor instances where more information is needed
to determine the proper outcome. However, these cases, under
our proposed system, would receive a correspondingly low
score compared to cases that have been handled properly. Low
scored cases may or may not require further action to remedy
the situation that caused the loss of points, bet as errors
and/o;. defects presently may or may not require further ac-
tion. 4 It is our belief that the same conclusions, recommen-
dations, and need for corrective actions that emanate from
the present system will emanate f.om the proposed process.
(Issue 2 continues our discussiol and recommendations for the
proposed scoring system.)

This proposed process would also eliminate a distinct disad-
vantage of the present system - a bifurcated scoring sys);em.
Presently, a case either receives a score le QI) or the case
is errored or defected. These two distinct measurements nan,
at times, be very inconsistent, i.e., when a well investi-
gated, substantively correct case is not scored for purely
technical reasons.

?Quality Assurance Report of Regional Performance in
Processing Cases Closed in May/June 1983, undated, page 3.
3lbid., page 3.
4See 02-83-5-15, contained in Attachment N-B to Quality
Assurance Report of Regional Performance in Processing ,ases
Closed in May/June 1983.
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Pv*ther, scoring all the cases in a sample intended to com-
pute a regional and/or national QI, and a regional and/or
national item analysis, instead of categorically excluding
cases scored as "errors" and "defects," will result in a
management indicator that is more meaningful because it is
more statistically reliable. Presently, even cases that are
initially assessed as an "error" or "defect," but subse-
quently have the "error" or "defect" rating removed, are not
scored. By not excluding cases from the sample through
"error" and "defect" ratings, the sample will be more reli-
able because all cases intended to be used to predict out-
comes will (optimally) be used.

The QI score a case receives under our proposed syatem gener-
ally will indicate if mistakes were made and the degree of
their severity, i.e., the conclusions are incorrect, uncited
technical violations, and/or procedural mistakes or omis-
sions.

A low scored case will mean that the outcome of the case is
incorrect, .e., jurisdiction versus no jurisdiction;
pre-investigative closure versus investigation;.violation
findings versus no violation; etc. We recommend that sub-
stantial point deductions (meaning the deduction of several
points) be made only when the region has committed an act or
omission that makes the outcome of the case incorrect.

A moderately low scored case will be one that contains tech-
nical violations o: the regulations which are unrelated to
the issues of the complaint or compliance review and for
which there is no evidence that actual harm has been suffered
by an individual or a class. An example is an instance when
OCR investigates an allegation of racially discriminatory
dismissal practices. The investigation correctly results in
no violation findings on that issue. However, during the
course of the investigation, OCR obtains an admission appli-
cation form which requests the applicant's marital status,
and OCR subsequently fails to cite the recipient for this
violation. If there is no evidence that the recipient is
using this inquiry to deny women admission, we believe the
mistake is less grave than one in which a complainant has
actually suffered harm and OCR's finding is incorrect.
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Another example is during a Title IX compliance review of
sexually segregated physical education classes, OCR obtains a
copy of the recipient's Section 504 notice of nondiscrimi
nation. The notice fails to include an assurance that the
recipient's nondiscriminatory policy extends to employment
and fails to identify the recipient's Section 504 coordina
tor. The violation is not cited in the LOP. While this will
result in a point deduction, its effect is, we believe, less
harmful and should be scored accordingly.

We believe that point dedUctions for not citing technical
violations of the regulations should be significantly smaller
than point deductions made because the outcome or conclusions
related to the investigated issues are incorrect.

Procedural mistakes or omissions that 4o not place the out
come of the case in question or make the findings incorrect
should result in an even lower number of point deductions.
An example is two complaints that contain the same or similar
issues being opened against the same recipient. (See At
tachment 2 for a listing of errors and defects identified by
the Task Force that we believe to be procedural.) Point de
ductions for purely procedural deviations or omissions should
be minor.

Decision: Discontinue-to assess cases as "errors" and "de
fects." Cases presently assessed as "errors" or
"defects" should be scored, with the points
awarded in the scoring process reflecting the
quality of the findings and results.

Agree Disagree

Comments:

5Case Number 08811050
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Issue 2 - What Should be the Scope of the QA Revitw?

The task force believes that certain items presently being
evaluated separately can be combined.

Combining certain items would have three benefits. It would:

- Simplify the system;

- Allow closely related Items ths' have a real bearing on
the outcome of the cases to be combined and emphasized;
and

- Allow a minimum point value to be assigned to items that
have no -eal bearing on the outcome of the case.

We have identified nine items that we believe are purely
procedural and that bear no real impact on the correctness
of the findings. These are items 4 and 5, acknowledgement
letters:(LOk's), whose contents are dictated mainly by the
Adams Order, and items 8 through 14 which pertain to the In-

.
vestigative Plan (IP).

Items 4 and 5 could be combined and their relative point
value drastically reduced. As opposed to items 1, 2, and 3,
(the completeness of the complaint, OCR's jurisdiction, and
recipient status, respectively) wNich directly impact on the
correctness of findings, we were unable to discern any rela-
tive impact that LOA's bear on findings.

The IP (items 8 through 14) can assist an investigator in
r_achins the proper conclusion, but is, in reality, something
that could be eliminated as a formal requirement. It is not
only possible, but also probable, that correct and proper
findings can be made in every instance without an IP being
reduced to a written, formalized document. It is, therefore,
our recommendation that items 8 through 14 be combined and
their relative point value be drastically reduced.

The remaining items are, we believe, substantive and directly
affect the correctness of findings. There are, however,
several that are closely related and should be combined. The
items that we are recommending to be combined all relate to
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what are basically distinct processes. For instance, items
16, 17, and 18 (the Complainant Interview, Recipient and
Witness Interviews, and the Follow-up of New Leads, respec-
tively) could easily be combined as they relate to, basi-
cally, the same activity - on-site investigation. Items 21,
22, and 23 all relate to the same product, the Investigative
Report. Items 24 and 25 (Complainant Notice of Adverse Find-
ings and Follow-up to Complainant's Rebuttal) are the same
process. Items 26 and 27 (LOF's to Complainant and Recipi-
ent) refer to nearly identical products. Items 29, 30, and
31 (Pre-Negotiation Activities, Negotiation Activities, and
Decision to Accept or Reject Agreement) are all part of on:.
process. Lastly, items 32 and 33 (Enforcement Action and En-
forcement Memorandum) refer to one process. Those items, as
grouped above, can be combined and emphasized accordingly.
(Attachment 1 to this memorandum is a (A Assessment sheet
that reflects the above recommendations.)

A concern also raised by the task force was the potential
im,ict of the directives received from Headquarters' staff
members:tha affect investigative procedures and the outcome
of cases. It is recommended that directives received from
members of the Assistant Secretary's immediate-staff, as
documented in case files, discontinue being reviewed or ques-
tioned in the QA process and not result in point deductions
unless the Assistant Secretary specifically so instructs the
QA Staff.

Decision: Combine the items as recommended, increasing the
relative weights of the remaining substantive
items an decreasing the relative weights of the
technical items, as appropriate. (See attachment
1 for our recommendation on h,w items should be
combined.)

Agree DisagrJe

Comments:
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Decision: Directives received from members of the Assistant
Secretary's immediate staff, as documented in case
files, should not be reviewed or questioned in the
QA process unless so instructed by the Assistant
Secretary.

Agree Disagree

Comments:

Issue 3 - What are the pros and cons of the current scoring
procedure, and what changes are appropriate?

In reaching our conclusions and recommendation's, we identi-
fied what we believed to be the pros and cons of the present
scoring system.

The pros are:

1. It is a novel way ^f reviewing cases and measuring
quality. It was designed specifically for ED, OCR,
and (with the below note4 reservations) accomplishes
its purpose.

2. The procedure employed to assess cases and the items
assessed directly correspond to the Investigation
Procedures Manual. This helps assure national con-
sistency and uniformity in case processing.

3. The procedure employed provides a thorough, in-depth
review of the case, including the case processing
methodology and the compliance determination, which
contributes to consistency and uniformity in re-
sults.

4.. The QA process combines a review of the procedural,
technical, and substantive aspects of ease
processing. All are important, but not in equal
degrees.
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5. The process provides the basis for an objective
review of cases and case processing. Objectivity is
essential in accomplishing the purposes of the QA
process.

The cons are:

1. The process results in two distinct, and often
times, unrelated - measurements - the Quality Index
(QI) or an error and/or defect assessment. We have
recommended a solution to this problem in response
to Issue 1.

2. Terms employed by the process, namely "error" and
"defect," are unnecessarily stigmatizing. (See
Issue 1

3. There is no mechanism to provide for the "harmless"
error, which results in point deductions or error
and defect assessments that are not prpportionate to
their affect on the end product. (See Issue 1)

4. The process necessitates a subjective assessment of
the findings and actions taken by individuals unin-
volved in the investigative process and, therefore,
not necessarily in the best position to make t!iat
assessment.

5. It appears that the sample size is too small to
produce meaningful data. For instance, it would
appear to be unreasonable to base an assessment of
all the regions handling of Enforcement Actions
(item 32) and Enforcement Memoranda (item 33) on
just one case. Further, although we do not know the
number of cases closed by each region, it does not
appear to be valid to base an "overall QI" for a
region on one case or an error and defect rate on
three cases.° (Admittedly, the figures used to
illustrate this point are the extremes; however,
these examples not only illustrate the point but
also amplify the seriousness of our concern.)

6. For the uses to which the resultant data is put, the
process takes too long to complete and the results
(feedback) are untimely.

6Quality Assurance Report of Regional Performance in
Processing Cases Closed in May/June 1983, Table N-4.
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7. All policies used to assess the sufficiency, cor-
rectness, and quality of findings is not codified or
available to all regions on an equal basis.

8. The relative importance of each item assessed, as
reflected by the "points available" assigned to each
item, was not determined with input from all OCR
components (i.e., all Services, Staffs, the Office
of the Assistant Secretary, and the regions).

9. Headquarters' inpitt to the investigative, evalu-
ative, and/or decision making processes that affect
case findings is not properly assessed (See Issue
2).

Solutions to what we have listed as "cons" numbers 4, 5, and
6 are beyond what we perceive to be the charge to our Task
Force. We did, however, discuss options that could resolve
some deficiencies of the present system, and have included
them for your consideration. As these options would entail a
complete reworking of the QA Program, no recommgndations for
adoption are being made.

For example, a possible solution to #'s 4 and 6 would be the
establishment of a two part QA program with a regional compo-
nent and a Headquarters' component.

The regional program would as its primary function assess the
processing of cases to insure that each region is following
established procedure as set forth in the IPM and written
policy.

The regional program would address findings only insofar as
they conformed with the IPM and written policy disseminated
to the regions. It would not evaluate the analytical methods
employed in arriving at findings or the legal sufficiency of
the argument.

The tool used would be the QA assessment form modified to
remove the substandards relating to analysis of information
and sufficiency of proof.

The regional program would review a minimum of 50 percent of
all closures.
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A Headquarters teLm would, at predetermined intervals, visit
each region. One component of this team would review a ran-
dom sample of those cases evaluated by regional staff. The
purpose of this review would be to assess uniformity and
consistency among the regions in the interpretation of IPM
standards and written policy. Like the regional staff, it
would not evaluate analytical methods or legal sufficiency.
A Headquarters team scoring a sample of cases that have been
-cored by regional personnel, and then comparing the scores,
would allow an assessment .of the reliability of the resultant
QA data.

A second component of the Headquarters' team would review a
preselected sample of cases. This review would be similar in
scope, conduct and level of reviewing personnel to that em-
ployed when cases are placed on the Enforcement Activity
Report (EAR). The reviewers would evaluate the LOP, IR,
attorney opinion, and pertinent supporting documentation.
They would assess:

- The-analytical methods employed;

- The legal sufficiency of the argument and the accuracy of
the findings;

- The conduct of negotiations (where appropriate); and

- The adequacy of the corrective action obtained (where
appropriate).

This system would retain the virtues of the current QA system
while eliminating many of the concerns that ha;e been ex-
pressed. It would simplify but retain a program that
assessed consistency and uniformity among the regions in
carrying out established procedure. It would install a sep-
arate substantive review of case handling at a level that
should minimize regional concerns about subjectivity and
"second guessing." It would eliminate the costly copying
process and related problems that accompany it (documents not
enclosed or illegible when copied). It would permit direct
interaction between regional staff and the review team,
allowing Immediate clarification of perceived
ambigu,ties.
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It has been our experience that we, as regional directors,
receive substantially similar results from our regional QA
programs in a fraction of the time taken by Headquarters' QA
Staff. This type of program would allow more caaea to be re-
viewed as the amount of time neceasary for the QA process
would be drastically reduced, and would, in turn, allow for
more timely feedback from QA.

The analysis neceaaary to assess the feaaibility of this
option would require resources and time not allotted to this
Task Force. Further analysis would require a decision by the
Assistant Secretary as to whether this option should be ex-
plored and would require a cost-benefit analysis of the re-
sources required by the regions to perform the QA function.

Another option considered involved placing the QA function
either in the regions or Headquarters but limiting the acope
of the QA review to three (3) documents: the Investigative
Report (IR), the LOF(a), and the attorney opinion. The only
other document that would need to be forwarded for review
would be or the compliance review notification
letter to the recipient.

When cases are entered onto the Enforcement Activities Report
(EAR) for review by the Assistant Secretary and his staff,
the IR, LOP, and attorney opinion are the documents available
for review. Decisions on whether to Jamie an LOF or return
the case to the region for further development are made on
the basis of the review of these documents.

The IR and LOF could be reviewed against the present QA stan-
dards for assessing these documents, and a QI for each item
and an overall QI for the case could be developed. (Pres-
ently, there are no standards for attorney opinions, although
standards for same could, and probably should if this option
was to be adopted, be developed.)

An advantage of th:a type review would be that more caaes
_ould be reviewed as the amount of time necessary for the QA
process would be drastically reduced. This, in turn, would
allow for more timely feedback from QA.

The disadvantages would include the entire investigative
process not being reviewed. Compliance with all provisions
of the IPM could not be assured, nor could OCR's actions
taken to address issues unrelated to those initially raised
by the complainant or OCR.
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In determining whether or not to explore this option, consid
eration would have to be given to what use is to be made of
the resultant QA data, and whether or not the regions should
be held independently responsible for assuring that provi
sions of the IPM are followed. (One method for assuring
compliance with the IPM would be for a QAS team to periodi
cally perhaps annually visit each regional office to
review a limited number of case files. Case files for these
reviews would need not be identified by QAS, until they arrive
onsite. The results of these periodic reviews could then be
used to assess regional performance as well as the reliabil
ity of the programs's results.)

An assessment of "con" #5 has previously been made the as
signment of other individuals. It is our understanding that
recommendations on the sample size will be forthcoming.

The solution to #7 would b to complete the INREFMAT project.
Consistency and uniformity of result in case processing could
be greatly enhanced by INREFMAT. As we are not aware of the
status of this project, or your (the Assistant Secretary's)
decision on this matter, we are unable to produce a complete
discussion of this matter. However, we believe that a re
source such as INREFMAT would be of inestimable value.

It is our understanding that the point values for each item
assessed were assigned by the QA Staff during the pilot phase
of the program. We believe that these decisions should have
been made collectively by representatives from all OCR compo
nents. New relative point values for each item should be
assigned consistent with what the regions, OBS, PBS, and yon,
as the Assistant Secretary, determine to be their relative
importance. The actual assignment of relative point values
to each item would be a pro forma process dictated by the re
sults of a task force convened for the purpose of determin
ing the relative importance of each item.

Decision: Direct the completion of the INREFMAT project.

Agree Disagree

Comments:
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Decision: Convene a task force for the purpose of assigning
relative weights (point values) to each item as
sessed by QA. The task force should include rep
resentatives from the regions, 033, PES, QAS, and
the Assistant Secretary's staff.

Comments:

Agree Disagree
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A1-1"..Cr24=AT 1

Q. A. Number

DESCRIPTION OF ITEM

(page two)

QI PTS
AWARD AVAIL N/A

1. Complete or Incomplete

2. Jurisdiction

3. Recipient Status .

4. Notification to Complainant and Recipient

5. Dual Agency/Court Complaint

6. Pre-investigative Administrative Closure

7. Investigative Plan

8. Denial of Access

9. Interviews, Follow-up on New Leads
..

10. Records, Documents, Other Information
.

11. Pre-determination Administrative Closure

12. ''Investigative Report

13. Notice of Adverse Findings and Follow-up

14. Letter(s) of Findings

15. Post-LOF Rebuttal or Appeal

16. Negotiations

117. Enforcement
_I
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ATTACHMENT 2

Technical "Errors" and "Defects" Identified by the Task Force

Docket II

1. 01801168

2. 09811223

3. 08811011

4. 01811088

5. 08811025

6. 05831005

7. 04811032

8. 04811117

9. 03822042

10. 04812017

11. 08811006

12. 08811009

13. 08811012

14. 15801153

No IR in file

Inquiry treated as a complaint

Failure to consolidate case with earlier one
having same or similar issues within an
institution

Failure to consolidate case with earlier one
having same or similar issues within an
institution

Failure to consolidate case with earlier one
having same or similar issues within an
institution

No referral (PL 94-142)

Procedural defect - docket number improperly
assigned

Procedural defect - docket number improperly
assigned

Failure to forward Title VI complaint alleg-
ing discrimination by a proprietary voca-
tional education school to Veterans
Administration as required

No signed "withdrawal" form in file

Multiple complaints against same recipient -
Failure to consolidate - Incorrect determi-
nation

Multiple complaints against same recipient -
Failure to consolidate - Incorrect determi-
nation

Multiple complaints against same recipient -
Failure to consolidate - Incorrect determi-
nation

Reopened complaint handled improperly
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15. 15811045 Incomplete complaint - Improperly handled

16. 15811031 Incomplete complaint - Imprcperly handled

17. 07806007 Required documentation missing

18. 08811050 Failure to consolidate case with same or
similar issues within an institution

19. 08811033 IncompleT; complaint - Improperly handled

20. 02832062 Failure to forward Title VI complaint alleg-
ing discrimination by a proprietary voca-
tional education school to Veterans
Administration as required

21. 07821047 No referral - PL 94-142 -to OSE

22. 02832053 Region subjected a "class" complaint to ECR
process

23. 04770104 Insufficient information to ddtermine _mpact
on issues of the case

24. 04826003 Insufficient information to determine impact
on issues of the case

25. 08816003 Unable to assess - Not enough information -
No impact on OCR findings

26. 04811105 Failure to consolidate case with same or
similar issues within an institution
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON DC X02

March 5, 1985

NOTE TO HARRY M. SINGLETON:

The attached memorandum was ser' to Jesse High and Dewey Dodds by electronic

mail. Both Jesse and Dewey concur in it and have authorized me to sign for

them.

Attachment

Burton M. Taylor
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON DC 70202

March 5, 1985

NOTE TO HARRY M. SINGLETON:

The attached memorandue was sent to Jesse High and Dewey Dodds by electronic

mail. Both Jesse and Dewey concur in it and have authorized me to sign for

them.

urtort N. Taylor

Attachment
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MEMORANDUM
UN1TF-D STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

WASHINGTON. D C 20203

PURPOSE: DECISION

TO : Harry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

FROM : Jesse L. High Wrrk. &-
Regional Civil Rights Director
Region VII

Dewey E. Dodds 1 01* Gr
Regional Civil Rights Director
Region III

Burton M. Taylor, Director 0(7)47

Quality Assurance Staff

SUBJECT: Revision of the Quality Assurance Standards

DATE / 5 MAR ig85

Pursuant to the decision made in response to issue 2 of the
Regional Director's Quality Assurance Task Force Recommendations
memorandum of August 17, 1984, we met from February 12-15, 1985

to revise the 1980 Quality Assurance (QA) Standards. We combined

the Remo and reallocated the point values for each item. The

task has been completed and the proposed QA Case Assessment
Standards are attached at Tab A for your review and approval.
Copies of the August 17 memorandum and the existing Standards
are attached at Tabs B and C, respectively.

Although we recommend that the number of it comprising the

Standards be reduced from 33 to 16, the proposed Standards use

the same approach to case review as the previous Standards.
Thus, the nature of the case review, i.e., review of the entire
case file, has not been altered. However, the proposed Standards

are ouch clearer end provide more definitive guidance to the

reviewer. The point al cations for the items were based on the

methodology descriLeo ii. Tab D. Points were allocated to the
standards within eat.. 'tem based on the relative importance of

the standard.
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The proposed Standards are based on the October 1980 1PM. es
opposed to the revised version that you are considering. Cases
should be assessed on the procedures in effect at the time they
were processed. Since cases processed under the revised 1PM
will not be available for several months, presumably the next
sample of cases Will be processed under the 1980 1PM. Upon
issuance of the new 1PM. QAS will revise the Standards to
comport with it and submit them for approval.

Please let us know if you need any further information in

connection with this matter.

Attachments

Teo A Proposed QA Case Assessment Standards

Tab B August 17 memorandum

Tab C Existing QA Standards

Tab 0 Methodology for Allocating Weights to the
Revised Qua Assurance Case Assessment

Standards

Decision

Adopt Revised Quality Assurance Case Assesment Standar'

Approve

Disapprove

Other
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Quality Assurance Case Assessment Standards
Revised: February 1985

I. PRE-INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES

A. Authority to Investigate

ITEM REFERENCE

1. The determination that the complaint

was complete was proper.

Investigation Procedures Manual,
Section 1-1.4 (October 1980)

(16 points - award all or none) Adais v. Califano, Part II, A, 5

STANDARDS

a. The complaint contains the following elements:

(1) the name and address of the complainant;

(2) a general description or identification (but not neces-
sarily by name) of the person or group allegedly injured
by the discrimination where such person or group differs
from the party filing the complaint;

(3) the name and address of the affected recipient or other
information sufficient to identify the recipient; and

(4) a description of the alleged discrimination in sufficient
detail to let OCR know what actions transpired and when
they occurred.

b. The complaint was in writing and was signed.
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ITEM REFERENCE

2. The determination of jurisdiction
was proper.

(33 points - divide as indicated)

Investigation Procedures Manual,
Section 1-1.7
(October 1980)

STANDARDS

(30 pts) a. The complainant alleged that the discrimination occurred because
of race, color, national origin, handicap, sex or age. The
alleged discriminatory acts are prohibited by or are within the
stated coverage area of the following authorities:

(1) Title VI;

(2) Title IX;

(3) Section 504; or

(4) Age Discrimination Act.

(3 pts) b. The complaint was filed within 180 J.ys of the last act of the
alleged discrimination, or the Regional Director waived the 180
day filing requirement.

ITEM REFERENCE

3. The determination of recipient status
was proper.

Investigation Procedures Manual,
Section 1-1.73, Appendix F
(October 1980)

(33 points - divide as indicated) Adams v. Califano, Part II, A, 7

STANDARDS

(33 pts) a. The recipient now receives Federal financial assistance and was
a recipient at the time of the alleged violation.

(20 pts) (I) The amount of funding and the funding source (program) are
indicated in the file; and

(13 pts) (2) The file references the source used for obtaining the
funding information.
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8. Notification to the Parties

ITEM REFERENCE

4. The acknowledgment and notifica-
tion letters to the parties con-
tained all required elements.

Investigation Procedures Manual,

Section 1-3.11-13, 3.2
(October 1980)

(16 points - divide as indicated) Adams v. Califano, Part 11, 8, 8_9

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points
available.

STANDARDS

(8 pts) a. letter of acknowledgment to the complainant

(4 pts) (1) The letter contained the following elements:

(1 pt) (a) the date of receipt of the complaint and an indication
of whether the complaint is complete or incomplete;

(1 pt) (b) OCR's statutory jurisdiction over the complaint and
the appropriate time frames for the investigation;

(1 pt) (c) a statement of the prohibition against retaliation and
harassment of persons who file complaints of discrimi-
nation or participate in the investigation; and

(1 pt) (d) a notification of Privacy Act requirements.

The letter requested specific additional information to
make the complaint complete, if required.

The letter advised the complainant of OCR's intent to refer
the complaint to mother agency, if applicable.

The letter indicated that OCR's investigation might be
limited or curtailed by a legal or policy issue, if
applicable.

(1 pt) (2)

(1 pt) (3)

(1 pt) (4)

(1 pt) (5) The letter indicated the purpose of ECR, OCR's role in
the process, the time frames, the relationship of the
process to the investigation, and the right of the parties
or OCR to terminate the process at any time, if applicable.
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(7 pts) b. Notification letter to the recipient of OCR's receipt of a
complaint or planned compliance review contained the following
elements:

(1 pt) (1)

(1 pt) (2)

(1 pt) (3)

(2 pts) (4)

(1 pt) (5)

(1 pt) (6)

date of receipt of the complaint;

a general statement of the allegations contained in the
complaint or the issues to be covered in the compliance
review and the basis for the alleged discrimination (e.g.,
race, national origin, etc.) contained in the complaint;

OCR's statutory Jurisdiction and authority to conduct the
review or investigation and the appropriate time frames
for the review or investigation, including the date of
the inception of the investigation;

notice of the prohibition against retaliation and harass-
ment of persons who provide information to OCR as part of
a review or investigation;

a statement that OCR's investigation might be limited or
curtailed by a legal or policy issue, if appropriate.

an explanation of the purpose of ECR, OCR's role in the
process, the time frames, the relationship of the process
to the investigation, and the right of the parties to
terminate the process at any time, if applicable. (To be
sent after the complainant agreed to ECR and signed the
Privacy Act Consent Form.)

(1) c. If ECR was offered and the complainant refused to sign
the Privacy Act Consent Form or the form was not returned
to OCR within 15 days, ECR was terminated and a standard
letter of acknowledgement, as indicated in to* above, was
issued to the recipient, if applicable.

C. Complaint Involving Other Agencies and Courts

ITEM REFERENCE

5. OCR's processing of complaints filed
with other agency(ies) or courts was
proper.

Investigation Procedures Manual,
Section 1-4.0 (Octo5er 1980)

(16 points - divide as indicated)

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points
available.
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STANDARDS

OTHER AGENCY CLOSED COMPLAINTS (16 pts)

(12 pts) a. The complaint filed with the other agency was reviewed and

(2 pts) (1) all of the allegations made in the OCR complaint were included in
the other agency's investigation;

(2 pts) (2) findings were made on each of those allegations; and

(2 pts) (3) remedies secured net minimum OCR standards; or

(6 pts) (4) if any of the above were not met, OCR investigated the relevant
llegations.

(4 pts) b. Copies of the complaint filed with the other agency and that agency's
report or Letter of Findings are included in the case file.

OTHER AGENCY OPEN COMPLAINTS (16 pts)

(4 pts) a. OCR notified the other agency that it received the complaint
and intends to investigate.

(4 pts) b. OCR coordinated its investigation and issuance of findings with
that agency to the extent possible.

(4 pts) c. OCR offered to exchange investigatory information with that
agency; and

(4 pts) d. OCR notified that agency of our findings and final disposition
of the case.

PENDING FEDERAL LITIGATION AGAINST RECIPIENT (16 pts)

ALL CASES (8 pts)

(2 pts) a. The case file identifies the Federal court with which the
complaint was filed.

(2 pts) b. Copy of the complaint filed with the court was secured and in-
cluded in the case file.

(2 pts) c. Correct determination was made as to whether all issues in OCR's
complaint were covered in the court suit.

(2 pts) d. Copy of the attorney opinion supporting the above-referenced
determination is in the case file.
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DOJ INVOLVED (8 pts)

(2 pts) e. Where the issues were covered by the court suit, the matter was
referred to DOJ through the headquarters office.

(2 pts) f. Complainant and recipient were given written notice of the
referral

(2 pts) g. If referral was accepted by DOJ, the case was closed.

(1 pt) h. If investigation was delegated back to OCR by DOJ, Investigative
Report and evidence were submitted to DOJ through h,.idquarters
within 90 days of the delegation.

(1 pt) I. Those issues not covered by the suit were investigated by OCR.

DOJ NOT INVOLVED (8 pts)

(8 pts) J. Copies of pertinent court documents were obtained and examined
by the Division Director who, in consultation with the regional
attorney. made recommendations to the Regional Director on
disposition of the case.

(1) all OCR issues, scope of the investigation, parties and
remedies were covered in the court suit, the deter-
mination was made that OCR's investigation would not
be completed ahead of the court action, and OCR closed
the case with written notification to the complainant.

(2) all OCR issues, scope of the investigation, parties and
remedies were not covered in the suit, substantial progress
had been made in the investigation prior to OCR awareness
of the suit, or the determination was made that the investi-
gation could be completed ahead of the court action and
OCR investigateJ accordingly.

RECIPIENT UNDER FEDERAL OR STATE COURT ORDER (16 pts)

ALL CASES (8 pts)

(2 pts) a. The case file contains a copy of the court order.

(2 pts) b. The Division Director and the regional attorney correctly deter-
mined whether all issues in the OCR cooplaint were covered by
the court order.

(4 pts) c. Investigation was conducted and a Letter of Findings (LOF) was issued
where all issues were not covered in the court order.
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DOJ INVOLVED (8 pts)

(2 pts) d. If issues in the OCR complaint were covered by the court order,
OCR forwarded to headquarters copies of the OCR complaint, the
court order, and a draft letter notifying OW of the complaint.

(2 pts) e. OCR proceeded with the investigation.

(4 pts) f. At the conclusion of the investigation:

(2 pts) (1) LOFs were prepared, addressed to complainant and recipient,
and sent to headquarters for clearance; and

(2 pts) (2) letters were prepared and addressed to OW and to the
court under whose order the recipient is operating, and were
sent to headquarters detailing OCR's findings.

DOJ NOT INVOLVED (8 pts)

(3 pts) g. Issues were covered by the court order and OCR investigated all
elements of the complaint and reported its findings of fact through
headquarters to the court, the plaintiff's attorney, the com-
plainant, and the recipient.

(2 pts) h. The findings of fact included only facts, not conclusions of law,
recommendations or suggested remedies.

(3 pts) i. If the facts supported a finding of a violation and if the court
toot, no action within 90 days, OCR -- after clearance by head-
quarters -- issued an LOF and commenced negotiations.

STATE COURTS (8 pts)

(8 pts) Since OCR investigates all complaints filed with state courts, the
case file shows that OCR requested copies of the court complaint,
supporting briefs, transcripts and other documentation from the
complainant's attorney.

D. Pre-Investigative Administrative Closures

ITEM REFERENCE

6. The pre-investigative administrative Investigation Procedures Manual,
closure of the complaint was handled Section 1-2.0, Appendix E-1
properly. (October 1980)

(66 points - divide as indicated) Adams v. Califano, II, B, 8 (a-b)

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total ooints

available.
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STANDARDS

(66 pts) a. Administrative closu:,-: due to the complainant's failure to
complete his or her complaint met the following requirements:

the complainant did not provide the previously requested
information;

the complainant was notified that he or she had 120 days to
complete the complaint;

if the complainant failed to respond within 90 days of the
original incomplete complaint notice, the complainant was
sent a certified letter, return receipt requested, indicating
OCR's intent to administratively close the complaint after 30
days of the date of the letter; and

the complaint was closed after the 120t5 day and the com-
plainant was given written notice of the closure.

(20 pts) (1)

(10 pts) (2)

(16 pts) (3)

(20 pts) (4)

OR

(66 pts) b. Administrative closure for no jurisdiction met one or more
of the following requirements:

(66 pts) (1) the alleged discriminatory acts are not prohibited by or
within the stated coverage areas of OCR's authorities; or

(66 pts) (2) the institution named in the complaint is not a r:cipient
of Federal financial assistance under OCR authority.

OR

(66 pts) c. Administrative closure due to the complaint not being time-
ly met the following requirements:

(36 pts) (1) the complaint was not filed within 180 days of the last
act of discrimination; and

(30 pts) (2) the Regional Director did not waive the 180 day filing
limitation.

OR

(66 pts) d. Administrative closure for a patently frivolous complaint met the
following standards:

(66 pts) (1) the complaint allegations did ,lot describe a discriminatory
situation prohibited by law; or
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(66 pts) (2) the complaint allegations were settled by current judicial

or Departmental decisions.

166 pts) e.

OR

Administrative closure due to DOJ acceptance of the
referred complaint involving issues covered in pending

litigation against the recipient.

OR

(66 pts) f. Administrative closure due to resolution through Early Com-
plaint Resolution met the following requirements:

(30 pts) (1) the complaint was amenable to ECR.

(15 pts) a. complaint did not contain class allegations or implica-

tions.

(15 pts)

(5 pts)

(5 pts)

(3 pts)

b. complaint did not include issues in which the Depart-
ment has suspended investigative activities, unless
approved by headquarters.

(2) the case file contains a contact log, in chronological
order, which recorded all contacts with the complainant

and the recipient during ECR.

(3) log indicates that the recipient was contacted by OCR after
receipt of the Privacy Act Consent Form signed by the
complainant.

(4) ECR was completed within 25 calendar days of receipt of
the complete complaint or the file documents that an
extension of up to 10 days was granted by the Regional

Director.

(23 pis' (5) if ECR was successful, the case contains:

a. the signed resolution agreement or copies of letters

exchanged which constitute the agreement; and

b. either an OCR Complaint Withdrawal Form signed by the

complainant or a letter of complaint withdrawal signed
by the complainant which provides all of the information

included on the form.

OR

(66 pts) g. Administrative closure due to investigation and closure by
another agency met the following requirements:
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(10 pts) (1) the other agency file was reviewed by the LOS, appropriate
Division Director and legal staff;

(16 pts) (2) the other agency made findings on each allegation of the
complaint filed with OCR;

(30 pts) (3) the remedies secured met properly promulgated minimum OCR
standards; and

(10 pts) (:) copies of the complaint filed with the other agency and
that agency's report or LOF are included in the case file.

OR

(66 pts) h. Administrative closure due to complaint withdrawal prior to
the start of the investigation met the following rcquirernents:

(66 pts) (1) the letter of withdrawal from the complainant contains all

of the information on OCR's Complaint Withdrawal Form; or

(66 pts) (2) the case file contains an OCR complaint withdrawal form
signed by the complainant.

OR

(66 pts) i. Administrative closure as a result of directions from OCR
headquarters was documented . , the case file.

(66 pts) j.

OR

Administrative closure because the complainant, essential
to the investigation, could not be located met the following
requirements:

(16 pts) (1) the last OCR communication to the complainant was sent to
the last known address by certified letter, return receipt
requested;

(13 pts) (2) the case file indicates OCR checked the complainant's ad-
dress against telephone informa"on and directory
sources;

(12 pts) (3) OCR checked the U.S. Postal Service for any forwarding ed-
dress;

(12 pts) (4) OCR checked with the recipient for the last known address
of the complainant, it OCR had permission to release the
complainant's name; and

(13 pts) (5) if there is more than one ,ignatory to the complaint, the
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case file indicates efforts wore made to locate each

signatory prior to closure.

OR

(66 pts) k. Administrative closure due to the complainant's refusal to

cooperate met the following requirements:

the complainant(s) was contacted by telephone or in person

to obtain the required information;

the fhe contains a brief memo explaining how the investi-
gation is hindered by the lack of cooperation of the
complainant(s);

a certified letter was sent to the complainant(s), return
receipt requested, which explained why the information is
necessary and informing him or her that refusal to submit
the information within 10 days would result in OCR's closing

the case;

the letter to the complainant was reviewed and signed off
by the appropriate Division Director and the regional attorney;

and

(13 pts) (1)

(14 pts) (2)

(13 pts) (3)

(13 pts) (4)

(13 pts) (5) if complainant(s) refused to furnish the information or
did not 'espond to the notice within 10 days, the complairt
was closed administratively And the complainant and recipient

were notified.

E. Investigative Plan

ITEM REFERENCE

7. The Investigative Plan was developed Investigation Procedures Manual,

properly. Section 11-1.0, 1.31
(October 1980)

(99 points - divide as indicated)

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for

standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points

available.

STANDARDS

(5 pts) a. The Investigative Plan identified and provided background
information on the complainant and recipient.
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(1 pt) (1) The Investigative Plan included the name and type of recipient.

(4 pts) (2) The Investigative Plan included historical background on
the complainant and recipient including:

(2 pts) (a) a chronology of the case from the alleged injury to
the date of the Investigative Plan, including any
contacts with the complainant and recipient;

(1 pt) (b) relevant available background data on the complainant;

(1 pt) (c) relevart available background data on the recipient,
including EEO or enrollment survey data and information
from OCR files.

(20 pts) b. The Investigative Plan stated all allegations -- the specific
event(s) and action(s) -- which complainant alleged caused injury,
in violation of statute or regulation.

(15 pts) c. All issues were identified or translated properly from allegations.

(10 pts) (1) All allegations were translated into issues relating to a
violation of law under OCR jurisdiction; or, in the case
of a compliance review, all issues to be investigated
under OCR's jurisdictional authority were identified.

(5 pts) (2) All issues were referenced to the specific applicable regula-
tion citation.

(22 pts) d. The Investigative Plar identified appropriate analytical approaches to
be used to address all issues involved in the complaint or compliance
review.

(11 pts) (1) The analysis of the issues indicated the approaches neces-
sary to:

(a) prove or disprove the discrimination alleged in the
complaint; or

(b) make a determination of compliance or noncompliance
in the compliance review.

(11 pts) (2) The basic questions to be asked under each approach were
identified.

(22 ptsl e. The data needs identified in the Plan were adequate and proper.

(12 pts) (1) The Plan identified the data needed to resolve the issues
covered in the complaint or review.

(5 pts) (2) The Plan identified the source from which the data were to
be secured.

(5 pts) (3) The Plan indicated how the data were relevant to a resolu-
tion of the issues.
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(10 pts) f. The Plan listed parsons to be interviewed who were likely to have
information relevant to determining whether a violation had
occurred, including the complainant, complainant's witnesses,
recipient agents and beneficiaries, and any other relevant
witnessess (e.g., students, parents, employees, likely to have
information bearing on the complaint or compliance issues).

(5 pts) g. The Plan was reviewed and cleared properly by the investigator's
supervisor and the regional attorney.

II. INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES

F. Information Collection and Analysis

ITEM REFERENCE

Investijation Procedures Manual,
11-2.14, 111-2.0 (October 1980)

8. The denial of access to information
crucial to the investigation was

handled properly.

(33 points - divide as indicated)

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points

available.

STANDARDS

(7 pts) a. The case file indicates that OCR was denied access to necessary
recipient records or personnel.

(6 pts) b. The recipient was given written notice of the legal authority
governing OCR's right to access to the requested information
and was given 10 days to comply with the request.

(6 pts) c. The notice specified the information required and the manner in

which it was to be submitted, and stated the reason why the
data are necessary. (Subsequent notices should be equally

specific).

(7 pts) d. Negotiations were conducted to secure the requested information
during the 1'; day period and are documented in the file.

(7 pts) e. If the recipient failed to comply witn the request during the
negotiation period, the case was referred to headquarters
accompanied by a memorandum recommending the initiation of
formal enforcement proceedings against the recipient.

CON
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ITEM REFERENCE

9. Interviews were conducted properly
and leads to new information were
pursued.

(66 points - divide as indicated) Adams v. Califano, Part II, 8, 10

34 CFR 100.7(c)

Investigation Procedures Manual,
11-2.3 (October 1980)

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Pcints for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points
available.

STANDARDS

(22 pts) a. The complainant was interviewed and the interview was documented
properly.

(3 pts) (1) The report of the interview includes case identification

(name and docket number), name and identification of the
interviewee, date and location of the interview, a state-
ment of the required notifications, and name of the inter-
viewers. The report should indicate whether the interview
was conducted by telephone.

(19 pts) (2) The interview summary contains the information pertinent
to the Issues raised in the complaint.

(22 pts) b. Recipient representatives and witnesses were interviewed and the
interviews were documented properly.

(3 pts) (1) The report of the interview includes the case identification
(name and docket number), name and identification, of the
interviewee, date and location of the interview, a statement
of the required notifications, and name of the interviewer.
The report should indicate whether the interview was conducted
by telephone.

(19 pts) (2) The Interv'ew summary contains the information pertinent
to the issues raised in the complaint or covered in the
compliance review.

(22 pts) c. Leads to new or additional information obtained during the in-
vet gation were pursued properly.
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(7 pts) (1) The new or additional information is necessary to the resolu-
tion of the issues raised in the complaint or covered in
the compliance review.

(15 pts) (2) The new additional information was secured, analyzed and
incorporated into previously collected data and information.

G. Pre-Determination Administrative Closures

ITEM REFERENCE

10. The pre-determination administrative
closure was handled properly.

(66 points - divide as indicated)

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points
available.

Investigation Procedures Manual
11-3.0 (October 1980)

STANDARDS

(66 pts) a. Administrative closure due to the complainant's refusal to co-
operate met the following requirements:

(13 pts) (1) the complainant(s) was contacted by telephone or in person to ob-
tain the required information;

(13 pts) (2) the file contains a brief memorandum explaining the manner in
which the investigation was hindered by the complainant's
failure to cooperate;

(14 pts) (3) a certified letter was sent to the complainant, return receipt
requested, which explained why the information is necessary and
informing him or her that refusal to submit the information
within 10 days would result in OCR's closing the case;

(13 pts) (4) the letter to the complainant was reviewed and signed off by .

the appropriate division director and by the regional atorney:

(13 pts) (5) if the complainant refused to furnish the information or did
not respond to the notice within 10 days, the complaint was
closed administratively and the complainant and recipient were
notified.

OR
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(66 pts) b. Ma.nistrative closure because the complainant, essential to the
investigation, could not be located met the following requirements:

the last OCR communication to the complainant was sent to the
last known address, by certified letter, return receipt requested;

the case file indicates OCR checked the complainant's address
against telephone information and directory sources;

OCR checked the U.S. Postal Service for any forwarding address;

OCR checked with the recipient for the last known address of
the complainant, if OCR had permission to release the com-
plainant's name;

if there was more than one signatory to the complaint, the
case file indicates efforts were made to locate each
signatory prior to the complaint closure; and

(11 pts) (1)

(11 pts) (2)

(11 pts) (3)

(11 pts) (4)

(11 pts) (5)

(11 pts) (6) the recipient was notified that the investigation was closed
administratively due to inability to locate the complainant.

OR

(66 pts) c. Administrative closure due to the death of the complainant or
injured party met the following requirements:

(55 pts) (1) the death of the person made it impossible to investigate the
allegations or the death of the person foreclosed the possibility
of relief because the complaint involved potential relief
solely for the complainant or the injured party.

(10 pts) (2) the recipient was notified that the investigation was closed
administratively due to the the death of the complainant or
the injured party.

OR

(66 pts) d. Administrative :losure for complaint withdrawal met the following
requirements:

(15 pts) (1) OCR had not made an initial determination of recipient compli-
ance (i.e., Investigative Report had not been drafted and
reviewed);

(15 pts) (2) the complaint was not withdrawn as a result of a notification
to the complainant of a par.ial or total adverse finding;

(10 pts) (3) the complainant was not coerced or steered into withdrawing
the complaint by either the recipient or OCR;

(10 pts) (4) the complainant was informed of his or her rights protecting
against harassment and retaliation by the recipient;

(10 pts) (5) the letter of withdrawal from the complainant contains all of
the information on OCR's Complaint Withdrawal Form cr the case

file contains an OCR Complaint Withdrawal Form signed by the
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complainant.

(6) the complainant and the recipient were notified that the in-
vestigation was closed administratively due to the complaint

withdrawal.

OR

(66 pts) e. Administrative closure due to a pre-determination settlement
met the following requirements:

issues were resolved to the satisfaction of complainant;

the remedies met minimal OCR compliance standards; and

the issues did not involve class allegations or have class
implications, or the resolution included class remedies.

(6 pts) (1)

(30 pts) (2)

(30 pts) (3)

OR

(66 pts) f. Administrative closure as a result of directions from OCR
headquarters was documented in the case file.

M. Investigative Report

ITEM REFERENCE

11. The Investigative Report was Investigation Procedures Manual,

developed properly. Section 11-2.32, 4.3
(October 1980)

(164 points - divide as indicated)

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points

available.

(8 pts)

(3 pts)

(2 pts)

STANDARDS

a. The complaint or compliance review issues, background and chronology
of events were developed properly in the Investigative Report.

(1) All issues were identified and related specifically to the ap-
plicable regulation.

(2) The chronology of the complaint ran from the filing of the
complaint to the date of the Investigative Report, including
contacts with recipient and complainant. In the case of a
compliance review, the chronology ran from the date of the
on-site to the date of the Investigative Report, including
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contacts with the recipient and witnesses.

(3) The chroLology of a complaint included how, when and where the
injured party was allegedly discriminated against by the recipient,
a description of all events relative to the allegations of
discrimination, and docume,tary evidence referenced to its
location in the case file. 1 _ chronology of a compliance
review included a history of the recipient's compliance back-
ground, including a discussion of complaints outstanding
against the recipient, with documentary evidence referenced to
its location in the case file.

(1 pt) (4) The applicable background information was accurate, properly
analyzed and stated objectively.

(78 pts) b. The Report provided an analysis of the investigative findings of
fact and supportive data and information.

(3 pts) (1) Each issue in the complaint or compliance review was analyzed
and discussed independently.

(3 pts) (2) All documents and records were identified and labeled cor-
rectly, i.e., case name, docket number, description of document,
number of pages, sources, or location of document, provider of
document, date obtained and name of person receiving document.

(16 pts) (3) The discussion of each issue was referenced with a factual
analysis of the pertinent supportive data and information.

(5 pts) (4) The interrelationship of data and information to each issue
was explained.

(23 pt!l, (5) The analytical procedures employed were relevant and tech-
nically sound.

(23 pts) (6) Findings of fact wAre reached for each issue and were sup-
ported by the data aad information analysis.

(5 pts) (7) The disited and undisputed facts were discussed and resolved,
to the extent possible.

(78 pts) c. The Report conclusions were based on the investigative findings of
fact for each issue.

(19 pts) (1) The conclusions for each issue were consistent with properly
promulgated OCR policy, applicable court orders and theories
of proof.

(19 pts) (2) the conclusions specifically demonstrated on each issue whether
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discrimination occurred and were referenced to the specific
citation under the regulations.

(3 pts) (3) The conclusions were cross-referenced with the applicable anal-
ysis section.

(18 pts) (4) The rationale for each conclusion was a ccacise, logically
ordered summary of the key findings of fact pertinent to the

issue.

(19 pts) (5) Corrective actions were recommended for each violation, con-
sistent with OCR policies, applicable court orders and the regula
tions.

ITb.

12. The complainant was notificd
of adverse findings and the
regional office followed up
properly, if the complainant
refuted the findings.

(33 points - divide as indicated)

REFERENCE

Investigation Procedures Manual,
11-5.0 (October 1980)

Adams v. Califano, Part II, B, 10

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points
available.

STANDARDS

(17 pts) a. The complainant was notified of adverse findings.

(7 pts) (1) The case file indicates that the complainant was advised of a
partial or total adverse finding prior to the issuance of the
Letter of Findings.

(3 pts) (2) The case file contains the evidence supporting the adverse
findings.

(7 pts) (3) die complainant was given a reasonable opportunity to respond
prior to the issuance of the Letter of Findings.

(16 pts) b. There was proper follow-up by the regional office, if the complainant
refuted the adverse findings.

(16 pts) (1) If there was follow-up:

(7 ',Ls) (a) The receipt of additional information or data was acknow-
ledged or additional witnesses were interviewed, as
appropriate.
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(2 pts)

(16 pts)
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(b) The additional information was analyzed and incorporated
into t"e previous investigative findings.

(c) The Investigative Report was updated to reflect the ad-
ditional information and analyses.

(2) If there was no follow-up, the reason is included in the
file.

I. Letters of Findings

ITEM REFERENCE

13. The Letters of Findings were Investigation Procedures Manual,
proper. Pion 11-6.1-6.31

(October 1980)
(164 points - divide as
indicated) Adams v. Califano, Part II, 8, 11

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Point, for
standards that a-e not applicable are not included ,n the total points
available.

STANDARDS

(82 pts) a. The Letter of Findings to the complainant was proper.

There was a stetment of OCR's jurisdictional authority.

There was a finding for each issue, supported by an explanation
or analysis of the relevant information oil which the conclusions
are based.

(3 pts) (1)

(64 pts) (2)

(5 pts) (3)

(2 pts) (4)

(2 pts) (5)

(2 pts) (6)

Each violation was referenced with a citaticr, to the applicable
regulation.

There was a notification of the Freedom of information Act re-
quirements.

There was a notification that upon request OCR will provide
copies of all OCR correspondence to the recipient, subsequent
to issuance of the Letter of Findings, pertaining to OCR's
conclusions regarding the complaint.

There was a notification that the Letter of Findings is not in-
tended nor should it be construed to cover any other issues

regarding compliance with applicable statutes that may exist
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and were not discussed.

(4 pts) (7) The Letter of Findings was reviewed and signed off by the
supervisor, appropriate division director, and regional
attorney prior to release and was signed by the Regional

Director.

(82 pts) b. The Letter of Findings to the recipient was proper.

(3 pts) (1) There was a statement of OCR's jurisdictional authority.

(60 pts) (2) There was a ilnding for each issue supported by an explanation
or analysis of the relevant information on which the conclusions
are based.

(3 pts) (3) There were citations of the applicable regulations for each
violation found.

(3 pts) (4) There was an appropriate corrective action suggested for each
violation found.

(2 pts) (5) The guidelines and time frames for fashioning remedies for
violations were stated.

(1 pt) (6) There was an offer of technical assistance in developing a remedy.

(2 pts) (7) An opportunity to negotiate a remedy relative to findings of
noncompliance was offered and an explanation of the procedures
and time frames governing the process was given.

(2 pts) (8) There was notification of the Freedom of Information Act require-
ments.

(2 pts) (9) There was a notification that the Letter of Findings is not in-
tended nor should it be construed to cover any other issues
regarding compliance with applicable statutes that may exist
and were not discussed.

(4 pts) (10) The Letter of Findings was reviewed and signed off by the super-
visor, appropriate division director and regional
attorney prior to release and was signed by the Regional
Director.
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ITEM

14. Post LOF rebuttals, explanations, and
appeals were handled properly.

REFERENCE

Investigation Procedures Manual,
11-7.1, 1.2 (October 1980)

(33 points - divide as indicated)

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points
available.

STANDARDS

(15 pts) a. OCR responded in writing w)thin 10 days to a complainant or re-
cipient rebuttal of a Letter of Findings.

(3 pts) b. OCR rebuttal response was signed off by the supervisor, a division
director and the regional attorney.

(15 pts) c. If OCR did not revise its original findings, the following criteria
were met:

(1) the complainant and recipient were given notification of their
rights of appeal; and

(2) the recipient was notified that the original time frames for
negotiation were applicable.

III. POST-INVESTIGATIVE

J. Negotiation

ITEM

15. Pre-nefotiation and negotia-
tion activities were proper.

(99 points - divide as indicated)

REFERENCE

Invests Procedures Manual,
111-1.2--1.8 (October 1980)

Adams v. Califano, Part II, 8, 12

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all casses. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points
available.

BEST Copy Aliptii
b;
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STANDARDS

(25 pts) a. Pre-negotiation activities were proper and complete.

(10 pts) (1) The data or information needed to fashion a remedy for each
violation were compiled and are contained in the case file.

(10 pts) (2) Minimal acceptable remedies to correct each violation, the
time frames in which OCR expects remediation, and the reporting
and monitoring procedures are stated in the file.

(5 pts) (3) The recipient was contacted and the opportunity to negotiate
remedies was restated.

(25 pts) b. Negotiation activities were completed.

(2 pts) (1) The recipient agreed to negotiate a settlement relative to the
findings of noncompliance.

(13 pts) (2) Records of each negotiation session or activity were maintained
and are contained in the case file. (Records include reports

of meetings, letters, or file memoranda of telephone negotiation
sessions).

(4 pts) (3) There is a record in the case file that the complainant was
advised of the status of the negotiation: applicable to the
remedy being sought.

(6 pts) (4) if the remedy was less than the complainant wanted, there is
evidence in the case file that the complainant was informed.

(49 pts) c. The decision to accept or reject the negotiated agreement was proper.

(12 pts) (1) All violations were addressed in the agreement.

(11 pts) (2) The remedy for each violation met minimally acceptable legal
requirements.

(6 pts) (3) The time frames in which OCR expects remediation were stated.

(6 pts) (4) OCR procedures to monitor implementation of the remedy were
stipulated.

(6 pts) (5) The agreement contrins notification to the recipient that
failure to implement the agreed ,don plan within the established
time frames is a violation, unless a revision has been accepted
by OCR.

(4 pts) (6) The negotiated agreement was signed by the chief executive

roj f\Nco
1 1

t I It
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officer for the recipient and approved by the Regional Director
with the concurrence o the regional attorney, and a copy of
the signed agreement is in the file. (Acceptance may be in the
form of a letter or formal agreement signed by the recipient).

(4 pts) (7) The complainant was informed that corrective action was taken,
if applicable.

K. Enforcement

ITEM REFERENCE

16. OCR enforcement activities were Investigation Procedures Manual,
proper. 111-2.2 (October 1980)

(66 points - divide as indicated) Adams v. Califano, Part II, B, 13

34 CFR 100.8

Not all standards for this item are applicable to all cases. Points for
standards that are not applicable are not included in the total points
available.

STANDARDS

(33 pts) a. Correct enforcement actions were taken.

(4 pts) (1) The recipient was notified in writing of OCR's intent to
pursue enforcement.

(13 pts) (2) The case file established that OCR made reasonable efforts to
achieve voluntary compliance within the applicable time frames.

(12 pts) (3) The transmittal memorandum recommending enforcement detailed
the attempts to achieve voluntary compliance and includes an
explanation of those points on which OCR and the recipient do
not agree.

(4 pts) (4) The enforcement memorandum with copies of the LOF, the Investi-
gative Report, all supporting documentation and data, and any
correspondence with the recipient was forwarded to headquarters.

(33 pts) b. The enforcement memorandum contained the following elements:

(5 pts) (1) the legal authoritie. under which OCR conducted the investiga-
tion and the violations found in the complaint.

BEST COPY AVAILASLE
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(4 pts) (2)

(4 pts) (3)

(4 pts) (4)

(4 pts) (5)

(4 pts) (6)

(4 pts) (7)

(4 pts) (8)

266

a chronology of events of the investigation, i.e., date of the
on-site and related investigative activities, date of the
Letter of Findings, dates of submittals of response or rebuttal
materials from the recipient, and dates of OCR's attempts to
secure voluntary compliance;

an evaluation of the evidence that supports each allegation;

other relevant data not included in the Investigative Report or
Letters of Findings;

descriptions of OCR's efforts to obtain voluntary compliance;

description of the legal theories, case precedents, regulations,
guidelines, etc., that support the arguments, given the avail-
able evidence;

statement of the rationale for enforcement; and

draft Notice of Opportunity for Hearing.

2 71
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ttleurr htststsha armitautes

Pet-otrunaanyt umallts
A. Authority to Inestigate

.118

7e-AIA/r/v 6

Ile Allittna
1. The determination that the cobolaint

odS Omelet, was proper. o) L7M,T11-1".1:'N°Z.::;":40)
2jEte Cellfano, Part II, A,

a. FAl!tu
.4 a. Th. camlaint alleges that a perSOn'S or group': rights home been iolated.

b. the complaint leolicitly or specifically cats ID to test correctioe of the alleged lol

/2 C. The cnotalet contains the f011owire stamens:

.5 (1) the name and address of the complainant.

.3 (3) a general description or Identification (hot not necessarily by name) of the Person or Irons allegeoly
injured by the dtsdrierinetion where such person or group differs fro the party (lithe the COW/lint.

3 (3) the name and address Of the affetted reCipient or other information sufficient to Identify the
retteleet; WOO

3 (4) a description Of the Mood discrfethation in sufficient dotal! to let Wit Snow Mit OCtfons
trehspired ant seen they oCturred.

d. The complaint nos in wising and est signed.

BEST COPY AVAIL7,3! E 272
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JIM EMZZL

Z. TM aletervalaatho sf }wipe Infs.
was maw. (.20) 3sct1N IS Z*11471404741

Atm CIIIIt Part 11.

"Men
The tildhlaisaat Woo: that Um dIstriailuitioo octorovi because of race. color. national origin.
homelcap. se Sr *pa.

The teeniest wog f11 ultlfo 180 days of Gs tut act 41 the atoned dficrtielnatiod. or tho !Wool alverttor
*Ivan tin 110 do fIllo reoulromiert far lost CMS.

Ths slISSM StscrtirlAgary KU Ors prohibited by Sr an within the mien ctiurnata Ono of the following
intlaorltios.

(I) Title Vt.

(I) Title IS.

(3) Soctiox W4.

(4) Ate biScrIsination Act. sr

(4) rho torripmcy School All act (title VII of the tlousinary and loconocny townie', Act. Ssers141

3. Tea inturwloation of rocioloot status
rbinao (.2o) toTOniTil.:rope."haT 7.("L:Ct1boer MO)

v elf no Vert

o. TheThe mc40lont now netos Haire rimc141 assinucaires roctPloht It the ties of the Winne
violotled.

(I) The wart rf flotilla IA thr flawing ism* (pogrom) It ladfcatel t. the file. and

(t) rie file rieforintos tin ~to oxen for hbolatog the Adding Infonsation.
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I. Netfficalso to aft Parties
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coplaireat CI /Rain all 'terra
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WM
1:741sr mr.71.ar'
Sm. raWdet. Piro (I. I. SW

I .-
(14,1,';
V.,

FLIVARO)

Utter St ockrewiedpeet Detain De rollout/4 elements:

De data of retain of tal conolsist;

OCI's Statutory jerislictlen wet De comotaiet;

a ttatewit of Wither tae consislort Is conflate or laCanelots.

Do sopreeleato tioefreses ter tho lertstipatisei

a MUDD of one probibitioe agalost Dui (atlas ese Iwuwilit Of Pariaft *4 the alielaintr ifliketrionlon or portiCipsta la the isnettipationt aed
II illIttficstlas of Privacy Act reipitrwerts.

aft latter wasoSts Specific seditioe41 Dforentien ta ND the canoislet complete. It notuiree.
aft letter Dome the omolatout Sf ta's Wont to refer the ceeelslet to mother worry. It fill IC161.
The letter indicates Da CO's linestioation oignt be Ileitis er curtailed by a legal or oelicy Osseo. IfDelluals.

The totter Ii free of preweetical ate spelliii errors.

IIE

I. 7in netificatioo to the rociplont of
02's receipt of a complaint or plimmd
crelisaco review Detain all if De
repine elewits. c 10)

1:clInr3713,17.Fel--4-44'13.3)
N EL . talifeno, for. H. S. 20 De 22

11so letter Detain tae fellowine eltrants:

(1) data of cleol4Int rualini

(2) 4 Iowa statement of the sliestiess Detainee is Do casolslet or er De ispeo te oe Low% Is Ur
01104 IMMO revises

(3) Do WM for the alleges eiscrbalcatise (co.. rocs, *Dieul tripe. etc..) Detainee in tes tteelsinc
(4) 042's natatory Juriselctioe sad outferity to conlect the revie. er Dentioetioa;
(1) Do sporeeiseta Doefrusas fir De revise Or 1***Stflatleit. letlidiso its data of tat oral...
00 Wits of De orehibitiot elohost retaliation aod horttawert of prises nwa privies lofon DID to OCIpert ef a review sr 'switioetioet 414
(7) a Duman fornicating wetter Dew twislnu Dupuis, Detest the ruferiont will be Wrassee cum,Do Delon or Insestipstioa.
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grAlddio;

(patinae)

3 0c. The letter indicates Cat OCR's luestfoatiee eight be Halted or curtail.* ay a legal sr alley issue. If
ails sale.

4. The letter Ii free of eremitical VA sallieg errors

C. Cap talus !aching rear agencies ard Comte

d. OCR's "messing of emolaints filed with
ether egency(ies) or courts vii aallr. (.20)

RIRPthet

inrsititUtlefi emeedems Manuel.
Section 1.4.0 (Octet'', 1550)

,TRICARPS

OMR Paha 0.32ED CLatAIKT3

a. (1) III of the allegations ads le Ube OCR mollies were Iretuded In the ether agency': inastiguion,

(C) findings were ado en tech of them allegations; and

(3) readies sacral at slaty OCR itandAral; or

(a) If any of the above we deficient. CO Investigated the relevant allegations.

Caeles of the meelglee filed with the other away and that agency's resort or totter of findings an included
In tee case file.I

OTl AX/CT CCatiONTS

a_ go ratified the other agency that It has received the camellia and Intends to InveltlfAlte.

h. CCR eardiaated Its lireeitlipitlim and isivence H findings with thst agency to the extent assib'e.

c. 0:1 (tiered to mange fireestigatory intonation with that away. and

ie. OCR ratified that *lacy of our Wallas And 'toll discaeltior of the else.

ODOM MM. =UTICA AGAINST UCIPIERT asj. casg;

4. The ease file identifies the 'Mare evert with .11th the tel slat as filed.

Is. Clay of the mainline filed with the cart was seared and !Wed In the case file.

C. Coact letenelnatla as oade Mother all Items In CCO's csalalin are covered le the cart 'we.

gcsi IlltaTED
J.E1P-S

J. Mere the issuu were Covered ty the court Ult. the attar wee refer-od to ell through geld.

e. alplainat and recilaect were glee* lttee notice of rim reforral.

P. Sf referral is weaned Si CCU case was doted.

g. tf inerstiatIon wee delegated Wed to OC1 y O3), ieastigetia nowt Ins wanes as sualttri to OW
tertegh OLIP withic la days of the de.ogation.

t. ...est issues not coveted by the aft were lentstigated by OCR.
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011 edi womb
(Contir4ed)

i. Copies of pertinent COOT: doCurentS refs obtliald and inteeinee by the Otwision Director wno, to consultation
Nth the CAM, mode recterendationS td the Roglonel Oired:or on disposition of the case.

(I) ail IONS were covered in the cowl suit. tf4 deterrinotion rat unat mat OCR's innatvgation wow,onot 04 caelocad ahead of the court action end CCA closed tot case with ar C:en notificastcs :2 th,hOpOlaiftst.

.

al all OCR issuds. partied er reiredies woo not carved in the Soil, %OW:shift' orogress heo teen hit. .the inwoositItiOn Offer to OCR SolftneSS Cl to, suit or the deten4satiOn roS aide that toe cottoncould 04 cogitated 10400 of the court action Ind Cat intosttgate4 accoroingly.

21012.21 OMR FICtleal. Multi =It ALL alyy
A. The COS& file contains e copy Of the federal court order.

b. 114 Civilian OffeCthr and SA* CODA Chrfhttly seta aided If ill issres le the CCA corplaint ore CVth )1 :hecoact order.

C. lftestigatian tes COhatieSSO AM a letter of findings weS mood unions all issues wens not Co.'s./ .0 the coot.onion.

04.1 110.01.2£0

4 If ISSwOS in toe OCR conolaint wore cowered by the court order, CCA /snort: to OL!* copra Of :,ecomplaint and court order, and a Croft letter notifying 301 of the coaclaint.

e. Mit proceelri with the investigatioi.

f. At too conclusion of the investigation.

(I) Lois were Iroharwh, &Virus...I tO ohwolifnint and reVolent, PO Set tO CL:. ICI c'eareode. one

(0) IttS4fi tire ;talents Pei addressee :A COJ and to :ne tour: rnder rhos. order vie re: ;lent Is opereirgand sent to OLD doSillino 0C2's findings.

034 202 tientf£1)

O. Issues weft central ty the CCC1A Orbit and CC2
iMWOSOatth All oilioefts of tha cothisieit and reiories issfindings of fact through OUP Co the court, Pleintiff's

Attorney. the Conolainent And the rett2.enE.
h, ins ?Innings of re= Inelthe only facts, not exclusions of sir, reconmer4otions or successes minxes... If the coon took ro action within 10 days, 00.aftite clears Kr by CMSIssue! an LOP Ant coona^Crimibtiatlons.

STACC C(.4213

A. Since OCA infessigates All coopleintt filed with
ttat4 ChultS. Sri coat file 000.0 %hit OCR elvwStsS COoie2Om

(.22014int. supporting Or4fS, transcripts and other doCumetsron hoe [hi ChoOlilmant'S anbr,4y.

;,-- .

f
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O. Pet-trettTIGITITC Acratrrunn CLORaffS

.5r2.1-TU

7. 7o ors-1.11:10atlee etetinfetrIt'ee
Clasen, of toe coolotnt 'we evetlea
pretorle.

lorstearion encodoes Areal
losstons 1.0....1. .i 1114:

ealelstracir clanrt elm te the carlaimint's ?snore to Carlota Ms K Mr Cro latht set the h1loeinj
fleluireoenCS:

5 (1) tho carol aleart 114 not prarlde the proicasly nowertal infersatlat

g tile tarlainat eel mac: floe Ade teat ha Or she Ife4-4 days :a
tteeelet the cool tint;

AC (3) If the complainant falle1 m erte0A1 within 90 lays of the eriginel incsalete coealafat notce.
1

thellalearlt rS Seat a certified letter. return mains ref festal. theleetlut "Min: :2
ealnietratIrly clots no capilelet no the 1211th lay. the

toe
4(a) r. coolaint vet closed OA thelerth lay orierourrallier aro the corlains T oas

given ortnes notice of the cloture.

I. the sonfaisthecive des., for as JurfUlttlos nit One or Ion of tee 10110dn3 eta/Anoints

.23 (1) the caul net nu net Mai within 100 bay*,

12) the 01141.0 dlacr1olhatary acu are not aren101ted y Grad:Ain the Stated caring' areas of OCR's
eft. anloritles.

.141. (3) the Institutlio named le the carlaInc it no: a rallifent of Sonora! Mortal assistance under CC!
hitherity.

OZ se. The sothastrative cloture ue to the cadent roc boir Orly not Or fallaring rearaleveents

(1) the Cranlelet vat not !tied within ISO bar of the tart act if illscrinination. and

10(2) too trolohtl Olrector Old ens rive the 140 lay Ming lialtscion.

of e. Tbq soaniceratfr woos for a patently plosions Carl afro not the falloff,' standards.

0((1) tee cranial-. fl lager... Ill not describe , Otto...15story situetloo anniblua by to.. or

,W (01 the tartan allegations wars set:led by Current initial er 0401,70,111,01C111a.:-

4," a. The safelstrative clot...ear to the ISSAS 04100 Cheered enter On-001no littlatton Sit 0, follo,eng
recruirwanC.

(1) Ceortaerft of Justice accreted the referral of the arelaInt against s redolent feraIred in walhe

f. The Vesinfe'.retiee cloture du. to resolution tt-aeln Carly Corlaiet tetolutiao sec the falloff.;
roof mats:
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ITAIMAIDS 701 IA113 COMPLAVT 1224102108
PII-IPVEITICATIVE AD:annum! CLOSOIES

zrrK

7. The pm-investigative administrative closure of the complaint was
handled properly.

f. The sdainIstrative closure due to resolution through Early
Complaint Issolntion net the following requirements:

g(1) The complaint was amenable to ICI.

a. Complaint did sot contain class allegations cv laplications.

b. Complaint did mot include lamas in which the Department
has suspended lavestigatira activIclas mule's testae was
given approval by haadocarters as &manta is file.

I/ (2) The use file contains contact log which records all
contacts with the complainant and reap:leaf amiss ICI.

1,L (3) log indicites that recipient was contatta by OCR atest
receipt of the Privacy Act Consent Form sigasd by the
complainant.

q -'62-ezdaeur
ets".

(5) ICI was compl4ted within 25 calendar days of ranairt of the
couplet, tosplaint or the file documents that ma extession
of up to 10 days was granted by the regional director.

er ;6) If ICI was successful. the case file le taiga:

013.&4;t422 a. the resolution' adreessat er miaow trs
,,AangedcAtich remit;tut./tir arilrei).4

4/ U. either as OCR Complain Withdrawal Yore stood by the
04, complainant or letter of complaint withdrawal signed
J by the complainant which maids. all of thv laormation

included on the Pore.

BEST C.,i'TY A'47,1ILLE
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(convio.d)

..2.5-'1. The aemlfittritive cloture doe to ImestiostiOn and closure tly ammo, agency cm the following mowireeonts

7 (1) th. other Hefty file wiS rlisfewle by CM [CS. icrryerilts Oisisloil OinaaOr and 1ala1 stiff.

7 (2) the other agency caste findings on goo allegation of cm evela.nt 11140 with OCR.

7 (3) toil rImelea secured net show. OCR standards. ad

,/(1) copies of the commlaInt filed with the Other *Olney ard :hit agency's 'wort or letter of fan:Tinos1re
inclueled In the case file.

.2.3. Mainistritive eloSure due to toanaferring the case CO another Reefer. eat the Pollowine resoirerents.

E.
,('1) thethe recielent Is located In another region.

41,6 (2) tee Comarlmat to an aeOleyee of Mit or a relative of an Imaloym in the regional office. or

(3) IrmstigatIve sort Is helm done by one regional office for another (e.g., backlog situationa).

u2,.5-- I. The alleinlatmtive closure due to casplaint tithdroul prior to the start Of the Imestigas.len cet the
following requirimiritz.

(1) the lwttar of wit/drawl frum the can:datums contains all of the Infatuation on OCR's Coal lint
withdrawal fore; or

(2) th*tme fill Centalos in OCR ceunlaInt withdrawal rem signed by the coeolainult.

.2.6 J. The cnm'o'acritIve clang, as a result of directions free CO headquarters net the follocIm malrenent

(1) prier to Closing. the regional office had a writ:el record of the instrvdtlens to close.

w25-!. The lemlnistretIve closure because the CMOlilmint, essential to the Investigation. cionwt be located met tt1'S t ,_,feif.ng reqw.,,,
5'7 q (1) the lift Ca CormanfCitiOn CO the Cos'ilnant wa: Sant CO the list Mewl address by certified letter.

return ,leapt reeseated.

the can file Indicates OCR cheesed the encolaluint'a redress against the Selaehona inforaitIon am
directory Sources.

0=t checked Om O.S. Postal Unita for any fWINIrt1,9 00,11777.

Oat checked with the mciplent for the lift than aderlia of the comliinaot, If OCA had omuissleu to
release the coeolalunt's nae. and

If more than on, signatory to Cl, n chaplain:, the can file malcates efforts re made to locate kith
signatory prior to closure.

saminIstritIve closure dos to the complainant's refusal to coat/rite At the following rmoiranenta.
iS)

.5-(1) the CeMlainairt was COatiCtie by ttleonom or In person to 'Kiln till requires Itiferhatioe.

.5-- (2) N. file contains a brief mop mIllaining hoe the Imes:lotion Is hindered by the lac! of cooperitlev
the Conolilnao:A)

CS)
S--(3) I certified letter was sent to the cemplalnint. return matelot requested. 1.110 explained wily the

infemutien Is necessary and infOMIng hiss or her that ',foie tO !AMC cm information witnin 10 Sir
will rosult in OCA's closing the cue.

IC)
the letsr to the conplainent was reviewed Lod signed Off by the 411Orcorlite OtwiSiOn Directorad :he
C1CRA.

(,)

s (s) If templilnin(Si
)
refuSeel CD fornlah N. information or d'al not restord to the notice within IC) My!. the

CaeMlart eel Closed mosnIstrulvely 04 the camplalnant and 'mimeo: wore notified, and(4=emelsMtM24.

OCRICAS lacevor lten

.1 r
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L trieitteativs Ilea

J
I. IVA twOril.t9atirt plan 140.411103 4s4

preividas bactsrotrid IS pisiC.on on
VA 011,144nant and recipient. ("jo)

Invottion`on 9CfeUrtt Minuet.
ret; 00 11i.3i (Octentr 1986)

ILUSAAOS

ii. The iervesticatime elan ladled's the name 114 type ce MIC,Oinnt

S. The itistigativt plan Includes historical OcckgrOurd co Cleo complainant and recipient including

a (I) a chromelely of the Casa tram the alleged in Jury to the de.* of the investigative plan, Including any
contacts rite umplaivant COS metric:it,

4 (Z) relevant bactememei data on UN Carol atnant,

.2. (3) relevant oackgronel data on Us* recipient, inclusto; information cram CO 111i.s. and

.2, (4) colioint 04 Vailsole CIO or enrollment survuy data and information Cr. OCR files.

) Mt

11, dl; allegations are identified properly. 06)

Itglitetl,

L"Zs,t.'t,':',.,;741".'":',.",al".1.

Asc ...a.tCS

TM InveSeigative plan states ,he specific ',ens aid ICU mins, corolairsant 'naves caused injury, to violation OfMatto or regulation.

BEST CCPY AVA:11,5LE

occitms at 4.r Ile°
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10. All ISSutS in Identifies or
translates nronerlY fn

aliceatlens. tic)

1,e
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mum,

rc',07, :::7;
_

v SALfm. Para II. C. 20

SRAOIA05

/15 a. All allegations woe trail:1sta! 1st* Islas relating to a violation of fa. under OCR 4iirisdictIon, or, In the
CAS* Of a csaeliance resift, all item to be IresStigated under CC, S jurisdictfimal authority are identified

11. Alt ISsuait are 'fomented to the specific aeolicable regulation citation.

cfr

II. TTO fielier.igatIve elan idantifieS
apororiate analytical atria/aeries to Oe
uSel to eadreSS all ISSues 1nraiveo
In the complaint or Ca011anCe

(a37)

straltna,

I/mitigation Prefecture% Kinuil. Section
11-1.26 (Octooar 1960)

An10ROS

rod.
the f Sipa analysIS dedicated the astir:whet twiny, to.

(1) pees or dieprove toe discrimination alleged In the CooOlaint Or

(2) nese a suleerminatIon of cmpliance or noncenOlfance In the ca011ance

qThe italic quettfone to So aged under each approach are hfontifiid.

Ib &

12. Tao data neeSs IdantIfled Is the elan
are misiluets an! proper.

(s2C)

WPM

17:N:!11:20:;711' "`""

a. The Oar stlanlates this dAta needed to resolve the Ileums covered In the Co plaint or riot...

I. The plan Identifies the names free laical the dm an to N s=srupt.
%)c.. Tb. clan inillestas hew the data are relevant tea resalution ef t u Waal.

4 --rre-e2ae-tdmatitham-Nall_ "-eareey-iieter4Pra-ilese

"r r
BEST

COQ'(
N h P1-1:

')
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1/0 ISMS

ce4 Wit:Wilt are tiltrattied properly.

c. /0)
Nrn Wiwi, Pert lt, t, 10

sect'°^
. _

371.1400$

mr TM plea 11t: peruat CON leteraftred 44 are Maly to 114,11 les/sat loa Weyer: U tatemials0 Mather aafelatien Ms lortirrea.

44, The persons lasted Include the camlatnant, capplaineats vluattes, recipient moats ant boatte.arles, era anyether &arrant wItaessasInclualna 10141001, parents, op layras, ett...1141, to have inforsatten bearing anthe toep1afira er toep11arca Issues.

IIZ ittrote.

U. T e OAR we mono and chrysrv0.07. (59 lavritilatIon erecedures Nan411, Section
11.1.3 (Octooer IPSO;

C/N
sucurin

,. The 1erest10attte elta Ian revfewad and a/grated i the lens ttater's
.2, The IittlgatIte piss was relfewed and approfel Is the reifewal dal1 riadits attorney.

BEST C`OPY AVAILAHE

OWCIAS Otteor 1940
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tt. ACTIVIT1CS

F. Isforeadoe tollectia AIM Analysis

10. The denial of icons to Information
crucial tO the Innissisiss lee 41
ladled PrOper'y (.26)

anorak

ir.oft,altIOn 1,,vci.dyres
0.4[00.r .you,

ItAlE21
The cue file inmates that Oat ref denied scams to necessary madden nodes sr personal.

The redolent ed Item eddies oottte of the 1.1'1 sonority fehroled CO's right to adds to the mimetic
inforsation are 41 Snell 10 440 to Csoely inn the reirenti

The notice specified the information molted and the sonnet le witch it nes to he somaltdad. and tttttt the
Mein On the 4t4 IS A411Stary. (SuCnonient ht1CIS Should be equally specIfIC).

holitt4tlehlt won conducted to 'achy the snorlited infonmdcw marlin the 10 day period are are docueentei irthe file.

if the holstein filled to wanly Nth the request during the riegotiatIon period. th Cass 42 referred to the
Ciebatr tafist.nt Secret'''. 0.07. 4024414 by 4 oolerinila IIKOmontrq the itiftlitial of fermi sureness
1406114theS sdalnSt the recipient.

II. The co.eirinant Nes littoral...ad
properly are the Interview ueS
doCusentoll properly.

(33)

ItETUDY0

javintloation lirricedureS impel, Section
11-Z.1 (OCIlocer 1980)

.dees a Cilifeno Part 1!. I, 10

Es's. c 4-id .414140-4(.4447Uen..)
TIM MAR of the (Kenton iodides case idmetificationA Mat and ideritification jof the infant.... date.
time ar4 ladle^ the Malan. a statement of the finisnrcif riet1f1O4t10112; ^WA' of the inter-dna. the

4-gol-tagoo0to. The repot should hint- If the Marda nes corchcted bY tels0110,

11te Istsrvies spoor, contains the leferratiam pertisept to the issues raised le the complaint.

T e report Of the Warder Is free et spelling and orammticat errors.

200 .3

OM/OAS October tato

C(31,)Y AVAIIIBLE
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112 MUM.

Imeeetleation Proceduree N,Yal, Scout.
I/ Z. (Cr.toner ascii

17. Smidgen representattstS and
olenesSes ton arm-owes
properly and the !Komi's.'
oars leCumilmn43 0"0"17' eg) Mame v dal Hal Part IL I. 10

14
as men ef the Marlton Includes the cm identiffutionl nano am IdentighmIse of the Intarviteere. amta,tins aM lecation of the Intarelos. I statement If Lim -*awl notIfications.." nal If the lircersiener.
Sidleeemmlidire1111111.01114mendesemeute The report should Iridicats If the Intarsliem not contuse:ad lay talsone.e.

TM Internee Seery ceoratits tyr 1eforritice pertinent to the ISMS nosed In the ComPlillmt or Cerar.3 to tillWhence

A c- 1114 report Of the interriee Is free of Spelling end irannetical

JaZ

Loads to roe or additions!
triforsation OOOSIMIO during the fooyffr,Oorieu
f011emisrs rem Prinued properly. (as-)

mIrtitha,

Ise .111 aHOn Precedern Pliftal. Section

Adam v C411fane. Part II, I. 10

STMII0a414

The are or additional InfornatIon Is necessary to the resolution of the Issued n18,1 to the ccilaint Or
many in the compliance revise.

The all addltt0M1 inferaitioa lot facsrul, .NNW OM Incorporated Into prenlously collected data ant
taferalition.

Brei Cr''Y t"4" F

°CLAW °ewer 1100

284
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131 SUMS.

Ii. Retard!. documents, ens intonation
'neared were West' for the
aeoropelete resolution of the tilos'

the coolant or CO.O114eCII rtefew-

e 60)

IftwOltioStIon ProciOurts ,,,,I,
ii.z.], c titsuer IfaUl

Moss Callf,n0. POI 11. 6, 10

a/4
ir a. tab data sr Information Ito collects] Is Menu to Werening the nctolent's continuos ate the

repalatieos sat legal authorities governing the Issues saner Mestiostion.

de] b. To the extent Possible. eedi sate in/emtioe Ito corroberates. ibbitentistel, clarinets or refutes a rattle
or nitwit of the minim% S attains. or the

JO C. To the anent possible. documents an more browns herd adduce sufficient to resolve contradictory
ieforwien uncovered during the threntgatthe.

st All document' ON records are Identifted sad 14104 correctly. Le.. cam moo. doctlit ftwober. 4114,1000o of
dement. mower of oages, sourceS or location of down% Provider of document. alt °OW; it end mongol
Igweitfostof receiving 40Cialet.

Pre-deterttnation Adelnletratlyil Cloture'

TI

M. The pfd-debereteuttOn IdotO strati,*
closure of the Casolaint sarilled
properly. (.25-)

IntISEKE

(nvestioatton Procedures mensal Section
11-4.0 Nctooer lig))

Adios Cal vane Part II, I. g(b)

puoutoS

maw strati,* clos.e due to the ululates-ads renal to consents met the folloatrq roulments

the cueolalnantiUs Contacted by telegram* or la person to obtain the Moine leforwtloo.

the file ccetbeles a brief peaproadyo esplateles the slum to .Ilea the luestigation is Under.] by the
thrlialnant's fatigue to cooperate

certified Inter sob sent to the twisters% return nee= Masts% whim Wilgus .obey the
ieformatica is necasury and infantile Ms r bsr that refusal to &Watt the infer...MA Othin 10 Oayt
will result le 0:2's closing the caw

the letter to the twist/wet gut nniesed aid signed off by the averbIbMate thetithi Oteettor sea by use
ClOtA.

Ir wolatitent refused to furnish the fatirisatIon or did on moon the mune .itun 10 dayi. the
Cal91111nt wet doled edirtnIstntively end the couslatunt an recluse sere muffle/I. and

cOnteved

.L0 Copy iv 'Li '1'

2 S ,

M1111111111111.
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(IsmiM

f: O. The adainistntire Clow, brow the amelsisant, mantis' to the imeitleatiell. meat lasted at tat,!tyre, requirements.

.5".7 (1) the last OCk coehatcatiem to the sualainant as ant to the last ..oein Mertes. critifire letter. mum.realpt Miran

(j) tM use file theleatas OCI thettad CM tolelheat'S hares% AVMS CM illItY01.4 infenatien art -directory ~cal;
#8.7 (3) CC2 ithected the O.S. Postal Semite for hey forwarding OdtrOSS.

Ato(4) Ott Cheald Nth the recipient for the last therm addresS ef the comela,nent. If CO had osmium. to
-.1bout ten cheilaimat's nap. ard

(2) If were than end iiithatory IS the matelot. the cam file rasa, falcate efforts are hose to locate4 MO aleatory prior to the toosialat cliff t.
4 S !ics) the recipient as netified Chat the IIIIIITIVICUP) clueS Rma maple Mut. duo to inability CO locate

c. CM alielotratlin clausal Me to the Math Of the comlainut lapsed par:), at the following reisuirrantS
(1) the death ef the W1011 eaciait lmosSibla to the allesatiens.

L J /DU) the teach ef the person foralefal the locilblllty of relief Mamie the comlaint Involved plicate,
relief sole, for the tomlalhost.

the rettiarit was notified tat the levenipation was dela hainismatively me to the math of Um
C0111111114M on ieJww party.

S 5-n)

45 S. the *Miniotratlrl dollen for coeolaint vithirsal mat the following rroulrownts:

rl (1) OD bee not aula an initial 1104111111.1310A of -sciiiivit compliance (La.. (mani, Moms NIS not beendrafted) cwt moil/sad.

7 (2) the complain ems hot eltiMrarn is a moult c;" a notification to the coulainent of c partial or totalalarm Math,.
4 (3) the complaisant wet at muted in *tetra Into attarreing the corolaint h either the recipient or CC).
2 (4) the to Iten sown toot Intend of hit or her Meta protesting as aramment oftd rotelotIOR by therecipient.

--.122-oMpattrtiTIT'artillrboustearmmal-to-theratherees1.

4 (7) v.. letter et Nth:Meal from the comolafnant sontaim all of the inforhatia Oo OCA's COnlaint with:real
fort or the cad file can he CCI complaint sithsrhal fors sigma by :boolathant.

.5 (a) the camolainut and the recipient an notified that the Imettleation sas clam olei tttttt tinily due tothe csaplaint a thermal.

act. The eministratia closure den tS a I.M.111te.rilitt10. Satt,OWtAt pet thll 'Owl.. ,04.1."~(S.
l?. i0,1(1) ISMS Weft "8101t110 tar the hatless:10 ef cossialmnt;
is re (2) ten flIK.11411 at .1.1101 00l dual lanCe students; and

"7. fl) the bums did at Malmo class allosetioni or Ma Clan loolications. or
nt.

ss- I (4) the nuolutise laclidell Clara remadief

45-f. TM sellielstratira clause as a result of direction from CO nehIchartars at the following ruminant
CP, (I) prior ta closing. CM Isiimel maim me a witty,, record ef the instricslon to dna.

Ott/the On/Net tied
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V. Trreosliatim Smart

C. The comiaint or cowl lance review
eKleraue and Chronology

Of Iventa are degeloord Meeiffy
ia tn. 1yestibaal.o

,vat Sacenoe
to..r

C/4 pucktos

5 a. all isms ara Identified and related Ip,cIflcalln to PM affOlidadle regulation.

5 b. TM [Monolog of the cmolaint mos fry she filing cf the tosslaiiit to the data Of U. Investil iNCOrt,
Indwelne CantactI with fICIO110% and comOlalnant. In the Can of a cowl lams review. sled chrono:og ram In
the Onto Of the on-lit to LIN data of the Imestigatlan ropers. imluling contacts with the recipient am
witnesses.

The thronology of a coeolaint Inhales how. when and diem Ow complainant vas allegedly 411. aealnIt
07 the roclOioot. a OISCription of all eventa 'Catty, to the allegations of discrimination. .rd doedventar7
WeldenCe refertmod to Its location In no use file. TM CArchwilety of a 'Imo' arca mole. Includas a mum
of No rociPiont's compliance batairound, intlwaIng a diodossien of towolalmts Jutatandinq against toe
mall/lent. wItli focwoutary eetdafKa isferemed to its location In tits use Mi.

The appliesele background information Is factual, organized. analyzed and Is 101084 objectimly.

The noon Is fmo of grammatical aid ofoollon

5.

.3 d.

e.

II. The ftpaft 2,-Veldts an analysit
of the Investigative findings of
fa= and supportive data and
information.

(so)

itirtart

Invastteatien nXedurerl Marv.!, Sattlen
iOcuou hots

SINCIAPS

C.. 0C /0, Ta0 iism la the caPlaint .e canalianca rev's. Is toalyud Vol disuesed Inaporylently.

The IlisCuttion of etch MUM ft feferfnCed 'AN a factual amlysis of Ns pertinent suovartIm data and
tefermatiow.

/o t. The latarolatioash10 of data ad IrrfomatiOn to each Itti. II talnained.
no.

/4 e. firellads of fact an evadWed for each 1004 and es UM:OK'd by till oat. ar4 Istoramtion analy111.

/,1e. TM disOuted Oed wolisrartod facts are 1 /sculled rend resolmd, to Me extent possible.

/6r. 1144 oulA1Ca1 grrocadarts 01010701 wore relevant area technically weld.

tie /Cal °washer UlO

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ZDZ

n. no Mort coochalons aro WIN
imostioatina 11noinoo of

fact fe. soot ,u e. (7013)

gatIZZ

17!le,!1: 'ft-"*"

Matt%
r-rnnotiOori-non-viniannownsona-foonnoi-nasol+mooftwo-orrlowoos000np-wool000ft

itkb. Tim caoclosions for cock Moe or* c000lscoat tout On piney. app11cablo aunt onion am tinoorno of pm/.

TM tioch011oont toselfnaly dotoonotrato ooh nom Onthor d1scrialoatno accurnol u ano fvforlocadMOM Mattes Mier Um rpfstatiods.
n. coocionos ant crotsnviforoncil on% UM auncablo &Nairn loan*.
jM ntionan for tacit coocinsion IS I COM1841, UfltallralAKU tawdry of tae toy fin11012 of foot loorcinoot
tad thl WU.

Clonal.' actives 1:1 ficamendell for each violation. constotant win CC2 55111155. opal Icao1. own oriurl
W m41821012.

DIZ TATato:t

1114 olaotaloun nottfnd
of adonso M41,11. (AS) SmetIttuttc. OfttIntml 145,111. Seaton

11.1:0 IrkUser 119841

am. Confano. Om 11, S. 10

/114MT.1

11to ciao f11. 1.41catu that the conOnloant tat erring of a partial Sr total worse 11falloo prior to No
111.4MCS of Ur litter of flofflogs.

124 um Itl. cootans Unt ..tacks Voloortioa Ur adverts 19,41,1 oaths? to t ISM Sr 12 tIto inerstioatt
noon.

reasonnt?
Thit complanant gloss of mama ty to Moon LOolotro Pion I. Mt Inoue, of tack lotto" of flotiota.

844.11404 V400 Teia

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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112 ermitxr

ZS. there was manor follow-up by the
reseonal office. II the comolaimot
refuted the adverse finding. 6.e5r)

ir-nt317tron P711,011r-ts .41. Diction

kE0UOS

/b a. If aMmerlats. the melt! of additlomal leforsatIon or data nes ecknowlellad or Naltiwol witness
I liter. I 1,4th -

/Ob. The midltional lefersetion as analyzed are imortented into the previous investisetive Meetings.

c. The Imestigatim report was tatited 41 reflect the Mitimal inferential and analyses.

d. riltint event there es 04 roIleve.u0, the mason Is Included In the Investigative import or memoranda to tne

I. Letter 0 Iindims

U. The letter of findings to the
meat alint pop handled
oroPc1)0.

C.

112

Ii -0.O (OCtocer 1040)

Mon Caltfano Part II, I. II

V iffy .
STSMOSIOS

$ a Them Is a Statement of 00's jurisdictional authority.

33 .114 C. Then Is e finding for each Imo, 50000 by an seplamtim or malysis of the relevant Information on wn
the cavitation en based.

3 7A c. to reformed Mtn a citation to the applicable regulation.

'e d. Then IS a aetifICation of the freedom of Inforeation Act requirements.

2 e. There Is a ratIficstIon Mat men request Ca will provide PMI's ef all COI cerratoondence to the recipleot
seablaquent to ittuance of the letter ef tinting!, pertain-1m to 0:1's Cancleslen regarding me towel stmt.

P. .3 1. There Is a notification Out the letter of finlims Is eat intended her Should It be construed to cover any
ether issues regerding ccetillike with IsPlitable StIVICIS tat My 001st IWO ire Rat discussed.

I. The letter of fir/logs was reviews and signed off by the suormIsor, approerlate dimsion director, ard
Mimi civil risets attar my prior to release and wes signed by the legtoseal Director.

4,An. M early women, report fen its cleelsUlt properly prior to yelling of the tatter of lIMIngs ale Is InClul
In the use Ills.

.e
f.

The letter is free of eremitical am smiling evert.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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A. the letter of findings to the
reellthint INS intnditl properly.

( S-6)

WTACIK2

. Section
too*,

am. Set 'Ono. fart 11. 1. 11

cia
/iota-6.N /a/. \I 104 ATI 61..) ITAICAAQS

; I. There is a Statement of CC2's jurisdictional extfority.

30 -WO. There Is a timing for each issue suauertal by an explanation or anelysts of the ilerant inormation on uOich
the conclusions are based.

3 #4. There are citations of the applicable rogulationt for each ylillatiOn found.

Co Al IL. There Is a suggested corrective bet100, for each vloletitm found.

'a. The guleallnas and thaefremos for fashioning rowdies for violations an stated.

1-111f. There Is en Offer of tsoChnteal assistance In developing a rated;.

/ ANg. There IS stated nd ooportuntty to negotiate a moldy relative tb findings of noncenpliance and se explanation of
the PeCeOscreS and tleefrliMeSetivernirsa the WOCeSS.

Thor, Is notification of the Freed. of lefOrmatIOn ACt alduIcenentS.

31. There IS a setifiCatioa that tint letter of findings Is not intended nor Should It be construed to cover any
Other Issues reseraing camplianca oith &telltale statutes that nay esist and are not dISCJISed.

.5 51J. The letter of flnelngS was resleneol and Signed Off by the SuperylSOn, aervOciata division director and regional
civil rights attorney Prior tO and ens signal by the le Director.

IL. An Carly warning Report for. mu completed properly prior to the lulling of the tatter of finding and is
1nCluSW In the csse file.

/ 21. The latter vs free of eremitical and Snelling errOnS.

Lift-BAP/A ifq03

JEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ME lE2251

":\/ZI. Pots LC/ nenittals are/or appeals
lore refolos properly. 1.2,0 17:7n1 Z:::rfr107"1 'W."' 54."T.

IL E21
ca rt.... eithin 10 tags to a tFltpXoantzer recipient relhetal of an original latter of

77,47 Peelsp,A, aws
ocx ram,' rugent ref epee of by the eitierriser. a elvifien elms*, and regional civil ritintfatternes

11 Ca did set miss Its original fitting. the tolleeing Criteria sere set.

(1) the Cl mo &Inuit and rIKIPIrrt sere !peen notification ef their tient of weal. and

(0) tie "seinen sal notified that the Original neatness for negotiation ion applicaelo.

CI. Pots - 1 nvesti t I ye

esiotiatIon

31 atritterk

Proinegotlatfon activities sere
grocer ve Cowl eta. 20)

elz--- rale3SI0$

177-ft.M.".7114.7 1"-ii. Section

ss Cal itamo, Part I1, S. 10

a. The gate sr Inforsatise *Wad to fashion a remedy tor each viniatIon are compiled and contained in the case
111*.

lentos' acceptable flilditt to correct each deletion. the tlestraran In welch Ca extorts revediatIon.
M the mortice and eenItoring orcceduras are tined In the 111e.

The recipferrt elf ceetactel and the opoortelltles to negotiate needles sere restated.

ccriou Osuaar us°

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1:0 S171750g

rn. let:Cation erolnit'ef Mire comeletsd.
C-1. )

10 101:114t10ft P,OCIP1,041 M4.1341. S141,,,
(Cethoer ISSC,

scars v Cal,fano, tart 11. S. 12

if

r/2. 1. ibe retiPlent Weed t0 negctfate a sattlemot relative ts the fillings of noAcheel lane'. I.
mit I. &Kenai Or lath netottatten Coition or activity nue eeIntalned ant are ctotained Is the cats lle. (locirts /0

%chute retems If metlogs. lettsrs. Ir file onoorimi of teleznone negotiatvon tottio00.1

the:. There la a PeCo3 In tne cite fill that :he coaelalnent .es statue of tm status of 501 MI0tlati0.8 ,M1,511111
to the nabety being Loon:.

the ,1907 at lest till the c000laloant 'ranted. there ls evidence in the Cate file that CM 5=5147140: hit
been infermc.

l drt'slon :o acteot or
41ect the negot.ited agreesent

Inter: (3r)

ICTElfeCI

rmessigatien 'rote:ogs manual, Section
111-l.0 (0c:coe- 100C)

Ds..RCS

All violatlens ha.. Peen aderusr: In the agree-en :.

The noel, ft,' 1111t1 v10145101 setts Intnally a=eo:4011 legal reonirehelts.

Tly theeframs In WilCh CLS e111018 renesiatIon 4,1 stated.

0:7 procedures to leheitor isolmentatIon of the rseely are stipulated.

The egreteent CtAtlin$ notiflcat'on to :he rvtIolent Met failure to ,Chill the rserry nitrite the 'MIDI 1$1illif
chiefrshes ft a violation.

The negotiated agreement has been signed by the cnlef executive officer NI' the recipient OM 4135.005. :7 the
Regional Oirector nith tnl C3.t.n,"Vnt Of :ha Clah AM a copy of toe vreament is In the file. (Acceptance 117
Pe to the fora of a letter or formal 4Vionem. Overt by the reclolen1/44--Ni+,a

The cheelalhant wt informed that torreCtive action me titan. if ApIttable.

00:1/04.5 0 1840

44/MAXIM 'MOD Tan
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(afore...mot

actions sere tuen.

(a)

288

,,,,, I.
1-2.J Onus, IraJi

/aims r part II. e. ft

suoslos
4. TM esiellnet lin Nen *Kinn Is writing of CCR's intent to pursue enforcement.

/3 b. The use file estailllefin that SCA atheist:NI all ottani to annul voluntary camel lance within the applicable
timetrasms.

iwZ c. The transmittal mentaren ileConef41.1 "Atonement details the attants to Kellen vokenary carol lance are
Inchinas an utile/satin of those points on welch (X11 are the incipient do not agree.

The *Atonement memervnuo with copies cf the L. the investigative 'inn, 111 su0Artlrg Onunentation Inc
eat.. 11,41 any correspondence with tits incipient was forwards: to tn. nputy Assistant secretary. nue.

LtL itnetstt

the ....erawho rocomooning enforcement was
Instant tally adequate.

(3s)
Investintion arneowrap run,,at.
II-1.1(0CtOOtr 19a1

:moms
32 a. Tee litigation menorereme In the case file curtains the following

y (41.k. tho lag.l authentic imager MICA ode conautted the hnestleitloa are the violations found for lathalleitatton reused fa the conlatnt:

(t) a COM001017 Of IMMO Of MI loo*OtIOOtIOO. data of the on-Otte area related innuttgotineCtintiess date of the latter of finials. dates of sunittals of rISSPIInle or rwpwttal maw-tali fru tiniCiPlent. ehl data el Ma's attimOt1 to Snare vekenary

(3) an evalus:10A of the tol000co that gowns as allegation;
(4) ether relnuft data Mt INCIWS4 In the Investigative resort or utters of findings.

(t) oescroptitoot of OCro efforts ts obtain voluntary cceplierniu

(g) description of Use legal theories, case lunedente. refulatins, videlinn, etc.. that supper: thearipmeets given the available 6,1114MCn.

(7) Statement of the ratienle for enforcement, Ind

(4) draft Notice of Opportumity for daartisp.

`.J.5 The nmeoransho Is fret Of gravatICal vol Iwtltnq anert.
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MEMORANAWM er, 40, tA:es
Harry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary

TO for Civil Rights
Department of Education

V"7r-
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS
REGION VII

DATI: ALS 11 Ee4

Regional Directors' Task Force on Quality Assurance
mom Office for Civil Rights

Department of Education

Regional Directors' Quality Assurance Task Force
MULCT: Recommendations

Per your instructions of June 29, 1984, Charles Tejada,
Dewey Dodds, Taylor August, and Jesse High examined the Qual
ity Assurance Program in regards to the terminology, scope,
and scoring procedures employed. Our analysis and recommen
dations are as follows.

Issue 1 , Should cases continue to be assessed as errors and
defects?

We are recommending that the practice of scoring cases as
"error" and "defect" be discontinued for the following rea
sons;

The terms project an unnecessarily negative connotation
onto completed cases;

The practice of scoring cases as an "error" or a "defect"
makes the Quality Index (QI) of scored cases statistical
ly unreliable ao a management indicator (cases assigned
an "error" or "defect" rating do not receive a numerical
QI score); and

It is possible (and has happened) when this practice 's
employed that a well investigated, substantially correct
case is not scored for purely technical reasons.1

1See 04-82-2-44, contained in Attachment NB to Quality
Assurance Report -of Regional Performance in Processing Cases

1. Closed in May/June 1983.

1.1111U1AVA 1"4100 Teas
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We believe it is unnecessary to substitute any new terms, and
do not recommend any labels to describe instances "when in-
formation in the case file indicates that the outcome of the
case was incorrect" (error) or "when information in the case
file indicates that more information is needed to determine
the proper outcome" (defect).)

Instead, we believe that all cases, regardless of the types
of mistakes made, should be scored. The score that a case
receives (the QI) should be reflec-ive of the overall quality
of the case. Cases receiving an point deductions would
require a determination as to Whether any further action by
the region (or Headquarters) is necessary.

The fact that cases would not be labeled as errors or defects
will not eliminate instances where the outcome of the cases
is incorrect nor instances where more information is needed
to determine the proper outcome. However, these cases, under
our proposed system, would receive a correspondingly low
score compared to cases that have been handled properly. Low
scored cases may or may not require further action to remedy
the situation that caused the loss of points, jyst as errors
and /or defects presently may or may not require further ac-
tion.4 It is our belief that the same conclusions, recommen-
dations, and need for corrective actions that emanate from
the present system will emanate from the proposed process.
(Issue 2 continues our discussion and recommendations for the
proposed scoring system.)

This proposed process would also eliminate a distinct disad-
vantage of the present eystem - a bifurcated scoring system.
Presently, a case either receives a score (a QI) or the case
is errored or defected. These two distinct Eeasurements can,
at time3, be very inconsistent, i.e., when a well investi-
gated, substantively correct case is not scored for purely
technical reasons.

2Quality Assurance Report of Regional Performance in
rocessing Cases Closed in May/June 1983, undated, page 3.

)Ibid., page 3.
4See 02-83-5-15, contained in Attachment N-B to Quality
Assurance Report of Regional Performance in Processing Cases
Closed in May/June 1983.
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Further, scoring all the cases in a sample intended to com-
pute a regional and/or national QI, and a regional and/or
national item analysis, instead of categorically excluding
cases scored as "errors" and "defects," will result in a
management indicator that is more meaningful becaus,, it is
more statistically reliable. Presently, even cI.;ds that are
initially assessed as an "error" or "defect," but subse-
quently have the "error" or "defect" rating removed, are not
scored. By not excluding cases from the sample through
"error" and "defect" ratings, the sample will be more reli-
able because all cases intended to be used to predict out-
comes will (optimally) be used.

The QI score n case receives under our proposed system gener-
ally will indicate if mistakes were made and the degree of
their severity, i.e., the conclusions are incorrect, uncited
technical violations, and/or procedural mistakes or omis-
sions.

A by scored case will mean that the outcome of the case is
incorreot, i.e., jurisdiction versus no jurisdiction;
pre-investigative closure versus investigation;.violation
findings versus no violation; etc. We recommend that sub-
stantial point deductions (meaning the deduction of several
points) be made only when the region has committed an act or
omission that makes the outcome of the case incorrect.

A moderately low scored case will be one that contains tech-
nical violations of the regulations which are unrelated to
the issues of the complaint or compliance review and for
which there is no eviden 6: - red
by an indivi or sL rlalp. An example is an instance whenOn an allegation of racially discriminatory
dismissal practices. The investigation correctly results in
no violation findings on that issue. However, during the
course of the investigation, OCR obtains an admission appli-
cation form which requests the applicant's marital status,
and OCR subsequently fails to cite the recipient for this
violation. If there is no evidence that the recipient is
using this inquiry to deny women admission, we believe the
mistake is less grave than one in which a complainant has
actually suffered harm and OCR's finding is incorrect.

iillAAAVA Y41031234
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Another example is during a Title IX compliance review of
sexually segregated physical education classes, OCR obtains a
copy of the recipient's Section 504 notice of nondiscrimi-
nation. The notice fails to include an assurance that the
recipient's nondiscriminatory policy extends to employment
and fails to identify the recipient's Section 504 coordina-
tor. The violation is not cited in uhe LOP. While this will
result in a point deduction, its effect is, we believe, less
harmful and should be scored accordingly. .-

We believe that point deductions for not citing technical
violations of the regulations should be significantly smaller
than point deductions made because the outcome or conclusions
related to the investigated issues are incorrect.

Procedural mistakes or omissions that do not place the out-
come of the case in question or make the findings incorrect
should result in an even lower number of point deductions.
An example is two complaint! that contain the esme or similar
issues being opened against the acme recipient., (See At-
tachment 2 for a listing of errors and defects identified by
the Task Force that we believe to be procedural.) Point de-
ductions for purely procedural deviations or omissions should'
be minor.

Decision: Discontinue to assess cases as "errors" and "de-
fects." Cases presently assessed as "errors" or
"defects" should be scored, with the points
awarded in the scoring process reflecting the
qualits of the findings and results.

Agree ."-/e.0204 Disagree '

Comments:

5Case Number 08811050
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Issue 2 What Should be the Scope of the QA Rev4ew?

The task force believes that certain items presently being
evaluated separately can be combined.

Combining certain items would have three benefits. It would:

Simplify the system;

Allow closely related 'items that have a reams bearing on
the outcome of the cases to be combined and emphasized;
and

Allow a minimum point value to be assigned to items that
have no real bearing on the outcome of the case.

We have identified nine items that we believe are purely
procedural and that bear no real impact on the correctness
of the findings. These are items 4 and 5, acknowledgement
letters:(LOA's), whose contents are dictated mainly by the
Adams Order, and items 8 through 14 which pertain to the In
vestigative Plan (IP).

Items 4 and 5 could be combined and their relative point
value drastically reduced. As opposed to items 1, 2, and 3,
(the completeness of the complaint, OCR's jurisdiction, and
recipient status, respectively) which directly impact'on the
correctness of findings, we were unable to discern any rela
tive impact that LOA's bear on findings.

The IP (items 8 through 14) can assist an investigator in
reaching the proper conclusion, but is, in reality, something
that could be eliminated as a formal requirement. It is not
only possible, but also probable, that correct and proper
findings can be made in every instance without an IP being
reduced to a written, formalized document. It is, therefore,
our recommendation that items 8 through 14 be combined and
their relative point value be drastically reduced.

The remaining items are, we believe, substantive and directly
affect the correctness of findings. There are, however,
several that are closely related and should be combined. The
items that we are recommending to be combined all relate to

34114111AM 0100
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what are basically distinct processes. For instance, items
16, 17, and 18 (the Complainant Interview, Recipient and
Witness interviews, and the Follow-up of New Leads, respec-
tively) could easily be combined as they relate to, basi-
cally, the same activity - on-site investigation. Items 21,
22, and 23 all relate to the same product, the Investigative
Report. Items 24 and 25 (Complainant Notice of Adverse Find-
ings and Follow-up to Complainant's Rebuttal) are the same
process. Items 26 and 27 (LOP's to Complainant and Recipi-
ent) refer to nearly identical products. Items 29, 30, and
31 (Pre-Negotiation Activities, Negotiation Activities, and
Decision to Accept or Reject Agreement) are all part of one
process. Lastly, items 32 and 33 (Enforcement Action and En-
forcement Memorandum) rlfer to one process. Those items, as
grouped above, can be combined and emphasized accordingly.
(Attachment 1 to this memorandum is a QA Assessment sheet
that reflects the above recommendations.)

A concern also raised by the task force was the potential
impact of the directives received from Headquarters' staff
members.hat affect investigative procedures and the outcome
of cases. It is recommended that directives repeived from
membere of the Assistant Secretary's immediate-staff, as
documented in case files, discontinue being reviewed or ques-
tioned in the QA process and not result in point deductions
unless the Assistant Secretary specifically so instructs the
QA Staff.

Decision: Combine the items as recommended, increasing the
relative %/tights of the remaining substantive
items and decreasing the relative weights of the
technical items, as appropriate. (See attachment
1 for our recommendation on how items should be
combined.)

Comments:

Agree Disagree

29J
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Decision. Directives received from members of the Assistant
Secretary's immediate staff, as documented in case
files, should not be reviewed or questioned in the
Ok process unless so instructed by the Assistant
....cretary.

Agree

Comments:

v-- Disagree

Issue 3 - What are the pros and cons of the current scoring
procedure, ana what chances are appropriate?

In reaching our conclusions and recommendation§, we identi-
fied what we believed to be xhe pros and cons of the present
scoring system.

The pros are:

1. It is a novel way of reviewing cases and measuring
quality. It was designed specifically for ED, OCR,
and (with the below noted reservations) accomplishes
its purpose.

2. The procedure employed to assess cases and the items
assessed directly correspond to the Investigation
Procedures Manual. This helps assure national con-
sistency and uniformity in case processing.

3. The proceaure employed proviies a thorough, in-depth
review of the case, including the case processing
methodology and the compliance determination, which
contributes to consistency and uniformity in re-
sults.

4. The QA process combincs a review of the procedural,
technical. and substantive aspects of case
processing. All are important, but not in equal
degrees.

3J4IAJIAVA 1403 1238
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5. The process provides the basis for an objective
review of cases and case processing. Objectivity is
essential in accomplishing the purposes of the QA
process.

The cons are:

1. The process results in two distinct, and often
times, unrelated-measurements - the Quality Index
(QI) or an error and/or defect assessment. We have
recommended a solution to this problem in response
to Issue 1.

2. Terms employed by the process, namely "error" and
"defect," are unnecessarily stigmatizing. (See
Issue 1)

3. There is no mechanism to provide for the "harmless"
- error, which results in point deductions or error
and defect assessments that are not prpportionate to
their affect on the end product. (See Issue 1)

4. The process necessitates a subjective assessment of
the findings and actions taken by individuals unin-
volved in the investigative process and, therefore,
not necessarily in the best position to make that
assessment.

5. It appears that the sample size is too small to
produce meaningful data. For instance, it would
appear to be unreasonable to base an assessment of
all the regions handling of Enforcement Actions
(item 32) and Enforcement Memoranda (item 33) on
just one case. Further, although we do not know the
number of cases closed by each region, it dcls not
appear to be valid to base an "overall QI" for a
region on onf case or an error and defect rate on
three cases. (Admittedly, the figures used to
illustrate this point are the extremes; however,
these examples not only illustrate the point but
also amplify the seriousness of our concern.)

6. For the uses to which the resultant data is put, the
process takes too long to complete and the results
(feedback) are untimely.

6Quality Assurance Report of Regional Performance in
Processing Cases Closed in May/June 1983, Table N-4.
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7. All policies used to assess the sufficiency, cor-
rectness, and quality of findings is not codified or
available to all regions on an equal basis.

8. The relative importance of each item assessed, as
reflected by the "points available" assigned to each
item, was not determined with input from all OCR
components (i.e., all Services, Staffs, the Office
of the Assistant Secretary, and the regions).

9. Headquarters' inplit to tne investigative, evalu-
ative, and/or decision making processes that affect
case findings is not properly assessed (See Issue
2).

Solutions to what we have listed as "cons" numbers 4, 5, and
6 are beyond what we perceive t:) be the charge to our Task
Force. We did, however, discuss options that could resolve
some deficiencies of the present system, and have included
them for your consideration. As these options would entail a
complete reworking of the QA Program, no recommpndations for
adoption are being made.

For example, a possible solution to #'s 4 and 6 would be the
establishment of a two part QA program with a regional compo-
nent and a Headquarters' component.

The regional program would as its primary function assess the
processing of cases to insure 'hat each region is following
established procedure as set forth in the IPM and written
policy.

The regional program would address findings only insofar as
they conformed with the IPM and written policy disseminated
to the regions. It would not evaluate the analytical methods
employed in arriving at findings or the legal sufficiency of
the argument.

The tool used would be the QA assessment form modified to
remove the substandards relating to analysis of information
and sufficiency of proof.

The regional program would review a minimum of percent of
all closures.

3.111AXAVA W10.3 T231
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A Headquarters team would, at predetermined intervals, visit
each region. One component of this team would review a ran-
dom sample of those cases evaluated by regional staff. The
purpose of this review would be to assess uniformity and
consistency among the regions in the interpretation of IPM
standards and written policy. Like the regional staff, it
would not evaluate analytical methods or legal sufficiency.
A Headquarters team Scoring a sample of cases that have been
scored by regional personnel, and then comparing the scores,
would allow an assessment .of the reliability of the resultant
QA data.

A second component of the Headquarters' team would review a
preselected sample of cases. This review would be similar in
scope, conduct and level of reviewing personnel to that em-
ployed when cases are placed on the Enforcement Activity
Report (EAR). The reviewers would evaluate the LOF, IR,
attorney opinion, and pertinent supporting documentation.
They would assess:

- The-analytical methods employed;

- The legal sufficiency of the argument and the accuracy of
the findings;

- The conduct of negotiations (where appropriate); and

- The adequacy of the corrective action obtained (where
appropriate).

This system would retain the virtues of the current QA system
while eliminating many of the concerns that have been ex-
pressed. It would simplify but retain a program that
assessed consistency and uniformity among the regions in
carrying out established procedure. It would install a sep-
arate substantive review of case handling at a level that
should minimize regional concerns about subjectivity and
"second guessing." It would eliminate the costly copying
process and related problems that accompany it (documents not
enclosed or illegible when copied). It would permit direct
interaction between regional staff and the review team,
allowing immediate clarification of perceived
ambiguities.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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It has been our experience that we, as regional directors,
receive substantially similar results from our regional QA
programs in a fraction of the time taken by Headquarters' QA
Staff. This type of program would allow more cases to be re-
viewed as the amount of time necessary for the QA process
would be drastically reduced, and would, in turn, allow for
more timely feedback from QA.

The analysis necessary to assess the feasibility of this
option would require resources and time not allotted to this
Task Force. Further analysis would require a decision by the
Assistant Secretary as to whether this option should be ex-
plored and would require a cost-benefit analysis of the re-
sources required by the regions to perform the QA function.

Another option considered involved placing the QA function
either in the regions or Headquarters but limiting the scope
of the QA review to three (3) documents: the Investigative
Report (IR), the LOP(8), and the attorney opinion. The only
other document that would need to be forwarded for review
would be the complaint or the compliance review notification
letter to the recipient.

When cases are entered onto the Enforcement Activities Report
(EAR) for review by the Assistant Secretary and his staff,
the IR, LOF, and attorney opinion are the documents available
for review. Decisions on whether to issue an LOF or return
the case to the region for further development are made on
the basis of the review of these documents.

The IR and LOF could be reviewed against the present QA stan-
dards for assessing these documents, and a QI for each item
and an overall QI for the case could be developed. (Pres-
ently, there are no standards for attorney opinions, although
standards for same could, and probably should if this option
was to be adopted, be developed.)

An advantage of this type review would be that more cases
could be reviewed as the amount of time necessary for the QA
process would be drastically reduced. This, in turn, would
allow for more timely feedback from QA.

The disadvantages would include the entire investigative
process not being reviewed. Compliance with all provisions
of the IPM could not be assured, nor could OCR's actions
taken to address issues unrelated to those initially raised
by the complainant or OCR.

3.IIIA.IIAVA 1103 TelAe
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In determining whether or not to explore this option, consid-
eration would have to be given to what use is tc be made of
the resultant QA data, and whether or not the regions should
be held independently responsible for assuring that provi-
sions of the IPM are followed. (One method for assuring
compliance with the IPM would be for a QAS team to periodi-
cally - perhaps annually - visit each regional office to
review a limited number of case files. Case files for these
reviews would need not be identified by QAS.until they arrive
on-site. The results of these periodic reviews could then be
used to assess regional performance as well as the reliabil-
ity of the programs's results.)

An assessment of "con" #5 has previously been made the as-
signment of other individuals. It is our understanding that
recommendations on the sample size will be forthcoming.

The solution to #7 would be to complete the INREFMAT project.
Consistency and uniformity of result in case processing could
be greatly enhanced by INREFMAT. As ve are not aware of the
status of this project, or your (the Assistant Secretary's)
decision on this matter, ve are unable to produpe a complete
discussion of this matter. However, we believe that a re-
source such as INREFMAT -would be of inestimable value.

It is our understanding that the point values for each item
assessed were assigned by the QA Staff during the pilot phase
of the program. We believe that these decisions should have
been made collectively by representatives from all OCR compo-
nents. Nev relative point values for each item should be
assigned consistent with what the regions, OSS, PES, and you,
as the Assistant Secretary, determine to be their relative
importance. The actual assignment of relative point values
to each item would be a pro forma process dictated by the re-
sults of a task force convened for the purpose of determin-
ing the relative importance of each item.

Decision: Direct the completion of the INREFMAT project.

Comments:

Agree Disagree

3 175
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Decision: Convene a task force for the purpose of assigning
relative weights (point values) to each item as-
sessed by QA. The task force should include rep-
resentatives from the regions, OSS, PBS, QAS, and
the Assistant Secretary's staff.

Agree Disagree

Comments:

&JAVA Y4100 T238
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Docket Number

DESCRIPTION OF ITEU
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Q. A. Number (page two)

OI PT'S

AWARD AVAIL N/A

1. Complete or Incomplete /

2. Jurisdiction .2.,

3. Recipient Status 3 .

4 Notification to Complainant and Recipient 4/ 7 S'

5. Dual Agency/_ *rt Complaint 6'

6. Pre - investigative Administrative Closure
/7

7. Investigative Plan S - 14

8. Denial of Access /5

9. Interviews, Follow-up on New Leads Ai /i?
. -

10. Records, Documents, Other Information /I.

11. Pre-determination Administrative Closure

12. Investigative Report ''') 1' et.Q.

13.

-

Notice of Adverse Findings and Follow -up .2J--,,z

14. Letter(s) of Findings ,1 -..1 7

15. Post -LCF Rebuttal or Appeal ,,,C

16. Negotiations 0J4- 3/

17. Enforcement _3,2 -33
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ATTACHMENT 2

Technical "Errors" and "Defects" Identified by the Task Force

Docket N

1. 01801168 No IR in file

2. 09811223 Inquiry treated as a complaint

3. 08811011

4. 01811088

5. 08811025

Failure to consolidate case with earlier one
having same or similar issues within an
institution

Failure to consolidate case with earlier one
having same or similar issues within an
institution

Failure to consolidate case with earlier one
having same or similar issues within an
institution

6. 05831005 No referral (PI, 94-142)

7. 04811032 Procedural defect - docket number improperly
assigned

8. 04811117 Procedural defect - dockFo. number improperly
assigned

9. 03822042 Failure to forward Title VI complaint alleg-
ing discrimination by a proprietary voca-
tional ed-cation school to Veterans
Administration as required

10. 04812017 No signed "withdrawal" form in file

11. 08811006 Multiple complaints against same recipient -
Failure to consolidate - Incorrect determi-
nation

12. 08811009 Multiple complaints against same recipient -
Failure to consolidate - Incorrect determi-
nation

13. 08811012 Multiple complaints against same recipient -
Failure to consolidate - Incorrect determi-
nation

14. L5801153 Reopened complaint handled improperly

441AVA TWO reaa
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15. 15811045

16. 15811031

17. 07806007

18. 08811050

19. 08811033

20. 02832062

304

Incomplete complaint Improperly handled

Incomplete complaint Improperly handled

Required documentation missing

Failure to consolidate case with same or
similar issues within an institution

Incomplete complaint Improperly handled

Failure to forward Title VI complaint alleg
ing discrimination by a proprietary voca
tional education school to Veterans
Administration as required

21. 07821047 No referral PL 94-142 to ou

22. 02832053 Region subjected a "class" complaint to ECR
process

23. 04770104 Insufficient information to determine impact
on issues of the case

24. 04826003 Insufficient information to determine impact
on issues of the case

25. 08816003 Unable to assess Not enough information
No impact on OCR findings

26. 04811105 Pailure to consolidate case with same or
similar issues within an institution

BEST COPY AVAILe
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Methodology for Allocating Weights to the Revised
Quality Assurance Case Assessment Standards

Dewey Dodds, Jesse High, Burton Taylor and Monte Eeds (Task Force) met in
Washington, D. C. from February 12-14 to discuss revision of the quality

. assurance case assessment standards and the weights allocated to them.
Described below is the procedure utilized in allocating weights.

The proposed standards consists of sixteen items. The task force allocated
a rating of 1 to 5 for each item, 1 being the highest and 5 being the
lowest. Attached is a sheet stating each item and indicating the rating
given to each, and the points available for each.

The following procedure was used to establish point values for each of
the items:

o Items rated 3 were given a value of 6.25 (1/16)

o Its rated 5 were given a value of 1.56 (25% of 6.25)

o Items rated 4 were given a value of 3.13 (50% of 6.25)

o Its rated 2 were given a value of 9.38 (150% of 6.25)

o Items rated 1 were given a value of 15.63 (250% of 6.25)

Each of these values were multiplied by a factor of 1.05 in order to have the
value for all 16 items total 100.

The adjusted value are:

Rating Adjusted Value

5 1.64
4 3.29

3 6.56
2 9.85
1 16.41

These adjusted factors were then multiplied 10 and rounded to the
nearest whole number to represent the points available for each !tem.
Points were allocated to standards within each 'tem based on the relative
importance of the standard. Where a standard is not appliceile to a
case, the points allocated to it are not included in the total points
available for that item.

Burton M. Taylor
February 25, 1985

3.11114JIAVA irgoo Tea'
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ITEM
NO.

DESCRIPTION OF ITEM
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Q. A. Number (page two)

RATING PTS
AVAILABLE

1. Complete or Incomplete 5 16

2. Jurisdiction 4 33

3. Recipient Status 4 33

4. Notification to Complainant and Recipient 5 16

5. Dual Agency/Court Complaint 5 16

6. Pre-investigative Administrative Closure 3 66

7. Investigative Plan 2 99

8. Denial of Access 4 33

9. Interviews, Follow-up on New Leads 3 66

10. Pre-determination Administrative Closure 3 66

11. Investigative Report 1

12. Notice of Adverse Findings and Follow-up 4 33

13. latter(s) of Findings 1 164

14. Post-LOF Rebuttal or Appeal 4 33

15. Negotiations 2 99

16. Enforcement 3 66

Total points 1003
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V13

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFF ICI. OF Till ASSI71ANT SLCRLIARN 1 OR C( %IL RIUHT1

101.11985
Dater

Due Dates: August 15, 1985
August 26, 1985

NOTE TO FRED CIOFF1

Re: Factors Influencing OCR's Choice of Enforcement Alternatives
Initiated Against Noncomplying Recipients

In our meeting of June 20, 1985, we discussed the above described memorandum of
May 7, 1985, which. among things, had addressed the issue of determining when the
initiation of administrative enforcement is appropriate. I requested your staff
to review and re-draft this memorandum in light of the issues raised and the
discussions that took place at that meeting. In view of approximately OA weeks
passing without receiving a further analysis from DES, I am requesting that such
an analysis be forwarded to me as soon as possible, but no later than Thursday.
August 15.

In addition, you should re-evaluate all the cases for administrative enforcement
returned from the Department of Justice. Our discussions and conclusions over
the last few months concerning when administrative enforcement is appropriate
should be the basis of rerevaluation.

Attached for that purpose are the files in Anna-Jonesboro (#05 -78 -0043) and Dayton
Public Schools (#15 -76- 0070). You should also review the Malcolm-King case (/02-
83 -2007) for which correspondences between OCR and 003 is attached.

Your re-evaluation of Dillion 11 and your recommendations are being considered.
You sholld complete the re-evaluation of the remaining cases by August 26, 1985.

Attachments

cc: Thomasina Rogers
Ned Stutman
Stephanine White
CCU

41, 111.Har . ngleton
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

'co MARYLAND AVt. SW WASCINCTON DC 10201

01C13 1e38
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UNI I El) SI A EES DEPAR I NILS I OF EDIA ATION
MA,11A1

NOTE TO HARRY M. SINGLETON

Re: Reevaluation of Enforcement Recontendation Against Dayton Public
Schools. Dayton, Ohio, Complaint No. 15-7o-0070

On Novembe, 3, 1983, the Policy and Enforcement Service (PES) recommended
administrative enforcement under Title IX against Dayton Public Schools,
based on the Title IX complaint of a female teacher who was passed over
for promotion to the post of assistant principal. (November 3, 1983
memorandum to Harry M. Singleton, attached at Tab A). The Department of
Justice earlier had declined to institute judicial enforcement in this
case, for the stated reasons that no pattern and practice of discrimin3-
tion had been shown, and tne complainant's earlier Title VII suit had
been dismissed with prejudice for failure to prosecute.

PES has reconsidered the November 3, 1983 memorandum (Tab A) to you,
conveying the enforcement recommendation. We believe that the legal
analysis is still correct. However, before we prepare a new recommenda-
tion for enforcement, we will need to update the facts in the complaint
file. The update would include, to establish jurisdiction, a description

of the Federal financial assistance -eceived by the district, and its
connection to the facts of the complaint. (I note that the earlier
recommendation of PES for administrative enforcement was prepared prior
to the Supreme Court's decision in Grove Cit v. Bell.) In addition, we
would need to know (1) whether the comp a nant is still interested in
seeking relief on the grounds alleged in her complaint and would be
available to support an administrative proceeding as a witness, and
(2) whether the regional office (without necessarily engaging in further

investigation) has any evidence in its files that a pattern and practice
of sex discrimination in the consideration of females for administrative
positions exists in the school district. Attached at Tab B is a memoran-
dum asking the Chicago Regional Office to update the film appropriately.

)FrederIck T. Oiof i

Attachments:

Tab A - Memorandum dated November 3, 1983
Tab 8 - Memorandum to the Chicago Regions) Office
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MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES EPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
wASHDIP.GTON DC 2o2o3

DATE
3 i:,

I.--
?3

PURPOSE: DECISION

TO : Harry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretar

for Civil Rights ) Gill/-
FROM : Antonio J. Califa

Director far Policy and
Enforcement Sery ce

SUBJECT: Resubmission of Recommendation to Initiate Title IX Administrative
Enforcement Proceedings Against Dayton Public Schools, Dayton,
Ohio, Complaint Ho. 15-76-0070 -- EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ISSUE

Whether, in light of the decision by the Department of Justice (DOJ)
not to take enforcement action against the above-referenced district,
the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) should now initiate administrative
enforcement proceedings against the district for one or both of the

o for having violated Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
(Title IX) as a result of its discriminatory failure to promote
the complainant;

o fnr having violated Title IX as a result of retaliating against
the complainant after she filed an earlier complaint with OCR
against the district.

SUMMARY

By letter dated July 23, 1983, OCR referred the above-referenced Title IX
employment action to 00J, requesting that 00J take appropriate judicial
relief. By letter dated August 9, 1983. OCR was notified of the decision
by DOJ not to take enforcement action against the school district. 010J

offers two primary considerations behind its refusal to accept our referral.
One relates to the fact that the action involves a complaint of discrim-
ination against an individual. rather than evidencing a continuing pattern
or practice of discrimination by thz district. The other reason DOJ
advances for declining the referral is thl fact that the complainant had
already filed a Title VII complaint in F..;,,P1 court that was dismissed
with prejudice for failure to prosecute. However, for the reasons articu-
lated in the previous LEPS enforcement recommendations against Dayton
involving the instant action, and reiterated herein, the Federal court
judgment Is not binding on us as a matter of course. LEPS recomends
that administrative enforcement proceedings be initiated against Dayton
forthwith.

tia&IIAVA 1103 Te31
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MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. DC 2002

DATE

PURPOSE: DECISION

TO Harry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

)

FROM Antonio J. Califa
Director for Policy and

Enforcement Service

SUBJECT Resubmission of Recommendation to Initiate Title IX Administrative
Enforcement Proceedings Against Dayton Public Schools, Dayton,
Ohio, Complaint No. 15-76-0070

ISSUE

Whether, in light of the decision by the Department of Justice (DCJ) not
to take enforcement action against the above-referenced school district,
the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) should now initiate administrative
enforcement proceedings against the district for one or both of the
following:

o for having violated Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972
(Title IX) as a result of its discriminatory failure t- nrs.note
the complainant;

o for having violated Title IX as a result of retaliating against
the complainant after she filed an earlier complaint with OCR
against the district.

SUMMARY

By letter dated July 23, 1983, OCR referred the above-referenced Title IX
employment action to DOJ, requesting that 00J take appropriate judicial
relief. By letter dated August 9, 1983, OCR was notified of the decision
by DOJ not to take enforcement action against the school district. 00J
offers two primary considerations for its refusal to accept our referral.
One relates to the fact that the action involves a complaint of discrim-
ination against an individual; it does not evidence a continuing pattern
or practice of discrimination by the district. The other reason DOJ
advances for declining the referral is the fact that the complainant had
already filed a Title VII complaint in Federal court that was dismissed
with prejudice for failure to prosecute. However, for the reasons articu-
lated in the previous LEPS enforcement recommendations against Dayton
involving the instant action, and reiterated herein, the Federal court
judgment is not binding on us as a matter of course.

T Corr AVM
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This case was forwarded to the Secretary, as one of the June 9 Adams cases,
for the purpose of advising him of OCR's decision to take adminlialilive
action against Dayton. This case then paralleled the course taken by the
other June 9 cases, and was referred to OW for appropriate judicial
enforcement. Given the fact that this action was already approved for
enforcement on these occasions, LEPS now reiterates its earlier series
of recommendations and urges that administrative enforcement proceedings
be initiated against the Dayton Public Schools for its commission of
both a substantive and retaliatory Title IX violation.

BACKGROUND

I. Chronology of Events

On February 9, 1979, OCR issued a letter of findings (LOgnotifying the
district that it had violated Title IX, for having failed to promote the
complainant to the position of assistant principal and for having retaliated
against the complainant because she had filed an earlier complaint with
OCR. OCR subsequently informed the school district that, based on the Romeo
decision, 1/ OCR would not pursue, at that time, the remedies for the fiTid79
of sex discrimination, but that it would pursue the remedies for the finding
of retaliation. 2/ However, once the U.S. Supreme Court validated the
Title IX employment regulation in North Haven, 3/ OCR informed the district
that it was reopening the substantive sex discrimination aspect of the
complaint. The district still refused to negotiate, asserting that the
sex discrimination issue had already been litigated under Title VII in

1/ Romeo Community Schools v. HEW, 600 F.2d 581 (6th Cir. 1979).

2/ On January 11, 1982, LEPS submitted a recommendation to initiate
enforcement against Dayton Public Schools as a result of the district's
retaliatory action against the complainant arising from her filing a
complaint with OCR. In order to respond to the comments raised by the
then Deputy Assistant Secretary regarding that enforcement recommendation,
we met with district officials on March 23, 1982. As no settlement
could be reached, we submitted a revised enforcement recommendation
on June 25, 1982, which was disapproved by the Assistant Secretary on
July 12, 1982. LEPS remains convinced, however, that the factual
situation does, in fact, constitute a cognizable claim of retaliation.
To the extent that both the package to the Secretary and the referral
to DOJ included the retaliation aspect of the complaint (as well as
substantive sex discrimination portion), we assume that the Assistant
Secretary has since agreed to reconsider his earlier decision and that
once the enforcement action is commenced, it will include both the Sub-
part E and the retaliation claims.

3/ North Haven Board of Edocation v. Bell, 102 S. Ct. 1912 (1982).

1.414A.11AVA 'MOO T23
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Federal court, and that res 11111 barred any further action. As the
following discussion will-Bemonstrate, that Judgment is not binding on
us as a matter of course.

II. Evaluation of the Evidence

In January 1974, the district announced an opening for the position of
"administrative intern" at the Alternative Learning Center (ALC). The
complainant, Mary Montgomery, who met the qualifications listed in the
announcement, was interviewed for the opening. During her interview,
the complainant claims to have been informed by the Executive Director
of Secondary Education that the individual selected for the internship
would either be elevated, after a year of experience, to take charge of
the building or become a high school assistant principal. This statement
was confirmed by one of those present during the interview. In March
1974, Ms. Montgomery was selected for the internship.

Despite her increased responsibilities over the years, Ms. Montgomery's
position was never upgraded, nor was she ever interviewed for nor appointed
to an assistant principal position. In fact, in June 1977, the district,
citing budgetary constraints, demoted her from administrative intern to
her former position of classroom teacher.

The district denies it knew the complainant was interested in an assistant
principalship. However, a district official told an OCR investigator
that some time in 1975, the complainant informed him of her desire to be
promoted to assistant principal. On three separate occasions, the complain-
ant's supervisor submitted requests to district officials that Ms. Montgomery
be promoted to assistant principal. In fact, in the last of these three
memoranda, her supervisor informed district officials that the complainant's
responsibilities at the ALC were comparable to those of an assistant
principal in the comprehensive high school. Finally, during the relevant
years (1975-76 and 1976-77), the district's policy was that the administra-
tive intern position was an administrative or supervisory position, and
that persons holdirq such positions did not have to apply formally for
administrative opeaings because they were automatically placed on the
district's eligibility list. 4/

4/ The district bulletins state in general: "It is our intention at
this time to upgrade our present eligibility list to include those
individuals who currently do not hold administrative or supervisory
positions and who possess, or will possess . . . a certificate in
one of the above categories." These bulletins invite interested
persons who wish to be included on the eligibility list" to apply.
However, the Master Agreement, in effect from 1972 to 1977, at Section
27.01, specifically defines an administrative intern as a position at
the administrative-supervisory level. Furthermore, bulletins announcing

(footnote 4 continued on next page)
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During the school years in question, 1975-76 and 1976-77, the district
promoted four administrative interns to assistant principalships -- two
wale" and two men. The two women had been appointed to the administrative
intern program prior to the complainant. The complainant was next in line
for a promotion. Notwithstanding her seniority, the district subsequently
promoted two men -- both of whom had fewer total years of teaching experi-
ence, as well as less tenure in the administrative internship program,
than did tne complainant. The evidence indicates that both of these men
were plotted for the positions without being subject to any competitive
selection process; further, it appears that the complainant was not even
considered for the positions. 5/

At no time has the district contended that Ms. Montgomery was not well
qualified for an assistant principalship or that her perform ce in her
administrative internship was, in any way, unsatisfactory. Each of the
reasons proffered by the district for its refusal to promote Ms. Montgomery
is inconsistent with the facts discovered during OCR's investigation. 6/

(footnote 4 continued from previous page)

openings for assistant principal positions indicate that interviews
will be held, but that administrative trainees (who are the same as
an administrative interns) need not schedule another interview. There-
fore, the complainant should have been placed on the district's eligi-
bility list, and considered for any administrative openings that occurred
while she was an administrative intern.

5/ Also during this period, we note that women held a low percentage of
the high school assistant principal positions in the district. From
1973 to 1979, women were appointed to only six, or 26.1 percent, of
the 23 vacancies at this level. As of 1979, women held only six, or
27.3 percent, of all high school assistant principalships in the
district.

6/ The district claims it was unaware of the comparability of the

complainant's responsibility at the Alternative Learning Center (ALC)
(where she was an administrative intern) with those of an assistant
principal; in fact, it denied knowing that she even desired such a
promotion. Notwithstanding this purported justification, Ms. Mont-
gomery's supervisor had, on several occasions, advised district officials
of the similarity of she positions and of her interest in (and his
recommendation that she be given) a promotion.

A second reason offered by the district for refusing to upgrade the
complainant's position was that it ostensibly did not consider ALC
a 'school,' and it was not staffed, therefore, with a principal.

(footnote 6 continued on next page)
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In addition to evidence of a Subpart E violation, there is also evidence
that the district retaliated against the complainant. See Tabs A and B.
The retaliation allegation resulted from the cumulative -Frfect of the
district's decision to demote the complainant from the position of adminis-
trative intern to the position of classroom teacher, and its failure to
promote Ms. Montgomery from classroom teacher to 'teacher on special
assignment' (TOSA) or to a comparable position.

When the promotion that Ms. Montgomery had been led to believe (during
her 'nterview for the administrative internship) would come did not,
she filed the instant complaint with OCR (December 1916). In May 1911,
she was informed that the administrative intern program was to be abolished
the following school year for budgetary reasons. Effective June 1977,
her job duties as an administrative intern were terminated. Also at
that time, she received written notice of the fact that she was being
reassigned to the position of classroom teacher for the 1977-78 school
year. 7/

(footnote 6 continued from previous page)

Instead, the district considered it a "center,' which was staffed by
a *director." Accordingly, the district continued, to the extent
that ALC did not meet the standards of a comprehensive high school,
it did not qualify for an assistant principal. The district's staff
directories (which, during school years 1975-76 and 1976-77, replaced
the term 'director' for tha, of "principal") belie this assertion, however.

A third reason for the district's failure to promote the complainant
was that the building supervisor at ALC had allegedly wanted to retain
full responsibility for the center's operation. However, statements
from the supervisor (obtained during OCR's investigation) and copies
of the memoranda he sent to district officials contradict this assertion.
In t, he wholly supported and actively sought Ms. Montgomery's
prom' .ion to assistant principal.

Finally, the district cited the existence of a budgetary crunch to
Justify its failure to promote the complainant. However, as discussed,
during the period the complairant sought promotion, the district
promoted four others to assistant principal positions. Indeed, two
of the four were appointed to newly created positions.

7/ This reassignment involved a reduction both in pay (an additional four
weeks' salary to which a classroom teacher was not entitled) and status
(according to the complainant, district officials deny that there was
a reduction in status), and occurred despite the fact that the com-
plainant's supervisor had repeatedly submitted requests to various
district officials for the complainant to be promoted to the position
of assistant principal.
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There were three Other individuals who had participated in the administrative
internship program -- two of them, however, were not similarly situated to
the complainant. Those two individuals had been temporarily appointed to
the position for emergency reasons after the 1976-77 school year began;
neither had been led to believe, as had the complainant, that their appoint-
ments would have promotion potential; and both, as expected, resumed their
teaching positions in the 1977-78 school year.

The third administrative intern (a male) was more similarly situated to
the complainant's circumstances. Although he, like the complainant, was
initially returned to the classroom for the 1977-78 school year, halfway
through the year he was appointed as "administrative assistant." Although
that position afforded him no additional salary, it did allow him to con-
tinue receiving administrative experience. The complainant was afforded
no similar opportunity and was given no option, upon the demise of the
internship program, other than to return to the classroom.

The complainant notified OCR of the ostensible reemergence of an adminis-
trative program (i.e., TOSA) when she first learned about it a year after
the administrative intern program ended. In informing OCR of the existence
of the TOSA 'program," she also indicated that three males (none of whom
appeared any more qualified thIn she) had been selected as TOSAs. These
positions had been neither publicly advertised nor otherwise directed to
the complainant's attention.

OCR's subsequent investigation pointed out a remarkable similarity between
the defunct administrative intern program and the newly created TOSA program.
During the first year (1978-79) of the existence of TOSAs, their duties
were practically indistinguishable from those performed by the administrative
interns. 8/

The district again explained its suspect activity on its budgetary woes.
In documenting the retaliator' activity, the complainant offered the
basis for her allegation:. the district effectively demoted her from
administrative intern to classroom teacher, and then failed to promote

8/ Although the district contends that TOSA was a "non-administrative"
position (since no TOSA was promoted to the position of assistant
principal -- although no on has been appointed to an assistant princi-
palship since 1976), apprZUMately five out of the six students inform-
ally surveyed by the EOS identified the TOSA as also being the assistant
principal. Moreovey, a former administrative intern informed OCR that
he was aware of three TOSAs who were functioning as administrative
interns. When asked why he thought the administrative intern position
had been eliminated, he said that it had not been eliminated, but
that the name had been changed to "teacher on special assignment."
Further, he said that the only reason the district had made the
effort to change the name of the program was because Mary Montgomery
had filed a complaint.
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her again to a newly established TOSA, which had unmistakably similar
responsibilities to those of the administrative intern. Despite its
reliance on budgetary concerns -- which were purportedly caused by the
demise of the administrative intern program -- the district was still
somehow able to "recreate" an administrative intern program, and to select
individuals with comparable, and in some cases inferior, qualifications
to those of Ms. Montgomery. See Tab B, p. 5, n.12.

When the district officials were asked at a March 23, 1982 meeting with
OCR why they had failed to promote, or even consider Ms. Montgomery for
a TOSA position, the repeated response was that she was not at one of
the schools where a principal had asked for a TOSA. Apparently, TOSAs
are only appointed by the principaiiithe school where the individual
is already assigned (i.e., no staff increases are involved). Also,
until school year 1982,T:g TOSA, had only been used at secondary schools
paired for desegregation purposes. What the district seems to have
ignored, however, is that it could have transferred the complainant to a
different school -- one which was to be paired for desegregation purposes
-- so that she could have been selected for the TOSA experience. 9/ The
district's reasoning thus fails to rebut the conclusion that it: Tustifi-
cation for not promoting Ms. Montgomery is nothing more than a pre,:ext.

Negotiations have been attempted, but have failed to reach any settlevent.
The district denies it discriminated against the complainant and further
contends that a previous Title VII action in Federal court resolved the
issue. This issue will be addressed in the Discussion, Part IT, pp. 9-11.

The school district is currently in receipt of the following Federal funds:
Impact Aid, 10/ Adult Basic Education, ECIA - Chapter 1, ECIA - Chapter 2,
Education for the Handicapped, School Lunch, and Vocational Education.

9/ Even if she had not been transferred originally to a school in need
of a TOSA, the district could have assigned her subsequently to such
a school to teach, thereby enabling her to receive a TOSA appointment.
This identical procedure was indeed carried out for one of the original
TOSA appointees (who was also one of the two "emergency" replacements
for the administrative intern program during 1976-77).

10/ Given the district's receipt of Federal Impact Aid and Vocational
Education (since the ALC, to which Ms. Montgomery was assigned,
provided vocational training, at least in part), we should be able
to pursue this action, notwithstanding the need for a Grove City
analysis. At a minimum, the federally-supported programs are
"infected" by the discriminatory environment created by the

(footnote 10 continued on next page)
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DISCUSSION

In addition to establishing a case of sex discrimination (and the basic
elements of a prima facie case of retaliation -- see Tab B, pp. 7-10)
against the school 41-67cct, a separate inquiry must be made concerning
the derision by the Federal district court in Ohio, dismissing the Title
VII action brought by the complainant. The question ix whether that action
precludes OCR from proceeding to enforcement with the instant case because
of res judicata and collateral estoppel. We conclude that it does not.

I. Establishing a case of sex discrimination

Given the paucity of case law on the standards for establishing a case of
sex discrimination under Title IX, itis appropriate to analogize to the
relevant case law under Title VII. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that
a plaintiff suing under Title VII has the initial burden of establishing
a prima facie case of discrimination. The moving party must, therefore,
demons rihat: 1) she is a member of a protected class; 2) she applied
for or sought promotion to a particular position, in which there was a
vacancy and for which she was qualified; 3) she was rejected for the
position; and 4) afterwards, the job remained open and the employer
continued to consider others for the position. Texas Department of
Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981); Furnco Construction
Corp. v. slaters, 438 U.S. 567 (1978); McDonnel Douglas Corp. v. Green,
411 U.S. 792 (1973). After the plaintiff establishes a prima fai97--
case, the burden shifts to the defendant "to articulate some 1TOTTMate
non-discriminatory reason for the employee's rejection." McDonnell
Douglas Corp., supra at 802. See Burdine, supra. AssumirT1MTiquire-
ment is satisfied, the plaintirrhii-i-Mal opportunity to prove that
the defendant's purported legitimate reason is a mere pretext for the
resultant discriminatory activity. McDonnell Douglas Corp., supra at
804-805. See Burdine, supra; Furnco Construction Corp., supra.

In the instant action, the factual situation amply supports a prima facie
case of discrimination. In addition, there is adequate documentation to
conclude that the district's stated reasons for failing to promote the
complainant indeed are pretextual. As a female employee within the
recipient district, the complainant is a member of the protected class
under Title IX. See North Haven Board of Education v. Bell, supra at

(footnote 10 continued from previous page)

discrimination against the complainant. See Board of Public Instruc-
tion of Taylor County v. Finch, 414 F.2d 1 g8, 1078 (5th Cir. 1968).
In her administrative intern capacity, she was responsible for the
operation of AU and was likely to have administered the federally-
funded programs operated at that school.
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1918. Even though the complainant did not apply er se for a particular

assistant principal position, the district was weTT-aware of her interest
in and qualifications for such a position. It certainly should have
considered her when such positions arose during her tenure as an adminis-

trative intern. However, not only did the district fail to consider her

for a position at ALC -- and eventually demote her to classroom teacher --
but also it promoted two men, both with less seniority in the administrative

intern program and less experience overall, to assistant principalships.

The district proffered several "legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons"

for its failure to promote the complainant. See pp. 4-5, n.6, supra.

As previously discussed, each reason is inconTiTtent with the facts

uncovered and deduced during OCR's investigation. It seems clear,

therefore, that the reasons are merely pretexts for the resultant

discrimination. Thus, the evidence sufficiently establishes a prima
facie case of discrimination, for which the district has been unable to
iFfrEulate any non -pretextual, legitimate reasons.

U. The applicability of the doctrine of res judicata

In addition to denying any unlawful discrimination against Ms. Montgomery,
the district has repeatedly claimed that OCR is estopped from maintaining
this action because of the doctrine of res judirata. The district contends

that her sex discrimination allegation was litigated previously under
Title VII in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of Ohio

(Civil Action No. C-3-77-328).

The doctrine of res udicata holds that a judgment on the merits in a

prior suit bars a secon su t on the same cause of action involving the

same issues and parties. 11/ See, 29, Lawlor v. National Screen Service

11/ In support of its position, the district cites Kremer v. Chemical
Construction Corporation, 102 S. Ct. 1883 (1982177R that case,
the Supreme Court held that a Federal court considering a Title VII
employment discrimination complaint was required to give preclusive

effect to a state court decision upholding a state administrative
agency's rejection of the discrimination claims. In Kremer, however,

unlike the instant situation, the parties to both actiCRTTiere identical.

DOJ, in refusing to accept OCR's referral of the case, in part, on
the basis of res judicata, cited EEOC v. Huttige Sash . Door Co.,
511 F.2d 45311Th Cir. 1975). The court ccactuded that, even after
termination of a charging party's private suit, the EEOC can bring

suit predicated on, but not limited to, the same charge. Notwith-

standing this general proposition, the court applied the facts of
the case before it and held that the EEOC would be barred, under
resjudicata principles, from filing suit on that particular charge

(footnote 11 continued on next page)
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Corporation. 349 U.S. 322 (1955); Parklane Hosiery Co., Inc. v. Shore,
43g U.S. 322 (1922). Ms. Montgomery did file a complaint in dis157DE
court. The complaint did allege that the district's failure to promote
her constituted unlawful discrimination against her. She brought the
action under Title VII, however. The case ultimately was dismissed with
prejudice for failure to prosecute. However, no evidence was presented
and no findings were made as to the merits of the case.

For res udicata purposes, a dismissal with prejudice for fathire to
prosecute Is generally considered a judgment on the merits. Fed. R. Civ.
P. 41(b); Bierman v. Tampa Electric Co., 604 F.2d 929 (5th Cir. 1979).
The doctrilliiggld not serve as a bar to the present action, however,
because the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, the moving party in
the administrative action, was not a party to the district court proceeding
-- there is no privity bet,men the Assistant Secretary and the complainant.

In order to justify the application of either collateral estoppel j/ or
res udicata, both "the judicially determined matter and the proceeding
under cons eration [must] have a strict mutuality of parties and issues."
In the Matter of Perry County School District, Administrative Proceeding,
U.S. Department of Education, Docket ho. 80-VI-2, March 5, 1981.

In addition, it is significant to draw attention to the different purposes
behind Title IX and Title VII. While both are antidiscrimination statutes,
Title IX is enforced to ensure that no Federal monies are used to support
discrienatory activities operated by a recipient. Title IX actions are
pursued to protect the public interest. Title VII actions, Ai the other
hand, are maintained in order to rectify the injustice ammitted against
the individual whose civil ghts have been threatened. Although the
gravamen of the Title VII t A Title IX violation may be identical, the
interests to be protected In these two statutes are distinct. The com-

plainant's Title VII action was based on her interest in securing a
personal remedy for the discrimination. In an aoministrative pro-eeding,
OCR's Title IX action would be based on the Assistant Secretary's interest

(footnote 11 continued from previous page)

and on behalf of the person who haj had the suit adjudicated. This
Fifth Circuit case is distinguishable from the instant action. Whether

the EEOC or the individual claimant pursues an 0,tion under Title VII,
an individual remedy is sought. Even though Ms. Montgomery filed an
earlier claim under Title VII, the instant Title IX action involves
a different party, i.e., the Department of Education, and 'eks to

rectify different interests.

12/ Collateral estoppel precludes relitigating 0 different cause of action
involving Issues that were both actually litigated and razessary t.,
the autcome of a prior action. See, e.g.. Lawlor, supra; Parklane

Hosier, supra.
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in assuring that Federal financial assistance does not support a discrimi-

natory program or activity. The ultimate remedies in Title VII and Title IX

actions are not necessarily the same -- in fact, there are times when the
Title IX remedy (i.e., termination) is acceptable to OCR, but may not satisfy
or provide restitiitIcin for the complainant.

It is also important to note that collateral estoppel and res udicata

'are not to be rigidly applied.' Perry County, supra at 7:--See a so,

Shinman Frank, 625 F.2d 80, 89 (6th Cir. 1980). If the reTatOT-
i3131317ig eilliFrdoctrine would be to contravene overriding public policy
or to result in manifest injustice, then courts have held that these

doctrines should not apply. Tipler v. E.I. Dupont Nemours and Co., 443

F.2d 125, 128-129 (6th Cir. 1971); Perry County, supra. Clearly, it

would contravene public policy to preclude OCR from pursuing the public's

interest in seeking to prevent the Jistribution of discriminatorily
affected Federal funds, solely because a different plaintiff seeking a
different remedy failed to prosecute her claim. "[T]he implications of

barring a civil rights claim on res udicata grounds deserve careful

consideration. [Citations omitt . erry County, supra at 8.

Thus, not only because the parties and issues in the two proceedings are
different, but also because it could contravene public policy, it would
be inappropriate to apply either res udicata or collateral estoppel to

bar the enforcement of this action. As a nal note, we should also
decide whether to notify the complainant and the district, inasmuch as
a ten-day letter was sent on June 9, 1983, warning the district of the

impending referral to DOJ for appropriate judicial relief. In light of

the above, we recommend that an administrative proceeding be initiated
against Dayton Public Schools.

DECISION

Approve Date

Disapprove

Comments /Other

ATTACHMENTS

Tab A: Title IX Enforcement Recommendation against Dayton Public Schools,
Ohio, from Antonio J. Califa to Clarence Thomas, dated January 11,

1982

Tab B: Revised Title IX Enforcement Recommendation against Dayton Public
Schools, Ohio, from Antonio J. Califa to Harry M. Singleton, dated
June 25, 1982

Prepared by: LEPS:Litigation:GReizenstein:245-0192:050
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laMORANDUM "rED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D C. XXI

DATE.

TO: Clarence Thomas
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

cROPI: Antonio J. Califs (611I
Director for Litigation, E orcement

and Policy Service

SUBJECT: Recommendation for Title IX Enforcement Action Against
Dayton Public Schools, Dayton, Ohio, No. 15760070 . . . DECISION

After reviewing Region V's Recommendation to take Administrative
Action and the Regional Civil Rights Attorneys Unit's Litigation
Report, Liti;ration, Enforcement and Policy Service concurs in the
recomme:Aaticm to take administrative action against Dayton Public
Schools, Ohio.

BACKGROUND

The complainant, Mary Montgomery, initially alleged that the Dayton
Public Schools discriminated against her on the basis of race and
sex by failing to promote her from the position of administrative
intern to the position of assistant principal. In addition, the com-
plainant alleged that the school district retaliated against her for
having filed a complaint with OCR by demoting her from the position
of administrative intern to the position of classroom teacher.

On December 28, 1976, OCR received Ms. Montgomery's original com-
plaint which included the race and sex discrimination charges. At

that time, she was employed in the district as an administrative
intern, a position which district officials led her to believe
would eventually lead to a promotion to assistant principal or a
similar position. 1/ lien the expected promotion was not forthcoming,
she filed the imseTiate complaint with OCR. 2/

1/ Several documents in Region V's Litigation Report, including
the State commission hearing examiner's dec?sion, indicate that
complainant was led to believe that she would eventually be
promoted to a higher administrative position.

2/ Complainant also tiled complaints with the EEOC on September
26. 1976 (based on Titlo VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964)
(Title VII) and with the Ohio Civil Rights Commission (OCRC)
on June 28, 1977 (also base on Title VII, but including the
retaliation charge, whicK,Rbt filed with the EEOC). On May

20, 1977, the EEOC issued a 'no probable cause' determination

(footnote :onttnued on next page)
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On May 23, 1977, zomplainant was informed thet the adeinistrative intern
program was to be abolished the following school year for budgetary reasons.
Effective June 29, 1977, therefore, her job '!es as an administrative
intern were terminated. Also on that day, Ms. 'Jntgomery received written
notice of the fact that she was being reassigned to the position of classroom
teacher for the 1977-78 school year. 1/ It is her assertion that the demo-
tion occurred as of September 6. 1977; when she actually started teaching,
rather than as of the date she received notice of the reassignment. See
footnote 10, infra.

Based on the evidence secured during the on-site investigation, OCR issued an
LOF on February 9, 1979, in which both race and sex employment discrimination
violations were cited, as well as a retaliatory demotion. / hi additional
on-site was conducted to focus on the retaliation aspect cif the complaint. 5/

(footnote 2 continued)

on the charge of discrimination. On June 27. 1980, a Hearing Examiner
recommended to the OCIIC that the complaint be dismissed. ODIC followed
the recommendation and dismissed the action on October 8, 1980. Whether
the instant action is, or may be, barred by either the doctrine of res
iudicata or collateral estoppel will be discussed infra.

This reassignment involved a reduction in pay (an additional four weeks
selary to which a classroom teacher was not entitled) and status, and
occurred despite the fact that the complainant's supervisor had repeatedly
submitted requests to various district officials for complainant to be
promoted to the position of assistant principal.

1/ The demotion of Ms. Montgomery was one of the factors contributing to OCR's

original determination of the district's ineligibility for ESAA funding
for the 1978-79 school year, since OCR then believed that the demotion was
a result of race (and sex) discrimination. Subsequent to the show cause
hearing and during settlement negotiations, OCR's determination regarding
Ms. Montgomery's demotion was withdrawn for ESAA purposes when the school
district agreed to major procedural changes that would remedy the cited
compliance violations (although they were not directly related to her
demotion). OCR agreed not to pursue the charge of retaliation for having
liled a race discrimination complaint.

5/ On July 31, 1980, OCR informed the district that while it no longer had juris-
diction over the sex discrimination complaint (because of the decision in
Romeo Community Schools v. HEW, 438 F. Supp. 1021 (E.O. Mich. 1977). aff'd,
600 F.2d 581 (6th Cir. 1979 it did maintain jurisdiction over, and
would continue to pursue, the retaliation aspect of the complaint.
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There were three other indiviouals who had participated in the administrative
internship program; however, two were not similarly situated to the complainant.
.Those two had been temporarily appointed to the position for emergency reasons
after the 1976-77 school year had already begun; neither had been led to
believe, as had the complainant, that their appointments would have promotion
potential; and both of these individuals, as expected, resumed their teaching
positions in the 1977-78 school year.

The third administrative intern (a male) was more similarly situated to the
complainant's circumstances. Although he, like complainant, was initially
returned to the classroom for the 1977-78 school year, halfway through the
year, he was appointed as 'administrative assistant, a position which,
although affording him no additional salary, allowed him to continue receiving
administrative experience. The complainant was afforded no si'ilar opportunity
and was given no option upon the demise of the internship program other than
returning to the classroom.

As OCR's investigation progressed, it become increasingly evident that whereas
the administrative intern program may have been eliminated at the end of the
1976-77 school year on paper, in fact it was subsequently resurrected under
a different program heading. During the 1978-79 school year, three males
served in the position of 'teacher on special assignment' (TOSA). Like the
1976-77 administrative interns, the 1978-79 TOSAS performed administrative
duties and assisted their mspective principals/supervisors, received extra
DIY (16 additional days), were under supplemental contracts, and did not
perform any classroom teaching. 6/

Whereat the district contends that the administrative intern program was
abolished because of budgetary constraints, the TOSA appointees received
essentially the same addi'lenal payment as the edministrativn interns and
performed essentially the same administrative duties. Whatever reasons the
district may have actually had for retmrning the complainant to the classroom,
it sought to justify this action by relying on the ostensible elimination of

y Not only did an interview with thy district's assistant superintendent
of administration (on December 14, 1978) suggest that a nu is essentially
the some position as was held by the former administrative intern, but also
when shown the duties of a TOSA, one of the former irterns identified them
as being those of an administrative intern. Disciciming this comparison,
the district repeatedly pointed to the fact that all four of the 1976-77
Interns were returned to the classroom at the end of that academic year
because of budgetary limitatilns. Moreover, rigidly adhering to its con-
tention that OCR lacks jurisdiction, the district has not, to date, responded
to OCR's last correspondence, dated May 18, 1981. attaching a copy of the
February 11, 1981 letter ostensibly never received by the district, in
which OCR explained that the Romeo case does not apply to retaliation cases,
that OCRC did not consider alTtl evidence OCR considered, and that OCR is
not legally bound by the decisions of the OCRC.
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the intern program. Notwithstanding the apparent similarity between the two
programs, and the fact that Ms. Montgomery les highly qualified for any of the
administrative positions subsequently made available, she was neither chosen
nqr even considered for a TOSA position. The district's reliance on budgetary
problems is, therefore, highly suspect; it would seem more likely that her
demotion was, in fact, provoked by her filing the complaint with OCR.

Once the race and sex discrimination charges were dismissed and with only the
Title IX retaliation issue remaining, the district was given the opportunity
to remedy the viulation through: 1) promotion of the complainant to the admin-
istrative intern, or a comparable (e.g.. TOSA), position and 2) retroactive pay
to the complainant in the amount o difference between her salary as a
classroom teacher and the salary she would have received as an administrative
intern. The district has refused to institute these remedies, howler, relying
upon the Roar .ecision, as well as the decision of the State agency which
disaissed,Wretaliation complaint; either of these decisions, the district
argues, resolves the matter.

DISCUSSION

In addition to establishing the basic elements of a prima facie case of retal-
iation, two separate inquiries must be made. Assuming retaliation can be
established. does the Sixth Circuit's decision in Rosso. supra,

curtail
striking down

OCR's Subpart E Title IX employment Yent jurisdiction,rTar y urtail our juris-
diction to handle complaints of retaliation emanating from the filing of Title
IX employment complaints? Does the final decision by the State commission
(OCRC) dismissing the retaliation complaint preclude OCR's authority to proceed
to enforcement with the instant complaint because we could be barred by the
doctrines of res judicats and collateral estoppel? As will be discussed infra,
neither of thin' Ntential obstacles would necessarily enjoin our adminisTatTve
proceedings; failure to take this violation to enforcement would, however, create
a chilling effect on Title IX's efficacy as a remedial tool.

The establishment of a pri+a facie use of retaliation requires a showing
that: 1) the employee engaged in protected activity; 2) the employer ems
aware of the protected activity; 3) there were different conditions of employ-
ment before and after the protects' activity; and 4) the negative conditions
followed the protected activity within such a period of time as to give rise
to an inference of retaliatory motivations. Kralowec v. Prince George's County,
503 F. Supp. 985 (D. Md. 1980); Hochstadt v. riVrrees r Foundation for Experi-
mental Biology Inc.. 425 F. Supp-.,IFTr Ness. 1976), air's, 545 F.2d 222
(1st Cir. 1976); In the Metter of Camden County Schools annuls Dept. of
Education, Ado nistrative Proceeding, U.S. Department or Education, Docket
V7Sgir-3. 80-IX-3 (September 4, 1981). Once a prima facie case has been
demonstrated, the burden shifts, and the party having taken the adverse
action must show a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for such action.
If such a reason is shown, the moving party has an opportunity to deem..
strate that the stated reasons are merely pretextual. Texas Dept. of
Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. . 101 S.Ct. 1009 (1981j; camden
County Schools. supra.
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Under 34 C.F.R. § 106.71 7/ of Title IX's implementing regulation (which adopts
and incorporates by referihce the Title VI prohibition against retaliation, at
34 C.F.R. § 100.7(e) 8/;, any person whc 'has made a complaint . . . under
this oar:" is protectld against retaliation for such activity. Therefore,
when Ks. Montgomery filed a Title IX complaint with OCR on December 28. 1976.
she was engaging in a protected activity.

The district disputes this proposition, however. Relying upon th. Romeo
decision, it argues that since OCR lacks jurisdiction over the compallrint's
Titl. IX employment discrimination complaint, it similarly lacks jurisdiction
over the retaliation complaint which evolved from the initial complaint. Mitzi_

out the substantive jurisdiction, the district rejects the assertion that Ms.
Montgomery was engaging in activity protected under Title IX. The Sixth Cir _

cuit decision in Romeo, sura, invalidated Subpart E of the Title IX regulation,
thereby restrictiA jurisdictionurisdiction over employment practices. But since
it did not specifically address the retaliation regulation (which is not found
in Subpart E), the scope of that decision cannot be so broadly construed as to
effectively eliminate OCR's jurisdiction over complaints of retaliation as
well. That is to say, Romeo does nothing to diminish the protection against
retaliation afforded anTa-Tiidual filing a complaint under Title IX.

The importance of the retaliation regulation is that it protects access to
the processes available under Title IX. Inasmuch as it is intended to be
more of a procedural safeguard than a substantive remedy per se, a complain_
ant who files a Title IX complaint, under circumstances similar to those of
Ms. Montgomery's, is protected against retaliation for filing that complaint,
even if OCR is ultimately found to lack jurisdiction over the original com-
plaint involving employment discrimination. In the instant case, Ms. Mont-
gomery had filed her orl;inal complaint in 1976, before the district court had

7/ Section 106.71 states:

The procedural provisions applicable to Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 are hereby adopted and incorporated herein by reference.
These procedures may be found at 34 C.F.R. 100.6 - 100.11 and 34
C.F.R. Part 101.

8/ Section 100.7(e) (Intimidatory or retaliatory acts prohibited) states
in pertinent part:

No recipient or other person shall intimidate, threaten, coerce,
or discriminate against any individual for the purpose of inter_
tering with any right or privilege secured by . . . the Act or

this part, or because he has made a complaint, testified, assisted,
or participlted in any manner in an investigation, proceeding or
herring under this part . . . .
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made its decision in Romeo, supra, and at a time when OCR was still routinely
accepting and investr§it7g Subpart E employment cases. Under the circum-
stances, W.. Montgomery's filing of a Title IX employment discrimination
complaint was an appropriate course of action and constituted activity pro-
tected by the Title IX retaliation regulation. A school district should not
be permitted to retaliate against a person because he or she filed a complaint
with OCR about a practice prohibited by one of our regulations, and then seek
to immunize itself when the regulation happens to be subsequently invalidated.

Section 100.7(e) (and Section 106.71, through incorporation by reference)
Protects against two types of retaliation (opposition and 'participation').
Like those provisions, Title VII provides broad protection against retaliation
and contains analogous clauses describing the protected classes. It is the

to-called *participation clause* (which protects these who, inter alia, file
a charge under the statute) which our attention is focused ol-Tirfp7irposes of

demonstrating that this complainant's activity was protected. 1/ The similarity

of the language in Section 100.7(e) and Section 704(a) of Title VII, and the
shared purposes of the two civil rights provisions, make Judicial construction
of the one applicable to the other. The Sias case, noted that the
purpose of the participation clause 'is to -Fotect tasployee who utilizes
the tools provided by Congress to protect his rights. If the availability of
that protection were to turn on whether the employee's charge were ultimately
found to be meritorious, resort to the remedies provided by the Act would be
severely chilled.* 588 P.2d at 695. Similarly, under Title IX, this chilling
effect would also occur if the availability of the protection were to turn on
whether the employee's underlying charge (which was within OCR's Jurisdiction
at the time the complaint was filed) was later uiliihmined by subsequent use
law. Moreanmr, even if our retaliation Jurisdiction were conditioned on the
initial complaint's having been made in good faith, section 100.7 (e) would
clearly protect Ms. MOntgomery, since she filed the complaint with OCR with a
reasonable belief that the fists were as she stated them and that OCR regulations
prohibited the conduct of wnich she complained. See eery. LaCorsse Cooler
CO.. 21 EPO Paragraph 30, 542 (7th Cir. 1980)(thirpe nt ff res en ecuu ad

2/ There are a number of Title VII cases which stand for the proposition
that the validity of the original claim need not be established in
order to secure protection from retaliatory acts. See EEOC v. Virginia

Carolina Veneer Corp., 195 F. Supp. 775, 778 (V.0. i.113181("sec on
/02(a) protects empioyets from employer retaliation for filing complaints
with EEOC, even if the charges are false and malicious'); Sias v. City
Demonstration Agency, Sea P.2d 692, 695 (9th Cir. 1978)('Ir-rf well-littled
that the participation clause shields an employee from retaliation regard.
less of the merit of his EEOC charge*); Equal Emeloyment Opportunity
Commission v. Kallir, Phillips, Ross, Inc.. 401 r. Supp. 66, 70 (S.D. M.T.
1975)(-an employee need not estamish the validity of his original claim
to establish a charge of employer retaliation for having made the original
charge or otherwise engaging in conduct protected by Section 704(a)').
See also Pettway v. American Cast Iron Pipe Co., 411 F.2d 998 (5th Cir. 1969).
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and informed layperson who should not be burdened with the sometimes impossible
task of correctly anticipating how the Supreme Court may interpret a particular
statute . . . . Her opinion was based upon reasonable belief and her opposition
should be protected from retaliatory discharge').

The complainant filed her complaint on December 28, 1976. On January 12, 1977,
the district was notified that a complaint had been filed alleging race and sex
discrimination against one of its employees for failure to promote, although
Ms. Montgomery's name was not specifically mentioned. A letter from the school
district, dated March 3. 1977, Indicates that at least as early as February 28.
1977, the district was aware that Ms. Montgomery was the complainant. After
the on-site investigation was conducted (March 10-11, 1977) and when the district
notified the complainant that she was being returned to the classroom (in June
of 1977), the district was certainly aware of the complainant's protected activity,
i.e., her filing a complaint with OCR.

The courts have held that any reassignment of a teacher or school staff member
under which he or she receives less pay, holds less responsibility, or is
required to have a lesser degree of skill constitutes a demotion. Singleton
v. Jackson Separate Municipal School District, 419 F,2d 1211 (5th Cir. 1969).
cert. denied. 396 U.S. 1032 (1970); In the Matter of Perry County School Dis-

t 73-1111isissippi State Department of Education, Administrative Proceeding,
U.S. Department of Education, Docket No. 80-VI-2 Warch S. 1981). Transferring
Ms. Montgomery from administrative intern to classroom teacher involved reas-
signing her to a position for which she received less pay, held less responsi-
bility and was required to have a lesser degree of skill. As such, this reas-
signment constituted a demotion and occurred subsequent to her protected activity.

Finally, the complainant's demotion to classroom teacher occurred five months
after the district had first learned of her complaint and three months after
OCR's on-site investigation. Moreover, her demotion occurred at the end of
the academic year, presumably the earliest time at which such a reassignment
would occur. This change in her employment status, therefore, followed her
protected activity, and the district's awareness of this activity, within a
short enough periol of tine that a court could infer retaliatory aotivation.

Having thus established the necessary elements to submit a prima facie case
of retaliation, the next step is to consider any legitimate, nondiscriminatory
reasons offend by the district for its adverse action against the complainant.
The district's position is that it did not demote Ms. Montgomery as a retal_.
atory act, but for financial reasons. It purports to support this assertion

by pointing to the fact that all four 1976-77 administrative interns were
returned to the classroom at the end of that year. However, as previously
noted, two of these interns were temporarily appointed to the position for
emergency reasons, fully expecting to return to their classrooms at the end
of the year. and the third individual was appointed as an 'administrative
assistant' halfway through the 1977-7J school year, while the complaint was
offered no similar option. Moreover, the evidence indicates that during the
1977-78 and 1978-79 school years, several individuals served as administrative
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interns or 'teachers on special assignment' (TOSAs), neither of which were
made available to the complainant. In view of the fact that positions compar
able to the administrative intern position held by the complainant in 1976-77

continued to be filled in 1977-78 and 1978-79, coupled with the fact that prior
to her filing the complaint with OCR, the complainant had received high evalua-
tions tor her performance as an admin.,.rative intern as well as requests by
her supervisor for her to be prorated, the district's stated justification
for its demotion of Ms. Montgomery (namely, budgetary constraints) is a
were pretext for retaliation.

The remaining issue concerns the impact of and deference to be given the
decision of the Ohio Civil Rights Commission. The complainant filed a
charge with the OCRC on June 28, 1977. After an investigation was conducted
and probable cause was found, OCRC issued a formal complaint on July 10, 1979,
elle:lima that the demotion was in retaliation for the complainant's filing a

discriminatory complaint with the EEOC in 1976. The Hearing Examiner subse-
quently recommended that OCRC dismiss the use both on jurisdictional and
substantive grounds. 10/ The OCRC dismissed the case on October 6, 1980.

The OCRC did not, however, fully explore the evidence to the same extent that
OCR did. Because of its more limited investigation, OCRC was unable to demon_
strata that the 'teacher on special assignment' program was essentially a substi-
tute for the administrative intern program. Their investigation did not con_
tint* into the 1978-79 school year, as did OCR's, and therefore, could not reach
the same conclusion, i.e., that the 1978-79 TOSA positions were comparable
to the 1976-77 adminliteitive intern positions, despite the different job
titles.

In order to justify the application of either collateral estoppel or res Judi -
cata. both 'the judicially determined matter and the proceeding under-15infTair-

10/ The recommendation to dismiss the complaint on procedural grounds was
based on a State statute of limitations. The OCRC was required to
issue a formal complaint within two years after the alleged unlawful
discriminatory practices were committed. The complainant argued that
the retaliatory demotion took place on September 6, 1977 (the date she
actually returned to the classroom). whereas the district argued
successfully that it occurred, if at all, on June 29, 1977, when
she received written notice of the reassignment. The Hearing Examiner,
having determined that the statute of limitations expired as of June 28,
1979, granted the district's Motion to Dismiss. He also decided the case
on the merits and found that the district's reliance upon budgetary con_
cerns was valid, and that it was enough that the district could demonstrate
that all four of the 1976-77 administrative interns were returned to class-
room teaching assignments at the end of the year. Based on this evidence
(which was not as complete as that produced by OCR's more exhaustive investi
gation), the Hearing Examiner concluded that there were legitimate, nondis-
criminatory reasons for the demotion which were not merely pretextual.
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ation [must] have a strict mutuality of parties and of issues.' Perry County.
supra. at 7. The parties to the OCRC proceeding were the complainant and the
school district; the moving party in the immediate proceeding is the Assistant
Secretary for Civil Rights, not a party to the OCRC proceeding. Furthermore.
the issues in the two proceedings differ; the OCRC action involved an allegation
of retaliation for having filed a Title VII complaint, whereas the instant
action involves Title IX. and the 'wady sought would be the denial of Federal
funds to a recipient who has restricted access to OCR's administrative processes.
Moreover collateral estoppel and res judicata "are not to be rigldly applied.'
Perry County, supra. at 7. See al s mean v. Frank. 625 F.2d 80. 89 (6th
Cir. 1980). If the result or7p7P-rorifiVr doWiTrie would be to contravene
overriding public policy or result in manifest injustice, then courts have
held that these doctrines should not apply. Tipler v. E.I. Dupont Nemours
and Co. 443 F.2d 125, 128-9 (6th Cir. 1971); Farr Count , supra. "[Tjhe
WITTEiiions of barring a civil rights claim on res a grounds deserve
careful consideration. [Citations omitted.] . . . would be impossible
for the statute to be implemented if persons were subject to threats, coercion
or retaliation. For that reason alone it [may not be] in the public interest
to apply the doctrines of collateral estoppel or 'es judicata even if they
technically were applicable.' Perry County, supif;-it 8. Thus, not only

cabeuse the parties and issues in the two proceedings are at variance, but
also because it would contravene public policy to eliminate the protection
against threats, coercion or retaliation afforded an individual filing a
Title IX complaint, it would be, lierefore. inappropriate to apply either
res judicata or collateral estoppel to bar the enforcement of this action,

CONCLUSION

Having established not only a prima facie case of retaliation, but also that
the district's proffered 'legitimate, nondiscriminatory reasons' are no more than
pretexts, we conclude that the district is in violation of Title IX and the
implementing regulation. The fact that a decision has been rendered by a
State agency does not, in and of itself, dispose of the matter. Not only
are the two proceedings not identical, but also it would not be in the public
interest for us to close our file in this matter. The case involves more
than just a retaliatory demotion of an individual; it also involves ensuring
accessibility to OCR's administrative processes. "[U]nremedied retaliation
has a long-term chilling effect upon the willingness of the persons against
whom the retaliation was directed and others to utilize their rights under
the [Act].' Brief on Behalf of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, In
the Natter of Camden County Schools, Georgia. supra, at 31.
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RECOMMENDATION

Because our efforts to achieve voluntary compliance have proved unsucce.sful.
we recommend that OCR Initiate enforcement proceedings against the Dryton
Public School s.

DECISION

Approved

Disapproved

Other

Date
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MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D C :0202

TO : Harry M. Singleton
Acting Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

t
FROM : Antonio J. Califa C 7(

Director for Litigation, Enforcement
and Policy Service

SUBJECT: Revised Recommendation for Title IX Enforcement Action Against
Dayton Public Schools, Dayton, Chic:, OCR No. 15760070 --
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

DATE
PURPOSE: ACTION

This action involves the school district's failure to promote the complainant
in retaliation for her previously having filed a complaint with OCR. Although
Ms. Montgomery had initially filed a complaint in which she alleged substan-
tive race and sex discrimination chargeS as well as a subsequent retaliation
charge, OCR eventually dropped both of the initial allegations -- the race
discrimination issue was resolved as a result of ESAA negotiations and the
sex discrimination issue was dropped after a decision was rendered in Romeo
Community Schools v. HEN, 438 F. Supp. 1021 (E.D. Mich. 1977), aff'd, 1.56--
F.Zd 5I1 (6th Cir. 1974] (where it was determined that OCR did illifFave
general Jurisdiction over complaints of sex discrimination in employment).

OCR advised the parties to the action that only the retaliation aspect of
the complaint would be pursued. When OCR staff recently met with district
officials, the discussion focused on the retaliation issue, since the
substantive sex discrimination issue had been cast aside. On May 17, 1982,
the Supreme Court upheld the validity of Subpart E of the Title IX regulations,
thereby reversing, by implication, the Romeo decision. North Haven Board of

Education v. Bell, No. 80-986. Inasmucrii-the regions have been advised
lYcorct alralplainants whose Subpart E complaints were closed, never
opened, or put on "hold,* to determine whether they want OCR to pursue their
cases, it is likely that the substantive sex discrimination aspect of the
original complaint filed by Ms. Montgomery will be reactivated in due course.
The district, however, unequivocally denies that Ms. Montgomery was the
victim of any type of discrimination, either substantive sex discrimination
or retaliation. In the meantime, herefore, the immediate issue. i.e.,
retaliation, should be taken to enforcement, as the district has glirg every
indication that they have no intention of settling this matter voluntarily.
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MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D C. IMO

TO : Harry M. Singleton
Acting Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

/ :'T t

FROM : Antonio J. Califa

Director for Litigation, Enforcement
and Policy Service

SUBJECT: Revised Recommendation 1/ for Title IX Ent% -cement Action

Against Dayton Public ghools. Dayton. Ohio. OCR No. 15760070

DATE

PURPOSE: ACTION

ISSUE

Whether the school district retaliated against Mary Montgomery, the complain-
ant, in violation of Title IX and its implementing regulation, when it failed
to promote her, after she had filed a complaint of discrimination with OCR
against the district.

SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

After reviewing Region V's Recommendation to take Administrative Action and
the Regional Civil Rights Attorneys Unit's Litigation Report, LEPS concurs
in the recommendation to take administrative action against Dayton Public
Schools, Chi( , for failing to promote the complainant, Mary Montgomery, from
the positior. of classroom teacher to 'teacher on special assignment' (TOSA),
or to a comparable position.

BACKGROUND

The complainant, Mary Montgomery, initially alleged that the Dayton Public
Schools discriminated.against her on the basis of race and sex by failing to
promote her from the position of administrative intern to the position of

assistant principal. / In addition, the complainant alleged that the school

1/ The original enforcement recommendation (attached at Tab A) was submitted
by the Litigation, Enforcement and Policy Service (LEPS) to the then Assis-
tant Secretary on January 11, 1982. On January 20, 1982, we received
comments about the recommendation from Michael Middleton (attached at
Tab 8). As a result of Mr. Middleton's comments, we met with district
officials on March 23, 1982, at which time the district's current position
was ascertained; also raised at that meeting was the possibility of
resuming negotiations, but according to the district's attorney, 'the
superintendent has no interest in conciliating this matter . . .

17 It is important to keep in mind that the following positions. which are
comparable in substance, are, for whatever the district's reasons may
be, expressly labeled differently: administrative intern, adminis-
trative assistant and 'teacher on special assignment.'
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district retaliated against her for having filed a complaint with OCR, by
demoting her from the position of administrative intern to the position of
classroom teacher.

on December 28, 1976, OCR received Ms. Montgomery's original complaint which
included the race and sex discrimination charges. At that time, she was
employed in the district as an administrative intern, a position which at
least one district official led her to believe would eventually lead to a
promotion to assistant principal or a similar position. 1 When the expected
promotion was not forthcoming, she filed the immediate complaint with OCR. 4/
On Kay 23, 1977, complainant was informed that the administrative intern
program was to be abolished the following school year for budgetary reasons.
Effective June 29, 1977, therefore, her Job duties as an administrative
intern were terminated, Also on that day, Ms. Montgomery received written
notice of the fact that she was being reassigned to Cm position of classroom
teacher for the 1977-78 school year. 5/ Based on the evidence secured during
the first on-site investigation, OCR-issued an LOF on February 9, 1979, in
which both race and sex employment discrimination violations were ci,ad, as

3/ Several documents in Region V's Litigation Report, e.g., the State
commission hearing examiner's decision and an OCR interview with the
person who interviewed Ms. Montgomery for the administrative in, tin
Position, indicate that complainant was indeed led to believe that she
would eventually be promoted to a higher administrative position. When
this was repeated at the rtarch 23 meeting in Dayton, one of thk... district
officials could only respond by stating, 'Well, what right did her super-
visor have to tell her that at the interview for the administrative intern
position?'

4/ Complainant also filed complaints with the EEOC on September 20, 1976
(based on Title VII of the Civil Rights Act cf 1S64) (Title VII) and
with the Ohio Civil Rights Commission (OCRC) on June 28, 1977 (also
based on Title VII, but including a retaliatory demotion charge, which
was not filed with the EEOC). On May 20, 1977, the FECIC issued a no
probable cause' determination on the charge of discrimination. On June
27, 1980, a Hearing Examiner recommended to the OCRC that the complaint
be dismissed. OCRC followed the recommendation amid dismissed the action
on October 6, 1980. Whether the instant action is, or may be, barred by
either the doctrine of res ludicatt or collateral estoppel will be dis-
cussed infra.

5/ This reassignment involved a reduction in both pa, (an additional four
weeks' salary to which a classroom teacher was not entitled) and status
(according to the complainant; district officials deny that there was a
reduction in status), and occurred despite the fact that the complainant's
supervisor had repeatedly submitted requests to various district officials
for the complainant to be promoted to the position of assistant principal,
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well as a retaliatory demotion. 6/ an additional on-site was conducted to
focus on the retaliation aspect of the complaint. 7/

There were three other individuals who had participated in the administrative
internship program; two of them, however, were not similarly situated to the
complainant. Those two individuals had been temporarily appointed to the
position for emergency reasons after the 1976-77 schrol year had already begun;
neither had been led to believe, as had the complaisant, that their appointments
would hive promotion potential; and both of these individuals, as expected,
resumed their teaching positions in the 1977-78 school year.

The third administrative intern (a male) was more similarly situated to the
complcinant's circumstances. Although he, like complainant, was initially
returned to the classroom for the 1977-78 school year, halfway through the
year. he was appointed as "administrative assistant," a position which,
although affording him no additional salary, allowed him to continue receiving
administrative experience. The complainant was afforded no similar opportunity
and was given no option upon the demise of the internship program other than
returning to the classroom.

The complainant notified OCR of the ostensible reemergence of an administrative
program (111,, the TOSA position) when she learned about it a year after the
termination of the administrative intern program. She forwarded two letters to
OCR, one dated August 25, 1978, and the other September 20, 1978, both of which
essentially advised OCR of the existence of the TOSA program and of the fact
that three males (none of whom appeared any more qualified than she) had been
selected as TOSAs. These positions had been neither publicly advertised nor
otherwise directed to the complainant's attention.

Our :subsequent investigation pointed out a remarkable similarity between
the defunct administrative intern program and the newly created TOSA program.
like the administrative interns, in the first year (SY 1978-79) the TOSAs

6/ The devotion of Ms. Montgomery was one of the factors contributing to OCR's
original determination of the district's ineligibility for ESAA funding
for the 1974-79 school year, since OCR then believed that the demotion was
a result of race (and sex) discrimination. Subsequent to the show cause
hearing and during settlement negotiations, OCR's determination regarding
Ms. Montgomery's demotion was withdrawn for ESAA purposes when the school
district agreed to major procedural changes that would remedy the cited

_4

compliance violocions (although they were not directly related to her
demotion) Si anr_eed not to pursue the charge of retaliation for having
filed a race discrimination complaint.

2/ On July 31, 1980, OCR informed the district that while it no longer had juris-
diction over the sex discrimination complaint (because of the decision in
Romeo Community Schools v. HEW), it did maintain jurisdiction over, and
would continue to pursue, arretaliation aspect of the complaint. This

decision has since been overruled. See discussion infra on the effect
of the recent Superme Court decisionFIT North Haven.
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Performed administrative duties 1./ and assisted their respective principals/
supervisors, received extra pay T16 additional days), I/ were under supple-
mental contracts, and did not perform any classroom teaching. This conclusion

as to the striking similarity between 'he former administrative intern program
And the TOSA position was borne out by the remarks of one of the four original
administrative interns. IN When asked %%ether he knew of any "teachers on
special assignment.' he 7iSponded that he was aware of three TOSAs who were
functioning as administrative interns. When given the TOSA job description
and asked if its duties were similar to the duties performed by an administra-
tive intern, he said, "There's no question about it. Those are the duties

of an administrative intern.' In response to a question as to why he thought
the administrative intern position had been eliminated. he said ("off the
record') that it hadn't been eliminated, but that the name had been changed
to 'teacher on special assignment.' According to the EDS, he also said that
the only reason they had made the effort to change the name of the program
was because Mary Montgomery had filed a complaint alleging that the district
had discriminated against her. 11/ (Unlike his other statements, however,
the latter comment was neither recorded by the e's nor signed by the former
intern.)

8/ The district recently contended that TOSA was a "non-administrative' posi-
tion. It refused to compare the two programs since none of the TOSAs had
been promoted to the position of assistant principal. Wisreas six (out of
the thirteen individuals participating in the program over the years) admin-

istrative interns had L2COIlle assistant principals. The district's asser-
tion does not prove. however. that the TOSAs are non-administrative per se,
inasmuch as no one has been appointed to the position of assistant
principal siRer776. Furthermore. in an informal sampling taken of
district students. approximately five out of six students responded
to the EOS's question as to who the school's assistant principal was
by naming the TOSA assigned to treat school.

9/ According to district officials, TOSAs no longer receive any extra days.
i.e.. the salary and benefits are comparable as those of a teacher.

IN This former intern is the person described above as most similarly
situsted to the complainant.

11/ Disclaiming this explanation, the district repeatedly pointed to the fact
that all four of the 1976-77 interns were returned to the classroom at
the end of that academic year because of budgetary limitations. Moreover,

adhering to its contention that OCR lacks Jurisdiction, the district had
not, prior to a recent (March 23. 1982) on-site visit. responded to OCR's
last written correspondence. dated Nay 18. 1981. That letter had attached
a copy of the February 11, 1981 letter to the district. in which OCR
explained that the Romeo case does not apply to retaliation cases, that
OCRC did not considiriT1 the evidence OCR considered, and that OCR is
not legally bound by the decisions of the OCRC.
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Although the district's reliance upon budgetary problems as causing the discom
tinuation of the administrative intern program at the end of the 1976-77 school
year may have been valid, it would appear that the previous budgetary constraints
had been rectified when the TOSR program was established for the 1978-79 school

-Year. Given the similarity of the two programs, as attested to by a former
participant, and the fact that Ns. Montgomery's administrative qualifications
were not subject to question, it would stand to reason that she not only should
have been informed of the re- creation of the program so that she could have
applied for a position, but also that she should have been considered for a
position, Her qualifications wire comparable to, and in some cases exceeded,
those of the men selected for the positions. 1_V At the March 23, 1982 meeting
with district officials, when asked why the district had failed to promote, or
even consider, Ms. Montgomery for a TOSA position, the repeated response was
that she was not at one of the schools where a principal has asked for a TOSA.
Apparently, a TOSA is only appointed by the principal at the school where the
individual is already assigned (i.e.. no staff increases are involved), and
TOSAs had only been used, until 34-Y981-8k, at secondary schools paired for
desegregation purposes. This ignores the fact, however, that the district
could have transferred Ms. Montgomery to a different school, i.e.. one which
was to be paired for desegregation purpOses, so that she could cave been

12/ The following summarizes the experiences of the three men who became
TOSAs in SY 78-79:

Ronald McCreight:
o 21 years with the district (8 years as a Music teacher. 13

years as an English teacher)
o SY 76-77, appointed administrative intern (took over for

another when an emergency arose)
o knew it was a temporary assignment and had no expectations

for a better position
o received administrative certification
o SY 77-78, resumed assignment as English teacher
o SY 78-79, appointed TOSA

Walter Ingram:
o 9 years with the district (high school English teacher; depart-
ment head for four of those years)

o received administrative certification
o Master's degree in Administration
o SY 78 -79, appointed TOSA

William Kash:
o with th district since 1958 (8th grade English teacher for 7

years. ,,ementary principal for 3-4 years; thereafter, taught
high school; went to night school; took 1 year leave of absence)

o Ph.D. In Educational Administration

The following represent the complainant's experience:
o 11 years with the district (high school Math teacher)
O 3/74 thru end of SY 76-77, appointed administrative intern
o received administrative certification
o Master's Degree
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selected for the TOSA experience. Even if she had not been transferred to
such a school originally (i.e., as of the beginning of ST 1977-78), the district
could have subsequently ass ed her to such a school to teach, and thus enable
her to be a TOSA appointee. This was indeed what was dome for one of the
briginal TOSA appointees (who was also one of the two 'emergency* replacements
for the administrative intern program during ST 1976-77). This individual was
assigned to the school for SY 1978-79 to teach, and shortly thereafter, selected
as a TOSA. It would thus appear that the district's reasoning fails to rebut
the conclusion that its Justification for not promoting Ms. Montgomery is
anything more than a pretext.

Once the race and sex discrimination charges had been dismissed 11/ and with
only the Title IX retaliation issue remaining, the district was -jiver the oppor-
tt!nity to remedy the violation through 1) promotion of the complainant to the
adminisZrative intern. or a comparable (El. TOSA), position. and 2) retroactive
pay to tae caplainant in the amount of thf difference beteen her salary as
a classroom teacher and the salary she would have received as a TOSA or the
comparable position. Further. Ms. Montgomery should be given assurances.
which should be adequa ely documented in her employment record. th't 1) she
would have been promoted previously, but for the retaliation, and 2) she will
not be penalized in the future for having filed either the initial or the
present complaint. The district has refused to even consider instituting
these remedies. however. relying, in part. upon the Romeo decision (reversed
by implication by 0, tuprome Court decision in NoraWien). Is/ the decision
of the State agency r,ch dismissed the retsliat1W1WriTnt, and their cate-
gorical denial of any wrongdoing.

12/ To the extent that the Region has been advised to cortact all complainants
with unresolved Subpart E claims, and further, to tt extent that we have
been in contact with Ms. Montgomery as recently as March of this year. at
which time she unequivocally indicated her continued interest in having
all of the allegations pursued. it is a reasonable assumption that the
substantive sex discrimination charge will be resurrected. Mien and if
this occurs. it Jould be advisable to Join such an action with the instant
issue. assuming that enforcement proceedings are already under way at that
time.

ly According to district records, apparently the TOSAS received the extra pay
(i.e.. three weeks more than a teacher receives) only for the first year of
diliogram (ST 1978-79).

Is/ On June 8, 1982, the Litigation Division attorney assigned to the case tele-
phoned the district's attorney in order to ersure that the district was aware
of the North Haven decision and to see what effect. if any. the decision
would have on the district's previou, position with respect to the charges
filed by Ns. Montgomery. The distric..'s attorney indicated that she believes
that the decision in North Haven only bolsters the district's position.
Although the attorney admitted to ha-ing not yet read Romeo. she would not

(Footnote 15 continued on next page)
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As recently as Narch 23. 1982. a Litigation Division attorney and the EOS from
the regional office who had participated in the original on-site traveled to
Dayton to determine the district's present position regarding its treatment of
Mary Montgomery and to see whether voluntary compliance were possible, particu-
larly in view of the fact that the district had recently hired a new superinten-
'dent. It became obvious after only a few minutes with two district officials
and the district's attorney that voluntary negotiations were out of the question.

ACTIONS: LEGAL ANALYSIS AND DECISION

In addition to establishing the basic elements of a prima facie case of retal-
iation, a separate inquiry must be made 16/ as to tee er 11711nal decision
by the State commission (OCRC) dismissing the retaliation complaint IN precludes
OCR from proceeding to enforcement with the instant complaint to the extent that
we could be barred by the doctrines of res judicata and collateral estoppel. As

(Footnote 15 continued)

directly respond to the inquiry as to how North Haven impacts upon the
previous position except to say the. she allivenat there are significant
time problems 021., lathes) with the Department's case against the district
and that, overaT17the district's position has not been changed by the
North Haven decision. In our view, lathes would not succeed as an affirmative
a."71fErsTfrthis action. The district would have difficulty proving that it
was prejudiced by the passage of time. We did not, for example, receive any
response from the district after our last correspondence, dated May 18, 1981.
at least not until the Litigation Division attorney spoke to the district's
attorney about scheduling a meeting in Dayton to determine the district's
current position. Nevertheless, it would be prudent to expedite the
administrative proceedings in this case to avoid further delay.

j/ Inasmuch as the Romeo decision is no longer an obstacle to examining the
Subpart E Title 11aployment discrimination claim, in light of the Supreme
Court's recent holding in North Haven, it is no longer necessary to discuss
whether that decision wourriTilliTTf curtail our jurisdiction to handle
complaints of retaliation emanating from the filing of Title IX employment
complaints, as had been an issue in the original enforcement recommendation
(Tab A).

IN It should be noted that the OCRC viewed the district's action as a retaliatory
demotion, rather than as a failure to promote, the latter being the way we
view this case. In anticipation of the district's assertion that OCR is
'stopped from pursuing this action on either the theory of res judicata
or collateral estoppel, this difference may be noteworthy. Tri oordeIlor
either theory to effectively serve as an affirmative defense, the parties
and issues of the comparable cases must be identical; thus, if the issue
in the OCRC hearing was limited to a retaliatory demotion (under TiZle VII)
and the focus of the OCR inquiry is a retaliatory failure to promote (under
Title IX), then it could be argued that the issues are not the same and
neither res judicata nor collateral estoppel would be a bar to the OCR action.
However, re o not tnink that this distinction in characterization would be
legally operative.

an
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will be discussed below, this ;otential obstacle should not enjoin our adminis-
trative enforcement efforts; failure to take this violation to enforcement would,
however, create a chilling effect on Title IX's efficacy as a remedial tool.

The establishment of aprima facie case of retaliation requires a showing that
1) the employee engage 1n pr Maid activity, 2) the employer was aware of the
protected activity. 3) there were different conditions of employment before and
after the protected activity. and 4) the negative conditions followed the protected
activity within such a period of time as to give rise to an inference of retaliatory
motivations. Xralowec v. Prince George's County. 503 F. Supp. 985 (D. Md. 1980);
Hochstadt V. Foundation for Experimental Biology, Inc.. 425 F. Supp.
1101). 11444. 1976). affrd. 545 F.2d 222 (1st Cir. 19761; In the Matter of Camden
County Schools and GeoirTgi Dept. cf Education. Administrative Proceeding. U.S.
Department of Education, Docket No. 80.111-3. 80-11.3 (September 4. 1981). Once
a rime facie case has been demonstrated. the burden shifts. and the party having
t en Wane action must show a legitimate. nondiscriminatory reason for
such action. If such a reason is shown. the moving party has an opportunity to
demonstrate that the stated reasons are merely pretextual. Texas Dept. of
Community Affairs v. Burdine. 450 U.S. 101 S.Ct. 1089 (1981); Camden
count Schools, supra.

Under 34 C.F.R. § 106.7111V of Title IX's implementing regulation (which adopts
and incorporates by reference the Title VI prohibition against retaliation, at
34 C.F.R. § 100.7(e) ji/), any person who has made a complaint . . , under
this pert' is protected against retaliation for such activity. Therefore.
when Ms. Montgomery filed a Title IX complaint with OCR on December 28, 1976.
she was engaging in a protected activity. 20/

18/ Section 106.71 states:

The procedural provisions applicable to Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 are hereby adopted and incorporated herein by reference.
These procedure; may be found at 34 C.F.R. 100.6 - 100.11 and 34

C.F.R. Part 101.

12/ Section 100,7(e) (Intimidatory or retaliatory acts Prohibited) states
in pertinent part:

No recipient or other person shall intimidate. threaten, coerce.
or discriminate against any individual for the purpose of inter-
fering with any right or privilege secured by . . . the Act or
this pert. or because he has made a complaint. testified, assisted,
or participated in any manner in an investigation. proceeding or
hearing under this part , . . .

22/ Prior to the recent Supreme Court decision in North Haven, the district
disputed this proposition, They 'ejected the assergarThat the complain-
ant was engaging in a protected activity under Title IX since OCR then
lacked substantive jurisdiction over the initial Subpart C complaint.
But see footnote 15, supra.
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The importance of the retaliation regulation is that it protects access to
the processes available under Title IX. Inasmuch as it is intended to be
more of a procedural safeguard than a remedy for the complained-of substantive
violation, a complainant who files a Title IX complaint, u4dor circlestuices

-similar to those of Ns. Montgomery's, is protected against retaliation for
filing that complaint. A school district should not be permitted to retaliate
against a person because he or she filed a complaint with OCR about a practice
prohibited by one of our regulations.

Although the Deportment's prohibition against retaliation has not been sub-
jected to judicial analysis, courts have ruled on analogous prohibitions under
Section 704(a) of Title VII, 42 U.S.C. S 2000e-3(a). Section 100.7(e) (and
Section 106.71, through incorporation by reference) protects against two types
of retaliation, retaliation fir 'opposition' and 'participation.' Like those
provisions, Title VII provides for broad prOtecticn against retaliation and
contains analogous clauses describing the protected classes. It is the so-called
'participation clause' (which protects those who, inter elle, file a charge
under the statute) which our attention is focused BF-f3r purposes of demonstrating
that this complainant's activity was protected. The similarity of the language
in Section 100.7(e) and Section 704(a) of Title VII, and the shared purposes
of the two civil rights provisions, make judicial construction of the one
applicable to the other. In Sias v. City Demonstration Agency, 588 F.2d 692,
695 (9th Cir. 1978), the purpose of the participation clause was articulated,
i.e., it is 'to protect the employee who utilizes the tools provided by Congress
IrProtect his rights. If the availability of that protection were to turn
on whether the employee's charge were ultimately found to be meritorious [or,
by analogy, within the scope of the statute's jurisdiction], resort to the
remedies provided by the Act would be severely chilled.' Moreover, even if
our retaliation jurisdiction were conditioned on the initial complaint's
having been side in good faith, Section 100.7(e) would clearly protect Ms.
Nentgomery, since she filed the complaint with OCR with a reasonable belief
that the facts were as she stated them and that OCR regulations prohibited the
conduct of Which she complained.

The complainant filed her complaint on December 28, 1976. On January 12, 1977,
the district was notified that a complaint had been filed alleging race and sex
discrimination against ore of its employees for failure to promote, although
Ms. Montgomery's name was not specifically mentioned. A letter from the school
district, dated March 3, 1977. indicates that at least as early as February 28,
1977, the district was aware that Ms. Montgomery was the complainant. After
the on-site investigation was conducted (Meth 10-11, 1977) and when the district
notified the complainant that she was being returna to the classroom (In June
of 1977), the district was certainly aware of the complainant's protected activity,
i.e.. her filing a complaint with OCR.

Notwithstanding the initial characterization by OCR of the instant retaliatory
action as a demotion. which resulted when the district transferred Ms. Montgomery
from the position of administrative intern to classroom teacher, when the compar-
able position was established or reinstated, the district failed to promote the
complainant to such a position. Whereas the district denies that such a transfer
either is now or would then have been a 'promotion' or a greater status position,
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all indications do point to the fact that had Ms. Montgomery been appointed a
TOSA, she would have been afforded both the greater administrative experience
and the concomitant status.

-The measurement of whether a position carries increased status is not solely whether
there is an increase in salary; additional responsibilities and experience say
also figure into the determination. Just as a change in position may be charac-

terized as a demotion if the individual, among other things, receives less pay or
is given less responsibility, ly so. too, could the opportunity to move to a
position with increased responiibilities, although not necessarily with an increase
in salary, be characterized as a promotion. Inasmuch as the opportunity to move

to a position with increased responsibilities was available, and further, inasmuch
as Ms. :tultgomery was qualified for such a promotion, the district's action consti-
tutes a failure to promote the complainant.

The requisite causal connection can be shorn by comparing the treatment of the
complainant prior to the filing of the complaint with the adverse treatment
received subsequent to its filing, or it can even be inferred from the sequence

of events. Francis v. American Tel9hone and Telegraph Co., SS F.R.O. 202
(D.C. 1972);---Iliiec.IEupraat 101u; Hochstadt, lqra at 32S. The failure

to promote thi7E5161iinid75Ocurred af511MWist-Ke- had first learned of
her complaint and after at least one of the on-site investigations had been

conducted. This adverse action therefore followed her protected activity,
and the district's awareness of this activity, and, considering the sequence
of events which ensued, occurred within a close enough period of time that a
court could reasonably infer retaliatory motivation.

Having thus established the necessary elements to submit a Eis...t facie case

of retaliation, the next step is to consider any legitimate, nondraniainatory
reason; offered by the district for its adverse action against the complainant.
The district's position is that it returned Ms. Montgomery to the classroom
not as a retaliatory act, but for financial reasons, and that it has not failed

to promote her since 1) it does not deem a TOSA position as a promotion, 2)
even if it were a promotion, the complainant was essentially ineligible for

a TOSA position since she was not at a school where a TOSA was needed, and
3) no other promotionary position has become available since the termination
of the administrative intern program.

The remaining issue concerns the impact of and deference to be given to the

decision of the Ohio Civil Rights Commission. The complainant filed a charge

with the OCRC on June 28, 1977. After an investigation was conducted and

probable cause was found, OCRC asued a formal complaint on July 10, 1979,
alleging that the deletion was in retaliation for the complainant's filing
a discriminatory complaint with the EEOC in 1976. The Hearing Examiner
subsequently recommended that OCRC dismiss the case both on jurisdictional

21/ See Sin leton v. Jackson Municipal Separate School District, 419 F.2d 1211,

13T8 dr. 1970).
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and substantive grounds. / The OCRC dismissed the case on October 6, 1980.

The OCRC did not, however, fully explore the evidence to the save extent that
OCR did. Because of its more limited investigation, OCRC was urable to demon-
strate that the "teacher on special assignment* program was essentially a substi-
tute for the acieiristrative intern program. Their investigation did not con-
tinue into the 1978-79 school year, as did OCR's, and therefore, coulo not reach
the same conclusion, i.e., that the 1978-79 TOSA positions were comparable
to the 1976-77 adminfirrilive intern positions, despite the different job
titles, and that the reemergence of the position, for which Ms. Montgomery was
duly qualified, strongly suggested that the district promote her accordingly.

In order to justify the application of either collateral estoppel or ries tild1-
tate, both "the judicially determined matter and the proceeding under conr-

[must] have a strict mutuality of parties and of issues.' Perry County,
supra, at 7. The parties to the OCRC proceeding were the complainant and the
schoo d' trict; the moving party in the immediate proceeding is the Assistant
Secretary for Civil Rights, not a party to the OCRC proceeding. Furthermore,
the issues in the two proceedings differ; the OCRC action involved an allegation
of retaliation for having filed a Title VII complaint, whereas the instant
action involves Title IX, and the remedy sought would be the denial of Federal
funds to a recipient who has restricted access to OCR's administrative processes.
Moreover, collateral estoppel and res judicata *are not to be rigidly applied."
Perry County, supra, at 7. See alTr pem-Miv. Frank, 625 F.2d 80, 89 (6th
Cir. 1980). I the result dripliryihrUfWr dort7ilie would be to contravene
overriding public policy or result in manifest injustice, then courts have
held that these doctrines should not apply. Tipler v. E I. Dupont Nemours
and Co., 443 F.2d 125, 128-9 (6th Cir. 1971); Perry Couity, supra. '[T]he
Implications of barring a civil rights claim on res judicata grounds deserve

ly The recommendation to dismiss the complaint on procedural grounds was
based on a State statute of limitations. The CCRC was required to
issue a formal complaint within two years after the alleged unlawful
discriminatory practices were committed. The complainant argued that
the retaliatory demotion took place on September 6, 1977 (the date she
actually returned to the classroom), whereas the district argued --
successfully -- that it occurred, if at a:1, on June 29, 1977, when
she received written notice of the reassignment. The Hearing Examiner,
having determined that the statute of limitations expired as of June 28,
1979, granted the district's Motion to Dismiss. He also decided the case
on the merits and found that the district's reliance upon budgetary con-
cerns was valid, and that it was enough that the district could demonstrate
that all four of the 1976-77 administrative interns were returned to class-
room teaching assignments at the end of the year. Based on this evidence
(which was not as complete as that produced by OCR's more exhaustive investi-
gation), the Hearing Examiner concluded that there were legitimate, nondis-
criminatory reasons for the demotion which were not merely pretextual.
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careful consideration. [Citations omitted.] . . . [I]t would be impossible

for the statute to be implemented ff persons were subject to threats, coercion

or retaliation. For that reason alone it [may not he] in the public interest
to apply the doctrines of collateral estoppel or res judicata even if they

technically were applicable. Perry County, sjata,it 8. Thus, not only

because the parties and issues In the two prongs are at variance, 23/
but also because it would contravene public policy to eliminate the praTiC-
tien against threats, coercion or retaliation afforded an individual filing
a Title IX cemplaint, it would be, therefore, inappropriate to apply either
res judicata or collateral estoppel to bar the enforcement of this action.

Having established not only a prima facie case of retaliation, but also that
the district's proffered 'legitimate, gidiscriminatory reasons' are no more
than pretexts, we conclude that the district is in violet:4n of Title IX

and the implementing regulation. The fact that a decision his been rendered
by a State agency does not, in and of itself, dispose of the matter. Not

only are the two proceedings not identical, but also it would net be in the
public interest for us to close our file in this matter. The case involves

more than Just a retaliatory demotion of an individual; it also involves
ensuring accessibility to OCR's administrative processes. 'Clanremedied
retaliation has a long-term chilling effect upon the willingness of the
persons against whom the retaliation was directed and others to utilize
their rights under the [Act].' Brief on Behalf of tree Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights, In the Matter of Camden County Schools, Georgia, supra,

at 31.

APPROVED

DISAPPROVED

(1115
OTHER/COMMENTS lust 4011 3Q rtiali4tADA ;413

DATE 1Z fra
Wet!, furt

22/ See pending LEPS/Litigation Division memorandum entitled, 'OCR's Authority
TO Defer Compliance or Enforcement Obligations to Pending Federal or State
Court Litigation and to Other Federal and State Agencies,' for its discus-
sion of the binding effect, if any, of a State court or agency decision on

OCR.
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ATTACHMENTS

Tab. A: Original Recommendation for Title IX Enforcement Action Against Dayton
Public Schools, Oayton, Ohio, OCR No. 15760070, dated January 11, 1982

Tab 8: Comments from Michael A. Middleton, dated January 20, 1982
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASMNGTON DC ma

TO : Linde A. McGovern
Acting Regional Civil Rights Director
Region V

FROM rry M. Singleton
sistant Secretary
for Civil Rights

SUBJECT: Title IX Complaint Against Dayton Public Schools, Dayton, Ohio,
Complaint No. 15-76-0070

DATE SEP
3 Nes

In January 1982,your office recommended enforcement against the Dayton
Public Schools on the grounds of discrimination under Title IX against a
female teacher, Ms. Mary Montgomery. The complainant originally complained
that the school district had discriminated against her on the grounds of
race and sex by failing to promote her from the position of administrative
intern to the position of assistant principal. In addition, the complain-
ant alleged that the school district retaliated against her for having
filed a complaint with OCR, by demoting her from the position of adminis-
trative intern to the position of classroom teacher. Headquarters OCR
referred this case to the Department of Justice (DOJ), which declined to
initiate judicial enforcement and returned the case to us in August 1983.

I wish to determine whether administrative enforcement may be appropriate
in this case, notwithstanding DOJ's refusal to bring judicial action.
Please update the factual information on the complaint. The update
should include, in order to establish jurisdiction, a description of the
Federal financial assistance received by the district, and an analysis
of its connection to the facts of the complaint. In addition, we would
need to know (1) whether the complainant is still interested in seeking
relief on the grounds alleged in her complaint and would be available to
support an administrative proceeding as a witness, and (2) whether (with-
out undertaking a new investigation) your office has any evidence that a
pattern and practice of sex discrimination in the consideration of females
for administrative positions exists in the school district. If the
complainant is still interested in pursuing the matter, we would need
to know the facts concerning her employment history since she was last
contacted by your office.

If you have any questions concerning this matter please contact me or have
a member of your staff contact Alan Jacobson, FTS 732-1702.

BEST COPY Milat'.5LE
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U.S. Department or JustiCe

1'17'1))11/

61/224I
ate .>

/ (

WeNenvon D C :0330

Alb _

.arry M. Singleton
ssistant Secretary for Civil Rights

_.',. Department of Education
inrMaryiand Avenue, S.
.nington, D. C. 20202

le: Mazy Montgomery v. Dayton Public Scnools,
Ohio, Office for Civil Rights Case No. 15-76-00701

xr v.r. Singleton:

have received your let'er of July 23, 1983, referring
',is matter to the Department of .71-stice for possible
.:torcement action against the Dayton Puollc Scnools (Dayto.1)
under Title IX of the Education Amendmcrt of 1972. After
faviewing the Office for Civil Rights case file, 4e have
-edided not to tare enforcement action against Dayton.

Our decision not to pursue tnis matter .s based primarily
,n two considerations. First, it appears that the complainant,
ary Montgomery, is the only person wno may have been subject
-o the Title IX violations found by OCR. There is no evidence

suggest that Dayton is engaged in e. c-ntinuirc: pattern of
_iscrimination.

Second, Ms. Montgomery's DCP complaint is substantially
..ilar to the complaint sne tiled in te,:eral court under Title

--I of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, es emended. Tnat
,omplaint was dismissed with prejudice for failure to
,rosecute. The decision in Ps. Montgomery's private litigatio-
renders this matter a less than ideal vehicle for Title IX
erforcement action by the United States, especially since such
action would likely be based only on practices that were or
could have been the subject of Ms. Montgomery's individual
2itie VII charge. See, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

. Huttiq, Sash s Door Co., 511 F.2a 453 (5th Cir. 1975).
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Accordingly, we believe that further activity by the
Department of Justice in this matter is not warranted. Sho,ad
you have any questions about cur decision, please do not
hesitate to call me at 633-3831.

Sincerely,

Wm. Bradford Reynolds
Assistant Att.rney General
Civil Rights Division

David L. Rosd
Chief

Federal Enforcement Section

--. lit, !I r, -" :

BEST C:,) .-Y A i .._, ..L.,_
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MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON DC 20202

SEP 30 1935

TO -Madeleine Will
Assistant Secretary for

Special Education and
Retabilitative Services

FROM Obrry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

SUBJECT: Request from the Intergovernmental Relations and Human

Resource Subcommittee

On September 11, 1985, I appeared before the Intergovernmental Relations
and Human Resource Subcommittee of the Comm.ttee on Government Operations,
U.S. House of Representatives, which had been convened for the purpose
of conducting oversight of the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) operations.
The Chairman of that Subcommittee, Ted Weiss, requested that I obtain for

the Subcommittee information as to the status of a case involving the
Illinois State Board of Education regarding its failure to ensure that
institutionalizes: handicapped children are provided an appropriate_educa-
tion,Wch case was referred to the Department of Justice (DM on June
23, Ilerby OCR and subsequently referred to the Office for Speerir-'''
Education and Rehabilitative Services by DOW on January 25, 1984,

A copy of the relevant payes from the hearing transcript concerning this
request is attached for your information.

Accordingly, I would appreciate you providing me with the information

requested so that I may, in turn, provide it to the Subcommittee. If you

Rave any questions, please contact me or your staff may contact my attorney
advisor, Stephanie A. White at 732-1213.

Attacnment.

as stated
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UNITIDDSTATESDEFARTWEENTOFEDUCATION
OFFICE OF 'ME A"SISPANT SECRETARY

FOR SPECIAL EMMATON AND REMAIN-IPA-ME SERVICES

OCT I I 1985

TO : Harry Singleton
Assistant Secretary

FROM : Assistant Secretary
Office of Special Education

and Rehabilitative Services

)A4

DESA)/1

cAj

SUBJECT : Request from the Intergovernmental Relations and
Human Resources Subcommittee

As you are aware, on April 23 - 24, 1985, members of your Region V
staff and my staff participated in a joint visit to mental health
facilities in Illinois to deteTmine whether children placed in
those facilities were receiving a free appropriate public
education (FAPE) in the least restrictive environment (LRE). The
findings of this visit were shared with you and your staff and
subsequently communicated to Illinois as a final letter of
determination on May 23, 1984 (copy attached).

Note that OSERS believes the findings cited in this letter
confirmed EHA-B violations in the areas of FAPE and LRE and are
more recent than those cited in the June, 1983 case referred to
the Department of Justice.

Subsequent to the May 23 letter, OSERS, working closely with your
staff, has been able to substantially resolve the non-compliance
Issues, and obtain Illinois' commitment to corrective action. We
will continue to monitor the commitment of Illinois to the
corrective action stated.

Attachment

46`611-'"V-
Madeleine Will

400 MARYLAND AVE SW WASHINGTON. DC UM
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE OF THE ASS:STANT SECRETARY
FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

MAY 2 3 1985

Mr. Joseph E. Fisher
Assistant Superintendent
Department of Specialized

Educational Services
Illinois State Board of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, Illinois 62777

Dear Mr. Fisher:

I want to express my thanks to you and your staff for the cooperation and as

sistance given to the site visit team which visited Illinois on April 23-24.

The purpose of this letter is to indicate to you our findings and conclusions

from that visit.

Background

On April 23-24, a site visit was conducted by officials of the Department of

Education to review special education programs at the Fox and Murray Develop

mental Centers. These programs are operated by the Livingston County Educa

tional Service Region and Kaskaskia Special Education District respectively.

In addition, Department officials met separately with Illinois State Board of

Education (ISBE) representatives on April 23 to discuss general supervision

and due process issues.

The purpose of the April 23-24 review was to make a final determination of

ISBE's compliance with regulatory requirements set forth at 34 CFR 300.600.

These requirements relate to ISBE's general supervisory responsibility for

educational vograam operated by local educational agencies and other State

agencies and specifically, in the case of this review, to education programs

serving residents of Illinois Department of Mental Health and Developmental

Disabilities (DMH/DD) facilities.

The review was also to determine the status of ISBE.ssurance that Illinois

maintains a system for the impartial review f hearing.b, decision pur

suant to 34 CFR 300.510.

Findings

ISBE is responsible for assuring that each educational program for handicapped

children administered within the Scan, including each program administered by

other public agencies, meets the requirebgts in 34 CFR Part 300 (see 34 CFR

300.600).

.00wARyi.AIi,D wAs.,,Dro...0 ]0705
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Based on evidence collected prior to and during the April 23-24 review, the
Department concludes that ISBE is not adequately assuring that the requirements
of 34 CFI Part 300 are being met in educational programs administered by local
education agencies and other public agencies.

The following citations are noted to support the Department's findings:

a. Failure of ISBE to require DMH/DD to provide an impartial hearing to
review a dispute regarding the educational placement of William G.
Claiborne (34 CFR 300.600, 300:506). The parents of William were
denied access to a due process hearing by DNH/DD. The 1985 grant
award letter to Illinois also stated that Illinois must demonsrate
that the Efth-B due process system is available to parents when ISBE
rejects an LEA request for a private residential placement.

b. Failure of ISBE to provide an appropriate public education at no cost
to the parents in the case of William Perkins, Jr., who was adjudicated
delinquent and placed at Eau Claire Academy under juvenile court ward-
ship and order (34 CFR 300.300). ISBE has allowed the costs of the
special education services provided to William at Eau Claire to be
charged to his parents.

c. Failure of ISBE to assure that DMH/DD residents have a continuum of
alternative placements available (34 CFR 300.551) and to assure, to

the maximum extent appropriate, that handicapped children are educated
with children who are nct handicapped (34 CFR 300.500, 300.554).

Substantial progress is being made with respect to ISBE's stated goal
of transferring educational programs for DMH/DD residents to the control
of local school districts and with respect to providing FAPE to DMH/DD
residents. The directors of the programs at Fox and Murray are to be
especially commended for the progress that has been made. However,

evidence collected during a review of educational files and interviews
with staff from the two programs reveal serious violations of the cited
requirements in 34 CFR 300.550 and 300.554. A summary of these findings

is as follows:

All residents of the Murray Developmental Center are being educated
in a segregated facility on the grounds of the Center.

- The educational files of Murray residents did not, for the most part,
contain evidence that placements iu a restrictive environment were
considered and justified in the IEP development.

In two instances involving Murray residents (Theodore Collins,
Kathy Howder) where LRE was considered in IEP development, placement
in LSE settings in the public schools was recommended. In one in-

stance the placement was not provided and in the other instance the
public cchool placement was terminated prematurely over the objec-

tions of Hurray educational staff.

356
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- During interviews with Murray staff, it was indicated that placements
in the regular schools near Murray were not available due to a per-
ceived resistance from local school officials to the placement of
Murray residents, although two schools near Murray serve handicapped
students who have handicapping conditions similar to Murray residents.

- During interviews with Fox staff, it was indicate that, although a
number of Fox students had received placements in the local school,
these placements were contingent on the availability of apace in the
local school instead of being contingent on the individual education-
al needs of the child.

Corrective Action

The Department, in order to assure correction of the deficiencies noted in the
'findings' section of this letter, requires ISBE to undertake the following
corrective actions within the specified timelines:

a. ISM mat immediately provide William G. Claiborne with an offer of an
appropriate alternative to his current placement at the Brown School
OT confirm his current placement at the Drown School for the next
school year. this action should be completed within 30 days of receipt
of this letter. This Department should be notified of the results.

b. ISSZ must immediately assure that the parents of William Perkins, Jr.,
will not be charged for the placement of William at Eau Claire from
September 1983 to November 1984 when William was released. A state-
ment of this assurance should be issued within 30 days of receipt of
this letter and a copy forwarded to the Department.

c. All residents in the educational program at the Murray Developmental
Center and other DKEI/DD facilities mat receive an evaluation before
the 1985-86 school year to determine if placement in a restrictive
environment is justified. Results of these evaluations should be
summarized and submitted to the Department by October 1, 1985 and in-
clude at a minivan how many children were recommended for placement in
a less restrictive environment and how many were actually placed for
each facility.

d. ISBE lust disseminate LRE guidelines to all DMH/DD programs and all LEA
programs providing educational services to DRH/DO residents within 90
days of receipt of this letter. In addition, by the same date, Directors
of individual school districts within the service areas of DIIII/DD pro-

grams must also be notified of rules regarding the availability of place-
ment continuums for DMO/DO residents. A copy of the guidelines and
notice should be sent to the Department.

IUD oust develop and disseminate procedures to resolves disputes over
placement recommendations where schools within an LEA disagree as CO
the appropriate school placement. A copy of the procedures that are
disseminated should be sent to the Department within 90 days of receipt
of this letter.

e.
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f. ISBE must develop and begin implementing within 90 days of receipt of
this letter an in-service training program for appropriate staff em-
ployed in educational programs for DO/DO residents. One focus of the
training should be the IRE requirements. A schedule and outline of the
training program should be sent to the Department.

ISBE &list submit to the Department within 60 days of receipt of this
letter a final schedule for transfer to LEA authority all remaining
educational programs operated by DRIUDO.

g-

h. ISBE must within 30 days of receipt of this letter advise the Depart-
ment to what policy, regulation or other evidence exists (or which
shall be established), which clearly establishes ISBE's general super-
visory authority over education programs operated by other state
agencies and what mechanism is available (or shall be established) for
enforcing that authority.

I. ISBE must conduct training sessions for appropriate staff operating edu-
cational programs in other state agencies with respect to P.L. 94-142
requirements. This training must be completed within 180 days of re-
ceipt of this letter. A schedule and outline of the training program
should be sent to the Department by July 1, 1986.

Policy /m

The Department has not received satisfactory evidence that ISBE maintains an
impartial system for review of hearing officer decisions. It is our under-
standing that ISBE plans to press the State legislature for adoption of. a bill
that will remedy the findings in this issue. Since the Illinois legislature
must act on this legislation by June 30, 1985, the Department views this date
as the final one for resolving this issue. If no action is taken by that date
to bring the system for revieuing hearing officer decisions into compliance
with imparziality requirements, the Department will disapprove the Illinois
state plan for the FY 1985-86 school year.

Response Deadline

Within 10 days subsequent to receipt of this letter, ISBE must indicate in
writing to the Department that it either accepts or rejects the findings and
remedies set forth in this letter. If accepted the Department anticipates
satisfactory settlement of the remaining compliance issues which we have with
ISBE.

Sincerely,

Patricia J. Guard
Acting Director, Special

Education Programs
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TAB E

The Office for Civil Rights initiated administrative enforcement action asc, .
the Petaluma City Elementary School District and the Petaluma Joint Union High
School District (the Petaluma School District) in March 1984. The findings
underlying that administrative enforcement action were that: (1) the Petaluma
School District had maintained policies and practices which had the effect of
discriminating against qualified female applicants for appointment to certifi-
cated administrative positions; (2) the Petaluma School District had formerly
practiced a policy in hiring secondary school teachers of "linking" academic
assignments with coaching responsibilities and that this policy had a di scrim4-
natory impact on female applicants for teaching positions, and (3) that the
Petaluma School District had in one instance reassigned a female and in another
denied a vacancy to a female because of sex in violation of the law.

In furtherance of its efforts to settle the OCR-initiated action, the District
proffered a commitment to ensure that women are included in the interview pro-
cess. In a memorandum dated May 31, 1985, and enclosed herewith, I detailed
reasons why that particular provision was objectionable. The portion of that
memorandum that bears repeating here is as follows:

"Although I an informed that these provisions were proposed
by the school district, they would be enforced by OCR. Briefly,
I find these provisions to be overly complicated, and they give
the appearance of an unnecessary intrusion by OCR into the
administration of th'e school district. Furthermore, it should
be possible to achieve. the saom objective of achieving more
equitable treatment for female applicants, without such a rigid
formula.'

The basis of my decision in this regard was to secure a remedy that would fully
ly correct the violation without infringing on the administrative perogatives
of those charged with running the affairs of the school district. Often, in
investigating and resolving civil rights complaints against educational entities,
OCR must strike a proper balance between two competing interests -- the academic
discretion of the recipient and the interest of the Federal government in
ensuring nondiscrimination in the recipient's Federally funded programs --
both of which have constitutional dimensions. While this task is not an easy
one, what is clear from the case law applicable to this area is that the
interests of the government must be strong and the extent of intrusions care-
fully limited if the government's interest is to prevail.

Mothwithstancting the fact the commitment in question was not solicited by OCR,
OCR must be ever mindful of the limits of its authority in accepting settlements.
The line between what OCR requires by way of an agreement and what is proffered
at the option of the recipient is obscured by the fact that the document must
be enforced by OCR. In this regard, it is noteworthy that in the past recipients
have proffered commitments only later to object to them as representing an
excessive intrusion.

BESI CA;1-
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MEMORANDI TM UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D C 20202

DATt JP 7 1985

TO Taylor 0. August

Regional Civil Rights Director
Region VI

FROM Try M. Singleton
sistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

SUBJECT: Royal Independent School District, Hos. 06-84-1152 and
06-84-1014

In connection with the Enforcement Activity Report. No. 06-83-1012,
previously forwarded to headquarters. I had concluded that based upon
the facts then submitted. Royal Independent School District (Royal ISD)
was a recipient of Federal funds. You have now submitted various corre-
spondence and proposed closure letters in two new complaints involving
Royal ISO (Nos. 06-84-1014 and 06-84-1152) in which you have concluded
that Royal ISD is not a recipient of Federal funds, either directly or
indirectly. Your conclusion that Royal ISO is not a recipient of Federal
funds is based upon new facts which have become available subsequent to
my August 17, 1984 memorandum.

Accordingly, I am considering these documents to be informational and am
returning them to you for processing consistent with the Investigation
Procedures Manual, Sections 1-2.1 and 1-2.22.

II you have any questions, you may contact me or your stAff nay contact
Stephanie A. White, my attorney advisor, at FTS-732-1474.

BrST °' `?-\( ir'''''' '; r" c:
C. ut.) sa -;
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MEMORANDUM

TO Harry N. Singleton
Assistant Secretary for

Civil Rights

FROM Taylor D. August, Direct
Region VI, OCR

356

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDI CATION
PEGIONsk. OFFICE

1200 MAIN TOWER WILDING
DALLAS TEXAS MOE

DATI December 21, 1984

um= Royal Independent School District (ISD), OCR Nos. 06841152,
0685.J14

By this memorandum, we are forwarding for your review and
approval for release, An administrative closure letter in the
above-referenced cases. The allegations in the cases are ..he
failure of the Royal ISD to ensure that handicapped students,
residing in the school district, receive an alpp_roiliate
education, and the taking of retaliatory actions against one of
the complainants in response to her filing a complaint with the
Office for Civil Rights (OCR). To briefly summarize, the
Regional Office has determined that the Royal ISO does not
receive Department of Education funds, nor services or benefits
derived through such funds. The facts which were diapositive in
making ..his determination are detailed below.

During and prior to the 1983-84 school year, the Royal ISD was a
member of a three school district special education cooperative,
the Waller County Special Services Cooperative (WCSSC). The
district was not a direct recipient of Department of Education
funds; however, the WCSSC received, funds under P.L. 94-142 and
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,
as amended by P.L. 95-561. The amount of funding received by
the WCSSC was based on a headcount of the handicapped students
to be served in the three member school districts, thus,
including the Royal ISO. Further, during this same period, the
Royal ISD received services and benefits which were in part or
fully financed with Department of Education funds administered
through a regional education service center. Such services s
in-service teacher training, student physical therapy
evaluations and the rapy were provided by this cede rat funds
recipient.
Effective August 1, 1984, however, the Interim Commissioner of
Education of the Texas Education Agency (TEA) in response to
request by the Royal ISD, approved the release of the district
from participation in the WCSSC. In so doing, the Interim
Commissioner required that the Royal ISD ensure the provision of
a free appropriate special education to eligible handicapped

7.7:.[
r7lE
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students in its district, primarily to be financed through the
use of local school district funds, instead of federal orsupplemental state funds. The district continues to receive the
basic allocation of state funds under the Texas Foundation
School Fund Program, as do all other local education agencies in
the state ; hove ve r, no Department of Education funds are
provided either directly or indirectly to the district.
Additionally, effective in the same school year, i.e., July 1,
1984, the Royal ISD ceased to receive services provided by the
regional education se rvice center,. or any benefits de rived from
Education funds disbursed through this recipient. These actions
were confirmed by the TEA Interim Commissioner of Education
during an October 17, 1984, onsite meeting, and by the
Executive Director of the Region IV Education Service Center in
communications dated November 20, 1984, and December 7, 1984.
(See attached letters from TEA, the Region IV Education Service
Center, and OCR . )

Based on the reasons set forth above, we have determined that
the Royal ISD is not a recipie nt of De partme nt of Education
funds either directly or indirectly; therefore, OCR is without
jurisdiction to investigate the complaints. We request your
review of and concurrence in this determination, and approval
fo. release of the enclosed letter. Shi.,1d you have any
questions i.garding the content of this memorandum or
administrative closure letter, please contact me, or a member of
yoir staff may contact Joan Seesoms Ford, or Evelyn Ricks at FTS
729 3017.

Pr'T C'v r''''l '1 EJct..) :Jr i till i- , -1 0; L..
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STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

STATE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Dr. John A. Bell, Director
Elementary and Secondary Division
Office for Civil Rights
U. S. Department of Education
1200 Main Tower Building
Dallas, Texas 7520e

Dear Dr. Bell:

201 East Eleventh Street
Austin, Texas

78701

This will confirm our telephone conversation of this date relative to
the status of federal funding for Royal Independent School District.
For the years 1982-83 and 1983-84, no federal funds have been awarded
by this Agency to the Royal ISD.

During the 1982-83 school year, under requirements of P.L. 94-142, the
Texas Education Agency did initially approve some federal funds under
P.L. 94-142 EHA Part B for the Waller Co-op which included Waller ISD,
Hempstead ISD, and Royal ISD as members. No funds were provided directly
to Royal ISD; however, under federal requirements that the state arrange
for services to handicapped children if a local district was unwilling
or unable to provide appropriate services, the Waller Co-op initially
did provide some educational services to handicapped children in Royal
ISD with federal funds.

Because of the expressed concern that federal funds not be provided to
Royal ISD, we arranged for the Waller Co-op to make necessary accountin:
adjustments whereby federal funds. directed toward students in Royal ISD
were credited back to the co-op project and state funds were charged for
the services for children in Royal ISD. The released federal funds were
then restricted to services for children in Hempstead ISD and Waller ISD.
By this action no federal funds benefitted Royal ISD or students in Royal
ISD. However, it should be pointed out that we believe our previous
arrangement was proper under the requirements of P.L. 94-142.

r-07r
; l i7s^s.
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I would like to request that OCR review this apparent conflict in require-
ments where on the one hand no funds may be provided to a district on non-
compliance status, and on the other, where states are required to arrange
for services to handicapped children. While we have solved this particular
case by restricting all services in Royal ISD to those provided with state
and local funds, we do need guidance from OCR on this apparent conflict.

If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.

Sincerely,

W. N. ktrby, Deputy Commissioner
for Finance and Program Adninistration

sl

cc Rick Arnett
Charles Russell
Dick Jarrell

Gerald Slater

BEST t" E
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WALLER COUNTY SPECIAL SERVICES CO-OP
SERVING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN OF HEMPSTEAD ROYAL W

PO 110X as
WALLER TEXAS 77484

June 15, 1983

Dr. John A. Bell, Division Director
Elementary and Secondary Education
U.S. Department of Education Ref: 06831012 WCSSC

1200 Main Tower Building 06831013

Dallas, Texas 75202 06831014
05831025 Royal

..... 014

Dear Dr. Bell,

Kr. George Cole of your staff and I have examined the financial
records concerning the purchase of goods and services provided the
Royal I.S.D. during the 1980 -B1, 1981 -B2, and 1982-83 school years.
We have looked at purchase orders and vouchers.

The evidence available to us indicates the following: at no time

has any personnel been provided to Royal through federal funds; at

no time has .here been any property bought for r,yal nor have there
ben any property improvements in Royal; at no time have any durable
goods been purcnased for the Royal I.S.D.

The only way that Royal students have benefited has been through

the use of services and materials. Federal monies have been used to
provide occupational therapy and physical therapy. Federal monies

have been used to purchase diagnostic services, diagnostic materials,
teaching materials, and transportation services.

The Waller I.S.D., as fiscal agent.dees have a list of teaching
materials that were bought for Royal I.S.D. teachers. Such teaching

materials as have been bought and placed in Royal and have not yet
been ruined, lost, or used up are all of the tangible materials that
one can lay one's hands on. Every bit of durable goods (vehicles.
buildings. etc) is physically located in Waller and is under the
control of the fiscal agent.

If further information is needed concerning the expenditure of
federal fund: in the Royal I.S.D. please let me know.

ctncerely yours,

,a4.0I14/4".144141
Fred Wiesner
Director

FW/cas

cc: Dr. Gerald Slater
Dr. Frank Jackson

C("in\ An.,! 1 /,.r1 E
ori My FaLt,,),_
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May 25, 1983

361

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

STATE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Dr. John Bell, Division Director
Elementary and Secondary Education
U. S. Department of Education
1200 Main Tower Building
Dallas, Texas 75202

Dear Dr. Bell.

201 Eart Eleventh Street
Austin, Texas

78701

In follow-up to our conversation concerning the non-compliance status
of Royal Independent School District, adjustments have been made to
the funding arrangement for the Waller Special Education Cooperative.

In order to avoid any conflict with federal regulations, all benefits
received by special education students enrolled in Royal ISO will be
supported by state dollars only. No federally funded programs or
services will be provided to Royal ISD.

If further clarification is needed, please contact me.

Sincerely,

W. N. Kirby, Deputy Commissioner
for Finance and Program Administration

sl

cc Gerald Slater, Waller ISD
Frank Jackson, Royal ISD

q£ZYt 91 MEM

i r. liOiD18-1130-03
03/033321

An Fowl Oppoewney Employer"
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ROYAL INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
P 0. 0X 247

BROOKSHIRE. TEXAS 77423

Off ICE Of THE SUPERIHTENDIOIT

May 10, 1983

Dr. John A. Bell, Division Director
Elementary and Secondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
1200 Main Tower Building
Dallas, TX 75202

Dear Dr. Bell:

The Royal Independent School District does not
discriminate in any way against any group of
students involved in our special education pro-
gram. We do not, however, see any reason to sign
the civil rights certificate, as it is in consider-
ation of and for the purpose of obtaining federal
funds. As the district does not and has not received
federal funds nor wishes to receive federal funds,
then no purpose would be served by our signing such
a certificate.

FJ:dh

Sincerely,

Dr. Fran
Superint

SCSI vur A . %.
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CIVIL RIMITS CERTIFICATION

ASSURANCE OF COMPLIANCE WITH TITLE VI OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS
ACT OF 1964, SECTION 504 OF THE REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973,
TITLF IX OF THE EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1972, AND THE AGE

DIS-AIMINATION ACT OF 1975

The applicant provides this assurance in consideration of
and for the purpose of obtaining Federal grants, loans,
contracts (except contracts of insurance or guar-
anty), property, discounts, or other Federal financial
assistance to education programs or activities from
the Department of Education.

The applicant assures that it will comply with:

1. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended,
42 U.S.C. 2000d et se ., which prohibits discrim-
ination on the basis of race, color, or national
origin in prograns and activities receiving Federal
financial assistance.

2. Section 504 Of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as
amended, 29 U.S.C. 794, which prohibits discrim-
ination on the basis of handicap in programs and
activities receiving Federal financial assistance.

3. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as
amended, 20 U.S.C. 1681 et se ., which prohibits
discrimination on the basis o sex in education
programs and activities receiving Federal financial
assistance.

4. The Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended, 42
U.S.C. 6101 et seo., which prohibits discrimination
on the basis owe in programs or activities re-
ceiving Federal finankiaI assistance.

5. All regulations, guidelines, and standards lawfullS,
adopted under the above statutes by the United States
Department of Education.

The applicant agrees that compliance with this Assurance
constitutes a condition of continued receipt of Federal
financial assistance, and that it is binding upon the
applicant, its successors, transferees, and assignees for
the period during which such assistance is provided. The
applicant further assures that all contractors, subcon-
tractors, subgrantees or others with whom it arranges to
provide services or benefits to its students or employees in
connection with its education programs or activities are not
discrininating in violation of the above statutes, regula-
tions, guidelines, and standards against those students or
employees. In the event of failure to ccn.ply the applicant
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understands that assistance can be terminated and the
applicant denied the right to receive further assistance.
The applicant also understands that the Department of
Education may at its discretion seek a court order requiring
compliance with the terms of the Assurance or seek other
appropriate judicial relief.

The person or persons whose signature (s) appear(s) below
is/are authorized to sign this application, and to commit
the applicant to the above provisions.

/,.../ a-- 3 "e/ffDate uthorized 0 ficial(s)

or Special_laii2x.iatriseci.r.rpgfttpoiraLt_fita
Ed

Recipient

P.O. Box 377Street

Waller, TX 77484

City, State, Zip Code
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[This is a memo to the files from Harold Rennett, an attorney in the Policy and
Enforcement Service.]

To;
9/10/85

I talked to Frank Cedo of Region II today regarding the status of OCR's

disagreements with various New Jersey institutions regarding their failure
to provide sign language interpreters to deaf students. What follows is
a summary of my Mr. Cedo's comments to me; all of the information at forth
below was provided by Mr. Cedo and none of it derives from any first-hand
knowledge of my own.

Apparently, over the last year, Region II, believing that individual site

reviews at each institution were not necessary, contacted each of the public
institutions of higher education in New Jersey regarding their policies in
this regard. Most of the schools had no policy per s;, having never been
confronted with request for an 1oerpreter. !fast of the other schools
were under the impression that the State Attorney General had issued an
opinion to the effect that sign language interpreters need not be provided
by institutions; hence, they advocated policies similar to that espoused
by the Attorney General.

Region II, through negotiation with each institution and with concerned deaf
individuals and groups, has now convinced each public institution except the
County College of Morris to adopt a policy of providing all auxiliary services
that its deaf students reasonably believe they need. All complaints that
been filed with Region II against New Jersey public institutions, except the
complaint filed by Wendy Smith against the County College of Morris, have now
been resolved. Region II or, at minimum, N.. Cedo -- is now satisfied that,
except at the County College of Norris, the provision of sign language inter-
preters by New Jersey public institutions is not a major proble41. Indeed,
Union County College, one of the most recalcitrant institutions on this
issue and one of the institutions against whom a complaint had bte', filed,

has recently agreed to provide the services needed by a complaining deaf
student and to bring its policies regarding this issue in line mitt. OCR
policy.

BrST IIrr\r.',1/ All r 71 C.
i r

Harold Rennett
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May 6, 1985
cars.

RIMY .° Charles J. Tejada, Regional Director
Office for Civil Rights, Region 11

90.*CY' County College of Morris, 02-83-2029
Proposed Enforcement Proceedings

Har.Ty M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT:

memorandufn-
25 M.

This is in response to your memorandum of April 17, 1985, concerning the
Region's recommendation that enforcement proceedings be initiated against the
County College of Morris (CCM) because of its failure to provide a sign
language interpreter to a qualified deaf student. You have indicated that,

given the fact that the Region has other complaints against New Jersey
institutions regarding this same policy, we should explore the advantages of
filing either a statewide enforcement proceeding or an enforcement proceeding
against multiple institutions in New Jersey. Toward this end, you have

requested that we provide you with inforoation about all other complaints
that have been filed against New Jersey institutions advocating the sem.
policies as CCM.

With your concurrence, on January 17, 1985 we notified Union County College
(UCC), Cranford, New Jersey, that it had violated Section 504 in three
complaints for its failure to provide sign language interpreter services to
qualified dear students. These three cases are 84-2008, 84-2026, and

84-2029. On March 22, 1985, OCR staff net with UCC officials to attempt
voluntary compliance prior to recommending the i^itiation of enforcement
proceedings to Headquarters. UCC indicated its desire to review its policy

with the goal of complying with Section 504. On May 3, 1985, UCC advised

OCR, in writing, that it is committed to providing appropriate services to
the three complainants and that, in the future, it agrees to abide by the

appropriate statutory regulations and guidelines. Th. Region is preparing

violation corrected Letters of Findings in these three :omplaints.

We are currently investigating a complaint filed against Somerset County
College, Somerset, New Jersay alleging denial of sign language interpreter

services. Preliminary analysis during the desk audit stale leads us to

believe that we may have to refer this c, plaint to Headquarters for concur-

rence with violation findings. The comp int is Kaufman v. Somerset County

College, Docket Number 85-2025, Adams LP due da'e: June 4, 1985. de will

',cep you apprised of developments in tl event negotiations are unsuccessful.

After careful consideration. "t is the Region's opinion that a, the present

time we should proceed with en orcement proceedings only against the County

College of Morris.

OPTKAPpt. IOnm NO IP
ma, -10

(41C711) 101-114
.1./14
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INIEMMANDUM UNITED STATES DINEPAGTON.RTMEC
20NT

OF EDUCATION
WASH D 202

TO : Charles J. Tejada
Regional Civil Rights Director
Region II DATEAP8 17 1S85

FROM Harry N. Singleton
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

SUBJECT: County College of Morris, OCR No. 02-83-2029 -- Proposed
Enforcement Proceedings

t

I have reviewed your memorandum dated November 2, 1984, recommending
that enforcement proceedings be initiated against the County College of
Morris (CCM), located in Morris County, New Jersey, because of its failure
to provide a sign language interpreter to a qualified deaf student.

I concur with your belief that it would be appropriate for OCR to initiate
enforcement proceedings against CCM. However, I note that in a number of
places in the files you provided me regarding this case, references are
made to the fact that there have been other complaints filed with Region II
against other New Jersey institutions that have policies similar to that
of CCM regarding the providing of auxiliary services to deaf students.
The objectionable policies advocated by CCM appear to include:

(1) that a handicapped student's ability to pay for a- particular
auxiliary aid relieves CCM of any legal obligation to provide
such an aid;

(2) that the designation, for purposes of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, of the New Jersey Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
as the sole state agency for the administration of vocational
rehabilitation programs in ,New Jersey relieves CCM of any legal
power or obligation to provide auxiliary services to qualified
handicapped students;

that CCM has no obligation to pay for auxiliary services for any
qualified handicapped student who resides in any of d number of
New Jersey counties that, under New Jersey law, have governmental
bodies which, by contract, have agreed to pay CCM to provide, to
their counties' residents, educational programs not offered by
those counties; and

that CCM has no obligation to provide a sign language interpreter
to a deaf student such as the complainant, who contends, as many
deaf students contend, that a note taker is not a fully adequate
substitute for a sign language interpreter in making oral classroom
presentations as available to deaf students as such presentations
are made available to students Nho are not deaf.

(3)

(4)
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In light of your reference to other complaints filed with Region 11 regard-
ing New Jersey institutions that advocate one or more of the policies listed
above, OCR should explore the possible advantages of filing either a statewide
enforcement proceeding or an enforcement proceeding against multiple insti-

tutions. Also, if OCR has available to it a number of potential individual
enforcement cases that could be brought against a New Jersey institution
regarding the subject policies, OCR should make certain that it initiates
enforcement activity in the case that presents, in the litigative sense, the
most favorable factual situation. For example, the CCM case possesses a
number of factual characteristics that are not optimal for litigative purposes,
including the facts that (a) the complainant is no longer enrolled et CCM;
(b) the complainant apparently never was enrolled in a CCM program that
received Department of Education (ED) funding; and (c) the complainant does
not have a clear present motivation or desire to testify In an OCR enforcement
proceeding.

Therefore, Region II should provide to me, as soon as possible, information
regarding the substance and status of all other complaints that have been
filed against New Jersey institutions regarding any of the policies listed
above. In addition, please indicate, for each case, whether the complainant
(a) is still enrolled at the institution to question, (b) whether OCR is
aware of the identity of any student other ttan the complainant that is
being disadvantaged by the challenged policies of the institution, (c) wheth,
the complainant or any other aggrieved student is or was enrolled in a progr,m
receiving ED funding, and (d) whether it appears likely that the complainant
or any other aggrieved student will be prepared to testify in an OCR enforce-
ment proceeding regarding the challenged policies. Region II should provide
similar information with respect to all program reviews it has conducted
at New Jersey institutions that advocate any of the policies listed above.

BEST CO') Y I r"
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March 7, 1985

DATE Frank D. Cedo, Division Direct r

RIEFLY TO Postsecondary Education Divisici
T in OF Office for Civil Rights, Region II

Itt/102CT

TO

Smith v. County College of Morris
102-83-2G29

Stephanie White, Attorney-Advisor
Office of the Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

memorandum

As you now on November 1, 1984, we had submitted the above-referenced case
to headquarters with a recommendation that enforcement proceedings be initi-
ated. It is the opinion of the Region that all efforts to effect voluntary
compliance have now been exhausted and, therefore, we are resubmitting our
recommendation for enforcement.

On December 27, 1984, you advised the Region that the EAR was being reviewed.
You asked that we make a final attempt to determine whether the County College
of Morris (the College) would reconsider its p-siti...a on the provision of sip'
language interpreter services for deaf students. At a January 30. 1985
meeting between OCR staff and College officials, the College reiterated its
position, namely that although it is willing to assist student in obtaining
sign language interpreter services, it cannot offer an assurance that it 111
accept ultimat.. responsibility for the provision of requ :ed services.
Attached is a copy of the most recent correspondence from the College, dated
February 25 1985, c nfirming the position detailed in earlier correspondence.
As you can see, he College's position, that it will not change its policy,
remains firm.

Rec_ntly, yo inquired about the relationship of the College to the farce
college system, and .jhether there is a governing state policy with regard to
the provision of sign language interpreter services. Although the county
colleges were established by state law Ant: they receive county and state
monies, the are not a ,,art of the New Jersey State college system. As far as
we can determine, there is no official state policy on the provision of sign
language interpreters that would govern the College's position. There is a
July 16, 1979 memorandum from the Deputy Attorney General to state college
presidents, advising them that in light of the Southeastern Community College
v. Davis case, they need not provide hearing-impaired students with inter-
preter., to assist them in the classroom. The memorandum proceeds to explain
that if colleges have the funds and w±_sh to establish interpreter services:
they are free to do so. The County College of Morris has indicated that
although it was not aware of this memotandum until we brought it to theft
attention, it does reflect the College's own position. Interestingly, the
author of the memorandum is the College's current legal counsel.

r r
i e ,
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In summary, since we cannot secure voluntary compliance, we Are requesting
that you proceed with our earlier recommendation for initiation of enforcement
proceedings.

Attachmenta
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TAB H

In 1982, the Office for Civil Rights initiated proceedings In The Matter of
Governors State University, Chicago State University, et al., Docket Nos.
82-V-1 and 82-V-2 to compel governors State University and Chicago State
University to allow OCR access to information necessary to investigate allega-
tions of race, iAtinnal origin and sex discrimination under Titles VI and IX.
The institutions denied OCR access rn the basis that OCR lacked jurisdiction to
Investigate the complaints in question since the alleged discrimination did not
ZaKe place in a program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.
OCR argued that it did have jurisdirtion since the institutions in question
enri'led students who received Federal financial assistance which, in turn
constituted assistance to the Universities.

Since the only i.isue involved in this consolidated proceedirg was the scope
of OCR's jurisdiction, all parties agreed to stipulate to the facts and oral
argument was scheduled before the ALJ for August 26, 1983. OCR and the
Universities submitteJ briefs en their respective positions to the ALJ in
May and July 1983.

On August 12, 1983, the Solicitor General of the United States tiled a brief
in Grove City v. Bell with the U.S. Supreme Court, in which the United States
argued that receipt of student financial aid by Grove City College gave OCR
jurisdiction over the financial aid office only and not the rest of the
institution.

The position taken by the United States in Grove City was the position taken by
Governors State and Chicago State before the Ad.

Two days before oral argument was scheduled, August 24, 1983, the OCR attorneys
moved to stay the administrative proceeding until the Supreme Court ruled ir
Grove City v. Bell. The ALJ denied the motion and the OCR attorneys then moved
to dismiss the case without prejudice. This motion was granted.

When the Assistant Secretary discovered that the case had been dismissed, he
had the OCR attorneys on October 5, 1983, file a motion to withdraw the motion
to dismiss, on the basis that OCR would prosecute these cases under the legal
theories articulat'd in its briefs, notwithstanding the position taken by the
Solicitor General in the Grove City case. The motion was denied, with the ALJ
noting that the case was dismissed without orejudice and OCR could initiate new
administrative proceedings in t { ,e same issue. At this point, OCR decided to
wait until the Supreme Court ruled in Grove City v. Bell.

On February 29, 1984, the Supreme Court decided Grove City v. Bell, largely
accepting the position of the So,icitor General. Since then, MW -has been
re- examining the data concerning Governors State and Chicago State to determine
whether OCR has overlooked any Federal assistance received by Governors ctate
and Chicago State which would provide OCR with jurisdiction under the standards
articulated by the Supreme Court in Grove City v. Bell.
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TAB I

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. DC 20202

DATE NOV 4 Eerl

TO : Linda A. Cornelius

Acting Regional Civil Rights Director
Regic.1 V

FROM Vfarry M. Singleton
Mistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

SUBJECT: Reevaluation of Governors State University/Chicago State
University in Light of Grove City

Attached are the files and the financial data that you requested for OCR
Docket Nos. 05792004, 05792101, 05802102, 05802056, 05812004, 05812088,
05812091, and 05822026. 1 agree that it is appropriate to reanalyze
these cases consistent with my memorandum of July 31, 1984.

Attachments

t ,\rsi E

BEST
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIOP
WASKINGTON. D: e0203

DATE jui. 3

TO : Regional Civil Rights Directors
Regions I -

FROM rry M. Singleton
sistant Secretary
for Civil Rignts

SUBJECT: Analysis of the Decision in Grove City College v. Bell and Irttal
Guidance on its Application to Or; Er.orce-ent ActWies

1. SUMYAPT

In Grov. City Coilege v. Bell, 104 S. Ct. 1211 (1984) (hereineter referred
to irPoye Cit ), a six member majority of the Court held that where a
College s Fete pt of Federal financial aid is limited to student financial
assistance in the for- of Besic Educational 0:portun'ty Grants (SE:`,Gs), tne
Department of Education's jurisdiction is limited to the recipient's student
financial aid program. This memorandum provides initial guidance in APR'.)".9
the Grove City decision,to OCR's jurisdiction under some of the Department
of Educe:ion s fchding st.atutes. such as School Assistance in Federally
Affected Areas (WA/Impact Aid) and the Education of the Handicapped Act
(EHR), and for sou issues, such as admissions and site selections. This
guidance was developed in co :unction w.tn the Office of the General Cc.se'.
Afd t 1 one. guidance will be provided for f net n; statutes and.1 %sues rt.'.
discussed herein. in the meantime, my directive of June 22, 1984, inst.:-.
you to take no action restricting investigations is o:eatiye when a g..est':
re-41ns as to jurisdictioni whi th is not addressed in this mvorandur.
Instead, contact headquarters immediately be'oe taking any action.

11. AN;LYS1S OF 'HL DE:1S1')!. 1\ GROVE cry

A. Ba:round

In July 1977, the Department of Health, Education and welfare (HEW) sort
to secure an assurance of conpliance %din Title IX fro- Groyetity Ccrel,.
Grove City, Pennsylvania. The College refused. W`.at ensued was a series c'
court battles which ended in the February 28. 1984 decision of the Sjpre-n
Court in Grove City College v. Bell. During this seven-year period, as
case was successively argued beror-1 four separate tribunals, both the pate.
and their presentation of the issues changed. The Department of Educatic
was created and assumed HEW's role in the case and several stadents j E:
as plaintiffs with the College. The focus of the case, increasingly betes
one of defining what constituted a "pro ram or activityy: as that term is
enP1 oyad in fj 911(a) of Title IX of the Educ.ttion klardments of 1972,
20 U.S.C. 5 ltEl(i), which i.rchitits sex discri?...nnion in "any edicst`:-
Program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.* The histcrY
of this issue is su-starized by the Court.

BEST
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The Department initially toot the position that the receipt of
Student financial aid would trigger Institution-wide coverage
under Title IX and construed its regulations to that effect.
It pressed that position In the lower courts. In their brief
in opposition to the petition for certiorari, respondents did
not defend this aspect of the Court of Appeals' opinion, but

27".
argued instead that the Question need not be resolved to decide
the case. In their brief on the merits and in the oral

respondents conceded that the Court of App
in holding that Grove City itself constituted the "program or
activity' subject to regulation under Title IX.

Greve City_Cellege v. Bell, 10C S. Ct. 1211, 1215 n. 10 (1954). It is the
purpose oiIT-WiTorinUri to determine OCR's jurisdiction under the
Depa rtment's many funding statutes. However, because of the nurse- of
statutes and the complexity of the issues involved, the guidance prosIded
is necessarily incomplete. Adcitional written guidance will be forthcd-i-;.

8. Ste:Trent of the Issues

The case presented four issues to the Court.

1. 1:nether an educational institution is a recipient of Fe.1erel
financial assistance by vir;ue of its students' receipt of
Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG). 1/

2. Whether refusal to execute tre Assurance of Ca- pliance for-,, as
redui red by OP Title IX regulation, wararts ter-1 nat 1 on of
Federal financial assistance to the protrarn or activity receiving
said assistance.

3. Whether requiring the institution to co-ply with the nondiscrir-
nation provisions of Title IX, as a condition for continued
eligibility to participate in the MCI proven, infringes the
institution's or its students' First entnent rights.

4, If BEOG's do constitute Federal financial assistance to the
institution, whether the scope of coverage under Title IX is
nsti tution-wi de.

1/ Altnougn sone of tne College's students receive Sueranteee Studert
the De tment did not appeal iron that portion of the district court's
decisio. This left standing in the t!,;. District Court for the
Western District of Pennsylvania the determination that GSI., are
Federal financial assistance within the meaning of Title IX but are
not subject to the provisions of Title IX because they are expressly
rxe-ipt as contracts g insurance or gua-arty. Grove Ciuy"Colege v.
Bell, 687 F.20 684, 6?? n. 10 ;2rd Cir. 1992).

1
r. 7.
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C. Opinions of the Court

All members of the Court agreed on the resolution of the first three issues
numbered above. Thus, Grove City can clearly be said to hold as follows:

' That the College is I recipient of Federal financial assistance
by virtue of its participation In the BEOG program. 2/

That the refuSal to execute the Assurance subjected those programs
and activities at the College which received Federal funding
to the Department's termination authority. 3/

That imposing Title IX requirement upon the College does not
violate its First Amendment rights. 4/

2/ Citing witn approval Bob Jones Universtu v. Johnson. 396 F. Supp. 597,
TD.S.C. 1974), aff'd, 529 Fad 514 (4th Cir. 1975TTERVCourt concludes:

Nothing in [the statute] suggests that Congress elevated form over
substance by making the application of the nndiscrimination principle
aependent on the manner in which a program or activity receives federal
assistance. There is no basis in the statute for the view that only
institutions that themselves apply for federal aid or receive checks
directly from the federal government are subject to regulations.

114 S. Ct. at 1217.

3/ With regard to the legality of terminating funding for a violation of
ere technical requirements of the Title IX Regulation wltnout a snowing
of gender discrimination, the Court held that the Department may properly
condition Federal financial assistance on the recipient's assurance that
it will conduct the aided program or activity In accordance with Title IX
and the applicable regulations." Grove Citz, WC S. Ct. at 1223. The
Court reasoned that tte statute does not require that "temmination must
be preceded by a finding of actual discrimination." Id at 1222. It
further reasoned that Congress vas aware that tie TitTiVI regul:tion provide:
for termination for failure to execute an assurance and no doubt anticipate:
that Similar regulations would be developed to implement Title IX." Id.
at 1223.

4/ The Court made very short shrift of the First Amendment issue. Citing
rennhurst State School and Hospital v. Halderman, 451 U.S. 1, 17 (1581).
the Court reiterated tnat Congress may 51101-7easonable and unambiguous
conditions to federal financlal assistance.' 104 S. Ct. at 1223. The Court
noted that the College and its Students are free to not participate in the
Federal assistance program If they wish to be free of Federal obligation.
Thus, 'Irlequiring Grove City to comply with Title IX's prohibition of
discoinination as a condition for its continued eligibility to participate
in BEOG program infringes no First ,'uiendment rights of the College or its
students.' 104 S. Ct. at 1223.

r' ./ / A
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Finally, regarding the definition of "program or activity,' the Court split
into four separate opinions. JuStiCt White, writing for a Six-member majority.
Stated the holding of the case as follows:

[T]he receipt of BEOGs by some of Grove City's students:dots
not trigger institution-wide coverage under Title IX. In purpose
and effect, BEOGs represent federal financial assistance to the

C011ege'S own financial aid proram, and it is that program that
may properly be regulated under Title IX.

104 S. Ct. at 1222.

Justice Powell, writing also for Chief Justice Erger and Justice O'C.,n'o",
'reluctantly' concurred wit` the majority decision out filed a separate
opinion to record my view tn.: the case is an unedifying exarple of over-
zealousness on the part of the Federal Government.' Id. at 1223.

Justice Stevens refused to join the majority in its definition of 'program,
or activity" on the grounds trat the Court had reached an issue rot in
controversy before it and, consequently, had improperly issued an advisory
opinion based on speculation rather than evidence. 104 S. Ct. at 122
and 1225.

Justice Brennan and Justice Marshall also refused to join the majority.
However, unlike Justice Stevens who disp.ted the justiciaOility of the
question but t00% no posilion o' the merits, Justices Brennan an: Ma'she'l
went on record as re;ecting the majority's inte'pretetion of the law:

By conveni.ntly ignoring . . . controlling indicia of corgressional
intent, the Court also ignores the primary purposes for which Cor.:rss
enacted Title IX. The result . . . may be superficially pleasing
to those who are uncom'o'tett'e with fe:eral irtrJsIon into prIva:e
educat:unal institutions, but it has no relationship to the statJtory
scheme enacted by Congress.

Id. at 1226.

D. The Ma:ority Definition of "Pro;ran or Activity"

The majority begins its analysis of the "program or activity' issue by
observing that it would have no doubt" that jurisdiction over Groat
City College would be limited to its student financial aid program if
the Colle?e's participation in the BEGG program were th'ovgh'sne
Disbursement ,ysten (RDS), rather than through the Alternate DiSburse-e-t
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Syitem.(ADS). 5/ The Court reasons that ADS necessarily precludes
lisCipiernt.wide jurisdiction because itiStitutiChS using this procedure
are not given any discretion in the application of the fundS.

ADS institutions receive federal funds directly, but Can use themonly to subsidize or expand their Mantis% aid programs and to
recruit students who might otherwise be unable to enroll, In
short, the assistance is earmarked for the recipient's financialaid program.

101 S. Ct. at 1221. The Court does not reasnn to this conclusion but .,rons frcr. it to fird Title IX jurisdiction 17nited to the College'sfinancialrid office. If there can be said to be a 4911 test in GroveCity ft" determining 'program or activity,' it begins with deterTor whether the funding granted to the recipient is ekmarker or
*nonearmarked.'

The Court acknowledgesthat Federal student aid contributes to the recipient'sentire budget. However, without elaborating, the Court simply concludesthat 'the fact that federal funds eventually reach the College's general
operating budget cannot subject Grove City to institution-wide coverage."Id. at 1221. The Court also rejects the argument that Federal studentTre allows the institution to divert its own furls to other programs
and, consequently, indirectly accrues to the benefit of those programs.
The Court finds no evidence of rPallocation of resources and concludesthat ass:ming indirect benefit to other prove, areas is 'inconsistentwith the program-specific nit of the statute." Id. at 1221. Hence.the financial aid program is tne "program or activity receiving Federalfinancial assistance" for the purpose of asse-ting jursidiction.

The Court finds the appellate decision's analogy between student aid ad
ncnearmarked aid 'more plausible . . . but it too is faulty.' Id. Whatis at fault is the lower court's failure to see Federal student aid assui eneris, or one of a kind, nut exa:tly ea narked and not exactlynonearnar ed. However, as between the two types of funding, the Court
opined, Federal student aid 'more closely resembles many earmarked grants"because it has the effect of im,,osin; the obligation On the recipient
to use the funds only for students who would otherwise be unable toafford higher education. Id. at 1221 and 1222. to other woros, Conress
specified the use to which tne money was to be put and the recipient as .free to use it in another manner. In again dismissing the argument that
the funds reach the general operati.ig budget, the Court stated that ithad 'found no persuasive evidence suggesting that Congress intended that

5/ The Court continues to say that there is no reason to distinguish
the ns and ADS program., for jurisdictional purposes simply because
under the layer the Goverment disburses the funds directly to the
Student and under the former the Goverment disburses then indirectly tP
the student through the educational institution. 'Although Grove City
does not itself disburse students' awards, CEOGs clealy augnent the
resources that the College itself devotes to financial aid.' Id. at 1421
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the Department's regulatory authority tp follow federally aided students
from classroom to classroom, building to building, or activity to activity.'
104 S. Ct. at 1221.

One final note, although funds may not be traced beyond the program to
which the funds have been earmarked, all activities of that program are
Subject to the Dtpartlent's jurisdictimo.

There is no merit to Grove City's argument that the Department may
regulate only the administration of the BEOG program. Just a:
employees who 'work in in education program that receivers] federal
assistince,' Mont. Haven Doard of Education v. Bell . . . are protected
under Title II-F4WWTEeir salaries are `not fled by federal
money,' ibid., so also are students who participate in :he College's
federally financial aid program but who do not themselves
receive federal funds protected against discrimiration on the basis
It sex.

104 S. Ct. at 1221 n. 21. Thus, athletic student financial aid c-si be
administered in a nondiscriminatory manner if the student financial aid
program receives Federal student aid.

III. APPLICATION OF THE GROVE CITY nEcislom

Although the facts of the case placed the Grove City holding in the context
of Title IX, there is no doubt tnat the Court's decision is applicable to
OCA's other statutory authorities which include the phrase 'program or
activity receiing Federal financial assistance.' This is illustrated by
a decision rendered on the same day as Grove City. In Consolidated Rail
Corporation v. Darrone, 104 S. Ct. 1248, 1255 (1984), the Court expressly
relied on Crovi-rifi-ind North Haven Board of Education v. Bell, 456 U.S.
512 (1982) to observe that 'Section 504, by its terms, prohibirs discrimi-
nation only by a 'program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.'
. . . Clearly, this language limits the ban on discrimination to the specific
program that receives federal funds.' Moreover, the 'program or activity'
language in Title IX, Section 504, and tne Age Discrimination Act was modeled
after the language of Title VI. Therefore, the Grove City decision
applies to the jurisdictional scope of Title VI, Section 504, and the Age
Discrimination Act, as well as Title :X.

In reviewing complaints to determine whether or not OCR has jurisdiction
over the alleged discrimination, one must first determine whether the
funding received by the institution is earmarked or noneermarkfd. If the

funding is nonearmarked, jurisdiction may be asserted recipient-wide. If

the families is earmarked. Jeti5444**0011110Y 000Y bmwstserted.ovea the
program of the rectpfene receiving the earmarked funds and accomplishing

the statutory purpose. The only Department of Education program which
has been identified as nonearmarked is Impact Aid.

A. Application of the Grove City Decision to Federal Assistance Statutes

The Department disburses funds tor numerous programs of Federal assistance.
At the elementary and secondary education level, this memorandum analyzes
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OCR's jurisdiction under most of the Department's largest grant programs.
Moreover, given the memorandum's conclusions concerning the broad jurisdiction
provided by Chapte 2 Of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act
and by SAFA (Impact Aid), it should be unnecessary in most cases to consider
the jurisdiction conferred by other funding statutes. At the postsecondary
level, this memorandum analyzes the jurisdiction conferred by several
important funding statutes. This examination has not been exhaustive.
roe will be provided with further written guidance Is needed. In the
meantime, take no action restricting investigations where a question
remains as to jurisdiction which is not addressed in this memorandum.

Instead, contact headquarters immediately before taking any action.

School Assistance in Federally Affected Areas Ajmoact Aid) .- Impact
aid payments to a local educational agency (LEA) provide general aid to
the recipient to meet its general operating expenses. The program assisted
is the overall operations of the recipient LEA, including its elementary
and secondary education program. The purpose of the statute is to compensate
school district's for the costs of serving children whose parents reside
or work on Federal property (which is not subject to local property
taxes). Impact aid payments, unlike grants under the Department's
categorical grant programs, nay be used for any purpose.

Unlike the BEOGs at issue in. Grove City. Impact Aid funds constitute

nonearmarktd, unrestricted payments as most LEAs deposit these payments
in their general fund and the statutory purpose and use are not restricted
In any way. As a result, all of the programs and activities of tne LEA
srt subject to OCR's jurisdiction.

Vocational Education Act -- The purpose of the Vocatiorel Education Act
Tris to assist States in improving planning and in conducting vocational

programs at the State and local level for persons of all ages who desire
and need vocational training for employment. YEA funds are earmarked
for use in the recipient's vocational education program. Therefore, the
entire vcational education program. and rot just the portion of the pro;:-

conducted with YEA funds, is subject to OCR jurisdiction. For example.
an institution may not argue that its horticulture curriculum, which
receives YEA funds, is within OCR jurisdiction, while its welding curriculu-
is not because it dots not use YEA funds.

Eodijctaneins7f2theU.HSTII:T:tAcStel!!P:! l'oPaarsli:t.

in providing a free appropriate public education
The funds are earmarked for use in the recipient
As with YEA funding, it should be noted that all
education program come within OCR's jurisdiction
which can be shown to receive EHA funding.

- The nurpose part 9
states and localities
to all handicapped chi ldre
's special education prove
aspects of the special
not just those elements

Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981

(Cnapteril -- The purpose of Cnapter I, 20 O.S.L. § 3571 et sen.,
is to provide financial assistance to meet the special educational
needs of educationally deprived children. Chapter 1 funds are esmsrte.l.
for use in providing services, including such compensatory services as
remedial reading and math, to meet the special educational needs of
educationally deprived children. Mott recipients which receive

CA Aon on.
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Chapter 1 funds operate a 'Chanter 1 program" which provides the above
services to edutationslly deprived children. In addition, similar services
are often funded by State and local mcmey as well IS by Federal Chapter 1
funds. All aspects of I recipient's program of Services, including
compensatory education services, to Meet the speciel education needs of
educatiOnally deprived children, therefore. are within OCR's jurisdittion,

Chapter 2 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981
(chapter tk -- aiTarE1RPUTTNRWTRTTETock grant approximitely
AC categorical programs at the elementary and secondary level. 20 U.S.C.
5 3811 et 112. The purpose of the statute is to assist SEAS and LEAs
to improveTirenentary and secondary education by giving the expanded
authority over how to spend funds. SEAS and LEAs may select from among
very bread categories of purposes and activities that encompass all of th't
purposes and activities previously authorized under the antecedent categorical
programs. Some of the purposes and activities include instruction in
basic skills; acquisition and utilization of instructional materials and
equipment; development of programs to improve educational practices; the
improvement of planning, managemeit, and implementation of educational
programs; teacher training; desegregation; etc. Thus, subject to such
statutory and regulatory requirements as supplement not supplant, Chapter 2
payments may be used by an LU. at its complete discretion to provide financial
aid to any and all elementary and secondary education programs, and to
activities to manage or adMnister the school system.

The range of programs for which Chapter 2 funds may be used reaches throughoL.:
the school district's programs, limited only by any restrictions under
State law on the definition of what constitutes elementary and secordary
education. Therefore, there is a presumption that all of an LEA's programs
and activities are subject to OCR's jurisdiction. That presum:tion can be
rebutted by an LEA only by de-onstrating that the program or acttvity is
not part of its elementary and secondary education program as de,ined by
State law, and is not pert of the management or administration of its
school system.

Student Financial Assistance -- The Court's decision with respect to
13LOGs is applicaple to other forms of student financial assistance.
Specifically. OCR's jurisdiction Is the student financial eid office where
the recipient's only form of Federal financial assistance is National
Direct Student Loans. SupPlemental Educational Opportunity Grants. end
State Student Incentive Grants. While the receipt of College work Stuty
monies conclusively establishes jurisdiction over the financial eld
office, we are continuing to analyze the issue as to whether it corers
jurisdiction over other programs at the institution. Unt.1.1.1.12.13 analysis

is complete. take no action restrirting invottigmtion_to the financial -,
--/afrbITTZFT+118fralrege Work Study monies are at issue.

Construction. Reconstruction. and Renovation of Academic Full ities
(Facilities Assistance) -- The purpose of Facilities Construction is
to assist higher education institutions by providing grants and loans for
the construction, reconstruction. or renovation of academic facilities.
20 U.S.C. § 1132a. Because these grants and loans nay relate to any
academic facility and are not limited to particular departments or sate;:' .s
of programs, the assisted programs and activities will be those which use

O
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the buildings which received Federal funds for their Construction, recon-
struction and renovation. The entire program which uses a federally assisted
building, including those aspects of the program which are conducted in
nonfederally funded facilities would be subject to OCR's jurisdiction.

Grants for Academic Programs -- As to earmarked grants given far use by
a particular academic program, for example a grant for research concerning
the effect of nicotine on rats' lungs, the academic program, here the
43 °logy department, is subject to OCR's jurisdiction. All aspects of that
program, including those funded fran non-Federal sources, are subject to
OCR's jurisdiction.

B. Application of the Grove City Decision to Specific Issues

It is impossible to enumerate all the various factual situations to which
Grove Cit will be applied in the course of OCR's enforcement activities.
owever, guidance can be provided on some questions.

Admissions and Recruitment -- OCR has Jun dicti on to investigate the
admissions and recruitment practices and procedures of any recipient of
Federal funds even though the funds may be earmarked to an organizational
subunit. This position is enunciated in Rice v. President & Fellows of -
Harvard Collece, 663 F.2d 336, 339 n.2 (Irteir. 19E1), cert. denied, (E6
U.S. 928 (1924: One who is discriminated against in sirkingiFiision
is denied access to all educational programs and activities within an
institution, ind the entire body of programs within the school is tainted."
Accord Bob Jones University v. Jo "-son, 396 F. Supp. 597 (D.S.C. 19741.
irrics29 F.20 514 (4tn Cir. 1975). This view was presented to the Court
in tne Goverment's brief. Brief for the Respondents at 19 and 20, Grove
City. Although the Court's silence in the Grove City opinion on the c..eitic
o adnissions is not dispositive, absent diriEnorrOcr the Court, OCR
will continue to apply existing case law on the subject by exercising
recipient-wide jurisdiction in response to complaints of discrimine ;ion in
admissions and recruitment.

State Systems -- OCR State Systems activities stem from findings of dejure
segre2ation in admissions policies and practices of entire State systems of
education. Thus. with respect to OCR's jurisdiction, they fall within the
aornissions exception to the funding distinctions described above.

Processing Complaints -- OCR will always determine its scope of jurisdictio
as defined in Grove Cit . before seeking to investigate any ccr,tlaint.
Where it is determine that (1) the funds at issue are earmarked and (2)
OCR has jurisdirrion over the program or activity complained of, OCR will
initiate an investigation of the program. If the alleged discriminatory
recipient disputes OCR'swauthority to investigate on the grounds that OCR
has no jurisdiction over the program or activity at issue, OCR will request
access to the recipient's record of receipt and use of Federal-funds dist-rsr
to the recipient by the Department of Education and by all other agencies
which have delegated compliance reponsibilities under Title V1 to the Derr'
See 45 Fed. eg 54293 (August 18, 1980). If jurisdiction must te based
on a nom-Trivcati on Department statute, seek further guidance as to the
purpose and nature of the Federal assistance provided. 0' course, inert
funds are determined to be nonearmarked, further investigation of recizie-t
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records is unnecessary because the jurisdiction is recipient-a..'de. In
addition, OCR will continue its practice of not distissing complaints
which allege facts frog which infection may be inferred.

Compliance Reviews -- Site selection for compliance reviews muse take
into consideration the jurisdictional limits set forth in Grove Cit .

Therefore, site nominations should include a jurisdittione ana yils,
nOely, a list of the recipient's Federal funding and a brief description
of the relationship between the funding and the issue to be reviewed.
Guidance provided on infection may apply to site selection as well as
complaint investigations.

genial of Access -- Failure to provide OCR with access to accounts cf Fede-al
funds will constitute a violation of 34 C.F.R. § 100.6(d). OCR rust be
provided with access to records detailing the use of, not s'mply the receirt
of. Federal financial assistance. It is not enough that the recipient 4rovides
records for the limited purpose of showing that no Federal funds are /

received by the program at issue. OCR must be given sufficient access to
determine how the monies are used. OCR's authorit to require such access to
dslexodhethe basis Of jurisdiction ound at 4 C.F. n
the redJinetents of ederal funding statutes that rec p ents maintain records
for the purpose of fiscal audit and prosran evaluation. Where an institation
is found to participate in any Federal funding prnsran OCR may, eh necessary.
assert Jurisdiction over the institution's fiscal recordkeeping Pro;r4",
consistent with Grove Cit An exanple of such program recuire-ents is
found in Chapter w'ich stipulates that "[e]ach State edicatic-al agency
shall keep such records and provide such infornation to the Secretary as -aj
be required for fiscal audit and pro;-a- evaluation . . ." Elenentari
Secondary EdJcatior Act of 1955, as anendtd, 20 U.S.C. § 320!./A) (1F-FI).

IV. CONCLUSION

This me-orandum has provided an ana'ysis of Grove City and initial guidance
in applying the holding to OCR's jurisCictio777T-in'itional 9.11e.vIce .01
be provided for funding statutes and issues not discussed herein, the direC:iY1
of June 22, 198a, instructing you to take no action restricting imves:i;etiors
is operative when a question remains as to jurisdiction which is not addressf:
in this metoratdvm.

Attach-Tits

Tab A - The decision in Grove City College v. Sell.
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U.S.D.E. Grants received

Attachment

by the College of Human Learning and Development

6 77 - 13 Title: Tainingprora:gnforliuman Service Paraprofessionals
(2nd year). GSU - Exh. C - p.22 (7/1/77 - 6/30/78)

Amount: $102,240

6 77 - 28 Title: Biltn ual - Bicultural Com etency Based Teacher
Preparation. GSU - Exh. C - p. 36 (10/1/76 - 9/30/78)

Amount: $85,602

0 78 - 13 Title: Bilingual - Bicultural Competency Based Teacher
Preparation. GSU - Exh. C - p. 66 (10/1/80 - 10/1/83

Amount: $96,552

6 80 25 Ti «e: Bilingual - Bicultural Competency Based Education
(3rd year). GSU - Exh. C - p. 187 (1-11/80 - 9/30/81)

Amount: $95,919

0 80 35 Title: Teacher Corps Project Implementation (3rd yr.). CSU -

Exh. C - p. 193 (7/15/80 - 7/14/81)

Amount: $115,987

6 80 - 50 Title: Bilingual - Bicultural Competency Based Masters Degree
in Administration and Supervision. GSU - Exh. C - p.198

(10/1/80 - 9/30/31)
Amount: $101,714

0 81 - 49 Title: GSU /District 0147 Teacher Corps Project (4th year).

GSU - Exh. c - p. 230 (7/15/81 - 7/14/92)

Amount: $84,049

0 81 - 37 Title: Bilingual - Bicultural Competency Based Masters Degree
in Administration and Supervision (2nd year). GSU - Exh

C - p. 216 (10/1/31 - 9/30/82)

Amount: $109,166

6 81 42 Title: Competency Based Bilingual - Bicultural Higher Education
Program. GSU - Exh. C - p. 221 (10/1/81 - 9/307TT-----

Amount: $40,000

0 82 2 Title: Strengthening the Existing Cooperative Education Program
at GSU. GSU - Exh. C - p. 236 (9/30/81 - 9/30/32)

Amount: $3,620

.i.glifilLitAVA 1403 174.).3b
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f 82 - 18 Titles Bilingual - Bicultural Competency Based Masters Degree
in Administration and Supervision (3rd of 4 years).
GSU Exh. C - p. 241 (10/1/82 - 9/30/83)

Amount: $90,000

14 82 - 19 Title: Competency Based Bilingual - Bicultural Higher Education
Project (2nd year). GSU - Exh. C - p. 247
(10/1/82 - 9/30/83)

Amount: $90,000
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MEMORANDU

FROM

Harry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

385

Acting Regional Director
Office far Civil Rights, Region V

t, trait
EPARTMENI OF EDUCATION
ON vCHICAGO

1-;
Hay 10, 1985 W

SUBJECr Reevaluation of Governors State University (GSU) Denial of Access
Cases: 005802056, #05792102, #05792004, 005792101

64/ tiryld

25- 15?)

In accordance with your Memorandum of November 2, 1984 (TAB A), the above
referenced eases were authorized to oe returned to the region for a
reanalysis of OCR's jurisdiction in light of the Grove City decision. On
December 7, 1984, the region then reassumed accountabilityfor these cases
and the companion eases from Chicago State

University (CSU) after all the
files and supporting Federal financial data had been reassembled and
transferred to the region by the Policy and Enforcement Service.

0.19

The present four eases are the oldest of the eight still pending against the
Illinois Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities and these two
of its member universities. Formal enforcement proceedings were initiated
within the Department on September 10, 1982 on the basis of denial of
access. The recipients' denial of access was founded on arguments that OCR
had no authority to investigate because t'e complainants' allegations did
not involve federally assisted programs or activities. In August 1983,
oca' s counsel unsuccessfully moved that the administrative proceeding be
stayed pending the Supreme Court's decision in the Grove City case. On
September 6, 1983, on oral motion by the Department, the proceeding was
dismissed without prejudice, effective October 6, 1983. On October 31,
1983, the Administrative Law Judge denied the Department's motion towithdraw its oral motion to dismiss and to set aside the order of September6. These Cases then remained in Headquarters without further action being
taken until October 26, 19P4, when the region recommended to you this net.
review.

Although the enforcement proceedings against the two universities had been
consolidated, we decided it was more appropriate to submit our
recommendations for each university separately. However, our review of the
CSU Cases has also been completed and will be submitted to you within
the next two weeks.

"EN.ERGIR114, ECONOIHGE-

3.1A.MVA VcI00 Ta311
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As detailed in the attachment, we have now completed the following steps
regarding these CSU cases:

+ We have contacted or attempted to ....ontact all the complainants to

to determine whether or not they sill wish to pursue their
complaints.

+ We have reviewed the financial aid data (collected prior to the
1983 Administrative Proceedings) 4. light of your instructions of
July 31, 1984, in regard to Grove City. (TAB ES)

+ We have prepared updated background information or. GSU including
DED funding.

+ We have provided recommendations on each case for your
consideration and approval.

If your staff have need of clarification, they may contact Dr. Mary Frances
O'Shea, Director, Postsecondary Education Division, at 8-353-3865.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Linda A. Cornelius

Attachment
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Governors State University Reevaluation

A. Background on Recipient: Governors State University (GSU) is one of the
five state universities in Illinois responsible to the Board of Governors of
State Collages and Universities. It offers Masters programs in variras
disciplines as well as the Baccalaureate degree. However, only uppet level
undergraduate courses are offered and students are required to have completed
two full years of cellege work on admission.

1. DED Funds: Although tot, L enrollment has been dropping at GSU in
recent years, GSU still participates in all the major DED student
financial ass:stance programs for the L984-85 academic year as
f o liows :

Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants

College Work Study

National Direct Student Loan

Pelf. Grants

Awarded Amount

7-L-34 $ 104,126

7-L-8s $ 258,206

7-1-84 $ 194,941

1-26-84 $ 83,681

The only other Di,D funds of record received for the Is84-85 academic
year were:

Veterans Cost of Instruction Program $ 1,228

Strengthening Developing Institutions (Title III) $ L08,662

The region did not attempt to investigate whether or not GSU's Title
III funds are now earmarked for certain programs or divisions at GSU,
since we are not sure whether this information is relevant to OCR's
Jurisdiction ovcr these complaints when they were filed between 1978
and 1980. The region does not have access to the recipient's Title III
grant proposals, and, therefore, we could not determine whether a
limited jurisdictional claim could be sde on the basis of Title III
fultds. We also note that in Policy Guidance recently supplied to the
region on another case (Elgin Community College, /05342063), you stated
that deadquarters had not yet determined whether o- not Title III funds
convey jurisdiction over the entire ins titution.

GSU is loca ted in a single unit complex built between 1971 and 1974.
The region inquired whether or not DED construction grants had been
received by the universi' for this purpose. However, telephone
contacts with DED officials in Washington revealed no such grants had
been awarded to GSU. In previous contacts with GSU, the Board of
Governors Counsel also asserted that GSU had not received any DED
construction money.

, . . :
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Prior to the 1983 Administrative Proceedings, complete Federal
financial assistance data on GSU was provided for the years 1977
through 1982. The region has reviewed all this information and has
identified the DED funds which may have a direct bearing on each of
the complaints which are still open.

2. Organisation of the University: Because of the nontraditional system
of governance at GSU, there is particular difficulty in defining what
is the applicable program or activity for each complaint being
cesubmitted. In the period covered by these complaints, GSU did have
four septrnEt colleges, but there were no individual academic depart-
ments, only certain program areas. Faculty members are also listed
as "University Professor" with no area of sPecialty or assignment.
The colleges are described in the catalog as being able to "establish
policies and procedures semiautonomous units." One example of this
is the specific college grievance procedures used by one of the
complainants, Bernice Sanders.

3. Instructional System: At the time these complaints were tiled GSU
assigned no girjeT7not even pass-fail, and students were awarded
academic credit when certain competencies had been demons trated. A
sindent could also continue to work on earning credit for a course
long after the regular term had ended. Likewise, instead of having
set course requirernts for each graduate degree, a student was
expected to sign ,contractual degree plan with his or her advisor,
and academic credit might even be granted for certain life experiences
pursued before admission. These unique features suggest the difficulty
OCR wry now have in investigating these complaints so long after the
fact when some witnesses are no longer available. For the same reason
it is also difficult to Judge the merits of the complaints based on
information supplied by the complainants themselves. GSU has since
revised its grading systec., and regular letter grads were first put
into effect in the Fall 1979 tern.

4. Compliance Activity since Grove City: The University continues to be
represented by the CounselITrthe Illinois Board of Governors. Only
one complaint has been filed against MI since the Grove City
decision was rendered (005842060-closed 11/6/84). This was Title
VI and Title IX employment case. GSU provided all information
requested by OCR in a timely manner and raised no challenges to
OCR's Jurisdiction. The complainant withdrew her complaint with OCR
after accepting the offer of another position at the university.
Since this is the only case filed against any of the five
universities since the decision, it is impossible to determine whether
Counsel intends to challenge OCR in the future based on Grove City.
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B. [lisp's Rion of Complaints

1. 005802056: This complaint w.as filed on February 19, 1980 by Hs. Lois
lioEii, w o alleged that she had been denied placement in a School
Psychology practicum on the basis of her race and sex. The practicum
was a part of the complainant's degree plan for her HA in Human
Relation Service+ in the specialty of School Psychology. Ms. Bobo was
awarded this degree in December, 1980. In previous contacts with OCR,
Hs. Bobo stated she was still interested in pursuing this complaint.
However, she has now formally withdrawn her complaint.

Closed: April 19, 1985.

2. 005792004: This complaint was filed with OCR on September 28, 1978,
by John Robirson, who alleged that one of h'...: professors had
discriminated against him because of his race. This professor
allegedly stole Robinson's ethnic studies research for her personal
use. Hr. Robinson said he then reported this to College authorities,
after which his Profesaor subjected him to racial slurs and created
problems for him in getting financial aid, However, Hr. Robinson
provided no evidence that he had filed an interne grievance or that
any other College officials had acted upon this matter in any way.

During the two years after he filed this complaint, Hr. Robinson was
periodically in contact with our office. Attempts to reach him
in 1981 were unsuccessful, but the case was not closed because of
the outstanding oenial of access issue. Hr. Robinson has not
inquired about his complaint since 1981.

Hr. Robinson has never provided any evidence to support his claim or
even given any coherent explanation of how the discrimination
occurred. lie was the only one of these GSU complainants working on an
undergraduate degree - - a B.A. in Science with an emphasis on
Environmental Science. This program was offered by what was then
CSU's College of Environmental and Applied Sciences (CEAS). Hr.
Robinson claimed that except for the discrimination he encountered in
a course in Urban Ecology he would have graduated at the end of the
Fall 1978 term. The GSU's Registrar's office has verifed to OCR that
Hr. Robinson still does not hold any degree from GSU. Even if OCR had
a copy of Hr. Robinson's transcript, it would be impossible to
determine what his academic status was at the time because of the
absence of grades and the flexibility of degree requirements. Hr.
Robinson has not identified any student witnesses to support his
complaint. Robinson's professor, a white female, was a " University
Professor" in 1978 and is still listed as a faculty member at GSU as a
"University Professor mi Anthropology." The GSU catalogs show that she
earned a Ph.D., from the University of Chicago in 1972. The CEAS has
now been reorganized within a new College of Arts and Sciences. There
1s still no Department of either Anthropology or Environmental
Science.

ilifikilAVA 4 103 1216
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Letters were sent to the complainant via registered mail at two
different addresses. The one to Robinson's home was returned as
undeliverable, but the second was accepted by a third party on March
23, 1985. However, the telephone of the complainant's friend at this
address has been disconnected. Since Mr. Robinson has not contacted
us in the following month, we assume that he did not receive this
letter and that we will be unable to locate him in the future.

Even if Robinson could be located and wished to pursue his complaint,
OCR would hafe difficulty asserting jurisdiction over this complaint
under a strict interpretation of Grove City:

a. Mr. Robinson asserted in his complaint that he was intending
to apply for a Federal grant with his project, but he did not
mention any possible DED source.

b. Mr. Robinson's degree program did not receive any DED funds
at the time, and in the funding information previously submitted
The College of Environmental and Applied Science in 1978 and 1979
is not listed as receiving or administering any DED funds.

c. The CEAS did employ work study students in the 1979-80 academic
year, but no information was submitted for 1978-79. However, in
policy advice previously given on the Elgin College use you
directed the region not to assert jurisdiction on the basis of
work study funds.

d. The funding information submitted shows 1979-80 as the earliest
year when GSU received Title III money. Thus GSU received no Title
III funds at the time the alleged discrimination occurred.
Therefore, under Title 111 the region would have to assert
jurisdiction under CSU's future receipt of these funds.

Recomm.ndatton: Based on the above facts, we believe that undei the
present policy guidelines on Grove City OCR does not have j .risdiction
over this complaint. Regardless 17 the ultimate policy decisions on
Title III and work study funds, the complaint can also be properly
closed, because the complainant can not be located and the region has
not and can not make any substantive determination on this case. (The
new IPM at II 3.22 does state that such cases should be tolled for 180
days, but since Hr. Robinson could not be located in 1981 and he has
not attempted to contact the regional office since that time, we
believe that this requirement has alre:.dy been net.)

3. 805792102: This complaint was filed on May 25, 1979, by Bernice
Sanders, who alleged discrimination on the basis of race and sex. Ms.
Sanders alleged that Ste had been falsely accused of cheating and
denied credit for one graduate course. The other black woman student
involved in this incident (Lee Jefferson) receiveo the same penalty.
However, her complaint (005802016) was closed on receipt in Hoverber
1979 as untimely filed.
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Although Ms. Sanders was awarded her Masters Degree from GSU even
before filing her complaint, she has never considered the matter
resolved, and she has contacted the rogional office a number of tints
over the y +rs concerning the status of enforcement proceedings against
GSU. In a .elephone conversation on March 23, 1985, she again
expressed her strong desire to pursue this complaint. The following is
a summary of the facts of her use derived from the rather extensive
documents provided by the complainant:

In the fall of 1974, Ms. Sanders began courses toward HA degree in
Human Relations Services with a specialty in School Counseling. This
Program was then part of the College of Human Learning nd Development.
(In the previous sucmer 1s. Sanders had been awarded an MA in Urban
Teacher Education from GSU, although most of her credits had been
transferred in from other colleges.)

The one allegation in Ms. Sanders' complaint arises from a course she
took in the Fall 1977 term: Human Appraisal HI.. 6430. This appears to
have been a far more conventional graduate course than many others
of fered at GSU. The class was taught completely on campus one night a
week by two faculty members, a white female and a white male, both of
whom held the title of "University Professor." Students were required
to complete a number of written assignments, and there was a final exam
in December. In accordance with the GSU system, students were not
assigned any grade, but they would earn three credits if they net the
competencies required.

Ms. Sanders alleges that she submitted al 1 her required assignments
prior to the final exam. However, during the exam Ms. Sanders and Ms.
Jefferson were forced to surrender their final extns when their
Professors allegedly discovered in their possession a copy of
previous final exam from this course to which they were referring.
Both women were dropped from the course without credit on January 20,
1978. Ms. Sanders strongly denies that she war ...nesting and claims
that the woman professor was intoxicated at the time.

Although its. Sanders did not fi1e with OCR until May 1979, the region
accpted her complaint as timely because of a number of other steps
which occurred during the next year. Ms. Sender& appealed the action
of her professors, and she was allowed to retake another final oxen for
this course in August 1978. She was then informed that she had
fulfilled the competencies required for this course, but she received
no academic ctdit. The College insisted that this lack of credit
would not prevent Es. Sanders from graduating, since she had an excess
number of credits, and this coo -se had never been in her individual
degree plan. Ms. Sanders took her remaining courses in the Fall 1978
term, but the registrar. denied her application for graduation in
January 1979 because she lacked this course. M. Sanders then went
through another appeal. In March 079, a College Grievance Committee
recommended that she be awarded this credit, but this recommendation
was rejected by the Dean after the Committee Chairperson changed her
vote. Fu-ther appeals followed, and the complainant was eventually
mailed her diploma in April 1979, showing her degree had been awarded
in December 1978 but with no record of her having ever been enrolled in
the Human Appraisal course.
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Conclusion and Recommendation: The regional staff has reviewed all the
eThir raWirint-Eis file, including the material supposedly confiscated
from her at the time of the exam. We believe it is impossible to Judge
the merits of Ns. Sanders' complaint without being provided access to
more documentation and interviews with GSU officials. However, one of
the professors involved is no longer a faculty member at GSU. Ms.
Sanders' classmate has recently contacted OCR, and one other GSU
complainant from this same program area is atso available.
Nevertheless, it may be very difficult to determine eight years later
what was the class members' understanding regarding the use of study
material, especially when the GSU system put so much emphasis on
self-ins truction.

When interviewed, ?is. Sandcrs stated that the only remedy she is
seeking is to have her transcript "ended to show that she successfully
completed and earned academic credit for this additional course. Since
grades were not assigned prior to Fall 1979, she presumably would not
have to receive a letter grade in the course. Ms. Sanders believes that
this action, even without a formal apology from the school, would
restore her professional reputation for honesty. We are not sure this
action would be the most appropriate remedy for this complaint, since
Hs. Sanders' transcript does not reflect any punitive action taken
against het. Instead, we would be more concerned with the reports of
the Grievance Connittee in her acadenic file, which could be released
and which state there was "strong evidence" of cheating against her.

M. Sanders is also aware of the other unresolved conplatnts against
GSU and does not think they should all be abandoned. Ir 1981, Ms.
Sanders and a number of other students were successful in getting the
Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) to review the certification of
the School Counseling and School Psychology programs at GSU. At least
one public hearing was held, and GSU agreed to revise its curriculum
and to reapply for certification from ISBE. However, Hs. Sanders and
the other complainant.. do not feel that these actions dealt in any way
with their discrimination complaints.

OCR's Jurisdiction over this complaint can be asserted because of the
following factors:

a. Records from the Administrative Proceedings show that CU)
received thirteen (13) different DED grants between 1977 and 1982.
(See Attached list.)

b. Since there are no academic departments at GSU, we believe that
the program or activity involved in tis. Sanders' complaint nust be
vieved as the entire college.

..
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c. This interpretation is also consistent with Ms.
Sanders'complaint, since the Dean of The College convened the
grievance procedures which Ms. Sanders used, and the Dean
initially made the decisiot not to award Ms. Sanders academiccredit.

d. If you concur, we recommend that the region reassert
Jurisdiction over this complaint and notify GSU that we now
intend to reactivate this investigation.

If you do not concur that this is a proper definition of the
program or activity in this complaint and the DED funds
involved, you may wish to consider the fact that beginning in
1979 GSU began to receive Title III grant money for the purpose
of "Institution Wide Planning." Thus instead of closing this
case you may wish to have it tolled pending a final policy
decision en the scope of OCR's jurisdiction when an institution
receives Title III funds.

4. 005792101: This complaint was filed on Hay 25, 1979, by Ann Ricks
(now Ann Ricks Warren) who alleged discrimination on the basis of race
and sex by being denied placement in a required counseling practicum.

Ms. Ricks submitted a number of documents to support her complaint.
These show that in September 1978 she began an HA program in Human
Relations Services with an emphasis in General Counseling. This
program was offered by the College of Human Learning and Development
and required students to gain practi,...1 experience at community
locations rather than at schools. Us. Ricks had already earned her
B.A. in 1918 from GSU.

Ms. Ricks states that the program officials were against her from the
beginning and even went so far as to falsely accuse her of sexual
misconduct with the Director and several residents of a half-way house
where she was working. There is no evidence in the file that these
accusations were ever put in writing. There is one note from the Dean
to the President that Ms. Ricks' application for a practicum placement
had been "lost." The records show that the school first informed
Ms. Ricks that she had not completed the prerequisite courses to be
consideted for a pract !cum placement., She later was denied such a
placement after the Screening Committee failed to recommend her on the
basis of taped counseling interviews which she submitted. It is
impossible to we igh the merits of Hs. Ricks' complaint given the
individualized degree plans then used at GSU and the general flexibility
of most graduate programs.
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In the next year, Ms. Ricks apparently completed all the course work
for her degree except the required practicun, but she then coved to New
York State. When interviewed by OCR in 1981, she verified that she still
had not earned her degree. She also stated that, when back visiting
Chicago in 1980, she personally visited GSU and talked with her former
Program Director to inquire whether she could complete her practicum
somewhere near her hone. According to Ns. Ricks, this request was flatly
denied.

The region attempted to contact Ns. Ricks at her Ls t address in Rome,
New York, but our letter was renamed ca undeliverable, and her phone
there has been disconnected. The other complainants from GSU are also
not aware of her present address.

Recormenda tion: If 9s. Ricks can not be located, the revised LPN at II
3.22 states that the case shauld be tolled for 180 days before closure.
We agree that this requirement be followed, since !is. Ricks was very Huth
interested in pursuing this complaint when last interviewed in 1981. The
it,gistrar's office at GSU also recently verified that Its. Ricks has not
been awarded a !tasters degree.

If Hs. Ricks is located within the next 180 days and verifies that she
still wishes to pursue her complaint, OCR's jurisdiction for this
complaint is identical to that of the Sanders' case:

a. Records from the Administrative Proceedings show that CLD
received thirteen (13) different DED grants between 1977 and 1982.
(See Attached list.)

b. Since there are no academic departments at GSU, we believe that
the program or activity involved in Ns. Sanders' complaint must be
viewed as the entire college.

c. If you concur, we recommend that the region be prepared to
reassert jurisdiction over this complaint and to notify GSU that
now intend to :eat tivate this investigation.

we

If you do not concur that this is a proper definition of the program
or activity in this complaint and the DED funds involved, we again
note the existence of Title III funds received by GSU after 1979 for
"Institution Wide Planning." This nay be an additional reason to
toll this case for policy retsons rather than closing it completely.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20203

TO : Linda A. McGovern

Acting Regional Civil Rights Director
Region V

FROMOtlarry M. Singleton

ssistant Secretary
for Civil Rights

SUBJECT: Re-evaluation of Four Denial of Access Cases Involving Governors
State University -- OCR Complaint Nos. 05-80-2056, 05-79-2102,
05-79-2004, and 05-79-2101

DATE. JUN 1 8 1985

I have reviewed your memorandum dated Hay 10, 1985 concerning your
re-evaluation, in light of the Supreme Court's decision in Grove City
Coll e e v. Bell, of the status of four complaints regarding Illinois'

Governors State University (GSU), filed with the Office for Civil Rights
(OCR) in 1979 and 1980. Enforcement proceedings were initiated against
the Board of Governors for the Illinois State Colleges and Universities
in September 1982 because of its refusal to grant OCR access to the GSU
campus to investigate the facts of the four complainU. The denial of
access was purportedly based upon the Board of Governors' belief that the
alleged violations of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX
of the Education Amendments of 1972 did not occur in programs or activities
at GSU which received Department of Education (ED) funds at the time of
the alleged violations. The enforcement proceedings initiated against
GSU were dismissed without prejudice, on OCR's motion, effective October 6,
1983, in light of the pendency of the Grove City case before the Supreme
Court. Your memorandum contained recommendations to me regarding the
future disposition of each of the four cases, in light of the Supreme
Court's decision in Grove City and your office's corresponding re-examination
of GSU's ED funding.

Your memorandum states that "[t]he region does not have access to the
recipient's Title III grant proposals." (Analysis, p. 1.) It is unclear
from your memorandum, however, whether your office has sought all available
information from Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE) personnel in
Washington regarding CSU's use of its Title III funds. To the extent
Title III funding may be relevant to any of the cases, as noted herein,
you should indicate, as soon as possible, whether OCR still needs to consult
OPE to obtain pertinent facts regarding GSU's Title III funding or whether
all such OPE sources of information have already been exhausted.

My response to your recommendations for each of the four cases is set
forth infra.
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Complaint do. 05-80-2056 -- Lois Bobo

Your memorandum indicates that this complaint has been formally withdrawn
and that OCR's file on the case was closed on April 19, 1985. Therefore,

your memorandum seeks no action on my part with regard to this case.

° Complaint No. 05-79-2004 -- John Robinson

Your memorandum indicatel that this complaint was filed on September 28,
1978, by an underg.duate student at GSU who alleged that a professor
in GSU's College of Environmental and Applied Sciences (CEAS) had
misappropriated the complainant's research and ther subjected him to
racial slurs and "created problems for him in getting financial aid" when
the complainant reported the alleged misappropriation to GSU officials.
Your memorandum further indicates that CEAS does not appear to have been
receiving funds under Title III or under any other Office of Education
grant program in September 1978. However, your memorandum indicates that
"no information was submitted" regarding CEAS' employment of College Work-
Study students in the 1978-79 academic year. Finally, your memorandum
indicates that OCR has been unable to locate the complainant since 1981.

It is your recommendation that this case be closed, because OCR lacks
jurisdiction and because the complainant cannot be located. The latter
is an insufficient basis for closing this case. OCR does not close a
case solely because the complainant is not available or is not coopera-
tive, unless the complainant is essential to an investigation. Since the

educational institution in question has denied OCR access to relevant
institutional information, it is not clear that OCR possesses all the
data needed to conclude that the complainant's participation is essential
to the investigation.

With regard to your conclusion that OCR lacks jurisdiction over CEAS, your
analysis would appear to be consistent with OCR policy, but for the fact
that the complainant alleges that a CEAS faculty member inter alia "created
problems for him in getting financial aid," an allegation which could make
GSU's participation in ED's student financial aid programs highly relevant
to OCR's jurisdiction over this alleged act of discrimination. Under Grove
City, it would clearly be prohibited for a student financial aid office at
a university that receives ED student financial aid funds to discriminate
in its award of such student financial aid funds. Therefore, this case
should not be closed at the present time, unless it is determined either:

(a) that the "financial aid" to which the complainant refers was
not aid administered by CSU's financ' 1 aid office; or

(b) both (i) that the complainant does not allege that the -tudent
financial aid office at GSU took any action to further CEAS'
alleged attempt to interfere with the complainant's receipt
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of Department of Education student financial aid, and (ii)
that OCR clearly lacks jurisdiction over CEAS itself, because
CEAS employed no College Work-Study students and received no
other Department of Education benefits during the 1978-79
academic year.

Also, your office should provide additional information regarding the

relief that was originally sought by the complainant from GSU, as well
as whether you believe there is any relief that GSU could possibly grant
now with regard to this complaint. If there were no relief that could
possibly remedy the alleged violation, that fact would strongly support
your recommendation that this case be closed.

° Complaint No. 05-79-2102 -- Bernice Sanders

Your memorandum indicates that this complaint was filed on May 25, 1979,
alleging discrimination on the basis of race and sex resulting from an
accusation, by two professors in GSU's College of Human Learning and

Development (CLD), that the complainant cheated in a December 1977 final
examination in a "human appraisal" course. Though the complainant
ultimately graduated from GSU without being awarded credit for the
"human appraisal" course, the complainant still is interested in having
academic credit awarded for this course; there are also Grievance Com-
mittee records regarding the cheating allegations that the complainant
may have an interest in haviqg expunged.

An attachment to your memorandum indicates that CLD was receiving two
Department of Education grants in December 1977, one human service
professional training grant and one bilingual teacher training grant.
You have concluded, consistent with OCR policy, that these grants afford
OCR jurisdiction over Ms. Sanders' complaint. 1/ Based on that conclu-
sion, OCR should seek access once again to the institutional records
that OCR needs to evaluate Ms. Sanders' complaint.

1/ Your memorandum indicates in a number of places that GSU does not
have traditional academic departments. However, at the same time, your
discussion of Ms. Sanders' complaint makes repeated reference to
the CID, the component of GSU that apparently offered the course in
question it the complaint. Because OCR needs only to find jurisdiction
over the CLD in order to take action with regard to this complaint,
it not necessary to make the argument, as does your memorandum, that
GSU's lack of traditional u_ademic departments justifies a finding of
institutionwide ,jurisdiction; that argument appears dubious, at best,
in any event. Because your assessment of jurisdiction based upon
GSU's receipt of Department of Education training grants appears to be
correct, it is also not necessary to address, the Title III issues that
your memorandum raises with regard to Ms. Sanders' complaint.
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° Complaint No. 05-79-2101 -- Ann Ricks Warren

Your memorandum indicates that this complaint was filed in May 1979,
alleging discrimination on the basis of race and sex arising from events
that transpired during the 1978-79 academic year, when the complainant
was enrolled in a master's degree program offered by the CLD, the same
College involved in Bernice Sanders' complaint, discussed above. It is

your assertion that the jurisdictional issues relevant to Ms. Warren's
complaint are identical to those relevant to Ms. Sanders' complaint.

However, the attachment to your analysis suggests that none of the grants
received by CLD had a grant period that encompassed the 1978-79 academic

year. It is also not clear whether CLD was receiving Department of
Education grants in 1980, when the complainant apparently visited GSU
and was refused the opportunity to complete her degree, from her home

in New York. It is therefore questionable whether CLD was receiving
Department of Education grants during the period relevant to Ms. Warren's

complaint. rJrther clarification in this regard should be provided by

your office. 2/

Because you indicate in your memorandum that you do not believe that GSU

received Title III funding prior to the 1979-80 academic year, clarifi-
cation should also be provided as to why you believe that jurisdiction
over this complaint might be conferred by GSU's receipt of Title III

funds. If your office simply lacks information regarding whether or
not GSU received Title III funds during the 1978-79 academic year, you
should so indicate in a subsequent memorandum. If you can provide
information indicating that GSU received Title III funding during the
1978-79 academic year or, at minimum, when GSU turned down the complain-
ant's request to complete her degree in 198D, policy guidance will be
provided regarding the extent of DCR's jurisaiction that is dictated

by GSU's receipt of suds Title III funding.

2/ The comments in footnote 1 above, regarding the assertion of institution-
wide jurisdiction based on the training grants received by CLD prior

to 1980, are equally applicable here.

.1
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Harry tl. Singleton
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

399
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, "7'//151E Hay 10, 1985

Acting l'egional Director
Office for Civil Rights, Region V

SLRJECI Reevaluation of Governors State University (Gal) Denial of Access
Cases 005802056, #05792102, 005792004, 005792101

In accordance with yoar Memorandum of November 2, 1984 (TAB A), the above
referenced cases were authorized to be returned to the region for a
reanalysis 4f OCR's jurisdiction in light of the Grove City decision. On
December 7, 1984, the region then reassumed accoantability for these cases
and the companion cases from Chicago State University (CSU) after all the
f (les and supporting Federal financial data had been reassembled and
transferred to the region by the Policy and Enforcement Service.

The present four cases are the oldest of the eight still pending against the
Illinois Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities and these two
of its member universities. Formal enforcement proceedings were initiated
within the Department on Septecier 10, 1982 on the basis of denial of
Access. The recipients' denial of access was founded on arguments that OCR
had no authority to investigate because the complainants' allegations did
not invol,L federally assisted programs or activities. In August 1983,
OCR's counsel unsuccessfully moved that the administrst.re proceeding be
stayed pending the Supreme Court's tecision in the Grove City case. On

September 6, 1983, on oral notion by the Department, the proceeding was
dismissed without prejudice, effective October 6, 1983, On October 31,
1983, the Administrathe Law Judge dented the Department's notion to
withdraw its oral notion to dismiss and to set aside the order of September
6. These cases then remained In Headquarters without further action being
taken until October 26, 1984, when the region reco'mended to you this new
review.

Although the enforcement proceedings against the two universities had been
consolidated, we decided it was more appropriate to submit our
recomnendatIons for each university separately However, our review of the
CSU cases has also been completed and will be submitted to you wi thin
the nest two weeks.
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As detailed in the attachment, ve have now completed the following steps

regarding these CSU ems:

+ %le have contacted or attempted to contact all the complainants to
to determine whether or not they still wish to pursue their
complaints.

+ We have rtvisved the financial aid data (collected prior to the
1983 Administrative Proceedings) in light of your instructions of
July 31. t984, in regard to Grove City. (TAB 8)

+ We have prepared updated background information on CSU including
DED funding.

+ We have provided recommendations on each case for your

consideration and approval.

if your staff have need of clarification, they nay contact Dr. Mary Frances
O'Shea, Director,, Postsecondary Education Division, at 8 -353 -386'.

Thank you for your consideration of this cutter.

Attachment

(2 (2Voi,a
Linda A. Cornelius
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MEMORANDUM

.0 Harry M. Singleton

Assistant Secretary
for Civil Rights

10M

SUBJECT

401

UNITED STATES LitPART MEAT 0EDUt/110
REC1 vCHICAGO

b,

le' .2219126

vt 4!g

et,i

,DATE May 16, 1985 (3',/",1N

Acting Regional Director

Office for Civil Rights, Region V

Reevaluation of Chi -ago State University (CPU) Denial of Access
Cases #05812004, PG5812088, 105812091, 405822026

95-1957
;s)5

In accordance with your Memorandum of November 2, 1984 (TAI. A), the above
referenced cases were authorized to be returned to the region for c
reanalysis of OCR's jurisdiction in light of the Grove City decision. On
December 7, 1984, the region then reassumed accouinrilrilirrfor these four
cases and the four companion cases from Governors State University (GSU)
after all the files and supporting Federal financial data had been
reassembled and transferred to the region by the Policy and EnforcementService.

The present four eases against Chicago State University are four of the
eight cases still pending against the Illinois Board of Governors of State
Colleges and Universities and Governors State University anA Chicago State
University. Formal enforcement proceedings were initiated within the
Department on September 10, 1982 on the basis of denial of access. The
recipients' denial of access was founded on arguments that OCR had no
authority to investigate because the complainants' allegations did not
involve federally assisted program, or activities. In August 1983, OCR's
counsel unsuccessfully moved that the administrative proceeding be sttyvd
pending the Supreme Court's decision in the Grove City case. On Septembe:
6, 1983, on oral motion by the Department, the proceeding was dismissed
without prejudice, effective October 6, 1983. On October 31, 1983, the
Administrative Law Judge denied the Department's motion to vitildraw its oral
motion to dismiss and to set aside the order of September 6. These eases
then remained in Headquarters without further action being Taken nni '1
October 26, 1984,, when the region recommended to you this new review.

Although the .'nforceernt proceedings against The two universities -- Governors
Stitt. University and Chicago State Universitybld been consolidated, we
decided it was more appropriate to submit our reczmmendations for each
university separately. For this reason the region submitted its
recommendations to you on Governors State University on Hay 10, 1985.

-ESERG1111SE ECONOMIZE-
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As detailed in the ttac..nent, we have now completed the following steps

regarding these CSU coals.

+ Y. hare contacted all the complainants to determine whether or not
they stilt wish to pursue their complaints.

+ Ye hare reviewed the financial aid data (collected prior to the 1983
Administrative Proceedings) in light of your instructions of July

31, 1964, in regard to Grove City. (TAB B)

+ We have provided updated background information on CSU including

DED funding.

+ We have provided recommends Lions on each use for your consideration

and approval.

If your staff have need of clarification, they may contact Dr. nary Frances

O'Shea, Director, Postsecondary Education Division, at 8-353-3865.

Thank you for your considerat:on of this ma tter.

Linda A. Cornelius

Attachments
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Chicago State University Reevaluation

A. Background on Recipient: Chicago State University (CSU) is one of the
five state universities in Illinois responsible to the Board of Governors of
State Colleges and Universities. The previous enforcement actions initiated by
the region and approved by Headquarters included the Board itself, since
there was reason to believe that CSU received some flow through funds from the
Board. However, the Board is not now V.sted as a recipient in the CASPER
system.

Chicago State University offers bacc.alaurate degrees in various majors and has
a number of graduate programs at the Masters level. Unlike Governors State
University, CSU has always had a traditional system of governance and a regular
grading system. In this new review we did not note any reorganization of
departments at CSU which might now affect our Jurisdiction. Since 1982 we also
have no received any more current HEGIS data on the university. In particular
we hay' ..o way of determining whether the number of Hispanic students at CSU
1 .....1 itu-reased from the 148 or 2% reported in 1982. (The failure of CSU to
recruit and to provide services for Hispanics is one of the class allegations
made in two of these complaints.)

I. DED Funds: According to information available on the CASPER system,
TO participates in DED student financial assistance programs as
follows:

Supplemental Educational f;pportunity
Grants

College Work Study

Pell Grants

Awarded

7-01-84

7-01-84

1-26-84

Amount

$ 151,073

$ 524,904

$ 1,742,278

The only other active DED funds of record received for 1984-85 were:

Veterans Cost of Instruction Program 6-22-84 $ 2,535
(38 USC §246)

Upward bound (20 USC §1068)

Special Services for Disadvantaged
Students (20 USC §1070d et seq.)

2-29-84 $ 221,299

5-31-84 $ 105,000

In the finantial aid information supplied for the 1983 Administrative
Proceedings, we located grant applications for these last two programs
fom previous years, ate Upward Bound program is a precollegiate summer
instructional program designed for disadvantaged students, who may or
may not plan to enroll at CSU. The Special Services grant helps support
a tutorial program open to all CSU students in academic difficulty. Both
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programs are in the Division of Student Development under the direction
of its Dean. Therefore, OCR may have pirisdiction over the compoi.ents
of this program: Career Planning and Placement, Counseling, Student
Health Services, Student Activities, Intarcollegxate Athletics, and
Special Services.

According to the CASPER system CSU does not now receive any Title III
grant money for Strengthening Developing Institutions. The last such
grant seems to have been received in the 1981-82 academic year, where
the funds were widely distributed among CSU's colleges. The Title III
funds are cited later in this report. However, we note that in Policy
Guidance recently supplied to the region on another case (Elgin
Community College, #05842063), you stated that Headquarters had not yet
determined whrther or not Title III funds convey jurisdiction over the
entire institution.

In addition to the information available on the CASPER system, the
Region inquired whether or not CSU had received any DED Construction
grants when the new campus vas built. LED officials ln Washington
confirmed that CSU had received one grant for this purpose as follows:
Project 5-5007-12 is a General Instructional Award dating from 1972,
which will run for twenty-five years or until 1997 at $29,935 per year.
This grant pays the interest above 32 on the bonds issued by the State
of Illinois to pay for the construction of one building on
campus-Classroom Triad B. According to the 1982 CSU Catalog, this
building contains the offices of t.le departments of Accounting and
Finance, Art, Dietetics, Management, Marketing and Information Systems,
Medical Record Administration, Nursing, and Radiation Therapy
Technology.

Prior to the 1983 Administrative Proceeding, complete Federal financial

assistance data on CSU was provided for the years 1977 through 1982.
The region has reviewed all this information, and in our analysis of
each complaint below we have identified the DED funds which may have a
direct bearing on OCR's jurisdiction.

2. Organization of the University: The Universvy is divided into
TiVe-TolTeres7nrE "cMiTyFeTi n ed departments:

College of Allied Health College of Education
College of Arts and Sciences College of Nursing
College of Business Administration

The individual allegations of discrimination in these complaints
concern departments in the Arts and Sciences and Education. How._

two of the complainants have also made allegations regarding such
areas as Special Servaees and Recruiting.
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3. Compliance Activity sine Grove _act: The University continues to be
represented by the Counsel777-tVefllinois Board of Governors. No
complaints have been filed against CSU since the Grove City decision
was rendered. In fact, since this tine the region has received only
one complaint from any of the five affiliated universities. This was
Title VI and Title IX employment case against Governors State

University where Counsel did provide all the information requesteu in
timely manner. However, since this use was already being resolved

internally, it is imposeble to determine whether Counsel intends to
challenge OCR in the fur ire based on Grove City.

B. Disposition of Complaints

1. #05812004: This complait t was filed on August 8, 1980, by Louis

Hoggatt who alleged that CSU had retaliated against him for having
previously filed a ^omplaint with this office. Hr. Hoggatt
specifically alleged that he was oeing required to cooplete additional
courses to be awarded his Bachelors and Masters degrees in

Occupational Education. Mr. Hoggatt's previous complaint, filed on
the basis of race, involved only denial of his Masters degree. A no
cause Letter of Findings was issued on August 9, 1976.

Hr. Hoggatt has repeatedly alleged that he has been harassed and
discriminated asainst by CSU for the last twenty years and that he has
tried to resolve his complaint internally ovet sixty times. In 1961
CSU was a predominantly white institution known as Chicago Teachers
College South when Hr. Hoggatt first enrolled there in an Industrial
Education baccalaureate program. He continued to take courses at CSU
with generally good grades until 1964 but then returned to Western
Hichigan University (WMU), which awarded him a B.S. degree in 1965,
based partly on credits earned at CSU and elsewhere. In fact,
Hr. Hoggatt claims that he has earned 180 semester hours of under-
graduate credit, and, therefore, should be able to claim two
bachelors degrees.

Hr. Hoggatt returned to CSU to pursue a hasters degree in the same
department but failed to earn his degree in 1968 after failing the
comprehensive exams three times. OCR's investigation showed that

he was the only student allowed to take this exam more than twice
and that he had disregarded the Department's advice to audit two
courses before attempting this exam the third time. Contrary to the
complainant's allegation, OCR also determined that this exam was not
Ole final requirement for his degree, since he also had to write and
defend a Masters thesis.

Hr. Hoggatt alleged that his exams were not graded fairly. However,
he did not file wi:h.00R until 1971, and the region did not complete
its investigation until 1976. By this time CSU had revised its
require, ents for its Hasters Program. Supported by OCR's findings,
CSU has consistently held that it has no obligation to award Mr.
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Hoggatt his Masters degree, with or without a reexamination. The
region has never had the opportunity to determine CSU's position on
granting Mr. Hoggatt a Bachelors degree, and there is no reliable
information in the college catalogs on the requirements for earning a
second Bachelors degree at CSU. In 1980 the region accepted Mr.
Hoggatt's complaint as timely filed, since he had recently applied for
readmission to CSU in order to have his "new" credentials evaluated.

Mr. Hoggatt was contacted recently and confirmed again that he wishes
to pursue his complaint. Mr. Hoggatt has apparently not tausht or
worked in the field of industrial education for many years. Instead,
he subsequently earned a Masters in Public Administration elsewhere
and has since held a nunber of high level positions in several Federal
agencies. Since Mr. Hoggatt has never ben awarded either a Bachelors
or a Masters from CSU, his complaint can not be considered moot. Mr.
Hoggatt is not willing to reenroll in CSU, however briefly, to attain
his degrees under the existing requirements, and he claims that even
this offer has been withdrawn. Instead, he is demanding that CSU
officials award him both degrees, thereby admitting that twenty years
ago CSU was hostile to black students and many like himself were
driven away.

Recommendation: We recommend that OCR attempt to initiate an
investigation of Mr. Hoggatt's allegations regarding both disputed
degrees. Such an investigation could be closely restricted to actions
taken against Mr. Hoggatt in 1980. As described below, OCR's
jurisdiction is supportable because of the DED funds involve' in this
program or activity. If this is to be considered an admassiors
complaint, OCR night also be construed to have instf nJt'..an wide
jurisdiction.

In regard to this proposed investigation, the region would not have
the obligation to attempt to reinvestigate the circumstances
surrounding the denial of Mr. Hoggatt's Masters degree in 1968.
However, we can properly investigate how CSU responded to Mr.
Hoggatt's demands for his degrees and applications for readmission it
1980, whether or not he had new credentials, whether the requirements
had changed, and whethe- or not Mr. Hoggatt was treated contrary to
general policy because of his past complaint. It is impossible to
make these determinations without information from CSU. Fur example,
we need to know whether Mr. Hoggatt's record should have been reviewed
by both the Office of Evaluation and the Department of Occupational
Eduction.

The 1980-81 CSU Catalog shows the Department of Occupational Education
as part of the College of Education offering degrees in three areas of
specialty: Industria, Arts Education, Vocational-TechnicL1 Education,
and Industrial Technology.

At the time Mr. Hoggatt filed his complaint, The Department of
Occupational Education received one grant directly from HEW:

#80-33 Voca tional Education Teacher Crtificotion Program
(9/I/79-8131/80) $9,590
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In addition, the financial aid information from the 1983 Administrative
Proceedings also show that between 1980 and 1982 the College of
Education or individual departments within the College such as Special
Education or Curriculum and Instruction received six additional DED
grants.

In regard to current funding, we would also note that CSU is one of the
eight universities in Illinois which train vocational educational
teachers and which are eligible to receive funds under the Vocational
Education Act through the designated state recipient. The region is
currently attempting to determine the funds CSU cur; be receiving for
this purpose.

On the basis of this financial assistance information, we believe that
OCR does have jurisdiction over this complaint even under a naz,ow
reading of Grove City and that the region could notify CSU that we are
reactivating our investigation on this basis.

2. #05812091: This complaint was filed on June 11, 1981 by Maria C.
Arcay, who alleged discrimination on the basis of national
origin. A native of Puerto Rico, Ms. Arcay completed two years at
Puerto Rico Junior College and first enrolled at CSU in January 1978.
At the time of filing this complaint, Ms. Arcay was pursuing a
bachelors degree in Secondary Education-Spanish. Ms. Arcay is the
wife of Dr. Hernandez-Nieto, Chairman of the Modern Language
Department, and one of the other CSU complainants (#05812088).

Ms. Arcay's complaitt contains allegations of individual and class
discrimination, supported by a twenty-five page typed statement and
copies of documents from her academic file and correspondence from
various CSU officials. The Counsel for CSU denied access to the
region to investigate this complaint at the intake stage, contending
that the complaint involved only Arcay's student teaching, a program
that he claimed received no Federal funds. Therefore, there was no
Investigative Plan developed for this case prior to its referral for
enforcement.

Hs. Arcay was recently contacted to determine whether or not she
wished to pursue her complaint. She confirmed that after 1982 she left
CSU to attend Governors State University. She originally wanted to
complete the same program she had been pursuing in Education, but
after learning how many courses she needed to take, she decided to
complete a Bachelors in Intercultural Studies. She now is completing
a Masters degree at Governors State in Bilingual Special Education for
Learning Disabled Students. Ms. Arcay stated that she does not wish
to withdraw either this complaint or her retaliation complaint. She
still thinks that CSU should modify her transcripts, that her
allegations of class discrimination against Hispanics are still valid,
and that OCR should investigate her dismissal in 1976. Ms. Arcay was
advised, however, that her allegations may not have all been timely
filed.

3.1111A-11AVA Y4100 TZ38
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Ms. Arcay' s complaint alleged that CSU discriminated against her
every year from 1978 to 1981. As described below Ms. Arcay does
begin with events in 1978, but they are individual allegations of
discrimination and do not cons titute "continuing discrimination."

a. Ms. Arcay alleges that CSU discriminated against her when
she was dismissed for poor scholarship at the end of the
Summer 1978 term and CSU later refused to have this action
stricken from her transcript.

Recommendation: This allegation can not be considered timely
filed, and the issue is moot since Ms. Arcay was readmitted
effective the winter 1979 term.

b. Ms. Arcay further alleges that she was given "misleading
advising" during the seoester she was on probation prior to
her dismissal in 1978.

Recommendation: This allegation is also untimely and should not
be investigated by OCR.

C. Hs. Army alleges that she did not receive proper t'ansfer credit
for courses taken in Puerto Rico and she had to repeat many of
them at CSU. She also alleges that CSU should have removed a
grade from her transcript t.hich she received in a Psychology
course after it agreed to accept credit for an equivalent course
from her college in Puerto Rico.

Recommendation: When interviewed recently, Ms. Arcay states that
the only problem which had never been resolved in this area was
het required Psychology course. In the Spring 1980 term she took
Psychology 204 .t CSU and received n Incomplete at the end of
the tern. She made no effort to complete her work, because she
vas trying to get Admissions to accept as a substitute an
"equivalent" course from her college in Puerto Rico. CSU

accepted this course for credit only and still insisted she
needed to complete Psychology 204. Ms. Arcay filed an internal
grievance on this insisting she should be able to withdraw from
Psychology 204 and have this other course fulfill the
requiremont. Ms. Arcay's requests were denied, and the I grade
eventually reverted to an F. Documents submitted show that she
received her final answer on her grievance from the Vice
President on December 5, 1980. According to the IPH she was then
required to file with OCR within sixty days. However, since she
did not file until. June 1981, this allegation is also untimely,
and should not be investigated by OCR.

d. Ms. Arcay allege that she and other Hispanic students have been
denied the English as a Second Language tutoring needed for them
to pass the English Qualifying Examination.
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Recommendation: Although this examination is required for all
undergraduate students, CSU might have the obligation under
Title VI to 'rovide such services in order to provide equal
educational opportunity to Hispanic and other non-native
speakers. Since Ms. Arcay believes this is still a problem at
CSU, OCR should pursue this allegation.

e. Hs. Arcay finally alleges that the form and content of the
Eng lisrt Qualifying Examination itself discriminates against
Hispanic and other non-native speakers and that CSU has
allowed students whose primary language is English to take
courses at the upper level before they have passed this
requirement.

Recommendation: We believe the region requires your policy
arice on the first part of this allegation, particularly
whether the region should investigate the validity of this
testing instrument. We could investigate discrimination by CSU
officials in waiving this requirement, but this would entail
asserting institution wide Jurisdiction. This approach is
possible, since students must pass this test before applying
for admission into all the upper level colleges within the
University.

Overall Recommendation: In regard to Ms. Arcay's three untimely
allegations of individual di.r.rimination (Oa, #b, and #c), the region
will now provide her the opportunity to request a waiver of the 180 day
time limit for filing. This action was not taken in 1981 due to the
outstanding denial of access issue. At this time we do not foresee any
acceptable reasons for granting such a waiver, but we will not close
this portion of her complaint pending further directions from you.

In regard to the class allegations, we believe OCR does have
jurisdiction over fri, since the Division of Student Development
continues to recaive a DED Special Services Grant for tutoring
disadvantaged students. According to the Federal financial
information from the 1983 Administrative Proceedings, the Office for
Academic Affairs, which includes Student Development, received the
following grants from DED or its predecess"r, HEW's Office of
Education:

#82-32- Special Services Program- $98,568 (9/1/82-8/31/83)

#81-30 Strengthening Developing Institutions Programs
$350,000 (7/1/81-6/30/82)

s
#81-32 Special Services for Disadvantaged Students

$102,676 (9/1/81-8/31/82)

3.191A.11AVIA Y41103 TM
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#80-58 Special Services for Disadvantaged Students

$98,727 (9/1/80-8/31/81)

In regard to allegation #e, the region could probably not assert
institution wide coverage when the complaint was Mod, since
Education was the only one of the five colleges which received
DED funds during the period as follows:

#82-45 Project Upward Bound $198,458 (7/1/82-6/30/83)

#82-27 Bilingual-Bicultural Education Program $99,375

(8/1/82-7/31/83)

#81-37 Bilingual-Bicultural Training Program $121,403

(8/ 1 /81- 7/31/82)

Based on these funds, the region could restrict its investigation to
students taking the Qualifying Examination who wished to take
Education courses or wished admission into the College of Education.
However, since the region's information on present funding is limited
to the CASPER reports, we are not able to verify that even this one
College within the University is still receiving DED Funds.
Therefore, the region can not make any recommendation concerning this
portion of Ms. Arcay's complaint without further funding information
as well as policy advice.

3. #05822026: This complaint was filed on February 2, 1982 by Maria
7cr-Fira-M' alleged that she had been retaliated against for having
filed a previous complaint with OCR (#05812091). She specifically
alleged that when she applied for a student teaching placement in
October 1981, she was not only turned down but treated in an abusive
manner by the respousible Director :n the College of Education. She

also allege that this treatment stemmed from instructions from CSU's
Vice President for Academic Affairs to all staff that tier academic
activities be closely monitored. As evidence for this Ms. Arcay
cites the Vice President's report to her on December 5, 1980, denying

her grievance and suggesting her work will be monitored in the future.

The documents submitted by Ms. Arcay show that she specifically
applied for student teaching without having passed the English
Qualifying Examination. The CSU catalogs clearly state that a student
can not be admitted to the College of Education until he or she has
passed both the English and Mathematics Qualifying examinations nor
are they authorized to take any professional level courses including

student teaching. However, Ms. Arcay alleges that this requirement had

often been waived for white students, and this allegation was part of
her original complaint.

S

According to Ms. Arcay's account, this requirement was never cited
when her application was denied in November 1981, but the Director of
Field Placement simply told her that she was too unstable and lacking

xn morals to ever be a teacher.
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Since the alleged retaliation occurred la November 1981 and this
complaint was filed in February 1982, it was timely filed. When
interviewed recently, Hs. Arcay also stated that she does not wish
to withdraw, and she would be willing to return to CSU to gain
certification in Secondary School Spanish.

Recommendation: The Division investigated what was the program or
activity involved in this complaint and whether DED funds were
involved. The CSU Catalog shows that there is no Department of
Student Teaching within the College of Education, only a Director
of Field Placement, and that all faculty menbers in the individual
departments within the college could act as advisors. Therefore,
we believe that the appropriate program or activity in this complaint
is the entire College. For this reason the college wide DED grants
cited for Ms. Arc.ay' s original complaint also confer jurisdiction
for her allegations of retaliation. We also believe that it is
signifier:It that the College was receiving DED funds for the training
of Bilingual teachers in Spanish, and Hs. Arcay was applying to
qualify as a secondary level Spanish teacher.

In regard to the merits of this complaint, we doubt whether even the
basic elements of proving a prima facie use of retaliation complaint
can be met in this case. Ms. Arcay' s original complaint against CSU
was not investigated, and the only contact made with CSU officials was
a Letter of Acknowledgement sent to to the President on June 6, 19 81
which did not include her name. The Board of Governors Attorney then
personally contacted the region for details on this complaint and
immediately denied access. The Vice President's warning letter to Hs.
Arcay was sent on December 5, 1980, and officially concluded her
internal grievance procedures -before her original complaint was even
filed.

The region's Litigation Memorandum of April 26, 19 82 took the position
that OCR had jurisdiction over the alleged retaliation both on the
basis of her internal grievance (which included allegations of
national origin discrimination) as well as on the basis of her
previous OCR complaint. However, both events are far removed in time
from the alleged retaliation, and it would be very difficult to show
that the official in the College of Education knew about either
matter.

Despite these impediments to any investigation, we conclude that OCR
did have jurisdiction over this complaint at the time it was filed
even under a narrow interpretation of Grove City, and we could inform
CSU we are reactivating this investigation. However, as noted above,
we are not certain fiether the College of Education is now receiving
or administering any DED funds.

31-1BAJIAVA V403 T8311
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4. #05812088: This complaint was filed on June 1, 1981 by Hector
Hernandez-Nieto, who alleged that CSU had discriminated against him on
the basis of his national origin in his role as a professor and
administrator. Re also alleged that CSU was discriminating against
Hispanic employees and students. At the time of filing his complaint,
Dr. Nieto was a tenured Associate Professor and Chairperson of the
Modern Language Department. He also had served as Special Assistant for
Hispanic Affairs to the Vice President for Academic Affairs.

a. In regard to his individual complaint, Dr. Nieto alleged that
because of his national origin, his promotion to full professor

had bcen delayed, that he was given a low performance evaluation,
and that his salary was kept lower than other department
chairpersons. The region declined to include any of these

allegations in our 1982 enforcement recommendations to
Headquarters because of OCR'i limited jurisdiction over
employment under Title VI and because Dr. Nieto had

simultaneously filed this complaint with EEOC.

Recommendation: When interviewed recently, Dr. Nieto stateo that

he had been promoted to Full Professor about two years ago and
that at that time he had decided not 1'0 seek reelection as
Chairperson. Therefore, he is no longer receiving annual
evaluations from the Dean. He admits that his salary is now
comparable to other similarly situated Full Professors at the
University. However, he still feels that CSU should compensate
him for the years he was underpaid. Based on this conversation
Dr. Nieto's complaint appears to be moot except for the issue of
back pay.

The Division also recently contacted EEOC regarding the
disposition of Dr. Nieto's complaint, and we received a copy of
the Letter of Determination and the attached Right to Sue lettei
issued to him on November 30, 1983. Dr. Nieto confirmed he had
received this report and appealed EEOC's findings to Washington.
However, when these findings were confirmed, he decided not to
sue the university.

EEOC's Letter of Determination states in part:

The Charging Party alleged that Respondent
discriminated against him unfavorably and [sic]

denying him a merit increase, promotion to full
Professor and not giving him the support that is given

to non-Hispanics because of his national origin,
Mexican. Examination of the evidence in the record

indicates that there is not reasonable cause to
believe that this allegation is true. . . .
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This document shows that EEOC made findings on each of the individual
allegations of discrimination which Dr. Nieto filed with OCR. The
region also requested to examine EEOC's entire investigative file, but
it had been destroyed within one year in accordance with agency
guidelines. However, based on these facts, the region would still
recommend that this portion of Dr. Nieto's complaint be closed in
accordance with the IPM at I 2.26. as a deferral to the findings of
another agency.

b. Dr. Nieto alleged that CSU was failing to recruit and hire
Hispanic faculty and staff, including, civil service staff. He
also alleged that Hispanic faculty were being denied promotion and
tenure as a class on the basis of national origin. Dr. Nieto also
provided a list of other Hispanics allegedly let go in the past,
but none of these cases would have been timely filed. In April

1982, after this case had already been referred for .nforcement,
Maria Arcay attempted to file a complaint on behalf of a Hispanic
Professor at CSU, Leonel Campos, who had just been denied tenure
in the Department of Corrections. The region consolidated this
new complaint into this class issue. However, Mr. Campos chose
not to file a complaint when the region wrote to him expaining his
rights to do so.

c.

Our review of EEOC's Letter of Determination cited above showed
that these class issues have not been investigated by Ed0C.

Recommendation: As noted above, Dr. Nieto still believes that
TriiritretirEif discrimination exists at CSU. In April and May
our regional staff requested a copy of CSU's latest EEO-6 report
from Headquarters, but we have not y3t received this information.
However, it is our impression from unofficial documents and from
the CSU catalogs that CSU probably has a better than average
record of employing Hispanic faculty and administrators at all
levels. If a more careful analysis shows that there is no evidence
that there is a pattern and practice of discrimination, then we
recommend that the region nor attempt to conduct a ccmplete
investigation of this allegation. We assume that this is still the
proper threshold analysis to be conducted to determine OCR's
jurisdiction over employment complaints filed under Title VI.

Finally Dr. Nieto alleged that CSU discriminated against Hispanic
students in admissions, in the failure to provide adequate
tutoring especially for the English Qualifying Examination, and in
its inconsistent enforcement of this exam as a prerequisite for

upper level study.
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Recommendation: As noted above, all of the student services
issuei-i7rialoy Dr. Nieto are contained in complaint #05812091,
and OCR's jurisdiction is supported at least in part by the
available Federal funding information. If you concur that the
region should not attempt to investigate any of Dr. Nieto's
allegations of individual or class discrimination in employment,
we would then recommend that his entire complaint be closed and
the remaining student services issues be consolidated into
complaint #05812091. We realize that the IPM at I 1.34 specifies
that in the case of multiple complainants filing the same charges
the earliest complaint should be retained, but in this case both
complaints were filed at almost the same time. However, until you
have responded to these lecommendations, the region will not take
any further action on any part of Dr. Nieto's complaint except to
attempt to review any available EEO data on CSU.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D C 20202

TO Linda A. McGovern

Acting Regional Civil Rights Director
Region V

DATE OCT 2 5 1985

Secretary

rry M. Singleton

ssistant Sacreta
for Civil Rights

SUBJECT: Re-evaluation of Four Denial of Access Cases Involving Chicago
State UniversIty -- OCR Complaint Nos. 05-81-2004, 05-81-2088,
05-81-2091 and 05-82-2026

I have reviewed your memorandum dated May 16, 1985, concerning your
re-evaluation, in light of the Supreme Court's decision In Grove City
College v. Bell, of the status of four complaints regarding Chicago State
WTVersity (CSU), filed with the Office for Civil Pights (OCR) ia 1980,
1981 and 1982. Enforcement proceedings were initiated against the Board
of Governors for the Illinois State Colleges and Universities and CSU in
September 1982, because of CSU's refusal to grant OCR access to the CSU
campus to investigate the fact, of the four complaints. The denial of
access was purportedly based upon a belief that the alleged violations of
Title VI of the Civil Rignts A,c of 1964 and Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 did not occur in programs or activities at CSU which
received Department of Educaticn (ED) funds at the time of the alleged
violations. The enforcement proceedings initiated against CSU were dis-
missed without prejudice, on OCR's motion, effective October 6, 1983, in
light of the pendency of the Grove City case before the Supreme Co4rt.
Your memorandum contained recommendations regarding the future deposition
of each of the four cases, in light of the Supreme Court's decision In
Grove City and your office's corresponding re-examination of CSU's ED
funding.

My response to your recommendations for each of the four cases is set
forth below.

° Complaint No. 05-81-2004 -- Louis Hoqqatt

Your memorandum indicates that this complaint was filed in AugJst 1980 by
a former student at CSU who "reapplied for admission" in 1980, apparent',;
for the sole wpose of renewing a past dispute with CSU regarding CSU's
refusal to award the complainant a master's degree. The previous dispute
was the subject matter of a complaint that the complainant filed with OCR
in 1971, a complaint with respect to which OCR issued a "no cause" letter
of findings in 1976. Your memorandum indicates tha. th° co.plainant now
believes that he is entitleeto both an undergraduate and graduate degree
from CSU, both of which CSU believes he had insufficient credits to have
earned as a result of his matriculation at CSU during the 1960s and
early 1970s. The complainant -- who, according to your memorandum, is
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unwilling to re-enroll at CSU under any circumstances, despite his purported
"reapplication" -- alleges in his 1980 complaint that CSU is retaliating
against him for having filed his 1971 complaint with OCR, by requiring him
to take additional courses in order to earn the degrees he believes he has
already earned at CSU.

In light of the facts summarized above, further examination is appropriate
regarding your r4emorandum's suggestions that OCR (1) should treat the
complainant's 1980 grievance as the admissions case it purports to be; and
(2) should consider, based solely on the facts set forth above, whether
the complaint presents a suitable situation for the application of the
"admissions exception" to the Grove City decision. In light of your memo-
randum's indication that the compia nant in fact had no intention to enroll
at CSU when he *reapplied" in 1980, it is difficult to see how the 1980
complaint constitutes anything other than a mechanism for rearguing the
issues raised in the complainant's 1971 complaint, especially with regard

to his graduate degree grievance. With regard to the complainant's
undergraduate degree grievance, it is unclear why OCR should accord any
significance to the complainant's "reapplication" to CSU, if it is clear
that the complainant already believed he had earned enough credits for
that degree when he submitted his *reapplication" and if it is clear that
the complainant had no actual intention to enroll at CSU upon "reapplying."

Therefore, unless the preceding comments mis'nterpret statements contained
in your memorandum, or unless further evidence can be provided that would
dictate a different disposition, you should dismiss this complaint as not
timely filed. At most, at this point OCR should conduct a jurisdictional
investigation only, to determine whether the complainant had notice,
prior to his 198G "reapplication," of CSU's position regarding the under-
graduate degree he now seeks. If the complainant had such notice, the
complaint should he time-barred. If the complainant did not have such
notice, OCR -- to the extent it has jurisdiction over the relevant program
or activity at CSU, as discussed below -- should investigate solely whether
CSU refused to acknowledge the complainant's entitlement to an undergraduate
degree in 1980 becaus( the complainant had filed an OCR complaint against
CSU in 1971.

Consistent with the above, in making its determination of jurisdiction over
the relevant program or activity for purposes of this complaint, OCR should
not consider invoking the "admissions exception" to Grove City unless the
complainant actually sought to enroll at CSU in 1983. If the complainant

sought to enroll as an undergraduate, presumably the complainant's dispute
can be viewed as one either with the University itself, with the College
of Arts and Sciences, or with the College of Education -- whichever entity
determines undergraduate admission to the program in question. If the
complainant did not seek rnoitoet as an undergraduate, however, the
complainant can at best be Viewed as having demanded in 1980 that he be
issued a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Education from CSU,
a dispute that presumably concerns the segment of the University that
awards undergraduate degrees in industrial education.
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Though your memorandum discusses the ED funds received in 1980 by the College
of Education's Department of Occupational Education, it is unclear from your
memorandum whether you have determined that the Department of Occupational
Education in fact awards the University's undergraduate degrees in industrial
education; those degrees might instead be awarded, for example, by CSU's
College of Arts and Sciences. Therefore, in addition to the information
indicated above that must be provided in order to properly determine the
timeliness of Mr. Hoggatt's complaint, further information must he provided
in order to determine:

(1) whether the Department of Occupational Education -- over
which OCR appears to have jurisdiction -- is indeed the
relevant administrative component of CSU for purposes of

determining, in light of Grove City, OCR's jurisdiction
over this complaint; and

(2) whether OCR has jurisdiction, in light of Grove City, over
the relevant administrative component of the university,
if the Department of Occupational Education is not that

component.

° Complaint Nos. 05-81-2091 and 05-82-2026 -- "tria Arcay 1" and
"Maria Arcay II"

According to your memorandum, the first of these two complaints ( "Maria
Arcay 1"), filed in 1981, alleges that CSU discriminated on the basis of
national origin both against the complainant as an individual and against
Hispanic students as a class. The complainant's individual grievances
primarily concern her dismissal from CSU in 1978, grievances which your
memorandum concludes, in accordance with OCR policy, were not filed on a
timely basis; the complainant should be advised accordingly in this regard.

In contrast, the complainant's class-based grievances in "Maria Arcay I"
do appear to have been filed on a timely basis, and they are closely
related to the grievances raised in another complaint ("Maria Arcay 11")
filed by Ms. Arcay with OCR in 1982. To facilitate analysis of Hs. Arcay's

allegations in this regard, the discussion of the class -Lased allegations
of Ms. Arcay's 1981 complaint has been combined with the discussion of
Ms. Arcay's 1982 complaint below.

Hs. Arcay's 1982 complaint primarily focuses upon CSU's requirement that a
student pass qualifying examinations in English and mat'ematics in order
to be admitted to its upper-level colleges or to take any professional
level courses. Your memorandum indicates that the complainant applied to
the College of Education for a student teaching placement in October 1981,
but was denied such a placement in November 1981. The complainant alleges
that the actual, unstated reason that she was denied a placement was that

she had filed the complaint ikiscussed in the preceding paragraphs ("Arcay I ")
against CSU. It is also clear, however, that Hs. Arcay had not passed the
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English qualilfying examination when she applied for her student teaching
placement, a fact consistent with the class -base" allegations of "Arcay I',
which assert that, in general:

(a) the form and content of the English qualifying examina-
tion discriminate against Hispanic students and other
students whose primary language is not English;

(b) CSU discriminates against students whose primary language
is not English by allowing certain students whose primary
language is English to take upper-level courses without
having passed the English qualifying examination; and

(c) CSU discriminates against students whose primary language
is not English by failing to give those students special
tutoring to help them pass the examination.

With regard to Ms. Arcay's class-based allegations, your memorandum discusses
a number of grants received by CSU's College of Education, concluding that,
except with regard to allegation (c) above, further funding information is
needed in order to evaluate OCR's jurisdiction over that component of CSU,
as well as over other components of CSU. However, there are two issues to
which your memorandum makes only brief reference that would appear to be of
central significance to OCR's jurisdiction over Ms. Arcay's class-based
allegations.

First, although your memorandum indicates that the Division of Student
Development continues to receive a OED Special Services Grant for tutoring
disadvantaged students' and indicates that therefore we believe OCR does
have jurisdiction over allegation (c) in the above list, your memorandum
fails to indicate whether the Special Services grants that the Division of
Student Development has received and continues to receive could serve as a
basis for asserting jurisdiction over any of Ms. Arcay's other class-based
allegations. Also, in this regard, it has been my understanding, as is re-
flected in the the September 16, 1983 Order of Administrative Law Judge
Richard J. Murphy regarding CSU, that CSU expressly gave OCR access to its
campus two years ago to investigate at least allegation (c) in the above
list, based on the Special Services funding. Therefore, jurisdiction over
allegation (c) has not been in question since 1983, and your office should
not delay investigation of that allegation any further.

Second, your memorandum makes only passing reference to the possibility of
applying to this situation the "admissions exception" to the Grove City
decision. Therefore, your office should re-evaluate Ms. Arcay's allegations
in light of OCR's policies regarding the "admissions exception" and should
submit its analysis as to its applicability here. Your office also should
search further for the missing funding information to which your memorandum
refers and should submit an 'analysis of that information.
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To the extent that Ms. Arcay's 1982 complaint ('Arcay 11') alleges an
independent claim to the effect that the College of Education retaliated
against her because of her filing of the 1981 complaint, your memorandum
appears to analyze certain jurisdictional facts regarding that claim in
accords, 2 with OCR policy. For example, because there is no component of
the College of Education that is responsible for all student teaching, and
because each faculty member of the College of Education can act as an advisor
for a student teacher, the relevant component of CSU for jurisdictional
purposes does appear to be the College of Education itself.

However, your memorandum does not indicate that the College of Education
was a recipient of any ED funds that were granted for general College-wide
purposes -- it appears from your memorandum that the College of Education
received only grants to be used for particular programs carried on within
certain smaller components of the College. Though it is true that Ms. Arcay
does allege retaliation by an official of the Office of Academic Affairs.
one of the smaller components of the College that did receive ED funds, 't
is not clear that the retaliation whicn Ms. Arcay alleges was perpetrated
by the Director for student teacher placement similarly occurred within a
segment of the College that received ED funds. Therefore, your recommenda-
tion that OCR renew its investigation with regard to Ms. Arcay's retaliation
cla!m appears to be well founded to the extent that her claim is directed
to the Office of Academic Affairs, but, to the extent that her claim is
directed to the Director for student teacher placement, it is not clear
that jurisdiction exists, given the facts presented in your memorandum.

° Complaint No. 05-81-2088 -- hector Hernandez-Nieto

Your memorandum indicates that the complainant in this case has filed three
grievances concerning three fairly discrete circumstances -- one involving
only himself, and t..:o others alleging class-5ased discrimination against

Hispanics other than or in addition to himself. The complainant's three
grievances are therefore addressed separatelt below, in the order in which
they are addressed in your memorandum.

The complainant's first grievance allege!. that his promotion from Associate
Professor to Professor in CSU's Modern Language Department as delayed for
reasons related to his rational origin. At the same time that the complain-
ant filed his complaint with OCR, however, the complainant filed an identical
grievance with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), causing
OCR to forego its investigation of the complaint. On November 30, 1983,
according to your memorandum, EEOC issued its letter of determination
regarding the complainant's grievance, which indicated that the complainant's
allegations of discrimination could not be substantiated. Your memorandum
indicates that little more regarding EEOC's handling of the complainant's
grievance is known by yoUr office, because EEOC had destroyed its investi-
gative file prior to receivAg OCR's request to examine it.

3.14/U1AVA YO3
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Despite the fact that your office has not been able to examine EEOC's
investigative file regarding this grievance, it is your recommendation that
this portion of Mr. Hernandez-Nieto's complaint be closed, in deference to
EEOC's investigatory findings. It is not clear, however, tnat your recom-
mendation is in accordance with OCR policy, as expressed in the revised
1984 Investigation Procedures Manual (IPM). IPN Section- 1-2.26 and 1-4.2
indicate that OCR will close a complaint in deference to the findings of
another agency only if OCR determines that inter alia 'all of the allegations
made in the OCR complaint were included in TET5iiiitagency's investigation"
and 'findings that are legally sufficient under ocn standards were made on
each of those allegations." It is unclear how your office could determine
that EEOC's investigation a ;id findings met OCR's criteria in these respects
if it did not have access to EEOC's investigatory file. If you contend never-
theless that your recommendation regarding this aspect of Mr. Hernandez-Nieto's
complaint should be accepted, more information should be provided regarding
the results of your office's inquiry into the details of EEOC's investigation
of the complainant's grievance.

The complainant's second grievance alleges that CSU has failed to recruit,
hire, promote, and give tenure to Hispanic faculty lnd staff, on account of
their national origin. Your memorandum indicates dat these allegations
were not investigated by EEOC; however, you recommend that this aspect of
Mr. Hernandez-Nieto's complaint not be the subject of "a complete investi-
gation" at this time because of your office's "impression from unofficial

documents and from the CSU catalogs that CSU probably has a better than
average record of employing Hispanic faculty and administrators at 01
levels,' suggesting to your office that the "pattern or practice" of

discrimination alleged by the complainant is unlikely to be found sub-
stantiated by OCR.

Especially in light of the ,oaplainant's allegation that CSU has failed
to romote Hispanic faculty, it is difficult to see how the sources of
information cited by your office world indicate per se whether or not the
complainant's class-based allegations have possible merit. Tie fact that
CSU currently employs Hispanic faculty and administrators "at all levels,"
for example, does not necessarily reduce the possibility that any of the
complainant's class-based promotion allegations are true. Unless a more
persuasive justification can be submitted for narrowing the investigation
of this aspect of the complainant's grievances, the complainant's allega-
tions in this regard should be investigated in full, after your office has
provided an analysis confirming that OCR has jurisdiction over the relevant
component(s) of CSU's operations in light of Grove City.

The complainant's final set of grievances appears to be identical to the
set of class-based grievances alleged by complainant Maria Arcay in "Arcay I,"
discussed above. With regard to the jurisdictional issues relevant to this
set of grievances, this memor4lidum's comments regarding the relevant portion
of "Arcay I' are equally applicable. Your recommendation regarding the
consolidation of Mr. Hernandez-Nieto's complaint with "Arcay I," however,
should be re-evaluated in light of this memorandum's comments regarding your
recommended disposition of the first two portions of Mr. Hernandez-Nieto's
complaint.
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TAB J

In a doculont entitled 'Summary of Enforcement Activities for the period
March 5 - March 9, 1984, No. 09-79-5068, Phoenix Union High School District,
Phoenix, Arizona,' OCR staff addressed the inadequacy of the Castro court
order in resolving the substantive Title VI violation that OCW-girfound.
Specifically, that document stated:

"OCR clearly recognizes that the steps taken by the District in
response to the Castro order go a substantial distance in

diminishing the segregative and discriminatory effects of its
prior policies and decisions. These steps deserve considerable
commendation. However, the scope of the school closure litiga-
tion was narrower than the scope of the student assignment
investigation required under Title VI which examined the issue
of racial isolation in all the District's schools. The Castro
litigation sought to remediate the elimination of comprehensive
educational opportunities within the area served by the schools
affected by the closure decisions, namely the areas served by
East, North, Union and Nest High Schools. The court did not
directly address the issue of racial isolation in other portions
of the District, and the focus of the court's findings and
order was the services provided to minority students in the
central city area affected by school closures. Tne results of
OCR's investigat:on reveal that two of the District's schools,
South Mountain High School and Carl Hayden High School, continue
to contain extremely disproportionate numbers of minority stu-
dents. Despite the broad steps taken by the District since
1983, the racial isolation of these schools has not signifi-
cantly altered.'

If the comments described above were viewed in isolation, it would appear
that the Castro order would be an inappropriate remedy for the violations OCR
found. aiiv, the circumstances surrounding the about which
the staff responsible for handling this case were fully familiar, dictate a
different understanding.

During the course of the administrative enforcement action, the Phoenix
Union High School District submitted a compliancc plan to OCR that fully
addressed the substantive OCR violation. By memorandum dated October 5, 1984,
the then Director for Policy and Enforcement Service of OCR, Antonio Califa,
recommended that the plan be accepted and that the plan be incorporated with
the Castro Order. (See attached.) The impetus for incorporation came from
Phoe7113717Non. The district had expressed concern that some of its student
assignment policies were governed by the Castro Order and that failure to
incorporate might result in the district'TTEgg subject to two enforcement
agencies, 00J and OCR, with the possibility of conflicting goals. The
decision to refer the case to 000 for incorporation of the plan resulted
fro& the recommendations of the Policy and Enforcement Service contained in

the October 5 memorandum referenced above and in other exchanges on the
subject over a period of several months. The incorporation resulted in no
diminution in remedial action since all of the substantive provisions of the
plan proposed by OCR staff were incorporated.

Attachment
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MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON. D C n2o2

TO : Harry M. Singleton
Assistant Secretary

for Civil Rights

FROM : Antonio J. Califs
Director for Policy and
Enforcement Service

DATE OCT
5 1984

SUBJECT: Proposed Settlement of In the Matter of Phoenix Union High School
District Nu. 210 Docket No. 84-VI-15)

On March 10, 1984, OCR filed a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing against
Phoenix Union Nigh School District No. 210, Phoenix, Arizona, charging
that their student assignment policies violated Title VI. Since that
date, attorneys from Region IX and headquarters attorneys responsible for
litigating the case have been negotiating a compliance agreement with
counsel for the school district. These negotiations have been successful
and Respondents are submitting the proposal, attached at Tab B (herein-
after referred to as the Plan"), for your acceptance and settlement of
the case. Both regional and PES attorneys responsible for the case have
scrutinized the particulars of the Plan and recommend its acceptance as
sufficient grounds to dis,ss the enforcement action pending against
Respondents.

The action was brought against Respondents for their violation of 34 C.F.R.
§ 100.3 for subjecting black and Hispanic students to discrimination on
the basis of race in their student assignment policies and practices.
The particular difficulty faced in reaching an agreement with Respondent
school district was that some of its student assignment policies are
presently governed by order of the U.S. District Court for th District
of Arizona in Castro v. Nigh School District # 210, CIV 82-302 (March 4,
1982) (hereinaTEFFFeferred to as the Castro Order). OCR has no quarrel
with the Order's provisions. Its relevance to OCR's efforts is the school
district's insistence that it cannot enter into a compliance plan with
OCR, without the Plan providing for the incorporation of OCR's plan into
the Castro Order. The district is somewhat concerned that failure to
incorporate may subject it to two separate enforcement agencies with
conflicting goals. However, the real basis for its unwillingness on this
issue is that the Arlana legislature will not provide the district with
the additional funds it needs to implement aspects of the Plan unless the
district can show that its additional needs are a result of court action. I/

1/ The Arizona law provides, in relevant part: For fiscal years 1983-1984
and 1984-1985, expenses of complying with a court order of desegregation
may be exempt wholly or in part from the revenue control limit . . . ."

Chapter 267 of House Bill 2018 of the Arizona State legislature, issued
by the Arizona Secretary of State March 7, 1984. See also pages 4 and 5
of the Introduction to the Plan.
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Usually, OCR does not favor incorporation of compliance plans into existing
court orders. This is largely because of the administrative inconvenience
of asking a court to rule on a breach of the compliance plan. PES recom-
mends here making an exception to this approach on three grounds. First,
the Plen stipulates that the evidentiary burden upon the Department will
be light: "In any judicial proceeding initiated by the Department of
Education pursuant to the provisions of this plan, a finding by the court
of a material failure to comply with the requirements of the plan shall,
without more, constitute a violation of Title VI." Plan at page 19,
Subsection D. Second. the Arizona State law regarding budgetary practices
provides a legitimate basis for considering this Plan an exception
to, rather than a change in, OCR's position opposing incorporation.

Third, a purely practical consideration, the district has made it absolutely
clear that it will not agree to Arii settlement terms without inclusion of
an incorporation provision. Whilithe district has accepted OCR's counter-
offers on a number of substantive provisions in the Plan, it has consistently
rejected any attempts to remove the incorporation language. It is the
opinion of OCR legal staff that the district would challenge OCR's juris-

diction in Federal court, and seek incorporation of the Plan and the
Castro Order by that means, rather than settle with OCR without an
incorporation provision in the Plan. Thus, the result appears to be the
same for OCR. Either OCR agrees to go to court if something goes wrong
with the Plan at some future date, or it will be taken to court now.
Since the parties are in agreement as to the substance of the Plan, PES
cannot recommend that OCR not accept the Plan on the basis of agency
practice and administrative convenience. The incorporation provision is
found on page 15 of the Plan at Section III A - C. The district has
agreed to begin implementing the Plan during the pendency of its
incorporation.

The central feature of the Plan is the immediate establishment of a
computer magnet at one of tne two most disproportionately minority schools,
Carl Hayden High School. This program is described at pages 3 - 5, begin-
ning at Subsection F. The Respondent has also committed to establishing,
in the 1985-1986 school year, a performing arts magnet and closed-circuit
television studio program at the other of the two most isolated schools,
South Mountain High School. The Respondent has also agreed, in Subsection 8
of page 2, to consider the improvement of racial and ethnic balance and
equal educational opportunity in acting upon any matter affecting student
assignment. Where the district's assessment predicts an adverse impact,
no action will be taken without OCR having an opportunity to consult with
the district and negotiate alternatives. At pages 3 and 7, the Plan
provides for incentives for the transfer of students to the predominately
minority schools and protection against inter-district transfers. For
example, a unique aspect of the Plan is that the district's minimum

enrollment requirements for class offerings are waived at minority schools
so that a wider array of classes will be available, and students will be
allowed to enroll in a greater number of classes.
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The Plan includes the necessary monitoring provisions to ensure that
the Respondent performs as promised in the attached document. See the
Plan at page 17, Section V. The district has established dates upon
which it Jill report its progress to OCR. In 1988, OCR is scheduled to
evaluate the results of the Plan to determine if it has achieved its
purpose or if other actions need to be taken.

Should you concur with PES' recommendation that the Plan be accepted in
settlement of the enforcement action against the Phoenix Union High
school district, a memorandum to that effect, authorizing Region IX to
enter into the agreement, is attached at Tab A. The court has granted
the parties an extension of time to negotiate until October 22, 1984.
The school district has asked that OCR make its decision by that date, ,f

at all possible.

Attachments

Tab A - Memorandum to Robert L. Brown
Tab 8 - Proposed Compliance Plan
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